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Preface

After 15 years of facilitating community engagement in towns
throughout Vermont and building non-partisan policy councils to
address issues of fundamental importance to the state, in 2007 the
Vermont Council on Rural Development (VCRD) founded the
Council on the Future of Vermont. VCRD believes that in this
time of change, all Vermonters should have a role in describing the
goals and priorities for the future and the common starting points
that can help us be successful in addressing them.
For eighteen months, the Council on the Future of Vermont has
toured the state, holding public forums and focus groups, asking
thousands of Vermonters to share their visions for the future, the
opportunities and challenges they see, and what priorities they would
set for the state. The public testimony gathered from this process is
unprecedented in scope; it documents the passion Vermonters have
for their state, and their concerns and values as they look to the hard
decisions of the future. From these forums, major topic areas were
identified to help guide the research conducted for this report.
VCRD commissioned the Center for Social Science Research
at Saint Michael’s College to conduct a trend-line analysis of the
recent past in Vermont as a contribution to the deliberations of the
Council on the Future of Vermont. While the research trends in
this book are not the final findings of the Council on the Future of
Vermont, they represent an important context and background to all
the public testimony that has been gathered, and will be evaluated
carefully in the work of the Council as it deliberates toward its final
conclusions.

The research team responsible for
this work, led Dr. Vince Bolduc and
Dr. Herb Kessel, did an incredible
job of collaborating with researchers
and data analysts from state, federal
and local agencies and organizations.
They have compiled data on
Vermont’s economy, demographics, education, agriculture, land
use, and many other important policy issues of our time, identifying
major trends in specific category areas, and tracking those transitions
over time. At Vermont Council on Rural Development, we believe
this report will be valuable resource to many in the state, especially
policy, philanthropic, business and non-profits leaders. It is a unique
source of information and serves as a digest of Vermont’s major
changes in the last decades.
We would also like to extend our sincere thanks to all the partners
and sponsors of the Council on the Future of Vermont project, who
are listed on the back cover of this report, for making this work
possible.
We hope that you find this report useful in your work and encourage
you to see it as a companion of the final report in the spring of 2009.

Paul Costello
Vermont Council on Rural Development
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INTRODUCTION
The past and the future are like foreign countries to us. The present is but a fleet‐
ing transition, familiar territory and the sole vantage point from which we can
understand the past before it disappears from memory. The future is terra incog‐
nita that only exists in our imaginations until we arrive.
Vermont is a remarkable place. Among the 50 states, Vermont is fre‐
quently listed either at the top or at the bottom of many rankings, and its
national reputation is far more expansive than its size warrants. As one
wit put it, “Vermont only has the population of a medium sized city, but it
aspires to be a whole state.” The purpose of this study is straightforward:
to pull together a wide selection of recent statistical data representing the
most significant social, economic environmental trends in Vermont. The
resulting text is unique in the way that it combines the following charac‐
teristics: it is holistic in its broad spectrum of subjects covered; it is histori‐
cal in its focus on change over time; and it is quantitative in its reliance on
objective data. Finally, each topic is presented in the context of regional or
national developments.
The view of Vermont that emerges in the following pages provides the
reader a rich mosaic painted on a broad canvas. Or perhaps a better meta‐
phor would be that of a “5,000 foot” aerial tour of the state’s landscape;
high enough to see the broad trends, yet too high to see all the local dy‐
namics as they blend together from one town to the next. The more we
studied the patterns and trends, the more we came to appreciate the
unique nature of Vermont. Every state makes similar claims to unique‐
ness, of course, but Vermont’s special combination of characteristics has
resulted in a more coherently recognizable “personality” than most states.
And like a personality, it gives Vermont a reputation that affects the be‐
haviors and attitudes of its citizens, draws selected people (and compa‐
nies) to the state, while discouraging others. We hope that by bringing
together the most important trends in a single volume, Vermonters will
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have the opportunity to better understand how our state has evolved in
recent years and to prepare for the challenges ahead.

Background and Organization
In the spring of 2008, the Center for Social Science Research at Saint Mi‐
chael’s College signed a contract with the Vermont Council on Rural De‐
velopment to provide a statistical profile of the state as a key component
of its two‐year Council on the Future of Vermont project. Between 2007
and 2008, The Council on the Future of Vermont project held 14 public
forums and over 80 focus groups around the state to gather information
on the values and priorities of Vermonters and what they see as the chal‐
lenges of the future. Most of the chapters included in this text reflect the
most pressing issues that emerged from these forums. As project direc‐
tors, we added to the list of topics based upon our expertise in our re‐
spective fields of Sociology and Economics as well as our own 30 years
of state based research.
This study is divided into four sections and 14 chapters. The first section
sets the broader context of the study with chapters on Population (1), the
Environment and Climate (2), and Land Use (3). The second section fo‐
cuses on the economy with chapters on the overall Economy (4) and spe‐
cial areas of study including Affordability (5), Agriculture (6), Forestry (7),
and the Creative Economy (8). The third section examines key parts of the
state’s infrastructure including the Physical and Electronic Infrastructure
(9), Energy (10), and Education (11). The final section considers areas that
we grouped into a catch‐all category that we called the institutions—
Health and Health Care (12), Crime and Corrections (13), and Govern‐
ance, Civic Engagement and Quality of Life (14).

Truly, this is a study of “statistics” in the original sense of the word: “a
descriptive arithmetic of the state.” We have been fascinated by the trends
we have found in the course of our research. They gave us new insights
and a fresh perspective into Vermont’s past and present in a way that has
made us more fully appreciate George Bernard Shaw’s belief that “it is the
mark of a truly civilized person to be moved by statistics.”
This study is based upon hundreds of sources and interviews as well as a
great number of charts and tables. Space restrictions prohibited us from
displaying all 320 of the charts and tables gathered in this text, eight to 15
of which are integrated into each chapter. References appear in each chap‐
ter to the other 156 charts that appear only in a supplementary on‐line
Appendix. Readers can find this Appendix and a copy of the complete
text in a ‘pdf’ format at either the Council on the Future of Vermont web‐
site www.futureofvermont.org) or the Vermont Council on Rural Develop‐
ment website (www.vtrural.org).

Complexities in Capturing ‘Trend lines’
We started this project with the intention of documenting trends over a
consistent time period of 20 years—1987 to 2007. This worked well for
many trends, such as for population growth or the unemployment rate,
but less well when examining such subjects as the growth in broadband
access and cell phone use, two innovations unheard of in 1987. On the
other end of the continuum, we found that a 20‐year time span was in‐
adequate to see significant trends in climate change, where shifts are
often measured in centuries. We also encountered occasional problems
with changes in data classification systems from one decade to the next.
These modifications are helpful in the long run, but in the short run,
they disrupt trend lines mid‐course. This was the case, for example,
when the federal government replaced a system of tracking industrial
output that was started in the 1930s with an entirely new system in the
late 1990s. Our solution to all these difficulties was ultimately a prag‐
matic one: to report on trends for whatever time span seemed to be both
meaningful and available.

Regardless of how recent our statistics, all trends become “dated” as
newer data becomes available. Most trends, we expect, will change little
over the months between our last data point and the time of the study’s
publication. But the recent volatility in the economic markets reminds all
of us that trends can sometimes turn on a dime. As of December, 2008,
Vermont had not been as heavily impacted by the economic crisis as many
other states, but this too may change. Fortunately, even rapid upturns and
downturns do not alter the past, and the trends that we have documented
remain accurate to the most recent data point available. Even as financial
and energy markets experience extraordinary swings, the fundamental
challenges and strengths of the Vermont economy have changed little in
the last few years.
Social scientists have had limited success predicting the future. (Indeed,
we have been accused of being able to predict everything but the future!)
Few social observers studying Vermont in the middle of the twentieth cen‐
tury could have imagined many of the major social and economic changes
that brought us to where we are in 2008. As recently as 1960, how many
people in Vermont could have imagined that the state would become a
major world producer of microchips, that pollutants from the Midwest
would endanger our lakes and forests, that an ice cream factory would
become the top tourist attraction in the state, that phones would become
mobile (and not produced by AT&T), that the percentage of women with
young children in the labor force would double, that home computers
would become as ubiquitous as the dishwasher, that there would be a ma‐
jor terrorist attack on U.S. soil, or that the Vermont electorate would give a
near landslide victory to the first Black President in the White House?

What We Could Not Cover
Simple humility demands we acknowledge that our study is limited to
“measurable” subjects that are primarily of local and regional importance.
We recognize that some of the most important changes in society receive
little attention within these pages—no matter how important and power‐
ful. For example, the role of religion, human rights, or overseas military
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conflicts are all well beyond the scope of our work. And try as we have to
document Vermont’s most important trends, we surely have missed some
changes that are gestating beneath the surface of observation, and which
will not emerge into our collective consciousness for some time to come.
There is little doubt that one day future historians will look back at our
shortsightedness, but in 2008, this is the best we can do.
When scholars from earlier generations gave us our categories of thought
and modes of analysis, they also determined the subjects that eventually
would be quantified. Some trends are not part of the public discourse sim‐
ply because no one collects data on the subject. Some trends become more
prominent in the minds of the public than they may deserve, and others—
sometimes even more important—are virtually invisible. For example, our
nation keeps much better statistics on rates of car theft than political and
corporate malfeasance and “white collar crime,” all hidden forms of anti‐
social behavior that have much greater consequences to our collective
wellbeing. Likewise, there are scores of high quality measures of economic
production that are widely tracked, but it has only been in the last few
years that the state has been tracking foreclosures in Vermont. Health offi‐
cials warn of the potential for human catastrophe with the increased num‐
bers of drug resistant communicable diseases, but we could find no one
who has organized the data sufficiently to include in this study. Homeless‐
ness is not documented as well as it warrants, nor is hunger, nor many
other phenomena. Social scientists working on innovative “genuine pro‐
gress indicators” recognize some of these shortcomings and are develop‐
ing improved measures (including measures of happiness) that may one
day be central to our thinking, but even those are predicated upon new
data collection procedures not commonly available.

Our Data Partners
It should be of little surprise that some agencies or organizations are much
better than others at collecting and collating high quality data. The clear‐
est trends in this report are only possible because of the long term efforts
by people and organizations who take their obligation to the public seriously
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and understand the importance of objective data in policy formation and
business decisions—from the person who manages the enormous data
base of decades of daily traffic volumes for the state’s highways, to the
marine biologists who documented 60,000 larval stage Zebra mussels in a
cubic meter of water in Lake Champlain, to a private group that is docu‐
menting the growth of direct sales by local farmers to Vermonters. We
owe a debt of gratitude to workers like these who have devoted their pro‐
fessional lives to collecting, organizing and disseminating statistics that
describe so many facets of life in the state.
We were also deeply impressed with the willingness of workers in both
the private sector and the State Government to share their data with us.
This small group of data analysts and “number crunchers” care deeply
about “getting the data right” and were willing to spend hours—
sometimes days—with us to be sure that their data would be represented
as accurately as possible. Our requests for information were rarely met
with skepticism or bureaucratic resistance; trust and cooperation were
more often the rule than the exception. We can only wonder how difficult
our job would have been in a larger state with complex layers of imper‐
sonal bureaucracy and where the most common contact between a citizen
and the State is a phone tree or unanswered voice mail. We have come to
believe that it is one of the many ways that a small state can take advan‐
tage of its size—living and working in Vermont is more personal, more
congenial, and ultimately more satisfying.
Many government agencies publish volumes of statistics in their own areas
of responsibility, and these were of tremendous help. Trying to track
changes in areas that are not yet fully developed presented problems that
were not easily resolved. For example, identifying trends in “the creative
economy,” “sprawl,” or “affordability” were particularly challenging be‐
cause of a lack of consensus on how and what should be measured. In these
areas, a greater degree of subjectivity was inevitable. In other areas, such as
education or crime, abundant objective data is available, but even here, the
meanings ascribed to the trends often are contested. We have attempted to
contribute to the public dialogue in as neutral a manner as possible without
implying specific policy recommendations. We leave that task to others.

Even in areas where there is widespread agreement on the units of meas‐
urement, the numbers are sometimes less consistent than we would like.
One might expect that there would be strong agreement on the number of
homicides that occur in Vermont in any given year, but in fact, different
sources reported very different numbers. With rare exception, these incon‐
sistencies were usually rooted in interagency methodological or defini‐
tional issues rather than any attempt to distort the data, and most of the
data that we relied on is quickly becoming standardized. As Daniel Pat‐
rick Moynihan has said, “everyone is entitled to his or her own personal
opinions, but they are not entitled to their own data.”
A vast amount of data is presented in the following pages. We have tried
to make sense of these observations by placing them in a contemporary
context. But the broad scope of this study limits the extent to which any
one topic can be explored. Numerous books and articles have been written
about virtually every trend identified and different authors frequently
interpret them differently. We have included citations of source material in
the text that will enable the reader to explore these issues on their own
and in more detail.

Authorship and Acknowledgements
After reaching a joint agreement with the Vermont Council on Rural De‐
velopment on the chapters to be covered, we exercised full editorial dis‐
cretion in all matters related to the content of this publication. We jointly
authored many of the chapters, and hired other experts to write part (or
the entirety) of the chapters that fell outside our areas of disciplinary spe‐
cialization, but all chapters were edited by us to assure a common format
and writing style. Several of the authors were also from Saint Michael’s
College, including Dr. John Carvellas (Economics), Dr. William Karstens
(Physics), and Dr. Richard Kujawa (Geography). Other authors were Dr.
Art Hessler of Burlington College, Hank Lambert, of Lambert Mediation
and Consulting, and Patricia H. Richards and Jake Dubuque. John Carvel‐
las was particularly helpful not only as the first author of the chapter on
Education and a joint author on Affordability, but also as a general advisor

with an uncanny ability to simplify even the most complex issue. Pro‐
found thanks go to each of these writers for their insights and hard work.
Many people at Saint Michael’s College helped with proofreading and
background research, including our remarkably skilled and patient Ad‐
ministrative Assistants, Lisa McCormick and Leslie Turner, as well as stu‐
dents Cassie Mayberry and Elizabeth Tuxbury. Valerie Dillner, an Educa‐
tion and Sociology/Anthropology major, spent her summer collecting and
organizing a vast array of statistics and meeting with numerous public
and private officials to help us better understand the data complexities of
the project. Her efforts were of great help in the early stages of the re‐
search process. John Kulhowvick of the Office of Institutional Research
often helped us find data when no one else could. Dr. Kristin Novotny of
the Political Science Department also added her expertise in helping us
prepare the chapter on Governance and Dr. Reza Ramazani was helpful in
his comments and support.
We also owe an enormous debt to Paul Costello, Sarah Waring and
Margaret Gibson McCoy at the Vermont Council on Rural Develop‐
ment. Paul set a high standard and provided a long‐range perspective on
the project, and Sarah supported us almost daily with encouragements,
feedback, and wisdom. She is exactly the sort of native daughter and
young professional whose knowledge and insights will be of enormous
value as the state plans for the future. Her advice was always pitch‐perfect
and to the point. Margaret was extremely patient with our frequent re‐
quests for last minute changes in the manuscript, and her trained eye and
technical skills have made this publication far more attractive than it
would have been otherwise.
A second century sage, Ben Zoma, was quoted as saying: “Who is wise?
One who learns from all persons.” Indeed, we listened carefully to the
many people in both the public and private sphere who generously shared
their wisdom and data with us. Their contributions provided the
foundation for this study; without them, it would not have been possible.
While the data came from a vast number of sources, we alone must accept
responsibility for any errors. In the public sector, we are indebted to:
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Elizabeth Peterson, Cynthia Hooley, John Pandiani, and Michael Nyland‐
Funke of the Vermont Department of Public Health; John Perry of the Ver‐
mont Department of Corrections; Byron Moyer, Kelly Loftus, Reenie De
Geus, Diane Bothheld of the Vermont Agency of Agriculture; Greg Gerdel
of the Vermont Department of Tourism and Marketing; Sara Teachout, Ver‐
mont Joint Fiscal Office; Deborah Shannon, Vermont Department of Public
Service; Mary Evslin of the Vermont Telecommunications Authority; Robert
De Geus, Department of Forests, Parks & Recreation; Bruce Webster, U.S.
Bureau of Census; David Murphey and Stacy Jolles of the Agency of
Human Services; Mike Davis, Peter Santos, David Provost, and Susan Clark
of the Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities and Health
Care Administration (BISHCA); Greg Sanford of the Vermont State
Archives; Kathy DeWolfe of the Office of the Vermont Secretary of State;
Ray Godfrey of the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service; Bill
Romond of the Vermont Department of Education; Eric Smeltzer, Neil Kam‐
man and Pete Strangel of the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources; Wil‐
liam Smith and Susan Mesner, Vermont Department of Taxes; John Hughes,
Lesley‐Ann Dupigny‐Giroux, Frank Bryan, Lini Wollenberg and Karen Glit‐
man of the University of Vermont; John W. Blodgett of the Vermont Policy
and Planning Division; Steve Reckers of the Governor’s Highway Safety
Council; Robert Yergeau of the Vermont Supreme Court; Doug Pine of the
Vermont Department of Human Resources; Ted Kinerson and Andrew Con‐
don, of the Vermont Department of Labor; Gina Campoli, Jim Bush, Scott
Fortney and Robert Ide of the Vermont Agency of Transportation.
In the private sector, we wish to extend deep gratitude to Church Hindes
of the VNA; Charlie Smith of the Snelling Institute; Meg Modley of the
Lake Champlain Basin Program; Lisa Ventriss of the Vermont Business
Roundtable; Dr. Reza Ramazani, Saint Michael’s College; Felipe Rivera of
the Vermont Community Foundation; Holly Tippett; Jonah Kessel; Bar‐
bara Kessel; Allyson Bolduc; Betty Carvellas of the Teacher Advisory
Council of the National Academies; Kevin Lambert of Pen for Hire; Judy
Scott of the Vermont Refugee Resettlement Program; Deena Murphy of
the Burlington Free Press; Mary Anne Kohn of the Committee on Tempo‐
rary Shelter; Ann Curran of Vermont Public Television; Mark Vogelzang of
Vermont Public Radio; Grace Person and Trevor Lashua of the Vermont
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League of Cities and Towns; Dee Schneidman of Culture Counts; Robert
Walsh, Wanda Arce and Scott Giles of the Vermont Student Assistance
Corporation; Jed Davis, Cabot Creamery; Leon Berthiaume, St. Albans
Coop Creamery; Dick Heaps, The Vermont Economy Newsletter; Nicole
Dehne, of the Northeast Organic Farming Association of Vermont; Bob
McEwing of the Burlington International Airport; Monica Weeber of the
United Way of Chittenden County.

Drs. Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel
Center for Social Science Research
Saint Michael’s College
Colchester, Vermont
November 30th, 2008

Chapter 1:

POPULATION

A simple description of Vermont’s demographic characteristics is
sufficient to make any reader appreciate the uniqueness of the state. It also
becomes obvious that recent trends will likely preserve our distinctiveness
well into the future. This chapter will identify these traits as well as note
the trends that have shaped the state over the past several decades.
Vermont has been in an unspoken competition with Wyoming to be
ranked as the smallest population of the 50 states, but at almost 624,000
(Census estimate for 2006) we have about 100,000 more citizens than that
of our competitor in the sprawling west. Since we also have a relatively
small land area (Vermont ranks 45th) our 68 persons per square mile gives
us a density quite similar to that of the national average of 85, and well
ahead of almost 20 more populous states (see Appendix, chart 1‐1).
Undeniably, Vermont has the lowest proportion of residents who live in
urban areas of 2,500 or more (38.2%), thus justifying our claim to being the
most “rural” of the 50 states

Trends in Vermont Population
Over Time
Trend number 1: The state has a comparatively low rate of
population growth with rates of “in‐ migration” and “out‐
migration” that are typical of New England; the best educated
are the most mobile, as in every state, but Vermont still has a
very highly educated adult population. There has been a steady
decline in the proportion of Vermonters who are native born.
In spite of how it may appear in some of our more rapidly growing towns,
our rate of population growth has been relatively low for most of the past

century, and this has not changed dramatically in recent decades. In 1900,
our population was 342,815; by 1950 it had only grown to 377,000, a
growth rate that the Census Bureau’s Demographic Trends in the 20th
Century tells us was the slowest growing of any state in the country. Even
today’s population of 624,000 does not quite represent a doubling of the
population since 1900. Compared to most states (indeed, compared to
most countries) this is a slow rate of growth (see Appendix, 1‐2 and 1‐3).
It is worth noting that our 1900 population was larger than a long list of
states, including Florida and most of the western states. To put this in
perspective, had Vermont’s growth rate kept pace with that of Florida over
the past century, the population of Vermont would now stand at 11
million! But perhaps a more realistic comparison would be that of our
eastern neighbor, New Hampshire. Had we kept pace with their growth
rate for the past 106 years, our population would now stand at 1.1 million,
about double our present population.
Vermont actually experienced two decades (1910 and 1930) in which the
decade ended with a net loss of population, but the average rate of
growth over the 106 years has been about one‐half of one percent. The
only decades in which Vermont outstripped the nation were from 1960 to
1990, but only in the 1970’s was the difference significant, with Vermont
adding 15% to its population compared to 11.5% for the nation as a whole.
From 1980 to 1990, Vermont added about 10% to her population, while the
decade of the 1990’s saw a growth rate of 8.2%, and in the six years
between 2000 and 2006, Vermont added another 2.5%. It’s important to
keep in mind that Vermont is part of a larger economic and demographic
region and subject to dynamics well beyond its borders. In general, the
Northeast has experienced lower growth rates than the rest of the nation.
Census estimates for 2007 put the 2000 to 2007 growth rate for the U.S. at
7.2%, but only 2% for the entire Northeast, Vermont included.
Population can only grow in two ways: more babies are born than people die
(called “natural increase”) or more people move into an area than move out
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Total Population Vermont
1980-2006
623,908

650,000

Number of People

600,000
550,000
500,000

515,050

increase came from births) but the balance quickly shifted in the 1980s when
the bulk of growth was from more babies being born than people dying.
Recent estimates by the Population Division of the Census suggest that about
three‐quarters of the growth in Vermont between 2000 and 2007 has been the
result of more births than deaths rather than net migration. In other years the
situation is reversed. Using population estimates from the Vital Statistics
office of the Vermont Department of Health, it appears that for the 22 year
period between 1982 and 2004, exactly 11 years saw more growth from
migration, and 11 years saw more growth from natural increase.1

450,000

In state‐wide surveys done in Vermont in both 1998 and 2008, about three‐
quarters of the survey population reported that they believed that most of
the population growth was due to people moving in from out‐of‐state
rather than the excess of births over deaths, but the reverse is often true.2

400,000
350,000
300,000
1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 2005

Yearly Population Growth, Natural Increase and
Migration
Vermont 1982 to 2004

Source: Department of Public Health, Division of Health Surveillance, Michael NylandFunke: Public Health Analyst

(migration). In the case of natural increase, Vermont has historically had
lower than average birth rates as well as lower than average death rates (see
chapter 4 on Health for exact numbers). Working with data from the Vermont
Department of Vital Statistics, the Census reports that between 2000 and 2007,
47,131 babies were born in Vermont, and 36,718 people died, leaving a
“natural increase” of 10,413. To estimate the total population growth,
demographers then add their best estimate of the number of people who
move into the state (either from other states or other countries) and then
subtract their estimate of the number of people who move out.
Percent Change in Population
Various Eastern States
1980-2006
United States
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont

1980-1990
9.8%
5.8
9.2
4.9
20.5
5.2
2.5
0.2
5.9
10.0

1990-2000
13.1%
3.6
3.8
5.5
11.4
8.6
5.5
3.4
4.5
8.2

2000-2006
6.4%
2.9
3.7
1.4
6.4
3.7
1.7
1.3
1.8
2.5

Source: Bureau of the Census. 2008 Statistical Abstracts of the
United States.
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However, unlike the
mandatory registration of
all birth and death data,
people may migrate into
and out of a state without
any formal notification
system, so the data for net
migration is imprecise.
The largest recent waves
of in‐migration took place
in the 1970s (when only
43% of the population

10000
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2000
0
-2000
1982

1987

Increase from Migration

1992

1997

2002

Increase from Births Over Deaths

Source: Vermont Department of Health publication “Vital Statistics” for each year.
Calculations were done by subtracting known natural increase (births minus deaths)
from the revised population estimates for each year.

1

2

U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstracts of the United States, various years; Vermont
Department of Public Health Vermont Vital Statistics, various years; and unpublished
estimates of the components of population change for states, U.S. Census Bureau.
Center for Social Science Research, Saint Michael’s College, “1998 Vermont Population
Alliance Survey” by Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel. The 2008 report for Vermonters
for a Sustainable Population is in progress.

When people move into or out of Vermont, where are they going and
where are they coming from? Loyalty to Vermont makes out‐migration
more of a cause of concern than in‐migration, but of course highways
are two‐way streets. America is a famously mobile society, with about
half the population living in a different home than they did five years
before. Most of that mobility is within the same state, and according to
the Census, only about 8% of Americans moved between states
between 1995 and 2000. In the case of Vermont, 12% of our population
(over age 5) lived in a different state in 1995. It is important to note that
the 2000 Census documented significant migration losses from 1995 to
2000, with the Northeast losing 1.2 million people while the South
gained 1.8 million. Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York had a
combined out‐migration of nearly a million people, while Vermont had
a modest migration gain of 2,254. Only a tiny fraction of these numbers
are immigrants from foreign countries. The most common states with
which we exchange populations are those closest to us. Over the 1995
to 2000 half‐decade, 9,052 Vermont residents moved to New York, but
11,026 New York residents moved to Vermont in return. Massachusetts
and New Hampshire were next in line as exchange partners.3

While trend data are not readily available, a Census report entitled
“Migration of the Young, Single, and College Educated: 1995 to 2000”
looked at the college educated age 25 to 39 group, and concluded these are
the most likely movers in every state, with about 75% having moved
homes between 1995 and 2000. As with other ages and educational levels,
however, most of this group moved within the state, and only about 12%
moved between states. Such high mobility for the educated young is not
surprising as voluntary migrations throughout the world are selective of
age and education.6

There has been a great deal of discussion lately focusing on the out‐migration
of Vermont’s college educated young adults. This often starts with students
going to college in other states and ends with college graduates taking jobs
outside of Vermont. According to surveys of Vermont high school students
who are going to college, around 50% go to colleges outside of Vermont, and
this number is up about 10 points from the late 1980s (see Appendix, 1‐4).
When asked why they chose an out‐of‐state institution, their responses were
as follows: 1) “I want to experience a different environment” (55%); 2) “There
are more job opportunities out‐of‐state” (53.8%); 3) “I can make more money
out‐of‐state” (31%); and 4) “I don’t like the weather” (15%).4 Obviously, many
of these students are already thinking of taking jobs and living in other states,
although the experts who study college student migration trends believe that
most students who go to out‐of‐state colleges are thinking less about
permanent resettlement than other issues.5

Four statewide opinion polls consistently have found significant educa‐
tional differences between native born Vermonters and in‐migrants. The
latter had significantly higher educational levels and incomes. For exam‐
ple, 47% of the in‐migrants had a Bachelor’s degree compared to only 17%
of native born Vermonters. In unpublished data from the Social Science
Research Center of Saint Michael’s College, the same pattern appears in
virtually every state. The same surveys have found that three out of every
four non‐natives moved to Vermont without a specific job offer, and only
32% said that they were better off financially after their move. Of those
who were financially better off after their move, 70% said that they still
would have moved here “even if they had to take a cut in pay.”8

3

6

4
5

Bureau of the Census, Census 2000 Special Reports: “Domestic Migration Across Regions, Divisions, and States: 1995 to 2000” and “Geographical Mobility: 1995 to 2000.”
VSAC survey of the class of 2005.
Postsecondary Education Opportunity, “Interstate Migration of College Graduates: 1989
to 2007,” August, 2008, Thomas Mortensen.

Such mobility works both ways, of course. Not only are the educated
young more likely to move out of Vermont, but they are also the most
likely to move into Vermont. It should be expected that there is a dynamic
circulation of young, well educated people from state to state; some states
enjoy a net gain of these workers, and others suffer a net loss. According
to the national data, 18 states had significant net gains from this
population trade‐off between 1995 and 2000, while 32 states had net
losses. Vermont suffered a modest net loss of 2,252 residents, a net
migration per 1,000 population that ranked us 42 out of the 50 states.7

Concerns about the migration of the well‐educated young are hardly
limited to Vermont, as the larger region mirrors the trend. New England

7
8

Bureau of the Census, Census 2000 Special Reports “Migration of the Young, Single, and
College Educated: 1995 to 2000,” CENSR-12.
Ibid.
Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study, 2005” Center
for Social Science Research, by Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel.
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“Is New England Experiencing a ‘Brain Drain’? Facts about Demographic Change and
Young Professionals,” Discussion Paper 07-3 of the New England Public Policy Center,
November, 2007, by Heather Brome.
10
Postsecondary Education Opportunity, “Interstate Migration of College Graduates:
1989 to 2007,” August, 2008, Thomas Mortensen.
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Another recent study by Thomas Mortenson, a well regarded higher
education researcher, also focused on the issue of the interstate migration
of college graduates and drew similarly nuanced conclusions.10 According
to his Census based data for 1989, 91,314 Vermonters (over the age of 25)
held Bachelor’s degrees. By 2007, the number had increased to an
estimated 150,000, a gain of 58,686 more Vermonters with Bachelor’s
degrees than 18 years earlier, and a jump in the proportion of the overall
population as well. However, over the same time period, Vermont colleges
and universities had been steadily producing a stream of about 4,600 new
graduates each year for a total of 83,043 new graduates with Bachelor’s
degrees (see chapter 11 on Education). Since Vermont’s stock of college

One logical (if ridiculous) way to move Vermont onto the list of net
gainers would be to decrease the number of students graduating from the
state’s colleges. Mortenson tells us that states that attract a high number of
college students are unlikely to keep more than a fraction so that the net
effect is that the state produces more graduates than it can ultimately
absorb, inevitably resulting in a migration loss among college graduates
that may be as much a sign of the successes of the state’s institutions of
higher learning than a
Percent of Population Born in
failure of the economy to
Vermont
provide jobs. Only nine
1960 to 2005
states are net gainers of
both college students and
80%
college graduates and five
75%
states have greater reason
70%
to worry—unlike Vermont,
65%
they suffer losses of both
60%
55%
freshmen and college
50%
graduates.12

19
70

Two points in the Policy Report are worth highlighting. First, while New
England is proportionately losing more college educated residents aged
25‐39 to other regions of the country, our region still has the largest
proportion of young professionals, and our actual number of people in
this category is steady. Second, the outflow of these young workers is
offset by new college graduates produced yearly, as well as from college
educated workers arriving from other countries. Thus, Brome suggests
that concerns should be addressed less to declining numbers and more to
our slower gains relative to the more rapid gains being made in the
expanding south Atlantic, Mountain, and Pacific regions. The author
concludes that “…New England’s supply of young, educated workers is not
shrinking. It is not growing as much as it has in the past nor as fast as the rest
of the nation…however, the region still maintains a larger share of young
professionals relative to the size of the population than any other region.”9

graduates had only risen by 58,686 in that same time period, the state is
estimated to have suffered a net loss 24,357 more college graduates than
we produced.11 Obviously, if all Vermont graduates remained in the state,
native and non‐native alike, the proportion of Vermonters with at least a
Bachelor’s degree would be far higher. Looked at as a rate, Mortenson
concludes that only 20 states have net gains of college graduates, and
Vermont is among the 30 with net losses. Massachusetts and Connecticut
are the only two New England states that have a net gain, and barely so.

19
60

Public Policy Center researcher Heather Broome, in affiliation with the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, compared New England to the eight
other national regions for the 25 year period since 1980 and concluded that
“the story about young professionals turns out to be much more nuanced
than headlines suggest…reports of a major ‘brain drain’ from the region
are overstated.”

Source: Bureau of the Census, various decennial
censuses and the American Community Survey

These statistics are only aggregates. How many of the actual 83,000 newly minted college graduates ultimately settled in Vermont is methodologically unknowable using present techniques.
12
Postsecondary Education Opportunity, “Interstate Migration of College Graduates:
1989 to 2007,” August, 2008, Thomas Mortensen.

and both the numbers and proportions have been climbing steadily for
almost 70 years. Vermont’s 2007 rate was much higher than the national
average—35.5% compared to 28.7% (see chart below) and placed Vermont
6th highest among the 50 states.
Another way to measure Vermonter’s mobility is to look at the percent of
the overall population that was born within the state. The trend is clear;
there has been a gradual decline in the percent of Vermonters who were
“native born,” from over 75% in 1960 to 53% in 2005. Looking at similar
patterns for other states, we learn that Vermont has a more mobile
population than most of the states in the Northeast, and has had more
people move in than any of the other New England states except New
Hampshire.13
Percent of Adult Population with Bachelor’s Degree
Vermont and United States
1940-2006
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Source: Bureau of the Census, “Historical Statistics on Educational Attainment in the
United States, 1940-2000,” and other sources.1

13

Bureau of the Census, Census 2000 Special Reports “Domestic Migration Across Regions, Divisions, and States: 1995 to 2000”, and “Geographical Mobility: 1995 to 2000.”
See also “Where They Come from; Where They Go,” by Jack Hoffman of the Public
Assets Institute, December, 2007.)

Trend number 2: Vermont’s highly distinctive ethnic/racial
homogeneity has changed very little relative to the rest of the
nation. This fact continues to influence the state’s social fabric
and frequently contributes in our position towards the top or
bottom of many national lists of state ranking.
The fact of Vermont’s “Whiteness” is of greater significance than a mere
statistical curiosity or limited intercultural opportunities (see chart on next
page). Since “race identity” has a persistent effect on many areas of our
social and economic lives, Vermont is often statistically distinctive from
other states simply because of the correlation between race and a number
of other outcomes. Compared to Whites, for example, Blacks have a
notably low suicide rate, but a high overall mortality rate. So when
comparing Vermont rates to those of other states, Vermont has a slightly
higher suicide rate, but a lower overall mortality rate. Yet if we were to
compare the rates for “Whites alone” in Vermont to “Whites alone” in
other states, the rates would be quite similar. For yet another example of
Vermont’s homogeneity, one reason that Vermont has one of the oldest
populations is that Whites virtually everywhere in America tend to have
older population averages. Similar points can be made with regard to
economic and labor issues, marriage and childbearing, health, education
and many others. This is why some data analyses only compare data for
“Vermont Whites” to data for “United States Whites.” Since we are not
making such precise comparisons, inter‐state comparisons need to be
done with this important caveat in mind.
Immigrants from abroad also add to Vermont’s population, but are not as
important a factor in population growth as they are in many of the southern
and western states. A profile of our foreign born population is similar to other
small and homogeneous states such as Wyoming and the Dakotas. In the
1960s and 1970s, Vermont’s population mirrored the national proportion of
foreign born residents, both at a relatively low level of about 6%, down from
the high point of 1910 when almost 15% of the national population was
foreign born (see Appendix, 1‐5). Since then, the trend for Vermont has
moved downward to its present level of 4%, while the nation as a whole has
varied over the decades and now stands at about 12%. Over half of the
foreign born population now live in just three states: California, New York,
Vermont in Transition ~ 11

and Texas. Unlike the early
1900’s, over half of today’s
foreign born population is
from Mexico and Latin
America.

Ethnic Self-Identification Vermont
2006
All
others,
4%

refugees tend to be
determined by complex
and ongoing geopolitical
Asian
Other
events. For example, the
4%
2%
Black
early 1990s saw the largest
12%
influx from Vietnam.
Hispanic
Bosnians then dominated
15%
the late 1990s, and since
2000 most of the refugees
White,
have come from Africa,
nonprimarily Somalia, Sudan,
Hispanic
67%
and both Congo/Kinshasa
a n d
C o n g o /
Source: Bureau of the Census, “2006 American
Brazzaville.
Refugees
Community Survey, United States.”
who are being resettled in
the greatest numbers in Vermont in 2008 were originally from Iraq,
Bhutan, and Burma (Myanmar)(see Appendix, 1‐7).
Ethnic self-identification U.S.
2006

Vermont’s proportion of
foreign born residents has
changed little since 1990
with the number of new
White
nonimmigrants arriving in
Hispan
Vermont yearly remains
ic, 96%
fairly steady, in the range
Source: Bureau of the Census, “2006 American
of 500 to 1,000 (see chart),
Community Survey, Vermont.”
yielding a total of about
24,000 foreign born residents in 2006. Unlike the Southwest, over half of
Vermont’s foreign born population is from Canada or Europe. Only Maine
has a higher percent of its foreign born population from Canada, and only
Hawaii has a lower percent of its foreign
Percent Foreign Born Vermont and United States
born population from Mexico or Latin
1960 to 2006
America. According to the 2006
American Community Survey of the
Census Bureau, 5% of Vermonters speak
14%
a language other than English at home,
12%
contrasting sharply with the 20%
10%
national average.
8%
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In addition to the immigration numbers
depicted in the chart, refugees add
another 200 or so people to the Vermont
population yearly, as well as bringing
considerable ethnic diversity to the
Vermont culture (See Appendix, 1‐6).
Since the Vermont Refugee Resettlement
Program works closely with its parent
organization, the U. S. Committee for
Refugees and Immigrants, and with the
United Nations High Commission for
Refugees, the countries of origin for

United States

Source: Bureau of the Census, various decennial censuses and the American
Community Survey.
* The 2006 Vermont figure represents about 24,000 people, with almost equal thirds
coming from Canada and Europe. Other states with fewer recent immigrants are
Montana, Wyoming, South Dakota and North Dakota. More than half of all foreign born
persons in the United States live in California, New York and Texas. Note that the high
point of the percent foreign born was 1910, with 14.7%.

These small numbers of immigrants and
refugees have hardly been enough to
transform Vermont’s reputation as an
ethnically homogeneous state. Indeed,
the statistics support the reputation and
there is no obvious trend that suggests a
change is in the offing. Between 1990
and 2006, the numeric change in the
number of foreign born was less than all
but two states, and the increase in the
proportion of the population that self‐
identified as something other than
White was minor. In 1900, 99.7% of the
population thought of itself as White,
and by 2006, that proportion had only
changed to 96.3% (see Appendix, 1‐8). In
fact, depending on the exact year and
the effects of statistical rounding,
Vermont and Maine alternate for the
rank of “Whitest” state in the nation.

Trend number 3: Vermont follows the national trend of an
aging population, but as with other Eastern states, Vermont
tends to have a somewhat older profile, intensified by our low
fertility and ethnic homogeneity.
Like much of the rest of the nation, Vermont’s population is rapidly aging.
The primary reason for this trend is the baby boom, a cohort born between
1946 and 1964, and depicted in the highlighted age ranges of population
pyramids. The pyramids
Age-Sex Distribution
following display the
Vermont
cohort of baby boomers as
1980
Females
Males
they age, represented by
Age
the ‘bulge’ in the charts,
85+
steadily moving up and
80-84
75-79
gradually shrinking as it is
70-74
diminished by mortality.
65-69
Note too, the diminished
60-64
proportions of young
55-59
people, a consequence of
50-54
45-49
lower recent fertility.

the middle range of all the states, with 12.7% compared to the national
average of 12.4%. At the same time, Florida was highest with 17.6%,
followed by Pennsylvania and West Virginia, both about 15.5%. Alaska
and Utah were the youngest with just 5.7% and 8.5% respectively. 14
But since the 2000 Census, Vermont’s over 65 ratio has continued to increased
to about 13.6% in 2007 while other states are aging somewhat more slowly.
This percentage places us in a tied position with several other states for the
12th oldest. Many of the other states with older populations are also on the
east coast, a region aging
Age-Sex Distribution
more quickly than states in
Vermont
the west.15
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Analyst
category.” By both of
these criteria, comparative national statistics rank Vermont among the
“older states.” Vermont’s percentage of the population over 65 was not
particularly notable at the time of the 2000 Census, ranking Vermont in
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The major fault with this
statistic for the over age 65
population is that it fails to
capture the impact of the
massive baby boom
generation, the oldest
members of which will not
reach age 65 until 2010. For
this reason, the median age
may be a better overall
measure. In 2007, Vermont’s
median age was 40.8,
compared to the US median
of 36.6, which ranked
Vermont 2nd oldest (behind
Maine at 41.6). It is
important to note that this
aging phenomenon is taking
place throughout the U.S.,
but is especially notable in
the east (see Appendix, 1‐9,
1‐10). Besides Maine, other

Bureau of the Census , Special Report: “65+ in the United States,” 2005.
Bureau of the Census, “2007 Population Estimates of the United States.”
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Much has been written about the social and economic consequences of an
aging population, and most of it is well thought out and deserving of
16
17

Bureau of the Census “2007 Population Estimates of the United States.”
Bureau of the Census “2007 Population Estimates of the United States.”
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What are the causes of a rapidly aging population? The top three are: low
fertility (which brings the age averages up); low mortality (which allows
more people to reach old age); and migration (which is always selective of
age). In the case of Vermont, some combination of all three are at work. In
addition, Vermont’s ethnic homogeneity may also play a role: nationally,
the overall median age is 36.6, but almost a year and a half older (37.8) for
Whites, 31.0 for Blacks, and 27.4 for Hispanics. One of the consequences of
the “Whiteness” of Vermont’s population is that the state has relatively
low fertility and low mortality, resulting in a population with an older age
profile. This does not mean that Vermont is not aging as described, but its
ranking would appear less extreme were we to compare Vermont to the
national norms for the White population.

Percent Over 65
Vermont and United States
1980-2006

19
8

The historical aging of the United States is better captured in the increases
in median age, from an almost unimaginably youthful country in 1850
when to the median age was a mere 18.9, to 22.9 in 1900, to a fairly stable
30.0 from 1950 to 1980, and now upward to our present 36.6 . In 1900, only
4% of Americans lived long enough to have made it into the over age 65
category. An aging population is often regarded as a sign of good health in
that mortality is low and fertility is under control. On the other hand, an
aging population fosters fears of a large fraction of the population that is
“dependent” on the working age population, and this has many countries
concerned. In Europe, 16% of the population is over the age of 65 and in
Japan, the figure is 21%. In contrast, the percent over 65 population is
estimated to be about 5% in the less developed countries—places of high
mortality and high fertility.

attention as we plan for the state’s future. One statistic that captures this
concern is the “old age dependency ratio,” a ratio of the over 65
population to the population between the ages of 18‐64. The assumption
of the calculation is that large fractions of the over 65 population are
dependent on the working age population for an almost infinite variety of
tasks met by American workers including growing food, fixing cars,
providing health care, and of course, paying taxes. At present, the state’s
dependency ratio is hardly an economic burden, but projections of future
rates raise issues that deserve to be taken seriously. While the human
value of a mature population is beyond question, the structural problem
becomes more challenging when the growing population of elderly is
mismatched with a shrinking proportion of children and young adults, a
consequence of changed fertility patterns.18

19
8

states joining us in the top 11 include New Hampshire, Pennsylvania,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and New Jersey; neighboring New
York is ranked 18th oldest.16 The Census publication Demographic Trends in
the 20th Century also reminds us that older populations have been common in
northern New England: “Three northeastern states, Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont have been ranked among the ten states with the highest elderly
percentage for much of the century.”17

Unite d State s

Sources: Department of Public Health, Division of Health Surveillance, Michael NylandFunke: Public Health Analyst; Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstracts of the United
States, various years.
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For excellent discussions of this growing problem, see “Off the Rails: Changing demographics, Changing Economics Accumulating Obligations” by Richard W. Heaps and
Arthur Woolf, an Ethan Allen Institute Report, December, 2006, as well as other material by these Economists, including “The Vermont Economy Newsletter” Vol. 15, No. 5,
May, 2005. See also “Growing Vermont’s Next Generation Workforce” by the Vermont Department of Economic Development.”

Trend number 4: Vermont households have become more
diverse in keeping with widespread changes in social norms for
gender relations and living arrangements. Fewer people are
married, there are fewer “traditional” families, and many more
people are living in a variety of household types.
One of the most important social changes of the past decades has been
in the domestic realm of gender, families, and households. In 1900, the
average household size in America was 4.6, but by 2006 had declined
to 2.6, and only 2.4 for Vermont. From the end of World War II to the
early 1960s, expectations for men and women were clear and nearly
universal: women and men married early and had children shortly
thereafter; men went to work outside the home while women worked
at ever expanding family responsibilities, including bearing and
raising the largest cohort of children ever born in America. Fertility
was high, and “teen pregnancy” almost always occurred to a young
bride, with women of all ages contributing to the baby boom of 1946 to
1964. Divorce was rare, and “living together” a singular violation of
social mores. Currently, households can consist of single people,
unmarried couples, single mothers, and many other combinations, but
an important trend is the increased diversity of combinations (see
Appendix 1‐11, 1‐12). For example, the proportion of households (in
both Vermont and the nation) made up of married couples declined
from about 75% of all households in 1950 to a bare majority in 2000.
The marriage rate has been falling for decades, although it remains
slightly higher in Vermont, partly because White couples are more
likely to marry than are some minorities. Likewise, the percent of
Vermont households that are traditional families declined from about
80% in 1970 to about 65% in 2006 (see Appendix, 1‐13). Vermonters
shared in these national trends as well as any state.19
In the last decades we have seen dramatic domestic changes, many of
which are captured in the trend lines in the Appendix to this chapter.
While most of the domestic changes are affected by national or

regional social changes, this list below highlights how these trends
have played out in Vermont:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

While all of these trends are important and significant, some have taken
on exaggerated importance in public perception. It is helpful to keep in
mind that while the proportions have realigned, the basic institution of the
family has changed little. Using national data, it is clear that almost all
adults eventually marry (of those over age 75, only 4% have never
married) and have children. The divorce rate is not at the misleading 50%
level of urban legend, but also because most people who divorce re‐marry;
indeed, for every 100 people who are currently married, there are only 19
who are divorced.20
Unmarried opposite sex and same sex couples constitute a small minority
of all Vermont households, about 6% (see trends in Civil Unions,
20

19

Bureau of the Census, “America’s Families and Living Arrangements,” Population Characteristics, 2000, P20-537; and “Households and Families: 2000” Census 2000 Brief,
C2KBR/01-8

A drop in the marriage rate (see Appendix, 1‐14);
A steep increase in the divorce rate by the 1970s, followed by modest
decreases;
Later age at first marriage (25 for women, 27 for men);
Dramatically lower fertility;
Smaller families and fewer extended families;
Higher fertility to women who are not married;
Greater diversity in the range of relationships within households and
their proportions:
 fewer families (people related by blood, marriage or
adoption);
 fewer married couples;
 fewer families with children;
 more individuals living alone, especially older women;
 more female headed families with no male present;
 more male headed families with no female present;
 more opposite sex, unmarried couples;
 more couples that are of mixed racial/ethnic identities;
 more same sex couples.

“America’s Families and Living Arrangements,” Population Characteristics, 2000, P20537; Bureau of the Census; “Households and Families: 2000” Census 2000 Brief,
C2KBR/01-8; and “Married Couple and Unmarried Partner Households: 2000” Census
Special Reports, CENSR-5.
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Percent of All Households that are Families
Vermont and United States
1960-2006
90%

In sum, the most notable trends in Vermont’s demographic changes
appear to be:
1.

The state has a comparatively low rate of population growth with
rates of “in‐ migration” and “out‐ migration” that are typical of New
England; the best educated are the most mobile, as in every state, but
Vermont still has an unusually well educated adult population. There
has been a steady decline in the proportion of Vermonters who are
native born.

2.

Vermont’s highly distinctive ethnic/racial homogeneity has changed
very little relative to the rest of the nation. This fact continues to
influence the state’s social fabric and frequently contributes in our
position towards the “top” or “bottom” of many national lists of state
ranking.

3.

Vermont follows the national trend of an aging population, but as
with other Eastern states, Vermont tends to have a somewhat older
profile, intensified by our low fertility and ethnic homogeneity.

4.

Vermont households have become more diverse in keeping with
widespread changes in social norms for gender relations and living
arrangements. Fewer people are married, there are fewer “traditional”
families, and many more people are living in a variety of household
types.
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, various decennial Census and the 2006 American
Community Survey.

Appendix, 1‐15). Nationally, the 2000 Census identified 594,000 same sex
unmarried partner households, or about 1% of all “coupled households.”
Vermont is estimated to have the third highest rate of same sex unmarried
partner households—762 male couples and 1,171 female couples. Only the
District of Columbia and California had higher rates, 5.1% and 1.4%
respectively.21
Many of the household and family statistics include significant differences
by race and region. For example, the Northeast has the lowest proportion
of the population married, the highest proportion who have never
married, and the highest proportion of female headed households. Large
metropolises often offer a patchwork of different household types. But the
absence of such diversity in Vermont significantly affects many of the
trends displayed in the following chapters.

21

Bureau of the Census, “Married Couple and Unmarried Partner Households: 2000,” a
Census Special Reports, CENSR-5.
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For the appendices, and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org. Or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Population Density Per Square Mile,Vermont and United States, 1960-2006
Rate of Population Growth, by Decades, Vermont and United States, 19002002
Rate of Population Growth, by Year,Vermont and United States, 1981-2006
Percent of High School Graduates Who Plan to Attend College Out-of-State,
Vermont, 1988-2007
Percent of the Population that Self Identifies as White, Vermont and United
States, 1900-2006
Immigrants Admitted to Vermont with Legal and Resident Status, 1988-2006
Number of Refugees Resettled in Vermont, 1989-2008
Country of Origin of Refugees, 1989-2008
Median Age,Vermont and United States, 1980-2007
Stacked Bar Charts by Percent of Age Categories,Vermont, 1980-2007
Percent of All Families that Have Children, Vermont and United States, 19602006
Types of Households,Vermont, 2000
Percent of Households with Individuals Living Alone, Vermont and United
States, 1940-2000
Marriages and Divorces Per 1,000 Population, Vermont and United States,
1980-2006
Number of Civil Unions and Percent In-State,Vermont, 2000-2006
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Chapter 2:

ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE
The natural beauty of Vermont’s physical environment and the prudent
stewardship of our natural resources by both the public and private
sectors are among the best known qualities of the state. Vermont’s
topography is unusual in that the state is bisected along most of its length
by the Green Mountains, which are a part of the greater Appalachian
chain. Vermont is bordered on the West by Lake Champlain and on the
east by the Connecticut River. The North/South chain of the Green
Mountains then creates two major watersheds, the Connecticut River on
the east and Lake Champlain on the west.
Vermont is located within the latitudes dominated by the prevailing
westerlies, an influential upper‐air wind pattern that brings much of our
weather from the west. Large‐scale air masses that affect Vermont also
come from several other sources. Cold, dry air originating in Canada
descends from the north. Warm, moist air, ultimately from the Gulf of
Mexico comes up from the south and, with somewhat less influence, cool
moist air from the North Atlantic enters the state from the northeast.
Because of these competing air masses, Vermont’s weather patterns are
highly variable.1
Many measures in support of our distinctive reputation for environmental
quality abound. The Congressional Quarterly Press places Vermont
among the lowest of the 50 states in air pollution, in proportion of
polluted streams and rivers, and in number of toxic waste sites. It is also
among the best in the quality of drinking water.2 Another state ranking
index ranks Vermont as lowest in per capita energy related carbon dioxide

emissions in each of their four sampled years between 1990 and 2003.3 In
yet another ranking, Vermont is rated as the greenest state in the nation.4
Recent statewide polls also show that Vermonters themselves are
committed to protecting the environment and reflect how the “green”
reputation of the state is of continuing importance in the minds of
residents. For example, a recent University of Vermont poll found that
97% of Vermonters agreed with the statement that “I value the working
landscape and its heritage,” and the four “Pulse of Vermont” polls of 1990,
1995, 2000, and 2005 sponsored by the Vermont Business Roundtable
consistently document that Vermonters are committed to preserving the
physical environment.5, 6 This commitment to the state’s environment is
not consistent, however. In 2005, a poll found that half of Vermonters
believe that the government is showing “the right amount of concern” for
the environment, yet significant numbers (34%) felt that the government
was “not worried enough” about threats to the environment, or that
“people worry too much about human progress harming the
environment”(18%).7 Even a casual newspaper reader is aware of the
ongoing tensions between various environmental groups, the State and
local authorities, and various forms of economic development.
Vermonters alone are not responsible for the quality or management of
their environment. There are innumerable factors that influence the
quality of the physical environment; from Vermont’s geographic location
in the northeastern corner of the 48 contiguous states to the sharing of
3
4
5

1

2

State climatologist downloads: http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/climatenormals/clim60/states/
Clim_VT_01.pdf; http://www.uvm.edu/~ldupigny/sc/; http://www.vermonthistory.org/
journal/70/vt701_204.pdf.
Hovey, Kendra and Harold Hovey, CQ’s State Fact Finder, 2007, Congressional Quarterly Press, 2004 and 2007.

6

7

Morgan Quinto State Trends, 4th Edition, Morgan Quinto Press, 2007.
America's Greenest States, Brian Wingfield and Miriam Marcus. October 10, 2007.
Council on the Future of Vermont, “Looking Ahead: Vermonters’ Values and Concerns” by the Center for Rural Studies, August, 2008, Michael Moser, Jessica Hyman,
Fred Schmidt.
Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont—Quality of Life Study, 2005” Social
Science Research Center, Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel.
Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont—Quality of Life Study, 2005” Social
Science Research Center, Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel.
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The people of Vermont also have an impact on the environment; even
with its relatively low population growth rate and low density per square
mile, increasing numbers of people unavoidably leave their footprints and
increase the environmental burden. The need for space in which to live
demands that natural areas be replaced by roads, housing developments
and commercial parks. The manner in which we organize human
communities has much to do with the environmental impact. Vermont has
been proactive in this regard, putting into place a complex network of
land use regulations, discussed in Chapter 3, Land Use, to rationalize the
process of development and to lessen the damage to the environment.
While we have one of the most comprehensive set of environment
regulations in the country, the state still struggles to find better ways to
deal with sewage, manure, and compost as well as increasing volumes of
non‐organic solid waste—some benign, some toxic. Vermont has been a
national leader in creative measures to protect the environment—from
early bottle return legislation and billboard regulation to tax incentives
and credits for conservation, to fees and fines to mitigate damage. Civic
life in Vermont is, in part, about trying to maintain (or find) a balance
between life styles, economic development and our natural heritage that
comprise the state’s complex ecosystem.
The threats to Vermont’s environment manifest themselves through air
and water quality, the health of forests and animals, the disposal of solid
wastes, as well as the effects of worldwide climate change. Each of these
areas is reviewed briefly in the following pages.

Trends in Vermont’s Environment and
Climate
Trend number 1: Air quality in Vermont has improved
slightly over the last decade.
Vermont releases the second smallest amount of toxic chemicals in the air
of any state, less than one pound per capita, must less than the national
average of 14 pounds per capita, and far less than Nevada and Alaska,
both releasing more than 100 pounds per capita.8 The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) also ranks Vermont 47th in the amount of air
Air Quality Index
Percent Days Per Year With “Good” Air Quality* in
Bennington, Chittenden and Rutland Counties
1998 to 2008

100%
% of days with "good" air quality

watersheds. Events in other states and Canada affect Vermont’s ecosys‐
tems, as is evidenced by invasive species or acid rain occurrences. On a
larger scale, there are important global climate changes occurring which
have and will affect Vermont for years to come.

90%

80%

70%

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Bennington

Chittenden

Rutland

Source: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
* The air quality categories include: good, moderate, unhealthy for sensitive groups and
unhealthy
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“Toxic Release Inventory” U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) annual average concen‐
trations from 1991 through 2006 from the Chittenden and Rutland county
monitoring sites indicate little change over time. These data are presented
as averages for a given year, but are so consistent as to suggest there are
no significant differences from year to year. Both sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen dioxide concentrations are recorded in parts per million and are
well below the annual average standard of the National Agency of Air
Quality standards of 0.03 and 0.053 parts per million respectively.12

9

Hovey, Kendra and Harold Hovey, CQ’s State Fact Finder, 2007, Congressional Quarterly Press, 2007.
10
State Rankings 2007: A Statistical View of the 50 United States, Morgan Quinto Press,
2007.
11
The EPA has created an index to track air quality in various locations around the country. The index combines measurements for carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone,
sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter. See http://www.epa.gov/air/data/help/
hmonaqi.html?st~VT~Vermont#aqi_pollutant
12
Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation, Air Pollution Control Division,
Vermont Air Quality Reports, 2007.
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Air quality in Vermont has improved over the last decade, especially with
reduction in the levels of sulfur oxides. While the EPA records air quality
data for five counties in Vermont, the data from Chittenden, Rutland and
Bennington are the most complete.11 Because of differences in proximity to
sources of pollution, prevailing winds, and even elevation, dramatic
differences in pollution levels can be found within a state. The EPA’s index
shows that air quality has improved in Bennington and Rutland and
remained largely constant in Chittenden County during the past 11 years.
Overall, the EPA labeled the air quality in these three counties as “good”
during 90% of the year. During this period of time there was only one day
in each county where the EPA’s index indicated that the air quality was
unhealthy (see Appendix, chart 2‐1).

Although the Chittenden and Rutland county sites do not indicate sulfur
dioxide reductions in air quality, the Water Quality Division of the
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources states that “significant reductions
in sulfur dioxide emissions and deposition have been recorded
throughout the northeastern United States and the Atlantic Provinces of
Canada.”13 Similar trends have not been observed in nitrogen oxides.

19
88

pollution emissions per short ton, with a very low per capita figure.9 The
Morgan Quinto 2007 State Rankings also placed Vermont last in pollution
released from manufacturing plants in 2004, the latest year available.10
Unfortunately for Vermont, air pollution is best controlled at the point of
origin, so air quality is a product of wider regional and national airsheds
and prevailing winds than pollutants released within the state’s political
boundaries.

The national standard for ozone is 0.08 parts per million. At the Bennington
and Chittenden monitoring sites, ozone concentrations ranged from 0.07 to
0.09 parts per million, exceeding the national standard from 1991 through
1993, being at or below the standard by 0.01 parts per million in the other
years (see Appendix, 2‐2).15 These data suggest that ozone is the most
prevalent air quality pollutant in Vermont.
13

Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation, Water Quality Division,”Acid
Rain—the Vermont Perspective,” updated, June, 2003. http://www.anr.state.vt.us/DEC/
WATERQ/BASS/HTM/BS_ACIDRAIN-VT.HTM
14
National Atmospheric Deposition Program. http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu/NADPDATA
15
Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation, Air Pollution Control Division,
Vermont Air Quality Compliance Plots, http://www.anr.state.vt.us/AIR/MONITORING/
HTM/O3TRENDS.HTM
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Trend number 2: Vermont has experienced reductions in
sulfur oxides but without reductions in acid precipitation.

average pH of precipitation currently falling on Vermont is 4.3, well within
the acidic range.

The effect of pH on aquatic organisms is quite dramatic, and specific
examples are given in the chart below. As the pH of an aquatic ecosystem
becomes progressively more acidic, we start to see significant problems.
At 6.0, snails and brown trout begin to die; at 5.6 smallmouth bass die; at
5.1, northern pike die; at 5.0 loons, mink and heron face starvation; and at
4.5 and 4.3 even pumpkin seeds and bullheads die. At a pH of 4.2,
virtually all of the fish are dead, and by 3.0 the water has the acidity of
Sulfur and nitrogen oxides are byproducts of the burning of fossil fuels by
vinegar. Since precipitation falling on Vermont has a pH of 4.3, it is
utilities, automobiles, residences and other energy users. When these oxides
imperative that buffering occurs to reduce the acidity of this precipitation.
enter into the atmosphere and combine with water in the presence of an
Larger lakes with higher mineral concentrations have a greater buffering
oxidizing agent such as ozone, they become oxidized to nitric and sulfuric
capacity and organisms in these lakes are at less risk. The most seriously
acid. Prevailing easterly winds carry these pollutants from large coal‐fired
affected lakes tend to be
power plants in the mid‐
those that are small and
The Effects of pH in Vermont Aquatic Ecosystems
West to Vermont and the
located at a higher
rest of the Northeast where
elevation because of less
they
fall
as
acid
buffering soil runoff and
precipitation. In addition to
with bedrock that has low
acidifying waterways, these
buffering capacity. Data
acids also leach mineral
from 1998 provided by the
nutrients from the soil.
Vermont Department of
Pure rainwater is naturally
Forests,
Pa r k s
and
acidic, with a pH of 5.6.
Recreation indicates the
Any precipitation with a
“percent of lakes and
pH value below 5.6 is
streams affected by acid
considered to be acid
atmospheric deposition” to
precipitation. The acidity of
be one percent of river
pure rainwater can be
miles and eight percent of
buffered (neutralized) by
lake area, both with a
mineral nutrients in the soil
stable trend.18
and rocks. Because of the
Source: Agency of Natural Resources, Vermont Water Quality Division.
effects of pollution, the
According to the Agency of Natural Resources, there has been a reduction
in airborne sulfur oxides in recent years, but without a corresponding
reduction in the acidity of precipitation.16 As a result, the general trend is
that there has been little change in acid (pH) precipitation in recent years
and “no improvements in pH over time.”17

http://www.vtwaterquality.org/bass/htm/bs_acidrain.htm

16

The acidity or alkalinity of a liquid is measured on a pH scale that ranges from zero,
extremely acidic to fourteen, extremely alkaline. A pH of seven is neutral, below seven
acidic and above seven alkaline.
17
Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation, Water Quality Division,”Acid
Rain—the Vermont Perspective,” updated, June, 2003. http://www.anr.state.vt.us/DEC/
WATERQ/BASS/HTM/BS_ACIDRAIN-VT.HTM
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Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation, “The Vermont Forest Resource Plan, 1999-2008, Assessment Report and Key Indicators, 1999.” http://
www.vtfpr.org/FORPLAN/KEYFOREST.HTM.

Phosphorus, primarily used as a fertilizer for commercial and residential
use, is one of the essential nutrients needed to promote plant growth and
crop production. But when phosphorus is not absorbed by the growing
vegetation, it leeches into watersheds and promotes excessive aquatic
algae growth, depleting waterways of oxygen, and as a consequence the
numbers and types of fish. When the vegetation is eaten, the phosphorous
that is not incorporated into animal tissues becomes part of the manure/
fecal deposition and is spread on fields as fertilizer or makes its way to
sewage treatment plants.
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Generally, since 1990, there has been no appreciative change in
phosphorous concentration in Lake Champlain, Burlington Bay, Shelburne
Bay, Mallets Bay, and Cumberland Bay. Several monitored areas of the
lake are either at or near target levels for phosphate. Missisquoi Bay, St.
Alban’s Bay and the Northeast arm of the lake continue to exceed
established targets, and the latter two indicate a disconcerting trend of
increasing phosphorous concentration (see Appendix, 2‐3, 2‐4).20

91
19

Phosphorous MT-Year

Phosphorous Load to Lake Champlain
Compared to River Flow
1991 to 2006

Phosphorus contamination varies by location, but the general trends are
stable levels for Lake Champlain and decreasing phosphate contamination
in some of its tributaries. This phosphorous is carried into Lake
Champlain by rivers and other types of runoff. This more diffuse entry is
referred to as non‐point source contamination.19 Basically, when river flow
into a body of water is high, the non‐point phosphorous load is also high.

Metric Tons / Year

Trend Number 3: Phosphate contamination is largely stable
for Lake Champlain, but there are areas where it is increasing.
In major lake tributaries, it is decreasing.

Target

Source: Lake Champlain Basin Program, State of
the Lake and Ecosystem Indicators Report, 2008,
http://www.lcbp.org/PDFs/SOL2008-web.pdf, pg. 9

By comparison, discharge from a well-defined sewage treatment plant is termed a
“point source.”
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Water Quality Division, “Lake Champlain Long
term Monitoring” http://www.vtwaterquality.org/CFM/CHAMPLAIN/lp_longtermlakes.cfm
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to approximately 30 in 2007, and Quebec’s dropped from 18 to approximately
five. Such progress is impressive in light of the fact that Vermont now has
more wastewater treatment plants on Lake Champlain than New York and
Quebec combined. With all this effort, Vermont is now well below the
established daily load target level, clearly a positive trend.21

Trend number 4: Mercury levels in Lake Champlain are
increasing; in Vermont’s section of the Connecticut River,
concentrations found in fish tissue are at a higher level than in
other states.
Mercury, a neurotoxin, is a significant contaminant of Vermont waters.
Although naturally occurring, much of the mercury in the Lake
Champlain watershed is airborne from coal‐fired power plants in the
Midwest (as noted in the Energy chapter, the state does not have any
coal burning plants). Mercury containing products such as fluorescent
bulbs and thermometers that are disposed of in landfills also
contribute to mercury in the watershed and lakes. Mercury has
increased by a factor of 2 ‐ 4 as a consequence of human industrializa‐
tion. 22 Effluent from wastewater treatment plants is also a contributor.
Organisms living in a confined area such as a lake are unable to move
away from a pollutant. Once ingested and absorbed into living tissues,
much of the mercury is retained in a process of bioaccumulation.
When mercury and other contaminants enter the food web, the most
threatened animals are the top consumers, basically those that eat
other animals containing mercury. This causes an eventual increase in
concentration within an organism, called biomagnification. Fish with
long life expectancies generally contain more mercury because they
have had more bioaccumulation time. The combination of absorption
and ingestion and subsequent tissue storage and the longevity of a
species lead to higher concentrations of mercury. Walleye and lake
trout have especially high mercury levels in their tissues. Specific
advisories are available as to the recommended maximum number of
meals of Lake Champlain fish per month ranging from none to no

more than nine eight ounce meals per month, depending on the fish
species and size. The avoidance of mercury consumption is especially
important for children below the age of six and women who either are
or who might become pregnant.23
In 2000 the Environmental Protection Agency worked with state
agencies and river organizations along the Connecticut River
watershed to study the level of contaminants in fish tissue and the
relative danger to human and other fish eaters. The stretches of the
Connecticut River that bordered Vermont were shown to have
significantly higher levels of total mercury in fish tissues sampled than
in those sampled in most of the lower portions of the river. The risk
level for fish eating birds and mammals was also likely to be higher in
these regions along Vermont’s river border. Other contaminants tested,
such as PCBs, were often shown to have a lower concentration in fish
tissue sampled along Vermont’s stretches of the Connecticut River,
although the study concluded that the risk of eating fish from the river
still exists.24 This study was just released in 2006, and it was meant to
establish a baseline of data for further trend line analysis over time.
In general, the Environmental Protection Agency gives Vermont one of the
best rankings for percent of rivers and streams that are polluted, a ranking
that typically places the state among the cleanest five or ten states in the
country. For example, in 2000, Vermont reportedly had 21% of the miles in
its EPA‐surveyed rivers and streams that were considered polluted. The
highest state was Louisiana (89% of miles polluted), and the best state was
Maine with only 2%. The U.S. average was 38%.25
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Lake Champlain Basin Program, State of the Lake and Ecosystem Indicators Report,
2008, http://www.lcbp.org/PDFs/SOL2008-web.pdf, pg. 9
Vermont Department of Conservation, 2007.
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Lake Champlain Basin Program, State of the Lake and Ecosystem Indicators Report,
2008, http://www.lcbp.org/PDFs/SOL2008-web.pdf, pg. 19.
Connecticut River Fish Tissue Contaminant Study, 2000, http://www.epa.gov/region01/
lab/reportsdocuments/ctriverftr2000/chapter7.pdf pg. 280-283
Hovey, Kendra and Harold Hovey, CQ’s State Fact Finder, 2007, Congressional Quarterly Press, various years.

Trend number 5: Lake Champlain has experienced an increase
in invasive species over many years. Efforts to control the
spread have been environmentally and politically challenging.
The Connecticut River, due in part to different patterns of use,
does not have all the same challenges.
In general, an invasive species is one that has not been part of an existing
ecosystem, and that has the potential to disrupt the established
homeostasis or internal environmental equilibrium. As of 2007, Lake
Champlain had 48 known invasive species. The connecting waters of the
Saint Lawrence had 87 and the Great Lakes, 184 (see Appendix, 2‐6).
Clearly, Lake Champlain is on the receiving end of a larger invasion
from throughout the watershed from the Hudson River/Champlain
Canal and the Saint Lawrence/Richelieu Rivers. There have been no
known new arrivals since Alewife in 2003. The documentation of
invasive species began in the 1920s. Well‐known new species introduced

into Lake Champlain include Purple Loosestrife in 1929, Water Chestnut
in 1940, Eurasian Water Milfoil in 1962, Zebra Mussels in 1993 and
Alewife in 2003.26
A well‐chronicled case of invasive species is that of the zebra mussel,
thought to have arrived via ballasts of ships from the Great Lakes in 1993.
The free swimming larval stage in the zebra mussel life cycle is called a
veliger. Examining veliger densities over time in the various Lake
Champlain regions, numbers have generally increased, with considerable
fluctuation over time from 1994 through 2005, ranging from close to zero
to over 60,000 per cubic meter of lake water. In the South and Central
Lake, considerable variation exists from one sampling station to another
and from year to year. In the Northwest Lake, there are fluctuations, with
a significant increase in veligers in 2005. Density of veligers from the
Northeast Lake has been very stable from 1997 through 2005. All three of
these stations indicated increases in larva in 2005 as compared to at least
the preceding 6 or 7 years. The Northeast Lake is more isolated. Except for
a few exceptional years, the zebra mussel density here has been low,

Aquatic Invasive Species Arrivals to Lake Champlain
Pre 1920’s to 2007

Lake Champlain Zebra Mussel
Larval Densities in Each of Three Lake Regions
1994 to 2005
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Source: Lake Champlain Basin Program, “State of the Lake and Ecosystem Indicators
Report, 2008,” Lake Champlain Basin Program, http://www.lcbp.org/PDFs/SOL2008web.pdf, pg. 27

Missisquoi Bay

Source: Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Water Quality Division, Lake Champlain
Monitoring Program,
http://www/vtwaterquality.org/lakes/htm/lp_lczebramon.graphs.htm
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Lake Champlain Basin Program, “State of the Lake and Ecosystem Indicators Report, 2008,”
Lake Champlain Basin Program, http://www.lcbp.org/PDFs/SOL2008-web.pdf, pg. 27.
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animals. The trend in both moose and deer populations is a positive one of
expansion, though populations are artificially regulated through manage‐
ment programs such as the number and type of hunting permits granted
yearly. The state moose population has increased from an estimated 200
animals in 1980 to an estimated 4,300 animals in 2007.30
Statewide Moose Population Estimates
Vermont
1980 to 2007

Trend number 6: Vermont’s forests are growing and healthy,
while the estimated moose and deer populations have increased
over the past twenty years.
The health of Vermont’s forests is explored in Chapter 7, Forestry. The
conclusion reached is that the state’s forests are in relatively sound
condition (also, see Appendix, 2‐7 and 2‐8). Forests, of course, provide
cover for moose and deer and other game animals as well as non‐game

27

Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Water Quality Division, Lake Champlain Monitoring Program, http://www/vtwaterquality.org/lakes/htm/lp_lczebramon.graphs.htm
28
Connecticut River Coordinator’s Office, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, http://
www.fws.gov/r5crc/zebra_mussel.htm
29
Lake Champlain Basin Program, “State of the Lake and Ecosystem Indicators Report, 2008,”
Lake Champlain Basin Program, http://www.lcbp.org/PDFs/SOL2008-web.pdf, pg. 25
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Although not an invasive species per se, the sea lamprey is a migratory
fish that spends its lifetime in fresh and salt waters. In its larval form, a sea
lamprey will spend 5 years or more living buried in the mud and feeding
on invertebrates in a river or lake. As an adult, the lamprey is a parasitic
fish that attaches to larger fish, with a suction cup oral opening which it
uses to suck fluids from the host fish, usually in the ocean. In inland
bodies of fresh waters, such as the Great Lakes and Lake Champlain, sea
lamprey cannot return to the sea as part of their natural migratory
maturation process and do much damage to the native fisheries. In recent
years, lamprey populations have been artificially suppressed by the use of
lampricides in rivers and streams where they breed. A primary way to
calculate lamprey populations is by the number of lamprey caused
wounds per 100 fish sampled. The population of lamprey in Lake
Champlain has caused target wound rates for both lake trout and salmon
to be exceeded (see Appendix, 2‐5).29

19

usually below 500 larva per cubic meter of lake water.27 In all areas, zebra
mussels are out‐competing native mussels for resources and decimating
the native populations. Thus far, the focus on “control” has been an
attempt to limit their spread. Like other invasive species, zebra mussels
are not part of the environmental balance of the Lake Champlain
ecosystem. According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, zebra mussels
have not yet been found in the Connecticut River watershed.28

Source: Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Department of Fish and Wildlife,
personal communication.
* Note that there is a gap in estimates between 1980 and 1991 and between 1998 and
2004.

The number of deer harvested by hunters over time can be used to
estimate the health of the Vermont deer population. The interpretive
difficulty, of course, is that the numbers are largely controlled by the
number of various licenses issued in any given year. In 1979, the Vermont
Fish and Wildlife Department instituted a three phase long‐term strategy
to manage the deer herd. Phase one from 1979‐1982 reduced the herd by
permitting liberal antlerless harvests. The purpose of phase two, through
1987, was to keep the herd at lower densities to allow for reestablishment.
Phase three, through the mid‐1990’s, allowed the herd to grow slowly.
“Unfortunately, this necessary management action then reduced densities
through the 1980s. This was generally unpopular…” but over time, the

30

Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Department of Fish and Wildlife, personal communication.

As well as the moose and deer populations are doing, there are many non‐
game animals that are either threatened or endangered—the former refers
to “high possibility of becoming endangered in the near future” while the
latter means “in immediate danger of being extirpated in the state.”32 The
list of threatened and endangered includes both aquatic and terrestrial
animals. Similarly, there are threatened and endangered species of plants
in Vermont. Tree families on the list include birch, dogwood, oak,
mulberry, pine and willow. Although there is no clear time trend line that
could be created, any reference to endangered or threatened is a negative
trend.33

Trend Number 7: There has been an increase in the amount of
solid waste generated in Vermont, but there has been little
significant change in the disposal/diversion ratio in recent
years.
There has always been solid waste created by humans that required
disposal. With increased population density, urbanization and
industrialization, municipal solid wastes have increased significantly, and
the means of its disposal in ecologically conscientious ways has become
challenging.

consumption patterns are also important. On average, per capita tons per
year or pounds per day of municipal solid waste generated has remained
relatively stable between 1999 and 2006, with the pounds per day ranged
from 5.11 in 1999 to 5.68 in 2006. According to the Northeast Recycling
Council, Vermont recycled 52,368 tons of scrap metal and glass and 82,010
tons of paper in 2005. This resulted in “forest carbon sequestration
benefits equal to 4,058,912 tree seedlings grown for 10 years…and…saved
270,633 cubic yards of landfill space.”35
Reducing and reusing resources and recycling decreases the pressures on
landfills. By reducing the need for “virgin” resources, less energy is used,
water quality is improved, and fewer greenhouse gases are created. The
amount of municipal solid waste that has been diverted in Vermont from
disposal (including recycled material) has fallen slightly, ranging from a
low of 1.61 pounds/day/person in 2005 to a high of 1.81 in 1999. Even with
a greater awareness of recycling, diversion numbers from 2006 were 1.68
Per Capita Pounds per Day
Generation, Diversion, Disposal of
Vermont Municipal Solid Waste
1994, 1998-2006
6
Pounds per day

plan worked and the deer herd has improved31 (see Appendix, 2‐9).
Although there were fewer bucks taken in the 1980s when the plan was
instituted, there has been a steady increase in average dressed buck
weights since 1975.

The amount of municipal solid waste generated by Vermont in 1994 was
about 474,800 tons. By 2006 it had risen to 606,276 tons and is projected to
be 640,120 by 2011 (see Appendix, 2‐10).34 The generation of municipal
solid waste correlates with population growth, although technology and
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Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife,
2008.
32
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Fish and Wildlife Department, “Non-Game and
Natural Heritage Program, 2005.
33
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Fish and Wildlife Department, “Non-Game and
Natural Heritage Program, 2005.
34
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Waste Management Resources. http://
www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/wmd.htm

Source: Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Waste Management Resources. 2001
State of Vermont Revised Solid Waste Management Plan.
http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/wmd.htm

35

Northeast Recycling Council. Vermont Fact Sheet. http://www.nerc.org/documents/
fsheets/vt-factsht.html
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pounds/day/person, less than it was in 1999. The Department of Energy
Conservation has been assigned the task of reaching a 50% diversion rate
by 2011. This will necessitate significant increases from the 32% diversion
rate recorded in 2006, especially when one considers that the percent
diverted from disposal has not changed appreciably since 1994.36
Some of our existing municipal solid waste is hazardous. Vermont has
eleven hazardous waste sites and was ranked 39th in 2004 in the number
of sites, all listed as a “priority” for cleanup. Given Vermont’s small
population, this number is strikingly high. However, of the 38,347,000 tons
of hazardous solid waste generated in the United States in 2005, only 3,500
tons were generated in Vermont and another 300 were received; about
2,800 tons were eventually shipped out of state.37
Vermont is divided into three principle climate regions: the northeastern,
western and southeastern. Some data in this report have been collected
from stations covering all of these regions, while other data are just from
the Burlington International Airport, the location of the National Weather
Service’s station, which is in the western region of the state. Variations in
average temperature between these sites are generally not much more
than a couple of degrees. Data on percent sunshine show that Burlington
averages 49%.38 Across the United States, these percentages range from
30% in Juneau, Alaska to 90% in Yuma, Arizona with an average and
median of 60%.”

The possibility of global warming and climate change has been a major
concern in the worldwide environmental movement. The causes and
significant of this phenomena are well beyond the scope of this study, but
it is fair to say that the recent trend in Burlington’s temperature has been
moving upwards, but the magnitude of the change identified depends on
the data points examined. From 1892 to 1950, the trend was slightly
negative, but from 1951 through 2007, the trend was positive with the
temperature increasing by about one tenth of a percent per year.39 It
should be pointed out that while increments of this sort may seem
negligible as far as tactile human sensitivity is concerned, these changes
can be significant from a meteorological standpoint; small changes to a
chaotic system like the atmosphere can produce dramatically different
climate results.40 Fifty years in meteorological time does not represent a
long‐term trend, and over the millennia trends have reversed themselves,
but to the extent this short‐term movement continues into the future
unabated, the consequences on all aspects of life in Vermont will be
profound.
Temperature in Burlington and Vermont
1895 to 2007

Trend number 8: The average temperature has increased over
the past century, with much of the increase occurring during
the most recent 50 years.
Between 1895 to 2007, the temperature in Burlington has averaged 44.7°
Fahrenheit (F), only slightly cooler than for the Northeast region as a
whole at 46.3° F. The coldest year in Burlington was in 1917 when the
temperature averaged 40.8° F, while the warmest year was in 1998 when
the temperature averaged of 48.3° F.

Years

Location

1892 - 2007
1892 – 1920
1921 – 1949
1950 – 1978
1979 - 2007
1895 - 2007
1987 - 2007
1895 - 2007
1895 - 2007
1895 - 2007

Burlington
Burlington
Burlington
Burlington
Burlington
Vermont
Vermont
Northeast US
Washington state
Northwest US

Average
Temperature (°F)
44.8
44.9
44.2
44.2
45.7
42.5
43.0
46.3
48.0
46.8

Source: National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)
http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/orders/5941021404338.txt
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/cag3/nt.html
National Weather Service, Burlington, VT
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/btv/climo/BTV/monthly_totals/index.shtml

36

Ibid
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstracts of the United States, 2008.
38
Measured as the total time that sunshine reaches the surface and expressed as the percentage of the maximum amount possible from sunrise to sunset with clear sky conditions.
37
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39
40

Among the warmest ten years in Burlington since 1892, four have occurred since 1990.
Special thanks for much of the data goes to the Vermont State Climatologist: http://
www.uvm.edu/~ldupigny/sc/

Trend number 9: The average heating degree‐days has
decreased over the past century, while the average cooling
degree‐days has increased over the same period.

degree‐days. The average yearly heating degree days from 1892 to 1950
were 7,713. Between 1951 and 2007, the average annual heating degree
days were 7,670, a decline of 43 from the first period. For the precise
figures, see Appendix, 2‐11. See also “Trend 7” in Chapter 10 on Energy.

Average Temperature and
Average Maximum and Minimum Temperature
Burlington
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Source: National Weather Service, Burlington, VT
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/btv/climo/BTV/monthly_totals/index.shtml
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Source: National Weather Service, Burlington, VT
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/btv/climo/BTV/monthly_totals/index.shtml

Heating degree‐days (HDD) are obtained by taking the daily mean
temperature and subtracting it from the reference temperature of 65° F.
Each degree of temperature that the daily mean is lower than 65° F
constitutes one heating degree‐day. For example, if the average
temperature on a given day was 57° F, the heating degree‐day for that day
would be 8. The daily results are then added to give a single total value for
the year. This number is meant to give a relative measure of how often
you would need to keep the heat on. Since winter months see the largest
values of heating degree‐days, the records are usually listed for an entire
heating season. Thus, the heating degree‐day values for 1995 imply data
that are summed from about the fall of 1994 to the summer of 1995. The
trend in the Burlington area from 1892 to 2007 shows a decrease in heating

Cooling degree‐days (CDD) are simply the warm‐weather version of
heating degree‐days. The reference temperature is still 65° F, which is
subtracted from the daily mean temperature. Each degree of temperature
that the daily mean is higher than 65° F constitutes one cooling degree‐
day. These results are then added to give a single total value for the year.
Thus, in this case it gives a relative measure of how often you might keep
an air conditioner on. In the case of Vermont, the cooling degree‐days
usually only occur during the summer months. The trend over the past
century shows an increase of 79 cooling degree‐days in the Burlington
area from 424 to 503.41

41

Trends in this section are based upon OLS regression procedures.
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effect of location on these data, the average precipitation over a 30‐year
period from 1971 to 2000 from 10 regions of the State is 45.6 inches.
However, this includes heavier precipitation values from the two
mountain regions of Jay Peak and Mount Mansfield. If one removes the
data from these two locations, the average result drops to 39.3 inches.
Finally, a glance at the precipitation plot for Burlington suggests that the
variations in precipitation have increased in recent years. This is
supported by the data, which show increases in standard deviations in 20‐
year time spans from a low in the 1940s of ±4.0 inches to about ±6.0 inches
in the last twenty years. The relatively large swings in yearly participation,
in part, suggest that the particular set of years examined impacts the sig‐
nificance of the trends uncovered. For precise figures, see Appendix 2‐12.
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Source: National Weather Service, Burlington, VT
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/btv/climo/BTV/monthly_totals/index.shtml

Trend number 10: The average total precipitation, including
snowfall levels, has increased over the past century, as have
annual variations.

42
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Source: National Weather Service, Burlington, VT
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/btv/climo/BTV/monthly_t
otals/index.shtml

Unlike temperature, trends in participation in Burlington have not increased since the
1950’s.
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Snowfall
Burlington
1884 to 2007

Precipitation
Burlington
1884 to 2007

Inches

All forms of precipitation
measured on a liquid
water basis fall into this
category. During the period
from 1895 to 2007, the
precipitation trend for Ver‐
mont shows an increase of
2.1 inches, from an average
of 39.8 inches to 41.9
inches. Burlington precipi‐
tation data from 1884 to
2007 show an increase of
5.4 inches, from an average
of 30.7 inches to 36.1
inches.42 To illustrate the

Average snowfall for the period from 1884 to 2007 in the Burlington area
shows an increase of 24.5 inches from 60.2 inches to 84.7 inches. For the
last twenty years, Burlington snowfall has increased by 8.0 inches, from an
average of 69.3 inches to 77.3 inches. For Vermont, the last twenty years
show an average increase of 15.6 inches, from 72.6 inches to 88.1 inches.
As with precipitation, the larger amount here is due to the inclusion of
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Source: National Weather Service, Burlington, VT
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/btv/climo/BTV/monthly_totals/index.shtml

2000

parts of the state that tend to incur heavier snowfall than Burlington. For
example, if one looks at the years between 1971 and 2000, the average is
114 inches. Removing the two mountain records from the average
calculation gives an average of 89 inches. As with the precipitation data,
snowfall amounts have shown an increase in standard deviation from a
low of ±11 inches in the 1940’s to about ±22 inches in the past twenty years.
Vermont’s environment does not stop at the political borders of the state.
It is encouraging, therefore, that many of the trends show progress in
bringing about a healthy ecological balance, yet Vermonters remain
mindful of the need for the further improvements.
The major trends that we have identified are as follows:
1.
2.

Air quality in Vermont has improved slightly over the last decade.
Vermont has experienced a reduction in sulfur oxide deposition but
without reductions in acid precipitation.
3. With the exception of smaller northeast bays, phosphate levels in Lake
Champlain have remained relatively constant. Phosphate levels in
major Vermont tributaries are decreasing.
4. Mercury levels in Lake Champlain are increasing; in Vermont’s section
of the Connecticut River, concentrations found in fish tissue are at a
higher level than in nearby states.
5. Lake Champlain has experienced an increase in invasive species over
many years. Efforts to control their spread have been environmentally
and politically challenging.
6. Vermont’s forests are growing and are healthy, while the estimated moose
and deer populations have increased over the past twenty years.
7. With the growth in population and modernization, there has been an
increase in the amount of solid waste generated in Vermont, but there
has been little significant change in Vermont’s disposal/diversion ratio
in recent years.
8. The average temperature has increased over the past century, with
much of the increase occurring during the most recent 50 years.
9. The average heating degree‐days has decreased over the past century, while
the average cooling degree‐days has increased over the same period.
10. The average total precipitation, including snowfall levels, has in‐
creased over the past century, as have annual variations.

For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.

Air Quality Index, Chittenden County,VT. 1998 and 2007
Ozone Running 3-Year Averages of Annual, Fourth Maximum 8-Hour
Averages, Concentration in Parts per Million, 1991 to 2006
3. Total Phosphorous in Lake Champlain and Missisquoi Bay,1992-2007
4. Changes in Phosphate Levels in Lake Champlain and Four Tributaries, 1992
and 2007
5. Sea Lamprey Wounding Rates on Lake Trout and Atlantic Salmon in Lake
Champlain, 1985-1998, 2002-2007
6. Aquatic Invasive Species, Threats to Lake Champlain from Connected
Waterways
7. Health and Vigor of Forests as Indicated by Changes to Average Crown
Condition Vermont, 1986, 1996
8. Health and Vigor of Sugar Maple Based on Crown Dieback, Vermont, 1991,
1996
9. Deer Harvest Trends; Total and Buck Harvest,Vermont, 1995-2007
10. Diversion as Percent of Vermont Municipal Solid Waste Generation, and Per
Capita MSW Generation in Pounds/Day, 1987, 1994, 1998-2006
11. Heating Degree-days, and Cooling Degree-days, Burlington and Vermont,
1892-2007
12. Summary of Precipitation and Snowfall, Burlington, Vermont, Northeast,
1895-2007
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Chapter 3:

LAND USE

Planning bodies, informed by these types of findings and guided by public
policy mandates, have tried to uphold the historic settlement pattern of
compact village and urban centers separated by a rural countryside.5 This
chapter will identify trends in land use and consider some of the ways in
which both the private and public sectors modify them.

1

2

3

4

5

Only 38% of Vermont’s population is urban, the lowest in the nation, just below Maine
at 40%. The U.S. average is 79%. U.S. Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics Administration, “State and Metropolitan Area Data Book: 2006,” page 4.
Council on the Future of Vermont Survey, 2008, available from the Vermont Center for
Rural Studies.
Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study,” various years,
by Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel.
Center for Social Science Research, Saint Michael’s College, “1998 Vermont Population
Alliance Survey” by Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel. 2008 for Vermonters for a Sustainable Population report in progress.
Vermont Statutes Title 24, Chapter 117 (c) (1).

Trends in Land Use in Vermont
Trend number 1: The area of rural land is declining, especially
cropland and pastureland, while forestland is increasing. The
rate of change in forestland has slowed in recent years and
reforestation is geographically uneven.
The National Resources Inventory (NRI) of the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) of the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) provides one way to examine changes in land use.
Most of the land in Vermont continues to be devoted for rural uses, but
the following chart shows how this dominance has waned in recent
decades. The decline in the number of Vermont dairy farms is largely
responsible for this change (see Appendix, chart 3‐1).
Changes in Land Dedicated to Rural Use
In Vermont*
1982 to 2003
Percentage of rural land Uses

Vermont continues to be one of the most rural states, but the way in which
land is used has undergone substantial change in recent years.1
Vermonters have not been indifferent to these changes. For example, a
2008 statewide poll, commissioned by the Council on the Future of
Vermont and conducted by the University of Vermont’s Center for Rural
Studies (CRS), found that more than one half of the respondents said that
they were “very concerned” about pressure to convert open lands to
residential, commercial or other development.2 Similarly, two‐thirds to
three‐quarters of those surveyed in four separate surveys sponsored by
the Vermont Business Roundtable (VBR) between 1990 and 2005 felt that
maintaining “Vermont’s family farm” was “very important,” and similar
proportions gave the same high rating to “saving small towns.”3 Another
pair of statewide surveys sponsored by Vermonters for a Sustainable
Population found increasing support for the use of “stricter land use
regulations to help protect the environment”—from 65% support in 1998
to 75% support in 2008.4

100.0%
95.0%
90.0%
85.0%
80.0%
75.0%
1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

Source: NRCS National Resources Inventory
* Rural use include cropland, pastureland, rangeland, forests, conservation land, and
other rural uses
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Thousands of acres

While the decrease in the
complete forest inventory
Grow th in Verm ont Forestland
1948 to 1997
land used by dairy farms is
conducted in 1997, the
Time
Period
Increase
Increase
Average
Annual
Average
Annual
significant, the change in
Forest Service reports that
(Acres)
(% )
Increase (Acres)
Increase (% )
harvested cropland has
Chittenden and Addison
1948 – 1966
592,300
16%
32,906
0.89
been more modest. This
counties have experienced
1966
–
1973
171,700
4%
24,529
0.57
implies the loss of more
moderate losses (greater
marginal agricultural land,
than 5%) in forest area,
1973 – 1983
50,700
1.1%
5,070
0.11
especially early in the
while
Orleans
and
1983
–
1997
63,900
1.4%
4,564
0.10
period, and it coincides
Caledonia counties have
Source: U.S. Forest Service, Forests in the Green Mountain State: A Half Century of Change:
with significant gains in
experienced moderate
http://www.fs.fed.us/ne/newtown_square/publications/brochures/pdfs/state_forests/vt_forest.pdf
forestland in the state. For
growth.8
the period 1982‐1997,
agricultural land use decreased by 16% or 174,000 acres. Of this decrease,
Trend number 2: The percentage of developed land in
81% reverted to forestland, while less than 15% moved into the developed
Vermont has continued to increase.
land category.6 Land converted from agricultural use to forest exceeded
that converted to development by a factor of six. The decrease in
Vermont’s non‐rural land use has also changed; developed land uses have
agricultural land use coincides with significant changes in the
continued to take more of the state’s land. The increase in developed land
organization of farming (See Chapter 6, Agriculture).
is a result of increased residential and commercial development and
construction of second homes (especially related to the ski industry). In
The most significant land cover in Vermont remains forests. More than
addition to broader economic and infrastructure constraints, the decisions
three‐quarters of the state’s land is in forest, the third highest
by private landowners and state and municipal planners have each
proportion in the nation.7 Trends from several sources point to
modified
this
trend
significant increases in forestland in the last fifty years, with growth
Vermont Area of Urbanized
towards more develop‐
slowing in more recent decades. The United States Forest Service
Land 1945 to 2002
ment. Land conversion
Forest Inventory Analysis shows that since the end of World War II the
from pastureland, cropland
140
forest area of the state grew almost 25% (see Appendix, Chart 3‐2). The
and forests has occurred.
120
table shows how this growth differs over several time periods. Forest
Data for the period from
100
Service analyses see the reforesting of Vermont as a longer‐term trend
80
1982 to 1997 reveal an
from its low‐point of about 25% coverage in the late nineteenth
60
increase of 74,800 acres of
century.
40
developed land. Of these,
20
an estimated 31%, or 23,450
Changes in Vermont’s forestlands are geographically uneven and are
0
acres, came from agricul‐
becoming more fragmented (see Chapter 7, Forestry). Since the last
1945 1954 1964 1974 1982 1992
tural land, whereas an
estimated 68%, or nearly
6
Source: USDA ERS Major Land Use Data
Calculated from NRCS NRI estimates. These are based on a sampling procedure with
51,000 acres, came from
margins of error. Ray Godfrey, NRCS Colchester office, has been of great assistance in
7

clarifying data and providing additional interpretation. Margins of error are not reported here, but data for 2003 have higher margins of error than previous years.
Forest Resources of the United States, 2002, “Table 1-Land area in the United States by
major class, region, sub-region, and State, 2002.” Smith, Miles, Vissage, and Pugh. U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 2004.
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Lister, Andrew J.; DeGeus, Bob. 2003. The Forests of the Green Mountain State. Resource Bulletin NE-158. Newtown Square, PA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, Northeastern Research Station. P. 25.

forestland. The conversion of idle pastureland was more prevalent than
active cropland.9
National Resources Inventory estimates reveal that developed land in
Vermont, not including land in rural transportation uses, increased from
158,900 acres in 1982 to about 254,200 acres by 2003, a significant increase
of 60% over two decades (see Appendix, 3‐3). Development pressures
have taken different forms in different regions of the state. Data from the
USDA Major Land Uses study confirm that the more rapid growth in
urban land uses began to occur around the late 1970s. These major
changes stimulated the re‐examination of land use planning in the state.

Trend number 3: The rate and extension of land development
has exceeded that of population growth resulting in pressure
that spills over from urbanized areas into rural areas.
Sprawl is a concept that is easier to define by a visual example than to
define objectively. The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources (ANR)
characterizes sprawl as “a form of low‐density development that uses
land in a wasteful manner, saps the vitality of traditional downtowns,
encourages the use of automobiles, and occurs along highways and in the
rural countryside.”10
Several statewide polls have sought to understand how Vermonters feel
about sprawl, and the results have not always presented a consistent
picture. Since 1998, Smart Growth Vermont (formerly the Vermont Forum
on Sprawl) has found that increasing numbers of the Vermont public
recognize the concept; the proportions who have heard of “sprawl
development” increased from 50% in 1998 to almost 80% 2005.11 Two other
statewide polls, conducted for Vermonters for Sustainable Population in
1998 and 2008, found that more Vermonters were concerned about sprawl
than were not. However, the percentage who agreed with the statement
“while suburban sprawl is seen as a problem in other parts of the country,

9

Based on NRCS NRI data.
VT Agency of Natural Resources, Ecological Solutions, http://www.vteco.com/contntpg/
sprawl.html
11
Smart Growth Vermont, “What Vermonters Think,” smartgowthvermont.org/learn/
poll/
10

it is not yet a problem in Vermont” increased from 29% to 41%.12 In a 2002
survey conducted by the CRS, Vermonters were asked to identify the most
serious issue facing Vermonters in this coming decade. “Urban sprawl and
land use” was the third most frequently mentioned issue, just after “the
economy” and “education.”13 In contrast, in the VBR’s 2005 “Pulse of
Vermont: Quality of Life” survey, “limiting sprawl” was rated the least
important of the eight possible public priorities. While, it is not surprising
that concern with limiting sprawl rated lower than such basic priorities as
job creation, public safety, education, and clean air and water, it also
ranked below “preserving scenic views,” “maintaining access to
recreational land,” and “maintaining family farms.”14
Perhaps inconsistencies in public perceptions of sprawl lie in the
ambiguity of the concept itself. Is it about protecting small towns, urban
centers, family farms, or land and environmental conservation? Is it
opposition to 10 acre zoning per residence, strip development, or nodes of
box stores found on the edge of an urban area? Until there is greater
agreement on the meaning of the term, public opinion may appear
inconsistent with poll results highly sensitive to the particular phrasing of
questions and polling methods.
If sprawl is difficult to define, it is even more difficult to measure. Four
different methods are explored below. The first way that sprawl could be
documented is to compare the rate of change between population growth
and land used for development.15 From 1982 to 2003, the proportion of
land that was classified as “developed” in Vermont increased by 60%,
while population increased by only 19%. The chart below examines these
differences in five‐year intervals. The statewide trends are clear. From
12

Center for Social Science Research, Saint Michael’s College, “1998 Vermont Population
Alliance Survey” by Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel. The 2008 report for Vermonters
for a Sustainable Population is in progress.
13
University of Vermont Center for Rural Studies, “The Vermonter Poll,” http://
crs.uvm.edu/vtpoll/
14
Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study, 2005,” by
Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel. Those who were most concerned with sprawl were
more likely to have been born in other states, have higher education and income, and
think of themselves as politically liberal. Surprisingly, residents of Chittenden County
were no more likely to consider sprawl a major problem than were respondents in
other areas of the state.
15
Vermont Forum on Sprawl Exploring Sprawl factsheet available at http://
www.smartgrowthvermont.org/.
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VT Dept of Health, 2002 and 2004 Vital Statistics for Population Data
* Developed Land does not include Rural Transportation

1982 to 2003, developed land grew at more than three times the rate of
population. The pace of development was most significant in the early
1980s, with the most recent data period of 1997 to 2003, showing that
developed land, although growing more slowly than in earlier years, still
increased at more than three times the change in population. (See
Appendix, Chart 3‐4 for a similar analysis by size of developed land
parcels) The impact of these trends varies from community to community,
and may be barely visible if we only look at state level data.16
A second closely related measure of sprawl involves tracking development
trends by comparing rates of population change with the growth in
households and housing units. This approach shows that the growth in the
number of households and the number of housing units outpaces population
change.17 In three of the four time periods displayed in chart 3‐5 in the

Appendix, increases in the number of households and housing units outpace
the rate of change in population. While this trend could reflect the broader
demographic shifts discussed in Chapter 1, it also suggests increased sprawl,
because the rate of growth of separate housing units exceeds population
growth. In concert with the increase in the developed land noted above, the
implication is one of increased consumption of land for housing. One
difficulty with this method is the assumption that new housing units are
disproportionately built outside established urban, town and village centers.
The fact that local and state policies have tried to resist this trend lends
support to the sprawl implication of the trend.
Census data for urban and rural population change provides a third way of
characterizing the nature of the increased development of land in rural areas.
Rural population growth has outpaced growth in Vermont’s urban areas,
though population growth in both categories has significantly slowed in
recent years. Some feel that the growth in urban land uses, coupled with rural
population growth, is associated with sprawl (see Appendix, 3‐6).18
Change in Sales Tax Revenues from Selected Cities:
Percent of County Tax Revenues
(Selected Years) 1989 to 2007
City sale taxes as a % of the County

Vermont Change in Developed Land and Population*
1982 to 2003

16

The NRI offers county-scale development data for 1982-1997. An early example of this
finer scale analysis is the Exploring Sprawl Fact Sheet noted above.
17
For an example of this as an indirect measure of sprawl see (A Planning Tool for Conservationists: Spatial Modeling of Past and Future Land Use in Vermont Towns) developed by the Spatial Analysis Lab at the University of Vermont. http://www.uvm.edu/
envnr/sal/lumodel/stateof.html
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Differential population growth has been linked to sprawl by the Vermont Earth Institute. See “Vermonters and Sprawl” at http://www.vtearthinstitute.org/sprawl.html

A fourth method of identifying sprawl is to track the movement of retail trade
from downtowns to locations outside the city limits. The strength of this
approach is the availability of data on tax receipts for each community in the
state, but the fact that tax exemptions change complicates the analysis.19 Sales
tax revenues from a sample of seven Vermont cities are compared with
county tax revenues from 1989 to 2007. The previous chart shows a clear
pattern of declining sales tax revenues for the City of Burlington, while sales
tax revenues in the same time period increased for the surrounding suburban
shopping centers. The other four cities show either modest declines or
stability by comparison. To save room on the chart, data from Montpelier and
Barre are not included, but sales taxes from each city as a percentage of
Washington County have remained largely constant throughout the last
decade (Montpelier at 18% and Barre at 32%).

some of the most comprehensive land use planning laws in the
country, as well for developing an active and successful set of land
conservation organizations.
Land use planning has existed in a few Vermont towns since the early
1920s. The number of plans increased substantially with the passage

Trend number 4: In the past three decades, the content and
scope of formally adopted land use and development planning
has significantly increased. External evaluations of land use
change and related policy have also increased.
The changes in land use have had a notable impact on the landscape in
many areas of the state. During the times of the most rapid changes in
land use, many Vermonters worked on state, regional and local levels
to exercise some influence over the pace and direction of change. Both
public agencies and private organizations have worked to monitor and
influence land use change.20 Efforts to manage development and
protect both agricultural and forestland have evolved considerably
over the past three decades. As a result, Vermont is known for having

19

If Burlington, for example, has many clothing stores, and they become exempt during
the period of the study, tax revenues will decline, but these declines will have nothing
to due with firms leaving the city for the suburbs. Other caveats include: data for Rutland City and Rutland Town and St. Albans City and Town are combined in each case.
Data excludes revenue from use taxes. Also, businesses that have different mailing addresses than their place of business make it more difficult to identify the appropriate
source or location of the tax revenues.
20
The Vermont Smart Growth Collaborative assessed the impact of State agency priorities and spending for 1991-2003 in a comprehensive report and last year published an
update for 2003-2006. These reports provide detailed assessments of the impact of
policies related to infrastructure, transportation and economic development. See http://
www.smartgrowth.org

Source: Vermont Department of Housing and Community Affairs (2004)
“Status Report: 15 years After Act 200” p.20. Map used with Permission.
Available at http://www.dhca.state.vt.us/Planning/NewResources.htm
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The goal of Act 200, also known as the Growth Management Act, was
to improve planning effectiveness and coordination as well as to
provide a comprehensive view of planning at different geographic
scales. The interplay between Act 250 and Act 200 is a key component
of the planning environment in Vermont. The review of local plans, or
indeed the implementation of local planning itself, was not without
controversy.24 However, 196 towns now have municipal plans
approved by regional planning commissions.25
Act 200 provides funding for local planning studies through grants
from the State’s Housing and Community Development Agency. While
budgetary support has been uneven, these grants have continued. The
graph below shows the recent trend in numbers of grants. In the past
decade, the agency has disbursed more than seven million dollars in
planning grants. Land use change is shaped by these regulatory and

21

Status Report: 15 years After Act 200 (“Status Report”) provides clear context for the
adoption of municipal comprehensive plans, often a pre-requisite for the release of
Federal funds for public facilities/infrastructure. http://www.dhca.state.vt.us/Planning/
NewResources.htm
22
Vermont has added a sequence of laws that influence land use change and the geography of development. These include the Development Cabinet Law (2000), the Vermont
Housing and Conservation Fund (1987), the Vermont Downtown Program (1998), and
the Village Centers and New Town Centers Programs (2002). Liability limitations and
clean-up programs through the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation
Brownfields Program facilitate redevelopment of environmentally contaminated sites.
23
The requirement for development of a State Land Use Plan was rescinded in 1983.
24
Town meeting items “not to adopt an Act 200 Plan” appeared on the warrant of 131
towns in 1990. (“Status Report” p.23)
25
Confirmation by Planning Agency Director Joss Besse, 11/14/2008.
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incentive‐driven practices in complex ways. The coordination of land
use planning by different agencies remains a challenge.26
State of Vermont Municipal Planning Grants
1998 to 2008
100
90

# of Grants

of State enabling legislation in the 1960s.21 Town plans have always
varied in quality, and many were simply adaptations of plans from
nearby towns. The most significant developments in Vermont’s land
use planning were the passage of planning legislation known as Act
250 in 1970 and Act 200 in 1988, but there have been many other
legislative changes as well.22 Act 250 put into place a permitting
system driven by analyses of the developmental impacts using a set of
criteria and sub‐criteria as guidance. Act 250 required the
development of two state level plans—the Development and
Capability Plan and the State Land Use Plan. 23
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Source: Vermont Department of Housing and Community Affairs, Annual Reports

Trend number 5: Participation in the Use Value Appraisal
Program has increased significantly.
Vermont is one of a large group of states with a preferential tax system
designed to influence land use. The Use Value Appraisal Law of 1978
taxes farm and forestland based on its “current use” instead of based
on its potential value for development. The goals of the Act were
ambitious: 1) keep Vermont agricultural and forestland in production;
2) help slow the development of these lands; and 3) achieve greater
equity in property taxation on undeveloped land. Since its inception,
the program has undergone several changes that have altered the
conditions for entry into the program, the basis of the tax incentives,
and exit penalties.27 The Vermont Tax Department estimated that in
26

A report “Planning for Vermont’s Future” produced by the VT Council on Rural Development contains a useful explanation of the planning infrastructure. See http://
www.vtrural.org/files/summit_final_report_2004.pdf. With specific reference to sprawl,
the Vermont Smart Growth Reports of the Smart Growth Collaborative provide assessments of the investment decisions and policies of a full array of state agencies (see
Footnote 22 above).
27
As this study is being prepared, the Vermont Legislature is considering expanding the
eligibility criteria for participation in the Use Value Program to include ecologically sensitive forestland that would be left undisturbed.

2007, 59% of the eligible agricultural land and 40% of the eligible
forestland were enrolled in the program (accounting for more than a
third of the total land area of the state). This includes almost 12,000
landowners and close to 15,000 parcels of land.28 The trend in
enrollment in farm and forest programs is shown below.29
Vermont Land in Agricultural and Forest
Use Value Appraisal Program
1980 to 2007
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Source: Vermont Department of Taxes: 2007 Use Value Appraisal Program Summary

Trend number 6: Public and private efforts to permanently
conserve Vermont land have increased significantly.
The 1999 conservation agreement between Champion International Inc.,
and federal, state, and private entities was one of the most dramatic land
transfers in Vermont history, affecting the ownership and long‐term
28

“Vermont Department of Taxes: 2007 Use Value Appraisal Program Summary.” Entry
to one of the programs often accompanies the sale of development rights to one of
Vermont’s land conservation organizations.
29
“Farmland” and “Working Farm Tax Abatement” programs in the late 1980s and early
1990s were consolidated in tax year 1996, with landowners eligible to transfer into the
consolidated program. The discontinuation of these programs accounts for a significant
increase in acreage in 1996. For the trend in participation for all programs since 1980,
see Chart 3-7 in the Appendix.

conservation of more almost 133,000 acres of timberland. But there have
been a wide range of similar, if smaller, conservation agreements in
Vermont in the last few decades. Many of these transfers have involved
partnerships between the State of Vermont, federal agencies, non‐profit
organizations (especially land trusts) and individual landowners. By 2004,
according to reports from the University of Vermont Spatial Analysis
Laboratory, there were almost 1.3 million acres of conserved land in the
state.30 This is an increase of 12% over the past four years and it includes
more than 400,000 acres of privately conserved land.
Through leveraging, the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board
(VHCB) reported that its funds had lead to almost a billion dollars in
conservation funding. Specifically, during the past 20 years, $200 million
of VHCB investment has allowed non‐profit organizations, towns,
municipalities and state agencies to gain an additional $750 million from
federal programs, foundations, private capital and charitable donations. In
this time, Board funds have conserved 451 farms and 121,428 acres of
agricultural land as well as 250,000 acres conserved for public recreation
and natural areas.31 The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources also holds
conservation easements on roughly 120,000 acres in the state.
The purchase of development rights is a key step in many of these
conservation efforts. Private landowners, negotiating with an agency or
organization, receive one‐time or phased payments as compensation for
agreeing not to use their land for certain forms of development.
Conservation easements are perpetual and are used to keep land in
agriculture, forestry, open space, or wildlife preserves.
Vermont’s non‐profit land trusts often work with State and federal land
use agencies. Since founding its Vermont chapter in 1960, the Nature
30

This includes federal, state, local agencies as well as non-profits. Due to the number and
complexity of partnerships, there is a risk of some double counting when reporting the
conservation efforts of individual organizations. Data confirmed by Sean MacFaden,
UVM Spatial Analysis Lab.
31
Funding for the VHCB comes from a portion of the state’s property transfer tax. VHCB
also received some funding as a result of mitigation actions required in some Act 250
permit cases where prime agricultural land is consumed for development. In a 2003
report on offsite mitigation, VHCB and the Vermont Department of Agriculture, Food
and Markets reported the loss of 634 acres of agricultural land being offset by more
than 5,000 acres of permanently conserved land. Mitigation funds leveraged Federal
monies from the Farmland Protection Program.
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Conservancy, a private non‐profit organization, has conserved 170,000
acres in the state.32 The organization gives much of the land it conserves to
State and local agencies. In its current preserve guide, the Nature
Conservancy reported direct ownership of almost 17,000 acres as well as
holding conservation easements on an added 3,000 plus acres.33 A second
conservation organization, the Vermont Land Trust recently celebrated 30
years of activity. In its first 15 years, the land trust reported conservation
of some 50,000 acres or roughly one percent of Vermont’s undeveloped
land. In the second half of its existence, the organization’s efforts
expanded with significant funding from private foundations as well as
partnerships with the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board and
other organizations. By 2007, they reported dramatic conservation
achievements in 1,417 projects that have led to conserving 470,150 acres or
8% of the state’s private undeveloped land. This included purchases and
donations of conservation easements for most of the conserved land
(almost 350,000 acres).34
While the Vermont Land Trust and the Nature Conservancy are the best‐
known land conservation non‐profit organizations, there are many other
land trusts in the state. In fact, the Land Trust Alliance Census of Land
Trusts reports an increase of ten land trusts between 2000 and 2005. Over
that time, the total amount of land conserved by such trusts increased by
131,963 acres, an increase of thirty percent. Many local towns in Vermont
also maintain open space funds to conserve land through direct purchases
or leverage local funds with funding from other groups to carry out the
same objective.
In sum, six trends can be identified in the areas of land use and planning:
1.

The area of rural land is declining, especially cropland and
pastureland, while forestland is increasing. The rate of change in
forestland has slowed in recent years and reforestation is
geographically uneven.

32

Vermont Chapter of Nature Conservancy, Summer 2008 report. Available at http://
www.nature.org/wherewework/northamerica/states/vermont/
33
Preserve Guide of the Vermont Chapter of the Nature Conservancy. Available at:
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/northamerica/states/vermont/files/
pub_04_preserve_guide.pdf
34
Vermont Land Trust Reports available at http://www.vlt.org. The most recent report
for 2007-2008 is available at http://www.vlt.org/AR0708-work.pdf.
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2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

The percentage of developed land in Vermont has continued to
increase.
The rate and extension of land development has exceeded that of
population growth, resulting in sprawling land usage that spills over
from urbanized areas into rural areas.
In the past three decades, the content and scope of formally adopted
land use and development planning has significantly increased.
External evaluations of land use change and related policy has also
increased.
Participation in the Use Value Appraisal Program has increased
significantly.
Public and private efforts to permanently conserve Vermont land have
increased significantly.

For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website:
www.futureofvermont.org or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Acres of Vermont Cropland and Pastureland, 1982 to 2003
Vermont Forest, Thousands of Acres1920 to 2007
Changes in Developed Land in Vermont, 1982 to 2003
Vermont Change in Developed Land and Population, 1982 to 1997
Percent Changes in Vermont’s Population, Households, and Housing Units,
1970 to 2006
Urban and Rural Population Change 1950 to 2000
Vermont’s Use Value Appraisal Program Participation, 1987 to 2007

Chapter 4:

ECONOMY
The structure of any economy is an amalgam of its heritage, the legal and
political framework in which it operates, its resources including the level
of human capital, and the nature of its trading relationships with other
areas. In this respect, Vermont is no different than other states. The state’s
rural character, small size, and proximity to Canada have inevitably
shaped the distinctiveness of the Vermont economy in the 21st century. For
example, Canada remains our largest foreign trading partner. Only nine
establishments in the private sector have more than 1,000 workers; most
establishments (78%) employ ten or fewer workers.1 Vermont’s gross state
product in 2007 was $24.5 billion, the smallest of any state in the nation
and just behind North Dakota’s at $27.7 billion.2

At the start of the 20th century, Vermont’s economy was agriculturally
based, with one out of three workers employed on farms that were mostly
dairy.5 Granite and marble extraction and processing, textiles and machine
tools and tourism were also important sources of income during this
period. Only 5% of the labor force worked in professional services. By
1940, agriculture still employed one out of every four workers in the state.6
Today, just 1.3% of Vermont workers are employed in the Census
occupational category “farming, fishing, and forestry.”7 The economy has
become considerably more diversified with government, real estate,
manufacturing, health care, professional services, and tourism providing
important sources of income for the state.

Reflecting its rural tradition, Vermont has a large number of small towns,
expanses of open land, dense forests, and many small dairy farms. Out of
246 towns and cities in Vermont, only 9 are cities, and even these are quite
small by national standards. The city of Burlington, with a population of
just over 38,000 is nearly twice the size of Essex, which is the next largest
community. Montpelier, with just over 8,000 people, is the smallest capital
in the nation. Chittenden County, the hub of economic activity in
Vermont, contains a quarter of the state’s population and generates even
more of its gross state product.3 In 2006, the average annual earnings
($41,863) and per capita income ($39,621) in Chittenden County were
approximately 15% higher than the state as a whole.4

This chapter provides a broad overview of recent trends in the Vermont
economy. Other sectors of the economy, including agriculture, forestry,
energy, infrastructure and affordability are discussed in separate chapters.

1

2

3
4

The Vermont Department of Labor reports establishment size by location. Companies
that have more than one location in the state account for each worksite separately. In
the vast majority of the cases in Vermont, companies have only a single worksite. The
Vermont Department of Labor, Economic & Labor Market Information Center. http://
www.vtlmi.info/cewsize2007estab.pdf.
The Bureau of Economic Analysis, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by State and Metropolitan Area.
U.S. Census Bureau: State and County QuickFacts
The Vermont Department of Labor, Economic & Labor Market Information Center.

Trends in the Vermont Economy
Trend number 1: Various measures of income have
historically lagged behind national levels, but in more recent
years, the incomes of Vermonters are close to or slightly above
national averages.
Vermont incomes have historically lagged well behind national
averages, in part reflecting the state’s agricultural heritage. In 1950, per
capita income stood at only three‐quarters of the nation as a whole.
With the growth of manufacturing and professional services after
5
6
7

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. XXVII, 11th edition, 1911.
Statistical Abstracts 1901 - 1950
U.S. Decennial Census “DP-3. Profile of Selected Economic Characteristics: 2000.”
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Per Capita Personal Income
Vermont and the U.S.
1980 to 2007

Orleans County, and 83% in Caledonia County.12 These percentages were
all considerably lower than was the case in 1970 when the percentages
were, respectively, 82%, 85%, and 91%. These statistics provide one of a
number of examples that will be highlighted in the following pages of the
uneven economic opportunities available in different parts of the state.
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Incomes vary significantly by county and town. For example, per capita
incomes in 2006 were only 62% of state averages in Essex County, 80% in
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Concerns have been raised
Vermont Covered Employment
about whether the Vermont
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economy is generating
enough new jobs, and
300,000
whether these new jobs
will provide sufficient
270,000
career opportunities. The
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Vermont Department of
Labor tracks employment
210,000
using
two
different
methodologies, which in
180,000
2007, yielded estimates for
the state of between 303,000
and 310,000 workers.13
Source: Vermont Department of Labor, Economic
There are important
& Labor Market Information, U.I. Covered
Employment & Wages,
omissions in both esti‐
http://www.vtlmi.info/detftp.htm
mates, particularly for a
rural state . Among the most salient is that neither tracks self‐employment
or the number of people who work “under the table.” Yet both series
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Median household income (2007)
Median Family Income (2008)10
Earnings of full‐time workers (2007)11
Males
Females
9

Trend number 2: Employment growth in recent years, has
slowed from earlier years. A disproportionate share of this
growth has occurred in the Burlington‐South Burlington
Labor Market.

19

Other measures of state
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released: March 26, 2008 (2000-2006 revised).
Appendix, Charts 4‐1, 4‐2,
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4‐3).8 Within New England,
Vermont’s median family and household income measures are just ahead
of Maine, but lag well behind the other states.

Number of jobs

Per capita income

World War II, per capita
income began to rise more
quickly and has now
reached 95% of the
national level.

8

Vermont Department of Labor, Economic & Labor Market Information. U.S. Census
Bureau. Historical Income Tables-Households.
9
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2005 to 2008 Annual Social
and Economic Supplements.
10
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, FY 2008 MEDIAN FAMILY INCOMES FOR STATES, METROPOLITAN NONMETROPOLITAN PORTIONS OF STATES.
11
Income, Earnings, and Poverty data From the 2007 American Community Survey, Median Earnings in the Past 12 Months of Full-Time, Year-Round Workers 16 and Older by Sex
and Women’s Earnings as a Percentage of Men’s Earnings by State: 2007.
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12

Vermont Department of Labor, Economic and Labor Market Information Center: http://
www.vtlmi.info/pcpiarea.htm.
13
The first job series, “covered employment” tracks employment related statistics from
companies and organizations that are subject to the Unemployment Insurance Reporting System. In 2007, there were 303,257 covered employees in Vermont. The second
employment series, Current Employment Statistics (CES), is based upon state estimates
from a national sample of 150,000 businesses and government agencies. According to
the CES survey, Vermont had 307,800 workers employed in non-farm jobs in 2007.

indicate that employment growth has slowed considerably from gains of
approximately 4,500 to 5,000 jobs per year prior to the start of the decade,
to gains of an average of 1,000 to 1,500 per year after 2000. The slowdown
in job growth is not unique to Vermont. Maine, New Hampshire, and
many other states have also experienced marked declines in job growth
during the last seven years. These statistics, in part, reflect the negative
employment impact of the 2001‐2002 recession. Yet, recessions have also
occurred in each of the preceding decades.
Since self‐employment is excluded from both employment series, the
employment statistics may miss up to 15% of the workforce, a
proportion that could have added almost 60,000 jobs to the total in
2005.14 Since 1997, the percent of the labor force that is self‐employed
has changed little (see Appendix, 4‐4, 4‐5).15 Vermont’s rate is higher
than the national rate (11%) and is most common in construction,
professional, scientific and technical services, real estate, health care
and social assistance, farming, and retail trade.
There is an ongoing public debate about the extent to which job growth in a
state is independent of national and international trends. While the Vermont
economy certainly reflects some of the unique attributes of the state, it is also
strongly influenced by external forces. As one example, the statistical
correlation between Vermont’s unemployment rate and the national rate
between 1980 and 2007 was very high at 0.88.16 Conservatively, at least 9% of
all jobs in the private sector are related to the export sector.17
Another employment concern that has received considerable attention is
the possibility of geographically unbalanced job growth. Chittenden
County or the Burlington‐South Burlington broader labor market area has

14

The statistics on self-employment come from federal tax records, and it’s likely that
some of the individuals who are recoded as self-employed may also have other jobs in
the covered sector.
15
U.S. Census Bureau. Economic Census Nonemployer Statistics Vermont, 1997 – 2005.
16
The correlation coefficient is a measure of statistical association that ranges from a
negative 1, a perfect indirect relationship to a positive 1, a perfect direct relationship. A
zero suggests that there is no relationship.
17
U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration, Office of Trade
and Industry Information, Vermont: Exports, Jobs, and Foreign Investment, September 2008.
The 9% employment figure is based only on trade in merchandise and excludes, for
example, trade in services and retail sales to visitors from abroad.

been the disproportionate recipient of many of the new jobs created in
Vermont. The Burlington‐South Burlington labor market area, which
contains of all Chittenden County and the fringes of Franklin and Addison
Counties accounted for 37% of all jobs in Vermont in 2006, up from just
31% in 1978 (see Appendix, 4‐6.)18 This means that out of all jobs created
during this period of time, almost one‐half were in the greater Burlington‐
South Burlington labor market.

Trend number 3: Over the last twenty years, increasing
numbers of Vermonters are finding jobs in health care, retail,
professional services and government; jobs in manufacturing,
in contrast, are declining. Other industrial sectors have seen
smaller employment changes.
In studying the economy, one of the few things that we can be certain
about is that change will occur, and indeed, the structure of Vermont’s
economy has changed considerably in a reasonably short period of time.
The structural changes can be seen by either examining employment
trends by industry, as we do first, or by considering contributions to gross
state product by different industrial sectors. These trends will not always
be the same. For example, there were almost 1,900 fewer workers in
computer and electronic manufacturing in 2005 than in 1997, but during
this same period, the value of output in this sector grew. The loss of
employment in a particular sector is always difficult, but often reflects
gains in productivity, the real engine of growth for any economy.
Perhaps the most notable change in the Vermont economy between 1988 and
2006 is the decline in manufacturing employment, which fell from 18.4% of
total covered employment to just 12%, a loss of nearly 10,000 manufacturing
jobs and the expansion in health care jobs by 20,472 (health care and social
assistance accounted for 8.9% of all jobs in 1988, rising to 14.1% in 2006).19
Vermont has also experienced a modest, but noticeable increase in the percent
of the workforce employed in professional services, government (mostly

18

Vermont Department of Labor, Economic and Labor Information, Covered Employment
and Wages, http://www.vtlmi.info/indareanaics.cfm?areatype=10
19
Vermont Department of Labor, Economic & Labor Market Information, U.I. Covered
Employment & Wages, http://www.vtlmi.info/detftp.htm
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local) and retail, partially offset by small percentage declines in construction
and finance jobs.20 Mining (granite, marble and talc), a source of relatively
high paying jobs, has also experienced employment reductions of 295 jobs
since 1988. Employment in the fabrication sector has also declined since 1988
by 355 workers.21 Other industrial sectors have largely retained their relative
employment standings.22
Vermont Covered Employment
Selected Industries
1988 to 2007

As noted earlier, the state has few large employers, and the fortunes of
two of the largest, IBM and the Fletcher Allen Health Care Hospital, are
symptomatic of statewide trends. IBM, the largest private firm in the state,
which provides approximately 25% of all manufacturing jobs, has been
shrinking; employment is down from 8,500 workers in 2000 to 5,400 in
2008.23, 24 The Fletcher Allen Hospital, the second largest private employer
in the state, has grown by approximately 47% during the last 12 years to
5,384 full‐time workers (or equivalent) in 2008. These two companies
alone account for approximately 4% of all jobs in the state.25
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Trend number 4: Vermont has seen the expansion of many small
companies in a number of niche areas. Many of these companies
have aligned themselves in multiple ways with Vermont’s quality
of life and the Vermont “Brand.” One of the more unusual ones
is the growth in the captive insurance market, where Vermont is
a national leader.

Agriculture and forestry
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Financial Activities
Professional and Business Services
Education Services
Health Care
Leisure and Hospitality
Governm ent
Source: Vermont Department of Labor, Economic & Labor Market Information, U.I.
Covered Employment & Wages, http://www.vtlmi.info/detftp.htm

On the other end of the employment spectrum, Vermont has made a name
for itself with its many small‐scale cottage industries, including artisanal
and farmstead cheese producers, emerging wineries, microbreweries,
specialty knitwear operators, gourmet food companies, nurseries,
furniture makers and organic dairy farms. While these small firms make
important contributions to the state’s quality of life and “mystique,” they
employ very few workers and often pay lower wages.26
Vermont is also home to a group of larger companies, such as Cold Hollow
Cider Mill, Cabot Creamery Cooperative, Ben & Jerry’s, King Arthur Flour,
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, NRG Systems, Burton Snowboards,
Vermont Country Store, Seventh Generation, Chroma Technology, Autumn

23

20

Since 1988, there has been an increase in employment by just over 1,800 for specialty
trade workers (e.g., plumbers, electricians) but an offsetting decline for workers involved in the construction of new buildings.
21
Employment in marble and granite fabrication is tracked under the broader category of
“Nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing.” In 2007, 1,949 people were employed in
this sector, down by 353 since 1988.
22
Vermont Department of Labor, “Covered Employment and Wages.”
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While employment at IBM’s Essex Junction facility has declined, the value of its output
has not. Computer and electronic manufacturing has increased its relative share of Vermont’s gross state product from 4% in 1997 to 8% in 2006.
24
Burlington Free Press, Dan Mclean, IBM slipping as states No. 1 employer. June 29, 2008.
25
Ibid.
26
According to data collected by the Vermont Economy Newsletter, the largest 100 private firms in the state employed over one-quarter of all workers in 2006 (n=64,200)
and paid over one-third of all wages. Vermont Economy Newsletter, The Importance of
Vermont’s Largest Employers, August 2007.

Insurance Division of the Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities
Harp, Gardener’s Supply, the Vermont Teddy Bear Company, Vermont
and Health Care Administration (BISHCA), there are 4,000 captive insurance
Bicycle Tour (VBT), and Hubbardton Forge, which all play an important role
companies worldwide, 460 of which are based in Vermont. Beginning with 14
in promoting the Vermont “brand” and are at the forefront of the corporate
social responsibility movement. Many of these companies were established in
Vermont licenses in 1983, 823 licenses had been issued by 2007 (see Appendix, 4‐
the 1970s and 1980s by entrepreneurs, often born outside the state but
7). According to BISHCA, this sector now provides approximately 1,400 direct
and indirect jobs and
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25
0.2%
124
0.5%
missions that entailed
changes in the contribu‐
more than bottom line
Utilities
474
3.1%
733
3.0%
27
tions made by different
calculations. While the
Construction
608
4.0%
1,111
4.5%
industries to the state’s
state and some localities
Manufacturing
2,461
16.2%
2,826
11.6%
gross domestic product.
have devoted consider‐
Durable goods
1,761
11.6%
2,099
8.6%
In 2007, four sectors
able
resources
to
Nondurable goods
699
4.6%
726
3.0%
accounted for nearly 50%
promoting the devel‐
Wholesale trade
794
5.2%
1,167
4.8%
of Vermont’s gross state
opment of emerging
Retail trade
1,265
8.3%
2,031
8.3%
product. These were
technologies and start‐
Transportation
and
warehousing
348
2.3%
521
2.1%
government
(14%), real
up companies, time will
estate (12%), manufactur‐
tell whether Vermont
Information
595
3.9%
997
4.1%
ing
(12%) and health care
will see the same level of
Finance and insurance
874
5.8%
1,442
5.9%
(10%).
This is a change
entrepreneurial success
Real estate and rental and leasing
1,824
12.0%
3,023
12.3%
when
from
1997
as it has in earlier years.
Professional and technical services
770
5.1%
1,438
5.9%
manufacturing contrib‐
Management of companies
94
0.6%
33
0.1%
The captive insurance
uted the most to the state’s
Administrative and waste services
275
1.8%
482
2.0%
market is one of the
gross domestic product
Educational services
276
1.8%
527
2.1%
fastest growing, yet less
(16%), followed by
Health care and social assistance
1,134
7.5%
2,443
10.0%
government (12%), real
well known sectors in the
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
130
0.9%
206
0.8%
estate (12%), and retail
Vermont economy. Com‐
Accommodation and food services
685
4.5%
1,092
4.4%
trade (8%).28
panies in this sector form
their own legal entities to
Other services, except government
378
2.5%
599
2.4%
insure themselves. Ac‐
Government
1,878
12.4%
3,373
13.7%
cording to the Captive Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
27

Vermont has a significant number of smaller companies in the wood related and specialty food sectors that share many of these same attributes. Their contributions are
discussed in the Agriculture and Forestry chapters.

28

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, “Gross Domestic Product by State.” http://
www.bea.gov/regional/gsp/
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Statistics like the ones cited above reinforce the impression that tourism plays
a key role in Vermont’s economy. In many ways, the tourist industry is similar
to Vermont’s export sector. It brings new money into the state, with a
corresponding multiplier effect. Tourism generates tax revenues from people
from other states and it creates jobs, a fair number of which are dispersed
throughout the more rural areas of the state. Tracking the impact of tourism
over time is a challenge as each measure captures different dimensions of
tourism with their own limitations.
The sector that most closely captures employment in tourism is “leisure and
hospitality.” In 1988, approximately 28,000 Vermonters were working in this
sector according to the Vermont Department of Labor. By 2007, the number of
jobs had increased to almost 33,000.31 Most of this growth occurred during the
1990s. Over the last decade employment has been largely flat. These numbers
come with several important caveats. First, the self‐employed are not
included in the employment numbers. Data from the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis indicates that there are many such people working in this
29

Economic & Policy Resources, Inc. The Travel and Tourism Industry in Vermont: A Benchmark Study of the Economic Impact of Visitor Spending on the Vermont Economy-2005. Sponsored by the Vermont Department of Tourism and Marketing.
30
Out of all visitors to Vermont in 2005, Economic & Policy Resources estimates that
78% were tourists; the remainder came to Vermont for business reasons.
31
The Vermont Department of Labor, Economic & Labor Market Information Center.
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Over the years, a complex network of businesses (retail, lodging, dining, the
arts, recreation, artisans) and government agencies have come together to
form Vermont’s tourist industry. This is a sector that depends on Vermont’s
distinct natural environment. A study by Economic & Policy Resources, Inc.
estimates that visitors spent $1.57 billion dollars in Vermont in 2005 (a
nominal increase of 3.8% since 2003), and provided the basis for
approximately 12% or just over 36,000 jobs in the state and nearly $200
million in tax and fee revenues.29 Vermont received 13.4 million visitors in
2005, of which 15% were Canadian.30 With the decline in the last few years in
the value of the U.S. dollar, one would expect to see a growing influx of
Canadian visitors.

sector, most in very small
Covered Employment in
businesses.32 Second, many
Vermont’s
sectors in the Vermont
Leisure and Hospitality Industry
1988 to 2007
economy serve tourists, but
are not officially classified in
36,000
the leisure and hospitality
category—for example,
32,000
retail, real estate, education,
and transportation.33 While
28,000
these factors suggest that the
employment number should
24,000
be greater than the 33,000
20,000
reported by the Vermont
Department of Labor, it is
also important to remember
Source: Vermont Department of Labor, Economic
that many of the people who
and Labor Market Information
purchase services in the
leisure and hospitality sector are Vermonters, therefore adding an upwards
bias to the tourism employment numbers.
Number of jobs

Trend number 5: Since the end of the 1990s, the number of
tourists and their spending has been either flat or growing
quite slowly.

Receipts from hotels, motels and campgrounds provide another proxy
for the volume of tourists, business travelers, and convention goers,
but just as in the case above with leisure and hospitality, Vermonters
themselves stay in the state’s various accommodations. At the same
time, taxable room receipts will underestimate tourism because many
tourists do not stay overnight, may own second homes in the state or
stay with friends or relatives.34

32

The U.S. Census Bureau reports that there were just over 900 Vermont firms listed under
“Accommodations and food service” in 2002 with no paid employees, almost one-half of all
establishments in this sector. But these 900 businesses, operated by self-employed Vermonters, accounted for only 3% of all sales in the sector. While the Bureau of Economic
Analysis’s category, “accommodations and food service” is not the same as the VDOL’s
“leisure and hospitality,” there would be significant overlap in these two areas.
33
Economic & Policy Resources Incorporated estimates that approximately one-third of
all expenditures in restaurants, bars, recreation and entertainment are from visitors
from other states. See, The Travel and Tourism Industry in Vermont: A Benchmark Study of
the Economic Impact of Visitor Spending on the Vermont Economy-2005.
34
Economic & Policy Resources estimated that just over 88% of lodging receipts come from
out of state people and that in 2003, there were 31,000 vacation homes in Vermont owned
by residents of another state or country. The Travel and Tourism Industry in Vermont: A Benchmark Study of the Economic Impact of Visitor Spending on the Vermont Economy-2005.

Taxable Rooms Receipts in
Vermont FY1990 to FY2007
Room receipts

$ 420,000,000
$ 340,000,000

Attendance at Tourists Attractions in Vermont*
1997 to 2007

$ 180,000,000
$ 100,000,000

FY
05

Source: Vermont Department of Tourism and
Vermont Tourism Data Center at UVM

Measures of tourism, based upon what people do in Vermont, suggest
that the volume of tourists has not increased in recent years. For example,
the use of state parks and attendance at historical sites has been declining
for the last decade (see Appendix, 4‐8, 4‐9).35 Also, the number of hunting
and fishing licenses for non‐Vermont residents has been declining for a
number of years (see Appendix, 4‐10).36
Vermont also has a host of private sector tourist sites, such as Ben and
Jerry’s (the state’s most popular tourist attraction) as well as Cabot
Creamery, Shelburne Museum, Bromley Alpine Slide, Rock of Ages,
Billings Farm & Museum, to name just a few. The Vermont Department of

The historical sites included in the chart in the appendix include: Bennington Battle Monument, Chimney Point State Historic Site, Chester Arthur Historic Site, Old Constitution
House, Eureka Schoolhouse Historic Site, Hubbarton Battlefield, Hyde Log Cabin, Justin
Morrill Homestead, Mount Independence Historic Site, Plymouth Notch Historic Site.
36
There has been an increase in the number of fishing licenses issued to Vermonters over
the last few years.
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The Bureau of Economic Analysis publishes data on gross state product
by industrial sector, and the picture that emerges from this source is
somewhat more encouraging. In inflation adjusted dollars (base year of
2000), the “accommodation” sector grew from $451 million in 1997 to $502
million in 2006, an increase of just over 10% during this period.

35

Labor has been tracking attendance at nine year‐round and nine summer
tourist locations since the 1990s. The trends are consistent with those
reported earlier. The last decade has not seen an increase in attendance at
Vermont’s best‐known sites. More specifically, in 2007, 1.2 million people
attended one of the 18 year‐round and summer tourist sites in comparison
to 1.5 million in 1997.

$ 260,000,000

FY
90

The data on taxable room
receipts parallels the
employment
data,
stronger growth in
receipts during the 1990s,
followed by a period of
more modest growth.
Between 1999 and 2007,
tax receipts from lodging
increased by just 17%, an
increase that disappears
in inflation adjusted
terms. In comparison,
during the 1990s, receipts
increased by nearly 50%.

800,000
600,000
400,000
200,000
0
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Year round travel attractions

Sum m er travel attractions

Source: Vermont Department of Labor, Economic and Labor Market Information
* Locations include: Ben & Jerry's, Frog Hollow Craft Center, Cabot Creamery, Bennington Museum,
Shelburne Museum, Vt. Institute of Natural Science, Middlebury College Museum of Art, Montshire
Museum of Science, Bromley Alpine Slide, Lake Champlain Transportation, Rock Of Ages, Billings Farm &
Museum, Birds of Vermont Museum, Friends of Hildene, Park-McCullough House, Bennington Battle
Monument, Plymouth Notch.

For many visitors, tourism means skiing. As of 2008, Vermont had 20
Alpine ski resorts and 30 Nordic cross country ski centers. Even with the
substantial expansion in snow making capabilities, the ski industry’s
fortunes are largely tied to snow fall levels. While the Green Mountains
may be covered with snow in the winter, snowfalls in neighboring states
are what often prompt many to travel to Vermont to ski, snowboard, or
snowmobile. This connection between skiers and snowfall levels can be
seen in the chart below. The chart also shows a sharp expansion in skier
days during the 1980s, and then more recently, no noticeable trend is
observable.
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Total Alpine Skier Days in Vermont
And Seasonal Snowfall for Burlington
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Every industrial sector in Vermont has experienced substantial change in
its competitive environment and its makeup. Few sectors, however, have
changed as much and have experienced as many problems as banking. As
is true nationally, there are now many more companies that offer loans
and other banking services than was the case just 20 years ago. These
include state chartered banks and credit unions, banks and credit unions
chartered by other states, federal chartered credit unions and banks
(savings and loans and commercial banks), mortgage brokers, debt
adjusters, trust companies, money transmitters, check cashing companies
Number of Financial Firms Licensed to Offer Loans in
Vermont
1985 to 2008

Alpine Skier Days

Source for Skier Days: Vermont Ski Areas Association;
Source for Snowfall: National Weather Service, NOAA,
http://www.erh.noaa.gov/btv/climo/BTV/monthly_totals/snowfall.shtml

80
# of banks and credit unions

Skier Days

120
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Snow fall in inches
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Trend number 6: The banking industry has undergone
substantial change in the last twenty years including: a) the
decline in the number of state chartered banks and state
chartered credit unions; b) the growth of banks chartered
elsewhere; and c) the emergence of many licensed non‐bank
lenders. Recently, the number of foreclosures has increased
significantly, but Vermont still has one of the lower foreclosure
rates in the country.
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Administration.
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# of Licensed Lenders

As noted above, there is no single measure that captures trends in
Vermont’s tourism sector that is not subject to qualifications. However,
each of the trends reveals a similar picture of an industry that’s important
to the economic prospects of the state, but one that has been somewhat
flat in recent years.

and motor vehicle and retail installment sales companies.37 Nearly 5,000
Vermonters were employed in the banking sector in 2007 (just under 2% of
all covered employees).38, 39 Since 1988, there has been a loss of just over
600 jobs in this sector, although the volume of output has increased
substantially.40 Consolidation and automation have been prime factors
responsible for the employment reductions.
Employment reductions are not the only changes occurring in the
mortgage and loan industry in Vermont. Over the last 40 years, the
number of independent Vermont chartered banks headquartered in the
state has declined from 30 banks in 1960 to only 6 in 2008. Similarly, the
number of state chartered credit unions has also declined from just over
70 in 1973 to 23 in 2008.41 While the remaining Vermont chartered banks
and credit unions have largely grown in size during this period, the
introduction of banks from outside of the state and the rapid expansion of
licensed lenders and mortgage brokers has been the most prominent
change in the state’s financial landscape. In 1985, there were only 30 non‐
bank lenders licensed to make loans in Vermont. By 2008, the number had
increased to 339, although it had been as high as 626 in 2006.42, 43 In 2007,
there were eight non‐Vermont chartered banks with branches in the state.
Prior to the introduction of interstate banking in the 1980s, there were no
such banks in the state.
Whether the long‐term loss of Vermont chartered banks and credit
unions represents a threat to the state’s economy is open to debate.
Nationwide, banks and other mortgage lenders today are experiencing
acute financial strains with several institutions declaring bankruptcy or
37

Examples include the Federal Reserve Board, U.S. Comptroller of the Currency, banking agencies from other states.
38
These numbers exclude those working in the insurance and security industries.
39
From 1997 to 2006, the value of the output in the banking sector nearly doubled, although employment levels declined. U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.
40
Vermont Department of Labor, “Covered Employment and Wages.”
41
The Merchants Bank is now the largest state chartered bank headquartered in Vermont.
42
According to BISHCA , the number of loans originated by non-bank lenders has increased from 3,562 (total amount of $156,689,936) in 1985 to 56,559 (total amount of
$2,057,195,680) in 2007.
43
The number of mortgage brokers, individuals or entities who facilitate loan acquisitions,
more than doubled between 2000 (n=152) and 2006 (n=341), but with the present
depressed conditions in the industry, the number has fallen in 2008 to 272.

being sold off at fire‐sale prices. According to BISHCA, Vermont
chartered banks and credit unions did not issue subprime loans, the
cause of many of the difficulties seen in other states. Indeed, out of all
mortgages issued in 2005 in the state, only 15% were subprime (issued
by mortgage companies and out of state banks). This was the lowest
rate in the nation.44 This does not mean that Vermont homeowners are
not experiencing problems, however. The number of foreclosures is up
to 1,209 in 2007, an increase of 352 from the year before. Even with the
rise in foreclosures, as of the summer of 2008, the state still had one of
the lowest rates of foreclosure in the country.45

Trend number 7: Many of Vermont’s best jobs are tied to the
export market. Depending upon which years are compared,
exports have either increased or decreased in the last decade.
While exports to Canada still dominate, exports to Asian
countries are becoming more important.
Vermont’s small size dictates that many of the products consumed will be
produced elsewhere, either in other states or in foreign countries. To do
otherwise would substantially increase the cost of living. But at the same
time, imports displace jobs such as we have seen in recent years in the
granite, furniture, and machine tools industries. However, by
participating in the global marketplace, Vermonters benefit not only from
lower prices, access to a greater range of products, but also in the creation
of new jobs, either through exports or direct foreign investment in local
companies. In the latter case, foreign owned companies employed almost
10,000 workers in 2006, just under one quarter of which were in
manufacturing.46

44

CNN.Com from Fortune, “Subprime mortgages: State by State. http://money.cnn.com/
magazines/fortune/storysupplement/subprime_statebystate/

45

Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities and Health Care
Administration, “Preface to the annual report of the banking
Commissioner” (June 2008). http://www.bishca.state.vt.us/BankingDiv/
annual_report/index_bank_annualrpt.htm

46

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis. Figures exclude bank
employment.
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The great bulk of Vermont’s exports are in manufacturing, nearly three
quarters of which are in the “computer and electronic products”
sector.51 This statistic reinforces the leading role that a single firm like
IBM plays in the fortunes of the state. Manufacturing exports
accounted for an estimated 9% of the state’s private sector
employment, the third highest in the U.S.52 Besides computer related
products, other important export products in 2007 included machinery
($161 million), transportation equipment ($124 million), and processed
foods ($85 million).53
In 2007, Vermont exported merchandise to 145 countries, the largest of
which was Canada ($1.3 billion). While exports to Canada still
dominate the state’s export market, they have declined considerably as
a percent of all exports over a reasonably short period of time. In 1999,
62% of Vermont’s exports went to Canada. By 2007, this percent had
fallen to 39%. In its place, exports to Hong Kong have risen rapidly
from $31 million in 1999 to $345 million in 2007. In 2007, exports had
also increased, most by substantial mounts, to South Korea ($261

47

U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration: http://
tse.export.gov/MapFrameset.aspx?MapPage=SEDMapWorldDisplay.aspx&
UniqueURL=tonlqpbexhfscw55hbyvfu35-2008-10-11-10-4-10
48
The value of exports only includes merchandise shipped from Vermont. Many items are
not included, such as sales to non-Americans in retail-whole trade, professional and
educational services and tourism. For example, the Vermont Department of Tourism
and Marketing estimates that 2.7 million Canadians visited Vermont in 2007, and their
spending would not be included as part of Vermont’s exports.
49
Congressional Quarterly: State Fact Finder.
50
Ibid
51
U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration.
52
U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration. Vermont: Exports,
Jobs, and Foreign Investment, September 2008. http://www.ita.doc.gov/td/industry/otea/
state_reports/vermont.html
53
Ibid
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million), Malaysia ($243 million), Taiwan ($211 million), Singapore
($173 million), China ($155 million) and Ireland ($130 million).54, 55
Vermont Merchandise Exports
1999 to 2007
Exports (in thousands)

In 2007, Vermont companies exported $3.43 billion of merchandise to
other countries.47, 48 On a per capita basis, Vermont’s exports were the
second highest in the country.49 Since 2001, the value of exports has
increased by just over 21%.50 However, if instead, the comparison is
between 1999 and 2007, the value of exports has declined by 14%.
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Trend number 8: Many of the jobs that have been created in
Vermont over the last twenty years (as well as many that may be
created in the next decade) are in occupations and industries that
have historically paid less than state averages. Jobs that pay above
the state average levels will require advanced training,
certification, and college degrees. High paying jobs for people
with more limited formal education will be fewer in number.
Measuring job growth is easier in many ways than measuring job quality.
Whether we are producing more “good” than “bad” jobs is a question with a
strong subjective dimension. One approach is to track compensation levels
over time. Over the last twenty years, average nominal weekly earnings in
Vermont have more than doubled (from $320 in 1986 to $676 in 2006), but
when adjusted for inflation, the growth has been modest. In constant 2006
54
55

U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration
The value of exports to China are likely higher than shown since some of the merchandise lands first in other Asian countries before being shipped to China.

dollars, real weekly earnings have grown from $589 in 1986 to $676 in 2006,
an increase of just 14% during this twenty‐year period of time. However, since
the end of the 1990s, inflation adjusted weekly earnings have increased more
quickly than in earlier years. It’s important to note that weekly earnings
exclude the value of fringe benefits, an increasingly important component of
total compensation. Thus, even if real weekly earnings remain relatively flat,
it is still possible for total compensation to increase.

Change in Covered Employment in Vermont
1988 through 2006
Total Increase 53,165

Average Vermont Weekly Earnings
1986 to 2006 *

Employment
Change
1988 to 2006
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Average Wages
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10. Hospitals
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13. Transportation and warehousing

2,011
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1. Manufacturing
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+ 34%

2. Construction buildings
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5. Executive, legislative and general
state government
6. General merchandise stores
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- 560

+ 32%
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- 532

+ 26%
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Trend number 9: The health care sector is an increasingly
important source of jobs and income for the state. Health care
provides some of the very best jobs in the state, but also many
jobs that offer little in the way of occupational advancement or
employment stability.

Source: Vermont Department of Labor, Economic & Labor Market Information, “20 Year
Statistical Record of Vermont Unemployment Insurance Program: Calendar Years 1986
to 2006,” http://www.vtlmi.info/uistatrcrd.pdf. Nominal weekly earnings were adjusted
to 2006 dollars.
* Average weekly earnings include temporary jobs that are estimated for 52 weeks per
year.

Another approach that provides insights into the types of jobs being
created in Vermont is to identify sectors that have grown and those that
have declined the most since 1988, and then evaluate whether the wages
paid in these areas are either above or below state averages. Among the 13
industries that have experienced gains of at least 2,000 employees between
1986 and 2006, seven had average wages less than the state average, one
was equal, and five were greater. Among the declining industries, there
were six that had a net loss of at least 500 employees over the period
between 1986 and 2006, of which five paid wages that were higher than
state averages. While no attempt has been made to aggregate total wage
gains or losses from the selected industries in the following table, the data
suggests that among the key industries that are losing employment, most
offer wages that are above state averages, while among those that are
adding employees, most offer wages below state averages.

Declining Industries2

Source: Vermont Department of Labor. “Covered Employment and Wages.”
(http://www.vtlmi.info/indareanaics.cfm)
1. Industries that recorded a gain of at least 2,000 employees between 1988 and 2006
are selected.
2. Industries that recorded a loss of at least 500 employees between 1988 and 2006 are
selected.
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The previous table only presents the statistics from a limited number of
industries, but what we do see raises concerns for Vermonters without
advanced degrees. Health care and professional and technical industries are
expanding, and both offer a substantial number of relatively high paying jobs,
but these “good” jobs require at least a college or technical degree. It is clear
that as the state plans for the future, education and training will be critical if
Vermonters are to maintain their rising standard of living.
The Vermont Department of Labor publishes projections through 2014 of
the number of annual job openings and the current wage rates that are
associated with each occupation. The occupational picture that emerges is
consistent with the above analysis of Vermont’s industries.
Job openings reflect both the growth in occupational demand as well as
turnover in a particular occupation. In any given year, occupations with
the greatest number of annual job openings will often be the ones with the
most workers. The list below shows the 15 occupations in Vermont that
are predicted to have the most job openings in the coming decade.56
Occupations with the Most Job Openings
Current
Employment
1. Cashiers
9,215
2. Retail salespersons
11,243
3. Personal and health care aides 5,167
4. Waiters and waitresses
5,688
5. Registered nurses
5,741
6. Customer service
4,075
representatives
7. Child care workers
3,733
8. Booking, accounting and
6,956
auditing clerks
9. Janitors‐cleaners, except
5,369
maids‐housekeepers
10. Carpenters
6,430
11. Home health aides
2,391
12. Counter attendants, cafeteria, 1,640
food concession
13. First‐line supervisors and
4,690
managers in retail
14. Elementary school teachers
4,212
15. Food preparation and serving 3,758
workers
56

Predicted
Annual Openings
438
436
419
321
235
186
157
156
134
128
125
122
119
116
116

Vermont Department of Labor, Vermont Labor Market Information Center. http://
www.vtlmi.info/oic.cfm
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Out of this list of 15 occupations, only one‐third offer annual earnings
higher than the state median. Similar trends exist in other states; low‐wage
service jobs such as cashiers, retail clerks, health aids and wait staff are
both plentiful and subject to high levels of job turnover.
Another approach to understanding future labor market trends is to
identify the fastest growing occupations in Vermont, although this doesn’t
mean that they will be plentiful; growth rates reflect the base or size of the
beginning number. An analysis of the 14 fastest growing occupations
suggests two trends. First, many of these new jobs will be in the health
care sector. Second, nine of these fastest growing occupations have annual
earnings well above the state median, while five are below. Again, these
results have important implications for workforce training; many of the
fastest growing jobs require advanced degrees and/or certification. These
occupations include:
Fastest Growing Jobs with relatively high earnings potential
• Computer software engineers
• Community social service specialists
• Pharmacists
• Network and data communication analysts
• Substance abuse and behavioral disorder counselors
• Medical and public health social workers
• Mental health and substance abuse social workers
• Translators
• Veterinarians
Among this group of the fastest growing occupations, five offered
relatively low earnings:
Fastest Growing Jobs with relatively low earnings potential
• Home care aids
• Pharmacy technicians
• Home health aids
• Veterinarian technicians
• Medical assistants

Trend Number 10: Vermont has been fortunate in
experiencing unemployment rates that are traditionally much
lower than national rates, but like the rest of the country, faces
the dual problems of rising income inequality and poverty
rates, which have abated little.
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As noted earlier, measures
Unemployment Rates
of income place the state
Vermont and the United States
largely in the middle range
1980 to 2007
of the country, while in 2007,
rates of poverty (7.6%) and
10.00%
unemployment (3.9%) were
considerably lower, and
8.00%
have been for the last 25
years.57 In 2007, only 18
states had lower rates of
6.00%
unemployment and only
New Hampshire had a
4.00%
lower poverty rate. Since
1980, Vermont’s unemploy‐
ment rate has slowly
2.00%
trended downwards, with
the notable exceptions of
United States
Verm ont
three recessions. Like the
Source: Vermont Department of Labor, Economic
u n e m pl o y m e n t
rate,
& Labor Market Information,Labor Force and
Vermont’s poverty rate since
Unemployment, http://www.vtlmi.info/labforce.cfm
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
1983 has remained well
Statistics, Labor Force Statistics from the Current
below national levels, but
Population Survey,
http://data.bls.gov/PDQ/servlet/SurveyOutputServl
unlike the unemployment
et
rate, it shows no long‐term
trend. While the rate of poverty is relatively low, still approximately 61,000
Vermonters were recorded as living at or below the poverty level in 2007.58

Poverty Rates
Vermont and the United States
1984 to 2006

Vermont

United States

United States White

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstracts 2008, 2000,1994, and 1992. U.S.
Census Bureau. Historical Poverty Tables. American Community Survey, 2006, 2007

Trend Number 11: Women have experienced rising labor
market participation rates that are well above national levels,
and they are playing a vital role in maintaining Vermont’s
relative income standard.
As noted in Chapter 1, demographics play a key role in the state’s
statistical profile. Compared to the rest of the U.S., Vermont has a
higher proportion of two parent families, more highly educated people
and fewer young adults, all of which combine to generate lower rates
of poverty and unemployment. These favorable unemployment and
poverty rates also can be explained by the unusually high percent of
the population over 16 years of age that is in the labor force (at 67.8%,
the ninth highest in the nation in 2007).59 Vermont has not always been
number one in this area, but for the last decade it has ranked among
the top ten states annually.

57

U.S. Census Bureau, Poverty: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/histpov/
perindex.html. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, News. February 28,
2008. Table 1. Employment status of the civilian noninstitutional population 16 years of age
and over by region, division, and state, 2006-07 annual average: http://www.bls.gov/
news.release/pdf/srgune.pdf
58
U.S. Census Bureau, Poverty: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/histpov/perindex.html. U.S.

59

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, News. February 28, 2008. Table 2.
Employment-population ratios of persons 16 years of age and over by region, division,
and state, 2006-07 annual averages: http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/srgune.pdf
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Labor Market Participation Rates
Males and Females in Vermont and in the United States
1980 to 2005*

Males U.S.

Females U.S.

Males Vermont

Females Vermont

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstracts 1983 through 2008
* Labor market participation rate is defined as the percentage of the population 16 years
and older that is either working or actively looking for work.

Perhaps the most notable change in the labor market over the last half‐
century has been the rising rate of labor force participation for women,
especially married women with children. Nationally, just over 30% of women
16 years and older were in the labor force in 1950 (either employed or actively
seeking work), but by 2005, the participation rate had climbed to just under
60%. A host of factors can explain this change, including rising wages for
women, changing preferences about work and careers, the passage of
antidiscrimination legislation in the 1960s, declining birthrates, rising divorce
rates, greater accessibility of jobs outside of traditional fields, labor saving
household technology, and the attempts by households to improve or
maintain living standards. In Vermont, the labor force participation rate
among women has risen from 55% in 1980 to almost 67% in 2005, a much
higher rate than nationally (59%).60

Labor force participation rates for men, both statewide and nationally,
have fallen modestly, although the trend for Vermont males is that they
remain slightly more likely to be working than their counterparts outside
of the state. The existence of more generous Social Security and disability
benefits, the growth of private pensions, the rise of “forced” labor force
withdrawals and life style considerations all play a key role in this pattern.

61
60

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Statistical Abstracts 1983 through 2008.
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in sustaining Vermont’s
90.00%
economy. Yet their wages,
as is the case nationally, lag
85.00%
behind men. Data from the
2000 Decennial Census
80.00%
indicated that, on average,
Vermont women who work
75.00%
full‐time year‐round earn
78% of the median earnings
70.00%
of males ($25,322 vs.
$32,457).61 Between 1998
and 2006, the earnings gap
United States
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between men and women
narrowed. Part of the
Source: U.S. Department of labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics
remaining earnings gap can
Current Population Survey: Highlights of Women’s
be explained by the
Earnings (1998 to 2006)
* The gap is measured by comparing median
decisions women make
prior to entering the labor
market (e.g., choice of a college major) or their choice of occupations (e.g.,
work in jobs that are consistent with family responsibilities or lower
paying fields that offer a higher degree of social responsibility or some
other non‐monetary benefits). Even after controlling for these and other
factors, most research studies conclude that there is still a residual gap,
which is typically explained as the impact of gender discrimination.
Comparatively speaking, Vermont fares well in this regard; in 2004 only
two states had smaller gender wage gaps.

U.S. Census 2000 Summary file, “Median Earnings and Earnings Gap of Full-Time, YearRound Workers Age 16 Years ad Over by State Listing.”

Trend Number 12: The gap between the well off and the poor
has been rising in Vermont, as it has been nationally, but the
level of income inequality is considerably less in the state.

Gini Coefficient

Income Inequality
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic
Supplements. Unpublished Chart: Selected Measures of Household Income Dispersion:
1977 to 2004. U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, Annual Social and
Economic Supplements. Historical Income Tables. Income, Earnings, Poverty Data from
the the 2006 Community Survey http://www.census.gov/prod/2007pubs/acs-08.pdf

Vermont has considerably lower levels of income inequality than the
country as a whole, suggesting that the gap between the very well off and
the poor is not quite so large as it is in most other states. But like the country
as a whole, the gap between those at the top and those at the bottom of the
income distribution has widened over time. According to a widely used
measure of inequality, the Gini coefficient, Vermont’s 2007 index of
inequality was .428 compared to .467 for the nation as a whole.62, 63 This was
the seventh lowest in the nation.

There is some debate among economists and other policy analysts about
the extent to which income inequality has changed over the past three
decades, but the bulk of the evidence suggests that income differences
have become more unequal.64 While there are reasonable criticisms of the
Gini Index and the underlying income measures upon which it is
constructed, since 1980 household income has been trending towards
more inequality, in both the nation and in Vermont, although less so in
Vermont. For example, in 1980, the top quintile received 43% and 44% of
household income in Vermont and the U.S. respectively. By 2007, Vermont
had reached 47% and the U.S. 50%. At the other end up the spectrum,
Vermont’s bottom quintile received 4.1% of all state income compared to
3.4% nationally. Back in 1980, the respective percentages were 4.7% in
Vermont and 4.2% in the U.S. (see Appendix, 4‐11).
The Vermont Department of Taxes provides summary data on tax filers
and reveals a substantial increase in the number of well off Vermonters
since 2000. The data for those with higher incomes is more complete than
lower income residents who may not file a return, although in not filing,
they would be excluded from receiving the benefits of certain programs.
Between 2000 and 2006, there was a 60% increase in the number of
personal tax returns in the over $100,000 income category; nearly 30,000
returns fell into this bracket.65
What explains these trends? Analysts point to the impact of globalization,
changes in household composition, higher levels of immigration, the
decline in unions, changing tax policy, industrial restructuring, changing
norms of wealth accumulation for individuals, and technological change
with differential impacts on the well and less well educated. Whatever the
cause, many social observers are deeply concerned about this trend
towards greater concentrations of wealth and the consequences for the
social fabric and the quality of life for individuals at all levels of society.

62

The Gini coefficient is a statistical measure of income concentration ranging from 0 to
1. A measure of 0 indicates perfect equality in which all people receive equal shares of
income, while a 1 indicates perfect inequality, where a single individual has all the income.
63
U.S. Census Bureau, Income, Earnings, and Poverty Data from the 2007 American Community Survey, Table 5 Gini Coefficients and Shares of Income by Quintile in the past 12 months
by State: 2007.

64

The Vermont Economy Newsletter has published several articles in recent years questioning whether inequality has worsened. See for example, “The Rich Get Richer and So Do
the Poor,” February 2006, “Is the Vermont Middle Class Shrinking,” May 2007.
65
Vermont Department of Taxes. http://www.state.vt.us/tax/statisticsincome2000.shtml
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The most notable trends in the Vermont economy include:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Various measures of income have historically lagged behind national
levels, but in more recent years, the incomes of Vermonters are close
to or slightly above national averages.
Employment growth in recent years has slowed from earlier years. A
disproportionate share of this growth has occurred in the Burlington‐
South Burlington Labor Market.
Over the last twenty years, increasing numbers of Vermonters are
finding jobs in health care, retail, professional services and
government, while jobs in manufacturing are declining. Other
industrial sectors have seen smaller employment changes.
Vermont has seen the expansion of many small companies in a
number of niche areas. Many of these companies have aligned
themselves in multiple ways with Vermont’s quality of life and the
Vermont “Brand.” One of the more unusual and fast growing sectors
in Vermont is the Captive Insurance Market, where Vermont is a
national leader.
Since the end of the 1990s, the number of tourists and their spending
has been either flat or growing quite slowly.
The banking industry has undergone substantial changes in the last
twenty years including: a) the decline in the number of state chartered
banks and state chartered credit unions; b) the growth of banks
charted elsewhere; and c) the emergence of many licensed non‐bank
lenders. Recently, the number of foreclosures has increased
significantly, but Vermont still has one of the lower foreclosure rates in
the country.
Many of Vermont’s best jobs are tied to the export market. Depending
upon which years are compared, exports have either increased or
decreased in the last decade. While exports to Canada still dominate,
exports to Asian countries are becoming more important.
Many of the jobs that have been created in Vermont over the last
twenty years (as well as many that may be created in the next decade)
are in occupations and industries that have historically paid less than
state averages. Jobs that pay above the state average will require
advanced training, certification, and college degrees. High paying jobs
for people with more limited formal education will be fewer in
number.
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9.

The health care sector is an increasingly important source of jobs and
income for the state. Health care provides some of the very best jobs in
the state, but also many jobs that offer little in the way of occupational
advancement or employment stability.
10. Vermont has been fortunate in experiencing unemployment rates that
are traditionally much lower than national rates, but like the rest of
the country, faces the dual problems of rising income inequality and
poverty rates, which have abated little.
11. Women have experienced rising labor market participation rates that
are well above national levels, and they are playing a vital role in
maintaining Vermont’s relative income standard.
12. The gap between the well off and the poor has been rising in Vermont,
as it has been nationally, but the level of income inequality is
considerably less in the state.

For the appendices, and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org. or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Vermont Personal Income, 1970 – 2007
Median Income of Households in 2006 dollars, 1984 to 2006
Median Family Income for a Four Person Family, 1987 to 2005
Self-Employment as a Percent of all Employment in Vermont, 1997 to 2006
Vermont, Number of Non-farm Proprietors, 1970 to 2006
Employment and Wage Growth in the Burlington-South Burlington, Labor
Market Areas, 1978 to 2006
Vermont Captive Insurance Companies, 1983 to 2007
Vermont State Park Usage, 1987 to 2007
Attendance at Vermont Historic Site, 1999 to 2007
Number of Hunting and Fishing Licenses, Residents and Non-Residents, 1988 to 2006
Household Income: Lowest and Highest Quintiles, Vermont and the United
States, 1980 to 2004
Vermont, per - capita dividends, Percent of U.S., 1970 to 2006
Vermont Per - capita Interest Percent of U.S., 1970 to 2006
Mass Layoffs in Vermont per Year, 1996 to 2007
Union Affiliation: Percent of Employed in Vermont and the United States,
2000 to 2007

Chapter 5:

AFFORDABILITY
A 2008 poll commissioned by the Council on the Future of Vermont and
conducted by the University of Vermont’s Center for Rural Studies asked
Vermonters to rate their level of concern with twenty‐four challenges
faced by the state. Affordability or the cost of living was the number one
concern.1 Few should be surprised by this result. 2008 has been a difficult
year in Vermont as it has for the rest of the country. The products that we
depend on the most—fuel to heat our homes and to drive our cars, food,
taxes, health care and education—have all become more expensive, and
some significantly so. At the same time, our ability to pay for these goods
has become more difficult with the combination of rising unemployment
and falling portfolio balances. And when Vermonters need a loan, the
conditions have become more restrictive and the rates higher. While
Vermont has not seen the torrent of foreclosures seen elsewhere in the
country, they are still occurring at a comparatively high rate.
Traditionally, the question of affordability has focused on whether the
middle class and those with fewer financial resources can afford to buy a
home or rent an apartment, purchase health insurance or a college
education, or afford a nutritionally adequate diet. The tax burden in
Vermont has also become part of the debate. Fortunately, government
programs and private charities help lessen the financial burden for many
people on the margins. Some programs provide income‐tested assistance
(e.g., food stamps, school lunches, tax rebates, welfare payments, heating
assistance, rent subsidies, public housing, Medicaid, Catamount Health
Insurance, subsidized educational loans and grants, earned income tax
credit) while other forms of mitigation are more universally available (e.g.,
the state colleges, and tax deductions for mortgages and property taxes).
Programs such as these complicate the statistical analysis of affordability
since most measures of income and the cost of living fail to account for the
value of the services offered by these programs.
1

Looking Ahead: Vermonter’s Values and Concerns. Moser, Hyman, Schmidt. Center for
Rural Studies, University of Vermont. August 11, 2008

Affordability is a surprisingly complex concept to define. Some define
affordability as being able to purchase the necessities of life, but what is
seen as a necessity today may have been thought of as a luxury just a few
years earlier. For example, in 1996 and 2006, the Pew Research Center
asked Americans what they considered “necessities.” Even within this
short period of time, the percentage of Americans who felt that home air
conditioning was a “necessity” rose from 51% in 1996 to 70% in 2006, and
this belief has been put into practice. In 1970, 49% of new single‐family
houses in the U.S. had air conditioning. Just 20 years later, 90% were built
with air conditioning.2 Anyone living with teenagers realizes that cell
phones are now seen as a necessity. This trend can also be seen in the
increase in the size of homes; in 1973, nearly one‐third of all new homes
built in the U.S. were less than 1,200 square feet, by 2007, only 4% of all
new homes built were this small while 26% were over 3,000 square feet
(see Appendix, chart 5‐1).3
Affordability raises the question of whether the incomes of Vermonters
are high enough to cover the basic costs that are associated with life in the
state. The following analysis will not try to measure the size of any
potential gap, but instead will highlight the major trends that are affecting
affordability and whether these trends are unique to the state. Two areas
that have been at the center of this debate, the cost and access to health
care and the price of higher education are addressed in more detail in
Chapters 11 (Education) and 12 (Health and Health Care).4 These chapters
2

3
4

U.S. Census, Characteristics on New Housing Index: http://www.census.gov/const/www/
charindex.html#singlecomplete
Ibid.
A recent report issued by the College Board indicated that in 2007-2008, Vermont had
the second most expensive published rates for two-year public colleges, the most expensive four-year public institutions, and the 10th most expensive private four-year colleges in the country. These national rankings are not adjusted, however, for financial aid
grants. The College Board, Trends in College Pricing 2007. http://www.collegeboard.com/
prod_downloads/about/news_info/trends/trends_pricing_07.pdf
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There are a number of agencies in the U.S. that provide comparisons of
the cost of living in various cities. Each rely on different methodologies
and provide statistics only on the cost of living in a handful of cities in
each state. In Vermont, this becomes particularly problematic since the
data, while often being reported as for the state as whole, measures living
costs only in the Burlington area, an excessively narrow focus.5 The
Missouri Economic Research and Information Center (MERIC) publishes a
yearly cost of living index for all 50 states in which the U.S. average is
indexed at 100.6 The data suggests that Hawaii and California are the two
most expensive states with index levels of 165.3 and 139.4 respectively.
Vermont comes in as the ninth most expensive state with an index of
120.1, although all states in New England are above the national average
(see Appendix, 5‐2 and 5‐3). Utilities and housing costs are estimated to be
particularly high in Vermont; the only category where we are close, but
still higher to the national average is in health care costs.7

5

6

7

Some of the sources report the cost of living in selected cities only, and when they do,
Boston usually comes out as the most expensive city in New England, largely due to its
high cost of housing. Sperling’s Best Places ranks Burlington as the second most expensive city among the six major cities compared in New England (i.e., Boston, Burlington,
Portland, Providence, Manchester, and Hartford). CNNMoney.Com and Bankrate.Com
rank Burlington as the 4th most expensive city within this group of 6 cities.
The basis for the cost of living measures published by MERIC are from proprietary data
collected by the Council for Community and Economic Research (ACCRA).
Housing costs represents an index of new home prices, rent and mortgage rates.
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Trend number 1: The cost of many essential consumer goods
has been increasing in recent years, while the overall cost of
living in Burlington (the only area of the state where it is
systematically tracked) has increased more rapidly than in
other areas of the country.

Cost of Living Index for Vermont
(U.S. =100)
1994 to 2008*

19
94

Trends in Affordability in Vermont

Congressional Quarterly
Press has been publishing
annual cost of living
indices for all 50 states for
over a decade.8 According
to this source, Vermont
(or what is really the
Burlington
area)
is
becoming an increasingly
expensive place to live. In
1993, Vermont’s index
was just above the
national average at 103.
By 2008, Vermont’s index
had risen to 120.1.

Cost of living index

make it clear that the cost of these two items have been rising much more
rapidly than the incomes of Vermonters. Trends in the cost of living,
incomes, wages, and welfare are addressed first, followed by an
examination of food adequacy and hunger, housing and taxes.

Source: CQ: State Data Book and the Missouri
Economic Research and Information Center.
* Figures for 2007 are for the 3rd quarter and the in
2008, only for the first quarter.

The U.S. Department of Labor publishes the consumer price index
(CPI), a measure of the change in average prices of consumer goods
and services purchased by typical urban households. While the CPI is
not a true cost of living index (it does not take into account the value of
public goods and how much consumers would need to spend to reach
a certain standard of living), the index still reflects changes in the cost
of buying essential and non‐essential goods and services. The CPI is
not calculated for Vermont, but a selection of items from the index for
the Northeast appears in the following chart. Since 2003, many costs
have increased dramatically. As we can see, prices for college tuition,
home heating oil, gasoline and medical care have increased 33%, 40%,
74%, and 18% respectively over the last four years.9

8

9

The data reported by Congressional Quarterly, like the data used by MERIC, is based
on information provided by ACCRA.
Not all essential items have become more expensive. Landline telephone charges have
remained virtually unchanged, while cell phone charges have declined considerably.

Selected Items from the Consumer Price Index
Northeast Urban (1982-84 = 100)
1990 to 2007*

Real Per Capita Disposable Personal Income
Vermont, New England, U.S.
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The rising cost of living reflects only one half of the affordability equation.
The other half is determined by the trends in incomes and earnings. There
are multiple measures that track household or individual income, but one
of the more comprehensive is per capita real disposable personal income
published by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.10 Over the last 30
years, Vermont, New England and the nation have all experienced
inflation adjusted long‐term growth in per capita disposable personal
income. Prior to the 1990s, per capita disposable income in Vermont had
tracked closely with the nation, but in more recent years, Vermont has
begun to fall behind New England as a whole.
Statistics on disposable income represent the financial situation for
Vermonters as a whole. While there are individuals and households
throughout the income spectrum that struggle to pay their bills (the rash of
foreclosures for middle and upper income individuals is one such example),
This measure includes labor and non-labor income minus taxes. Trends in nominal as
opposed to real per capita disposable income are included in the appendix.

$20,000
$10,000

New England

Verm ont

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis
Nominal per capita disposable income is reported in chart 5-4 in the appendix

traditionally the focus of attention has been on the earnings of those at the
lower end of the income distribution. In the chart on the next page, average
earnings adjusted for inflation are displayed for all Vermont workers, and for
a sampling of low wage jobs.11 In total, the selected low wage jobs depicted
account for just under one‐quarter of all covered employees in the state.12 The
data shows that average real earnings in Vermont have been rising slowly for
the last decade (see Appendix, Chart 5‐5 for non‐inflationary adjusted trends
in earnings). However, the growth rates in the four lower wage areas have
fallen behind the state average as a whole. Average earnings in these areas
have virtually remained constant. For example, between 1988 and 2007, real
annual earnings for personal care and laundry workers only rose from
$15,618 in 1988 to $16,062 in 2007 (in 2000 dollars), an increase of just under
$500 during this 20 year period.

11
12

10

$30,000

United States

Source: U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Consumer Price Index.
* College tuition and fees comes from the CPI for the country, all other items reflect
price changes in the Northeast.

Trend number 2: The incomes and earnings of many Ver‐
monters have struggled to keep up with inflation in recent years.
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The average annual incomes include both part and full-time workers.
As noted earlier, covered employees are workers whose quarterly earnings are reported to the Department of Labor for purposes of determining eligibility for programs
such as unemployment insurance. Most Vermont workers are included ion the survey.
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Source: Vermont Department of Labor, Economic and Labor Market Information.
U.I. Covered Employment and Wages: http://www.vtlmi.info/indnaics.htm

Trend number 3: The gap between the earnings of Vermonters
and a State‐defined “basic needs budget” for households
appears to be increasing.
The fact that Vermont is one of 30 states with its own minimum wage that
is higher than the federal level ($8.06 vs. $6.55), suggests that the state
recognizes the value of work and the economic difficulties faced by its
lowest paid workers.13 In 2008, Vermont had the sixth highest minimum
wage rate in the country. It is also one of only three states to link its
minimum wage to changes in the CPI.14 Researchers from the Vermont
Department of Labor estimate that just over 11,000 Vermonters were paid
at or below minimum wage in 2007, or just under 4% of all covered
employees. Since 1997, the minimum wage in Vermont has increased from
$5.25 to just over $8.00 per hour, an increase well above the rate of
inflation. Before this period, the minimum wage rate in Vermont largely
tracked national levels.

13
14

Vermont has a separate minimum wage for those who earn tips.
U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration, Wage and Hours
Division. http://www.dol.gov/esa/minwage/america.htm#Vermont
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(see Appendix, Table 5‐6).
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Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment
Standards Administration, Vermont Department of
falls with the fortunes of the
Labor, Economic and Labor Market Information
economy, but remains within
a fairly narrow spectrum.16 In 2007, the poverty rate in Vermont was 10.1%,
the twelfth lowest rate in the country.17 In recent years, Vermont has
maintained one of the lowest poverty rates in the country, but within New
England, three states were lower in 2007.
Minimum wage rate

Average Inflation Adjusted Annual
Earnings in Select Industries in Vermont
(in 2000 year dollars) 1988 to 2007

The idea that a Vermonter could work full time for a year on a minimum
wage job and still not earn enough to pay for basic living expenses was an
important driving force in the campaign to implement a “livable wage,”
the amount that is estimated to meet the basic economic needs of a
household. While the State has not passed such legislation (the City of
Burlington has a limited Livable Wage ordinance), the Joint Fiscal Office of
the Legislature nevertheless estimates basic living budgets and the
associated wage levels needed to meet these costs every two years.18 It is
not our purpose to assess the impact that a “livable wage” law might have
15

U.S,. Census Bureau, http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/threshld/thresh07.html
Between 1984 to 2007, the lowest recoded rate of poverty in Vermont was 7.6% in
1994, and the highest rate was 12.6 reported in 1984, 1991 and 1996. U.S. Statistical
Abstracts 1992, 1994, 2000, and 2008. U.S. Census Bureau. Historical Poverty Tables.
American Community Survey, 2006 and 2007
17
US Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2007.
18
The methodology used to estimate the livable wages can be traced back to a series of
Vermont Job Gap studies published by Vermont Peace and Justice Center.
16

Income in Vermont and the Livable Wage for Selected
Households* 1999 to 2007
$80,000
$65,000
$50,000
$35,000
$20,000
1999

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2007

Livable Wage (Urban) Fam ily of 4
Livable Wage- single parent w ith 2 children (Urban)
M inim um Wage
Verm ont 4 Person Me dian Fam ily Incom e
M edian Hous ehold Incom e
Source: The Vermont Legislative Joint Fiscal Office, Sara Teachout, Fiscal Analyst,
“Basic Needs Budgets and the Livable Wage” March 2007.
U.S. Census Bureau. http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/income/incomestats.html#acs
*Livable wage salary assumes employer assisted health care and a moderate food
budget. *Minimum wage assumes that two family members are working full-time (2080
hours) per year.

The analysis thus far indicates that meeting the “basic needs budget”
established by the state is becoming more of a challenge, especially for
people with limited financial resources. In response, many turn to the
government for financial help. For families with children, one choice is
welfare. The number of welfare recipients in the state, as is true nationally,
has diminished steadily since the early 1990s. Is this a sign that some of
the poorest or once poor Vermonters are doing better? On the one hand,
the strong economy of the 1990s, undoubtedly reduced the welfare
caseload as more people found jobs. But, analysts also point to the passage
of the Welfare Reform Act of 1996 as an even more significant explanatory
factor.22 Even during the
Number of Welfare Recipients in
last recession, the number
Vermont AFDC-TANF
of welfare recipients in
1987 to 2005
Vermont continued to fall.
35,000
Additionally, nearly one
30,000
half of a sample of
25,000
Americans who left the
20,000
15,000
welfare program in 2002
10,000
were not working, and
5,000
those who had jobs earned
a median hourly wage of
$8.00, and only one‐third
Source: National Priorities Project:
of these jobs provided
http://www.nationalpriorities.org/nppdatabase_tool/
employer based health
insurance.23
19
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93
19
96
19
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20
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The Joint Fiscal Office estimates that in 2007, a single parent with two
children would need to earn just over $27 per hour to achieve the standard
set by the livable wage, a rate that is higher than 75% of all hourly
earnings in the state (see Appendix, 5‐7 for trends in the livable wage for
different subgroups).20 Vermont is not unique in this regard as analysts
from other states have also uncovered large gaps between existing wage
levels and the estimated livable wage.21 How do Vermonters cope with
such a large shortfall? Many households have multiple wage earners,
while others work second jobs to supplement their income. Others simply
forgo some of what society considers the necessities of life. However, the
figures do not take into account financial assistance provided by the
government, help from family and friends, or a person’s own assets. With

these caveats in mind, the data in the chart on the left shows that the
earning levels necessary to meet the livable wage standard is considerably
higher than minimum wage or even the median household income of a
family of four in 2007. Vermont’s median family income for a family of
four is higher than the livable wage standards for every year except 2007.
Within the last few years, the gap between incomes and basic needs seems
to be increasing.

# of recepients

on the state, but simply to compare income trends to the standards
established by the Legislature’s research office.19

19

The topic of the livable and minimum wage laws is among the most contentious in the
field of economics. See Modern Labor Economics: Theory and Public Policy (2006, 9th
edition, Pearson) by Ehrenberg and Smith for a discussion of these issues.
20
Vermont Department of Labor, Vermont Economic and Labor Market Information
Center, Vermont Wage Distribution. http://www.vtlmi.info/oessummary.htm
21
University of New Hampshire, Casey Institute, Daphne Kenyon and Allison Churilla,
Many New Hampshire Jobs Do Not Pay a Livable Wage, Fall 2008.

22

The Welfare Reform Act of 1996 created the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF) program, which replaced the older Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), and includes a five-year lifetime limit, work requirements and stricter eligibility
standards.
23
The Urban Institute: A decade of Welfare Reform: Facts and Figures, Assessing the New
Federalism, June 2006.
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Trend number 4: Over the last decade, more Vermonters are
relying on food stamps and are classified by the federal
government as being hungry.
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For many, life in Vermont
Number of Food Stamp
is made more affordable
Recipients in Vermont
though the food stamp
(in Thousands) 1983 to 2006
program. In 2008, an
70
average of 56,000 persons
60
each month received food
50
stamps, 40% of whom
24
40
were children. Vermont
has a high rate of
30
program participation
20
with nearly 70% of
eligible residents en‐
rolled. During the 1990s,
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and
Nutrition Service. Food and Nutrition Service,
there was sharp reduction
Program Data
in food stamp participa‐
tion due to the expanding economy and the passage of the Welfare
Reform Act. 25 Since 2000, the number of participants has steadily
increased, although it is difficult to determine the extent to which the
numbers reflect administrative changes in implementation, greater
need, or both.
Even with food stamps, there are still many families in the state who,
according to surveys conducted for the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
either lack adequate financial resources to purchase enough food or are
going hungry. The government estimates that just under 10% of the state’s
population faced a problem of “food insecurity” in 2006, a rate that has
changed little over the last decade.26 Hunger, the most extreme measure of
food insecurity, has risen in Vermont from its low of 2.2% in 2000 to 3.9%

in 2005.27 In 2000, Vermont had the lowest rate of hunger in New England,
but since then, Vermont’s rate has risen above rates found in New
Hampshire, Connecticut, and Massachusetts (see Appendix, 5‐8).

Trend number 5: Housing prices rose faster than income from
1999‐2006, reducing the ability for Vermonters to safely
purchase a home. Overall, housing availability and
affordability continues to be a problem for low‐income
residents, although the percent of owner occupied housing in
Vermont is consistently higher than the national average.
Housing costs have been rising for many years, especially in the
Northeast. According to the Missouri Economic Research and Information
Center, housing costs in the Burlington area are the 14th highest in the
U.S.28 Yet, depending on the level of analysis and the data examined,
Vermonters seem at least as well off, in terms of home ownership, as those
in most other states. Nevertheless, there is an agreement that especially for
lower income residents, housing affordability problems are quite real. The
sharply rising house prices of the first five years of the 21st century have
made it particularly difficult for first time homebuyers. Those who owned
houses during this period saw their housing values increase considerably,
but the recent rupture of the housing bubble has hurt many, even while
falling prices has made housing more affordable, at least for those who
have jobs.
Vermont ranks very high in terms of the rate of home ownership. This
statistic reflects the lack of urban areas with the attendant network of
apartments. The information in the table below suggests that housing is
not as significant a problem as it is in many other areas of the country. The
state is near the top of the U.S. in the percent of owner occupied shelter
and has the least crowded housing. According to Statemaster.Com, the
percentage of Vermonters spending more than 30% of their income on
rental housing places the state among the lowest 10 states.

24

The Vermont Campaign to End Childhood Hunger: http://www.vtnohunger.org/info/
foodstamp.php
25
The Welfare Reform Act of 1996 eliminated food stamps for most legal immigrants and
non-disabled adults without children.
26
The United States Department of Agriculture defines “food insecurity” as not being
able to access enough basic food due to a lack of financial resources.
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27

The United States Department of Agriculture defines “hunger” when children go hungry on a regular basis or an adult’s food intake is severely reduced.
28
Missouri Economic Research and Information Center, Cost of Living Data Series, 1st
Quarter, 2008. http://www.missourieconomy.org/indicators/cost_of_living/index.stm

On the negative side, the percent of homeowners paying more than 30% of
their income for housing is higher than the national average. This should
not be surprising, as housing costs in Vermont are well above national
averages and household income is just below the national average. Many
Vermonters may own their own homes, but some are “house poor” in that
they may not have enough money for repairs, taxes or fuel.29 Our housing
stock is older than the national average with a high percentage of pre‐1939
housing and a very low percentage of houses built after 2000. The age of
the housing stock is related to the fact that New England is the oldest part
of the country and a slow growth region.

% owner occupied housing

Percent Owner Occupied Housing Units
1950 to 2006

Housing in Vermont in 2004

73%
7.2%
3.3%
30.5%

Vermont’s
National
Rank*
5
27
45
8

68.1%
8%
5.1%
15.7%

32.2%

18

30.1%

1%

48*

2.4%

38.8%

41*

41.5%

$674

22

$653

Vermont
Housing owner occupied
Mobile homes
Housing built 2000 or later
Housing built before 1939
Owners spending 30% or more
of household income on housing
With more than 1 occupant per
room
Renters spending 30% or more
of household income on rent and
utilities
Median monthly rental costs

In the last fifty years, the percent of residents owning their own home
has risen from 67% to 72%. The ownership rate has consistently been
above the national average, but from 1950 to 1980, the gap between
Vermont and the U.S. narrowed dramatically. The ownership rate has
leveled off during the last decade in response to the sharp increase in
housing prices in Vermont as elsewhere.
A simplistic view of housing prices can be misleading given the changes
in home quality and size per unit. Between 1973 and 2007, for example,
the size of new one‐family houses in the Northeast grew by a surprising
60%. Beginning in the early 1990s, the size of houses in the Northeast
began to increase more than houses in the nation as a whole (see
29

According the U.S. Census, American Fact Finder, over 1,600 house units in Vermont
either lacked plumbing or adequate kitchen facilities in 2000.

70%

60%

50%
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Ve rm ont

U.S.

Source: www.Statemaster.com
* Rank of 1 is highest.

80%

Unite d State s

Source: U.S Census Bureau, Demographic Trends in the 20th Century

Appendix, 5‐1).30 The chart on the next page shows that the inflation
adjusted cost of housing in Vermont rose by 62% between 1995 and 2007,
well above changes in income or earnings. The rate of inflation in home
prices in Vermont was less than the 81% average increase in New
England. It was also considerably less than the increases of 90%+ in New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island.
Housing economists have established a housing affordability index based
upon a comparison of median household income to median house prices.
A ratio of “1” suggests that household income is sufficient to safely
purchase a property.31 As the ratio rises, it becomes financially safer to
make the purchase. A falling ratio, as we see in the next chart, is
worrisome and the ratio has been falling since the turn of the 21st century.
On the other hand, Vermont’s ratio is currently the best in New England,
not falling below a ratio of 1 until 2006. Of course, this data is based on
averages, which can easily mask great differences between income classes
and geographic location within the state. These findings are conservative
for two reasons. First, household income, and not the higher family
30

Why Have Housing Prices Gone Up?, Glaser, Gyourko, Saks, NBER Working Paper No.
W11129 February 2005, provides the reader with an example of the level of analysis
typically used when studying housing. It also provides a useful bibliography.
31
The standard definition of affordability is that a household should not pay more than
30% of its income for rent and utilities or for mortgages, taxes, and insurance.
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Growth in Single Family House Prices
Index: 1995 = 100
Adjusted for Inflation 1995 to 2007
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on Vermont than its
neighbors. The real estate
boom was not as dramatic
in Vermont as elsewhere
and as noted in Chapter 4
on the Economy, Vermont
had one of the lowest
proportions of subprime
housing loans in the
nation in 2007.32
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are rising faster than
the lowest quintile and
presents problems for
incomes with the facts of
Source: The Lack of Affordable Housing in New England:How Big a Problem? Why Is It Growing? What Are We
renters as well (see
looser credit standards,
Doing About It? 2006 Working Paper, Boston Federal Reserve Board and Update on the New England Economy and
Housing Market, 2008,Federal Reserve Board
Appendix, charts 5‐10
we have a better under‐
through 5‐14). According to the Vermont Housing and Finance Agency,
standing of the factors leading to the current housing and financial crisis.
“In 2006, 47 percent of Vermont’s renter households were paying more
The data also hints at the reason why the crisis has had a smaller impact
than 30 percent of their incomes for rent and utilities in 2006, and one‐
fifth of renter households were paying more than 50 percent of their
Ratio of Median Household Income to Income
incomes for rent and utilities.”33 In 2007, the state had the second
Needed to Purchase the Median Price House*
1995 to 2006
lowest rental vacancy rate in the country, with 3.8 low‐income
households for every available affordable rental unit.34 The low
1.3
vacancy rate contributes to the relatively high rental rates. Meeting
1.2
housing expenses sometimes causes other needs to go unmet,
1.1
including health care, education or even food.
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Source:The Lack of Affordable Housing in New England:How Big a Problem? Why Is It
Growing? What Are We Doing About It? 2006 Working Paper, Boston Federal Reserve
Board Update on the New England Economy and Housing Market, 2008,Federal Reserve
Board.
* A ratio of below 1 suggests it is not economically “safe” for a home purchase, above 1 it is “safe.”
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Local Banking Helps Keep Subprime Lenders Out of Vermont, Kevin Kelley, Seven Days,
May 23, 2007 and Vermont Banks Reported in Good Shape, Bruce Edwards, Barre Times
Argus, Oct. 5, 2008
33
Between a Rock and a Hard Place, Housing and Income in Vermont 2008, http://
www.housingawareness.org/publications/housing-wages-2008.pdf. For a critical analysis
of this study on housing affordability refer to the Vermont Economy Newsletter, March
2006 Vol. 16 No. 3 Their conclusion is that housing has always been costly, but no
more so in 2005 than in earlier years.
34
Housing Vacancies and Homeownership, Annual Statistics: 2007.”U.S. Census Bureau,
Washington, D.C. www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing/hvs/annual07/ann07ind.htm

relatives, living in campgrounds, rundown motels, vehicles and
abandoned buildings. The number of families using shelters increased by
20% between 2000 and 2007, while the average length of stay more than
doubled. The total number of homeless people using shelters has
declined, reflecting longer stays.
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Source: Policy Brief 07-01 NEPPC, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, January 2007
* Very low income is the bottom quintile of the income distribution

For one segment of the population, the homeless, gaining access to any
shelter is a challenge35 By all accounts, the trend in Vermont homelessness
has been increasing, especially for families. The following table shows the
number of people using homeless shelters in Vermont. Few think this is an
accurate measure as it only captures people who actually use the shelters,
and shelter capacity is very limited. There are also homeless people and
families not using shelters who may be “couch surfing” with friends and
Homelessness in Vermont
2000-2007
Year
Total
homeless
Homeless
families
Homeless
children

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

4,897

4,510

4,380

3,940

3,779

2,898

3,880

3,463

429

433

391

416

451

435

452

516

1,037

1,077

914

993

993

767

870

888

12.9

22.9

15.2

22.0

26.5

26.0

25.0

32.5

Average
stay (in

days)
Source: Family Homelessness in Vermont FOURTH IN A SERIES OF VHFA ISSUE
PAPERS June 2008

35

Homelessness is not only the result of the lack of inexpensive housing options and
affordability, but it is also a consequence of unexpected family dislocations, illnesses,
personal challenges and institutional changes (e.g., new welfare reform legislation,
deinstitutionalization).

The problem of housing affordability raises a host of complex issues
related to the level and distribution of income and many government
policies, including those that either encourage or discourage the building
of housing units.

Trend number 6: State tax revenues, in constant dollars, have
been steadily increasing over the last 30 years, but taxes as a
percent of per capita personal income shows no clear trend.
Vermont continues to rank among the higher taxed states in
the nation, but the progressivity of the state’s tax regime
lowers the impact for Vermonters at the lower end of the
income scale.
Every analysis of Vermont’s
tax structure is fraught with
difficulties, especially those
attempting to identify trends
over time. State, country and
local governments levy a
variety of different taxes,
fees and the complex
administrative systems be‐
tween states make simple
comparisons problematic.36
The fact that the burden of a
tax may be shifted from one
individual to another
36

State and Local Taxes as a
Percent of Per Capita Income
1977 to 2008
Percent of per capita
income

% of households spending
more than 30% on housing

Cost Burden of Rentals in New England States
Share of Households Spending More than 30%
of Income on Housing in 2006*
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Source: www.taxfoundation.org

For example, tax rebates or prebates complicate the analysis of interstate comparisons.
Should these be considered as government expenditures or a subtraction from the
revenues raised from property taxes? If it’s the former, tax levels will appear higher
than if it’s the latter.
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compounds the difficulty, especially when those paying part of the tax are
from outside of the state.37 Nearly 20 different Vermont taxes are identified in
Chapter 14, Governance, Civic Engagement and Quality of Life.
There are a number of measures that suggest that Vermont’s state and
local revenue system creates one of the highest tax burdens in the United
States. In contrast, Vermont legislative studies, which are reviewed below,
indicate that Vermont’s tax burden is quite similar to those of the states
that Vermont competes with for business.
Since 2000, the State of Vermont has ranked between the top 5 and top 12
in overall tax collections as a percent of per capita income in the nation
(see Appendix, 5‐15). In 2008, according to the Tax Foundation, Vermont
ranks 8th worst in the “business climate” in the U.S., in part because of its
tax structure. In various tax categories, Vermont was assigned the
following national rankings in which a high score was bad for the
business climate: corporate taxes: 31st, individual income tax: 45th, sales
tax: 15th, property tax: 42nd.38 Statemaster.com, using U.S. Census data,
concluded that Vermont’s per capita tax burden was the 6th highest in the
nation (2004) and 38% above the national average. It also contends that
Vermont’s tax burden per dollar of gross state product (GSP) is the highest
in the nation at $0.80 per $10.00 compared to the weighted average for the
country of $0.54 per $10.00 GSP.39
These are compelling statistics, and while greater efficiencies are always
desirable, three additional facts should be kept in mind. First, tax burdens are
likely to be relatively high in a state with a small population needing to
maintain statewide infrastructure; economies of scale are important. Second,
tax dollars pay for the many services that Vermonters expect, which often
may be taken for granted. Finally, the passage of Act 60 has caused an
increasing share of property tax revenues to be shifted from local
governments to the state. As stated in a 2007 Vermont Tax Department report:

37

For example, Vermont has the second highest percent of second homes per capita in
the country. Therefore, nonresidents are paying a significant percent of Vermont’s
property taxes. In 2006, nonresidents paid approximately $244 million in Vermont
property taxes (Vermont Legislative Joint Fiscal Office: Issue Brief, April 9, 2007).
38
2009 State Business Tax Climate Index (Sixth Edition)by Josh Barro Background Paper
No. 5 www.taxfoundation.org
39
Statemaster.com: and U.S. Census 2004
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…the establishment of the statewide education property tax has profoundly
altered the overall tax structure of Vermont. The single largest source of state tax
revenue is now the education property tax…The 2005 census survey of state‐only
government tax collections ranked Vermont the highest nationally in its
comparison of state tax collections per capita. The high ranking is primarily the
result of education property tax collections at the state level. Vermont is the only
state with a significant statewide property tax, and therefore the state‐level tax
base appears artificially high by the amount collected for education at the state
level, while the local tax base appears artificially low by an equivalent amount.40
In this respect, Vermont is an anomaly among the 48 contiguous states.
The table below shows the impact of shifting tax revenue pre and post Act
60 compared to the national average. This means that studies like
Statemaster.com, which include Vermont’s property tax as part of the
state’s tax burden, but fail to do so for other states, will be highly
misleading. Vermont’s tax collections per person are still higher than the
national average, but the difference diminishes considerably when
property taxes are not included.
State Tax Collections per Capita
Vermont
2 00 5
2005 (without property taxes)
1 99 5
1 97 5

$ 3 ,6 0 0
$2,405
$ 1 ,3 7 0
$ 39 7

Vermont’s
National Rank
1
13
32
18

U.S.
$2,190
$2,154
$1,522
$377

Source: Vermont Tax Study, Volume I, Comparative Analysis, January 16, 2007.
http://www.leg.state.vt.us/jfo/Reports/2007-01%20Vermont%20Tax%20Study%20%20Volume%201.pdf

In 2007, the Vermont Legislative Joint Fiscal Office produced a two‐
volume comprehensive report analyzing Vermont’s state and local tax
system.41 Compared with a selected group of “peer” states in 2004,
Vermont’s state and local per capita taxes were in the middle of the
pack.42 Vermont’s business and income taxes, on a per capita basis,
were the third and fifth lowest, respectively, among the 12 states.
40

Vermont Tax Study Volume I Comparative Analysis January 16, 2007
Source: http://www.leg.state.vt.us/jfo/Reports/2007-01%20Vermont%20Tax%20Study%
20-%20Volume%201.pdf
42
The data in the following section comes from two 2007 Vermont tax studies conducted
by the Vermont Legislative Joint Fiscal Office: Vermont Tax Study, Volume I, Comparative Analysis, January 16, 2007, Vermont Tax Study,Volume II,Case Studies, October
2007.
41

Vermont per capita sales and property and sales tax rates places the
state in the middle of this group (see Appendix, charts 5‐16 through 5‐
20). The 11 states were originally chosen based upon a 1993 Vermont
Business Roundtable study that identified states with which Vermont
competed. It’s important to remember that the states selected for
comparison will heavily impact the findings.
Total State and Local Taxes Per Capita in 2004
Per capita state
and local taxes
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In summary, the most notable trends in affordability are as follows:
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Source: Vermont Tax Study, Volume I, Comparative Analysis, January 16, 2007
http://www.leg.state.vt.us/JFO/Reports/2007-01%20Vermont%20Tax%20Study%20%20Volume%201.pdf

The Vermont’s Legislative Joint Fiscal Office study also included the
results from 24 case studies, each examining how Vermonters with
different incomes, assets and tax deductions would fare in the group of 12
different states.43 One of the main conclusions was as follows:
Vermont has a highly progressive overall state tax structure. This is largely the
result of relatively low taxes on lower‐income taxpayers and relatively higher
taxes on upper‐income taxpayers in Vermont. Driving this finding is the
individual income tax, which comprises a majority of the overall tax liability
calculated for most taxpayers. Although many of the other comparison states have
progressive tax structures, Vermont’s tends to be the most progressive.44

43

Vermont is a moderate income state with a small population. While the
progressivity of the tax structure has somewhat eased the affordability
problem for lower income Vermonters, it remains a problem in a state
with a fairly high cost of living and incomes that struggle to keep up with
inflation. Issues of affordability are not unique to Vermont, and many are
reflections of regional and national trends. Indeed, while many struggle,
the state has one of the lower rates of poverty in the country, one of the
highest percents covered by health insurance, and a high proportion of
Vermonters owning their own homes. The picture is a mixed one. Lacking
significant economies of scale and the challenges of geography suggests
that the state will continue to face difficult choices in how best to raise and
spend money to make Vermont more affordable.

As noted earlier, all comparative tax studies face serious methodological problems. One
such problem with the case studies conducted by the Joint Fiscal Office was the question of how to handle property taxes. The peer group of states had local, not statewide
property taxes. Because of the complexity of this issue, property taxes were not considered in the analysis. The impact of this omission is not clear.
44
Vermont Tax Study,Volume II,Case Studies, October 2007, page 1. http://
www.leg.state.vt.us/jfo/Reports/2007-01%20Vermont%20Tax%20Study%20-%
20Volume%201.pdf
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The cost of many essential consumer goods has been increasing in
recent years and the overall cost of living in Vermont has increased
more rapidly than in other areas of the country.
The incomes and earnings of many Vermonters have struggled to
keep up with inflation in recent years.
The gap between the earnings of Vermonters and a State‐defined
“basic needs budget” for households appears to be increasing.
Over the last decade, more Vermonters are relying on food stamps
and are classified by the federal government as being hungry.
Housing prices rose faster than income from 1999‐2006, reducing the
ability for Vermonters to purchase a home. Overall, housing
availability and affordability continues to be a problem for low‐
income residents, although the percent of owner occupied housing in
Vermont is consistently higher than the national average.
State tax revenues, in constant dollars, have been steadily increasing
over the last 30 years, but taxes as a percent of per capita personal
income shows no clear trend. Vermont continues to rank among the
higher taxed states in the nation, but the progressivity of the state’s tax
regime lowers the impact for Vermonters at the lower end of the
income scale.
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For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website:
www.futureofvermont.org. or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Average Square Feet of Floor Area of New One-Family Houses, Northeast
and U.S., 1973 to 2007
Cost of Living:Vermont and the Other New England States in 2008
Cost of Living in the Largest Cities in Each New England State
Per Capita Disposable Personal Income, Vermont, New England, U.S., 1970 to
2007
Average Nominal Earnings in Select Industries in Vermont, 1988 to 2007
Percent of People in Poverty, New England States, 1985 to 2006
Basic Needs – Livable Wage, 1999 to 2007
Hunger in New England, % Lacking Enough Food, by State, 1997 to 2005
Median Prices of Primary Residences Sold in Vermont, 1988 to 2006
Number of Very Low-Income Households per Affordable, and Available
Rental Units, 2006
Vermont Fair Market Rent - 2 Bedroom, Monthly Price, 1983 to 2005
Percent of Renters Unable to Afford a 2 Bedroom Apartment, New England,
1998 to 2003
Housing Wage in Vermont, 1983 to 2005
Percentage of Households Experiencing Any Housing Burden, (Moderate or
Severe: All Households), 1980 to 2005
Vermont State and Local Tax Collections as a Percent of per Capita Income,
National Rank, 2000 to 2006
Combined Vermont Fund Revenues, Excluding Education Property Tax, 1975
to 2005
FY 2004 State and Local Property Tax Revenues per Capita, (State and Local)
12 State and U.S. Comparisons
2005 Individual Income Tax Revenues per Capita, 12 State and U.S.
Comparisons
2005 State Sales Tax Revenue per Capita, 12 State and U.S. Comparisons
2005 Business Taxes per Capita, 12 State and U.S. Comparisons
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Chapter 6:

AGRICULTURE
This chapter examines the major trends that are influencing the character
and outlook of agriculture in Vermont. As we have seen in other chapters,
the trends identified often reflect national and international forces, but at
the same time, Vermont is unique in many ways, and these differences
will be highlighted. According to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analyses,
agriculture contributed $184 million to Vermont’s gross domestic product
in 2006, down from $254 million the year before.1 Total agricultural sales,
as opposed to the value added, were $677 million in 2007, up from $491
million in 2006.2, 3 As a percent of GDP, these figure are modest at around
1%, but they exclude the value of the many support services that maintain
Vermont’s agricultural sector (e.g., veterinarians, brokers, repair shops,
feed and fuel dealers, insurance and transportation companies) as well as
the additional value added by the Vermont‐based industries that process
the products of farms, some of which are among the largest and best
known employers in the state (e.g., Cabot Creamery, Ben & Jerryʹs,
Franklin Foods, St. Albans Cooperative Creamery).4 Adding the value of
the food processors more than doubles the estimate of agriculture’s
economic impact on the Vermont economy.
Few would argue, however, that the impact of agriculture in Vermont is
limited to economics alone. The Vermont way of life, which was defined
by over 400 Vermonters in a 2005 study of the quality of life as a
“measured pace of life,” and a strong sense of community, honesty, and
trust among neighbors, flows from Vermont’s rural agricultural heritage.5
1

2

3

4

5

U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Gross Domestic
Product by State: http://www.bea.gov/regional/gsp/action.cfm
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, State Fact Sheets: Vermont, September 15, 2008.
Value added is the difference between the price of output and the cost of its inputs,
excluding labor.
Within New England, Vermont and Maine are tied in terms of the percent of state GDP
that comes from agriculture and forestry.
“Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study 2005,” The Vermont Business Roundtable.
Bolduc and Kessel.

Farms also provide Vermonters and tourists alike with a source of fresh
local food and attractive pastoral landscapes. Perhaps even more
importantly, the agriculture sector sustains rural communities by
providing critically needed jobs and incomes in areas of the state that have
not benefited fully from Vermont’s economic growth over the last three
decades. The counties with the highest agricultural sales in 2002 were as
follows: Franklin (24% of the state), Addison (22%), Orleans (7%),
Chittenden (6%), Caledonia (5%), and Rutland (5%).6 As one would
expect, the counties with the largest agricultural output are largely rural,
and as discussed in the Chapter 4, are economically lagging behind
Chittenden County, Vermont’s most populace county.

Trends in Agriculture in Vermont
Trend number 1: The inflation adjusted value added output of
farm products over the last decade generally reveals no clear
trend.
The value of farm output in Vermont, as is true nationally, is subject to
some degree of volatility. An answer to the question of whether the value
of output has increased in recent years depends upon the years compared.
Adjusting for inflation, the value added of farm output increased between
1997 and 2006 by 11%, but it decreased by 28% between 2000 and 2006.
Food manufacturers have seen a steady real increase in the value added of
output during this period, with the exception of the economic slowdown
between 2001 and 2002.

6

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agriculture Statistics-Vermont (2006). The percentages
are listed for 2002, the most recent agricultural census.
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Vermont Agriculture and Food Processing Net Output
(in millions) Farms and Food Manufacturers 1997 to
2007
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* Inflation adjusted figures are in 2000 dollars

Trend Number 2: The number of Vermonters working on
farms has decreased, while the number of undocumented
workers has increased. Employment levels have increased in
food manufacturing and processing, support services and
marketing.
Reliable agricultural employment numbers are difficult to obtain. For
example, the Vermont Department of Labor’s agricultural employment
numbers do not include the self‐employed, people “working under the
table,” unpaid family workers and undocumented workers. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) publishes its own employment
numbers for farm proprietors, farm wage and salary workers and those
working in closely related fields.7 According to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, just under 5% of workers in Vermont in 2002 were employed
on farms and closely related sectors, a decline from just over 8% recorded

7

Closely related employment includes workers in companies that provide farm inputs
and services, and agricultural processing and marketing companies.
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in 1981.8, 9 During this period of time, employment on farms fell by almost
5,000 workers, a consequence of the loss of farms and growing farm
productivity. At the same time, employment in agricultural support
services, processing and marketing grew by almost 2,000 workers.
Even though agricultural employment has declined for many years, when
there are job openings, they are not easy to fill. There are many reasons for
the shortages including low wages, difficult working conditions, work
schedules, and preferences, especially among younger Vermonters, to
work in other fields. Undocumented workers seem to be filling the
employment gap. A recent national study of agricultural employment
from the USDA estimated that roughly one‐half of all hired farm workers
were identified as being undocumented, who most frequently were found
harvesting seasonal crops.10 No statistics for Vermont or other states were
included in the analysis, but anecdotal stories in newspaper articles
suggest that Vermont farms also rely on undocumented workers. For
example, an article in the Burlington Free Press on February 27, 2008,
quotes Senator Patrick Leahy as estimating that Vermont has 2,000
undocumented Mexicans working on dairy farms.11 This was not the case
20 years ago. In addition, every year the U.S. Department of Labor certifies
the eligibility of approximately 400 foreign workers for temporary visas to
assist in harvesting berries, apples and turkeys. The number of temporary
visas has changed little over the last decade. Most of these visas were
issued to help harvest the apple crop (in 2007, for example, 262 H‐2A visas
were granted for this purpose in Vermont).12 H‐2A visas are of little help
in the dairy industry as employment needs are neither seasonal nor
temporary.
8

In 2002, 18,262 Vermonters were employed on farms and related agricultural sectors,
an increase of just under 2,000 workers since 1981. While the absolute number of
workers increased, the share of total state employment fell. U.S. Department of Agriculture, “Vermont Farm and Farm-Related Employment”
9
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (“Vermont Farm and Farm-Related Employment”)
also indicates that in 2002 an additional 45,122 people were employed in agricultural
wholesale and retail trade and indirect agribusinesses.
10
U.S. Department of Agriculture, “Profiles of Hired Farmworkers, a 2008 update.” William Kandel.
11
The prevalence and problems of undocumented migrant dairy workers in Vermont was
highlighted in a September 23, 2003 Vermont Public Radio show, Vermont Edition. An
expert on the show estimated that 75% of dairy farms in Addison County employed
undocumented workers.
12
Vermont Department of Labor.

In 2002, the average age of principal operators of Vermont farms was 54
years, up from 49 in 1978 (see Appendix, Chart 6‐2). The aging of Vermont
farm owners is consistent with trends in the Vermont population as a
whole as discussed in Chapter 1. This raises a question of whether there
will be a sufficient number of younger Vermonters willing and able to
maintain Vermont farms in the future.

% of national totals

U.S. Milk Production by Selected Regions
1975 to 2000a

Trend Number 3: The number of dairy farms has declined for
many years, and the ones that remain are getting larger.
The Green Mountain State’s rocky fields, rolling hillsides, and
accommodating climate have come together with hard‐working,
resourceful, multi‐generational farmers to develop the state’s dairy
industry, the sector for which Vermont is best known. While there is little
question that the dairy industry plays a prominent role in the state, by
national standards, Vermont is not one of the larger milk producing states;
today less than 2% of all milk produced in the country comes from
Vermont, far behind the four largest producers, California at 21%,
Wisconsin at 13%, New York at 7%, and Idaho at 6%.13 Vermont is the 12th
largest producer of milk, although in 1975, Vermont’s milk production
ranked 16th highest in the nation. One of the national trends in milk
production has been the growth of western producers, specifically in the
Pacific and Mountain regions of the country.14 In 1960, Vermont produced
23% of California’s total milk output. In 2007, Vermont’s production had
fallen to only 6% of California’s total.
With dairy products accounting for just over $500 million in sales in 2007,
they dwarf all of Vermont’s other agricultural markets.15 More specifically,
the dairy industry accounted for 77% of all agricultural sales in the state.16
The actual percent of sales would be considerably higher, upwards to 85%,
if one includes the value of other products sold by dairy farms, such as

13

USDA, Economic Research Service, Profits, Costs, and the Changing Structure of Dairy
Farming.
14
For example, between 1975 and 2000, the share of U.S. milk production in the Northeast fell from 20% to 18%, while it rose in the Pacific region (from 12% to 24%) and the
Mountain region (from 4% to 12%).
15
USDA, Economic Research Service. State Fact Sheets: Vermont. September 15, 2008
16
Ibid
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Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture: The Changing Landscape of Milk Production,
Don Blayney. Statistical Bulletin Number 978
a. The output from several regions of the country are not included in the chart including
the Southeast, Delta States and Southern Plains.

hay, corn, cattle and calves, maple syrup and logs.17 No other state has a
single commodity that accounts for such a high percentage of its total
agricultural sales. This statistics alone can be seen as either a positive
attribute for the state or a cause for concern. On the one hand, there are
lots of desirable synergies that come with the geographic concentration of
production, from sharing information about new techniques between
farms to the development of a vital support network. Yet, at the same
time, “putting all your eggs in one basket” is always a risky proposition.
Both nationally and within the state, the dairy industry is in the midst of a
period of transformation. The number of dairy farms has been declining
for many years; in 1947, Vermont had 11,206 dairy farms. By 1990, the
number had declined to 2,370, and in 2008, only 1,097 dairy farms remain.
As the numbers of dairy farms diminish, the average size of the remaining
farms has increased; in 1974, the average dairy farm in Vermont had a
herd size of 49 cows; by 2002 the average rose to just over 100, and by

17

The Vermont Economy Newsletter, Agriculture’s Economic Impact in Vermont, December 2007.
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2007, the average had risen once again to 120 cows (see Appendix, 6‐3).18
Another way to see this trend is as follows:19
In 1997, 6% of Vermont’s dairy farms had 200+ cows, accounting for
28% of the state’s milk output.
By 2006, two times the number of dairy farms had 200+ cows,
accounting for almost half the milk produced in the state.

•
•

Even though Vermont farms have grown in size, they are still small by
national standards. For example, in the year 2000, the average size of dairy
herds was over 400 in the Pacific region of the country.20 It’s not unusual
today to find dairies in the West and Midwest with 1,000 to 5,000 cows,
while the largest dairy farms have over 15,000 cows.21 With the growth in
the size of dairy farms, the total amount of milk produced in Vermont
increased through 1999. Since this time, total milk volume has declined
Number of Vermont Dairy Farms and
Milk Production (millions, in lbs)
1976 to 2008
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Source: Vermont Department of Agriculture, Dairy Division.

slightly.22 One possible explanation for this recent trend is that as farms
close down, more cows are being sold out of state and not purchased in
large numbers as they had been in earlier years by other local farmers.
The trend towards larger farms is not unique to agriculture. Indeed, there
are very few sectors in our economy that have not experienced
consolidation and firm expansion; one only needs to think about the
growth in the “big box” retailers, the decline in regional and community
hospitals, or the emergence of national and international accounting and
financial firms. Competitive pressures and economies of scale and scope
have been powerful forces leading to increasing concentration, lower cost
structures, and lower prices. Whether these same forces are beneficial for
the dairy industry is subject to considerable debate. Larger dairies
displace higher cost, small family farms and create challenging manure
handling and disposal problems.23
Not only have farms gotten larger, but the productivity of cows has also
been increasing for many years. Through genetic improvements and
better herd management, the average cow in Vermont produced 18,079
pounds of milk per year in 2007, up substantially over the 10,000 pounds
of milk per cow in 1970. In the last half of the 20th century, milk production
per cow in Vermont was just above or at national levels.24 In the last
decade, productivity per cow at the national level has increased more
quickly than in Vermont (see Appendix, 6‐4). Perhaps more aggressive cull
procedures or more rapid diffusion of technologies in other states can
explain this growing gap along with a greater reluctance of Vermont
farmers to use hormones such as rBST. Additionally, the growth of
Vermont’s organic farms, discussed below, may also explain the rising
productivity gap. Organic dairy farms tends to be smaller and more
capital and labor‐intensive operations.
The forces leading to the restructuring of the dairy industry will not likely
recede in the future. A recent study on changes in the dairy industry
22

18

Vermont Department of Agriculture, Dairy Division. U.S. Department of Agriculture.
19
New England Agricultural Statistics: 2006 Annual Bulletin.
20
U.S. Department of Agriculture: The Changing Landscape of Milk Production, Don
Blayney. Statistical Bulletin Number 978.
21
USDA, Economic Research Service. Profits, Costs, and the Changing Structure of Dairy
Farming / ERR-47
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Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Dairy Division.
According to an article published by the Economic Research Service of the USDA,
farms with at least 1,000 cows have a cost structure that is 25 to 35 percent less than
farms with fewer than 500 cows. Low Costs Drive Production to Large Dairy Farms,
James M. MacDonald, William D. McBride, and Erik J. O’Donoghue.
24
U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Services, “Vermont
State Agricultural Overview-2007”
23

In most industries, increased productivity leads to higher revenues and
growing profits. But in agriculture, and milk production in particular,
things are different. Fluid milk (milk used as a beverage) is a commodity
that is priced regionally and is subject to large yearly swings in prices,
with regional supplies, at times, outstripping demand.26 More recently,
because of cost pressures and greater demand worldwide for powdered
milk, milk prices have risen substantially.

Beverage Consumption in the United States
Per Capita in Gallons
1970 to 2006
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and direct payments),
falling prices and declining revenues would result, and the rate of exit from
the dairy industry would likely accelerate.27 At the same time, consumers

would likely pay less for fluid milk. Nationally, per capita consumption of
fluid milk has fallen for a number of decades as consumers have increased
their consumption of an increasingly wider array of competing beverages
(soda and bottled water are two prominent examples) that have become
readily available in recent years.28

Gallons per year per person

concluded, “the rate of structural change in the dairy sector is likely to
accelerate as new technologies appear, and other factors (environmental
regulation, land use, and contractual arrangements) continue the pressure
for further consolidation and structural change.”25

25

Anderson, David P., Joe L. Outlaw, and Robert B. Schwart. “Structural Change in the
Dairy Industry.” http://www.dairy.cornell.edu/ CPDMP/Pages/Workshops/Memphis03/
Anderson.pdf
26
Net farm income for all farms in Vermont displays similar year-to-year fluctuations.
27
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, both the price elasticity of demand
and the income elasticity for milk are inelastic. If so, falling prices due to increased output will not increase the quaintly demanded enough to offset the price reduction; falling
prices would lead to reduced revenues. Furthermore, given the low-income elasticity,
as consumer incomes rise over time, consumption of fluid milk may increase, but only
slowly.
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For over 70 years, federal agricultural subsidies have provided relief for
Vermont farmers. Throughout the 1990s, the federal government provided
between $3 and $12 million dollars to Vermont farmers.29 In the last seven
years, funding for federal farm support programs have increased
considerably (see Appendix, 6‐5). In 2006, for example, the federal
government provided over $19.8 million dollars to Vermont farms, over
one half for payments through the milk income loss program (MILC), the
largest federal dairy program in Vermont. Even with government support
programs, the dairy industry has been subject to wide annual swings in
the value of milk produced (see Appendix, 6‐7).
28

“Economic Effects of U.S. Dairy Policy and Alternative Approaches to Milk Pricing,”
Table 2.1. Dairy product: per capita consumption: 1980 – 2003, p.15. U.S. Department
of Agriculture. While consumption of fluid milk has declined, people are consuming
more cheese and ice cream.
29
USDA.
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Trend Number 4: The number of organic dairy farms has
grown significantly.

Trend Number 5: Vermont experienced an increase in the
number of small non‐dairy farms.

Individual farmers have no control over milk prices and, partly in response,
have joined cooperatives such as Agri‐Mark and the St. Albans Co‐op to
increase their market power. Some dairy farms have begun selling milk
directly to consumers as a way to improve their profitability. Many other
producers have converted their operations or started organic dairy farms. At
the national level, organic food is one of the fastest growing sectors in
agriculture today.30 In Vermont, there were few organic dairy farms in the
earlier 1990s. By 2007, there were 204 such farms, indicating that almost one
out of five dairy farms in Vermont were organic. According to the Vermont
Agency of Agriculture, organic dairy farms are smaller (75 to 80 cows) than
other dairy farms, but the value of their product is considerably higher; at the
retail level, organic milk sells for nearly $2.00 a gallon more than non‐organic
milk.31 The demand for organic milk remains strong, growing annually at a
rate approaching 20% since the early 1990s.32

The Vermont dairy sector still accounts for the bulk of the state’s
agricultural sales. But, as dairy farms decline in number, although not in
size, the reverse is true for non‐dairy farms. The number of non‐dairy
farms has increased by just over 800 farms since the early 1980s.
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USDA, Economic Research Service. Organic Production. http://www.ers.usda.gov/data/
organic/
31
Agricultural Marketing Resource Center, Diane Huntrods, Organic Dairy Profile, May
2008
32
IBID
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Simply looking at the raw number of farms may mask some of the changes
that are occurring in agriculture. There is always a debate about how to define
a farm. The U.S. Department of Agriculture, which collects and publishes
most farm statistics, has chosen a broad definition that includes any
enterprise that sells at least $1,000 of agricultural output per year. This
definition explains, in part, why there are so many farms in Vermont, many of
which are part‐time or very small ventures. Between 1974 and 1997,
approximately one out of four farms had sales under $2,500, but this percent,
surprisingly, has increased to 41% in 2002, the latest year these statistics are
available.33 The percentage of farmers whose principal occupation is farming
has decreased to almost 53% in 2002, from 73% in 1974 (see Appendix, 6‐6).
This trend is consistent with the rise in the proportion of small farms. It’s
difficult to say what’s behind this increase. Vermont is a high cost state (see
Chapter 5, Affordability), and many people try to find ways to supplement
their income, agricultural endeavors being one such way. Others may simply
33

Census of Agriculture: 1974 through 2002.

desire to remain close to the land, to retain their connections with the state’s
agricultural heritage, while others may be motivated by the beneficial tax
consequences of operating a home based business or being able to enroll land
in the Current Use Program discussed in the Chapter 3, Land Use.
Most farms in Vermont are not large, but those that are, account for the
bulk of sales. In 2002, there were 1,705 farms in Vermont that had sales
under $1,000. These farms, which comprised 26% of all farms, produced
well under 1% of all farm sales in the state. In contrast, there were 77
farms with sales over $1 million dollars, or 1.2% of all farms, and these
farms produced 28% of all sales.34 Nearly all of these large farms were
either in dairy or the related industry of cattle and calves.

Trend Number 6: Many of Vermont’s most important non‐
dairy agricultural products have displayed no clear trend in
the value of output. However, the value of the output for many
of the products is quite variable on an annual basis.
Vermont may be a dairy state, but Vermont farmers, some of whom are
also dairy farmers, produce a range of agricultural products. The top ten
in 2007 were:35
% of
Value
(in thousands)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Milk
$517,884
Beef cattle and calves
$47,745
Greenhouse and nursery products $28,075
Hay
$16,482
Maple products
$13,095
Apples
$10,620
Chicken eggs
$4,091
Sweet corn
$3,672
Turkeys
$1,825
Honey
$403

Vermont’s agricultural products, with the notable exceptions of maple
products and dairy, comprise a very small percent of U.S. output, all
supplying well under ½ of a percent of national totals. In 2008, Vermont
accounted for approximately 31% of the total maple syrup output crop,
(500,000 gallons), the most for any state in the country. The next closest
competitors to Vermont are New York (322,000 gallons) and Wisconsin
(130,000 gallons).36 Vermont has an ideal climate to produce maple syrup,
but output varies significantly by year depending on precipitation, daily
temperature swings, and atmospheric levels.
Sales trends from 1991 through 2006 rose for hay and greenhouse‐nursery
products, and are largely flat for the other agricultural products included
in the chart below. All products, however, are subject to large year‐to‐year
variations in the value of output. Any comparisons over time will be
influenced by the choice of a starting and ending year.
Value of Selected Vermont Agricultural Products
(in thousands of dollars)
1991 to 2006a
$71,000

Vermont
total

$61,000

76.8
7.1
4.2
2.4
1.9
1.6
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Source: New England Agricultural Statistics. 2001 and 2006 Annual Bulletins. (There
are minor discrepancies in the two numbers from the two series). Cornell Universities
Libraries, AgCensus, “Table33: Nursery & Greenhouse crops, Vermont.”
a. Statistics on nursery and greenhouse crops are only available on 5-year cycles.

34

U.S. Department of Agriculture. National Agricultural Services, “Table 56: Summary of
Market Value of Agricultural Goods Sold: 2002.”
35
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Eonomic Research Service, “Vermont: Leading commodities for cash, 2006”

36

New England Agricultural Statistics, Maple Syrup, June 12, 2008.
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37

Vermont Deportment of Agriculture, Food and Markets. 52nd, Biennial Report (20032004). Vermont Meat Product: 2007 and Beyond, Sam Comstock. University of Vermont Extension. February 6th, 2007.
38
The Northeast Organic Farming Association of Vermont
39
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Economic Research Service, “Organic Production.”
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freshness of their products,
food attributes that are becoming increasingly important for consumers. The
2002 Census of Agriculture ranks Vermont 27th out of all states in this
category, well above the state’s ranking of national agricultural output (43rd
nationally).40 Direct sales to consumers have grown substantially over the last
twenty years. The U.S. Department of Agriculture estimated that in 1982, $3.8
million dollars of farm output was sold directly to consumers in Vermont.
This number had reached $9.6 million dollars or 4% of all agricultural sales in
Vermont in 2002. Vermont farms have been able to accomplish this through a
combination of farm stands (185 in 2006), farmer markets (93 in 2008, up from
0

Vermont has experienced an increase in the number of non‐dairy organic
farms. In 1993, there were 75 organic farms in the state, rising to 283 by
2007.38 Vermont ranked 7th in the country in terms of the number of
organic farms in 2005, and 17th in terms of the total certified organic acres
in cultivation (48,759 acres of pasture and crop land).39 As one might
expect, the average sales from organic farms are considerably lower than
non‐organic farms, $45,450 vs. $71,993 respectively. Just as the dairy
industry has helped to define the identity of Vermont for many years, the
growth of organic farms holds out the promise of expanding Vermont
agriculture’s reputation and stabilizing farm incomes.

Trend Number 7: Direct sales to consumers and increased
value added production, although still small, are becoming a
more important source of revenue for Vermont farmers.

# of participating farms

Livestock represents Vermont’s second largest sector, and like other
agricultural products, faces competitive challenges and unique strengths.
One positive attribute is the recognition by much of the public, especially
in New England, that Vermont products are grown or raised in one of the
healthiest environments in the country. The Vermont Agency of
Agriculture’s “Seal of Quality” program was designed to promote the
Vermont Brand. Vermont’s small size and remoteness, the source of its
strength, also present challenges. One such challenge is the long‐term
trend in the state’s meat slaughtering and processing capacity. According
to the Vermont’s Agency of Agriculture, the state had 20 commercial
slaughterhouses in 1985, dropping to 8 by 2001. Meat processing
companies also have declined in number. Overall, Vermont’s capacity to
process its livestock can put farmers at a competitive disadvantage if they
are forced to send their livestock out of state for slaughter or processing. A
healthy livestock industry also supports tourism and the quality of life for
all Vermonters by maintaining open fields and working landscapes.37

40

New England Agricultural Statistics, “State Rankings from 2002 Census.” U.S. Department of Agriculture, Vermont Agricultural Statistics Service, “2002 Census of Agriculture State Profile.”

3 in 1986), “pick‐your own
farms,” agri‐tourism,”
community supported
agriculture—CSA’s (69 in
2008), and through the
Vermont Fresh Network.41, 42
The Network connects
restaurants with local
farmers, and promotes
direct farm sales to
hospitals, jails, schools, and
workplace cafeterias. The
trends in each of these areas
are positive.

In sum, the most notable trends in Vermont’s agricultural economy are as
follows:
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Another notable trend, in its early stages, is the growth in “on farm
processing” in the dairy sector. In 1995, the Vermont Agency of Agriculture
certified nine “on‐farm” processors. Products such as cheese, milk and yogurt
were being produced on dairy farms, and by 2008 the number of on‐farm
processes had increased to 37 and the range of products had expanded to
include ice cream and butter.43 In 2005, Vermont had 27 farmstead cheese
producers, using their own milk from cows, goats, sheep and water buffalo to
produce a product with a much higher value added than raw milk. While
these are still very small‐scale operations, Vermont has the highest number of
farmstead cheese producers per capita in the country.44 On‐farm processors,
along with artisan cheese makers, (specialty cheese makers who rely on milk
from other farms), are able to connect directly to the consumer and produce a
range of cheese products with significant value added. In the future,
Vermont’s Cheese Trail, (a trail or roadmap that connects 37 specialty cheese
producers) holds out the promise to create the type of positive economic
benefits for the state as Napa Valley wine country does for California
(perhaps on a more limited Vermont‐based scale).45

4.
5.
6.

7.

The inflation adjusted value added output of farm products over the
last decade in Vermont generally reveals no clear trend.
The number of Vermonters working on farms has decreased steadily,
while the number of undocumented workers has increased.
Employment levels have increased in food manufacturing and
processing, support services and marketing.
The number of dairy farms has declined for many years, and the ones
that remain are getting larger. They are still small, however, by
national levels.
The number of organic farms, especially in the dairy industry has
grown rapidly.
Vermont has experienced a notable increase in the number of small
non‐dairy farms.
Many of Vermont’s most important non‐dairy agricultural products
have displayed no clear trend in the value of output. However, the
value of the output for many of the products is quite variable on an
annual basis.
Direct sales to consumers and increased value added production,
although still small, are becoming a more important source of revenue
for Vermont farmers.

41

2006-2007: Vermont Farmstand Survey. Jillian Abraham. Northeast Organic Farming
Association of Vermont. Historical data does not appear to be available at this time.
42
Northeast Organic Farming Association of Vermont.
43
Vermont Agency of Agriculture.
44
Jane Sakovitz-Dale, Vermont Farmstead Cheese Marketing Study, 2006. http://
www.vhcb.org/pdfs/farmsteadcheesereport.pdf
45
Vermont Cheese Council: http://www.vtcheese.com/cheesetrail.htm
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For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org. or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Agriculture, Forest and Fishing,Value of Output (in millions), 1997 to 2007.
Average Age of Primary Operators of Vermont Farms, 1974 to 2002.
Average Number of Cows on Vermont Dairy Farms, 1974 to 2007
Milk Produced per Cow in Vermont and Selected Dairy States, (in Pounds),
2001 to 2007.
5. Value of Government Payments to Farms in Vermont, (Thousands of dollars),
1991 to 2006.
6. Changing Structure of Vermont Farms, 1974 to 2002.
7. Value of Milk Produced in Vermont, (millions $), 1991 to 2006.
8. Employment on Farms and Related Industries in Vermont, 1981 to 2002.
9. Net Farm Income in Vermont, (Thousands of dollars), 1980 to 2006.
10. Number of Vermont Dairy Farms and Milk Production (millions of Pounds),
1980 to 2006.
11. Average Size of Vermont Farms, (in Acres), 1978 to 2002.
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Chapter 7:

FORESTRY
Vermont’s extensive forestlands contribute in many important ways to the
character and quality of life of the state, but can be easily taken for
granted. More than three‐quarters of Vermont’s nearly six million acres of
land are forested, nearly all of which is considered timberland, or
commercially viable.1 Within the U.S., only Maine (90%) and New
Hampshire (85%) are more heavily forested.2 Vermont’s forests provide a
vital, multiuse renewable resource for the state. According to the North
East State Foresters Association, forest‐based products and related sectors
contributed just over $1.5 billion dollars to the Vermont economy in 2005.3
Vermont’s forests also provided the state with 6% of its electricity and
heating needs in 2005, including 275,000 cords of wood for heating homes
and businesses.4

The types of forests found in Vermont vary depending on the particular soil
depth, climate and terrain found in a region. Seventy percent of all of the
state’s forests are classified as Northern hardwoods, followed by White/Red
Pine (5%) and Spruce/Fir (6%).5 A diversity of trees, however, exists within
any particular forest type. Over time, the distribution of forest types within
the state has changed. Between 1983 and 2005, the percent of Northern
hardwood forests has increased, while softwood forests have decreased.
Vermont forests contain a wide range of shrubs and trees, the majority of
which are hardwoods. The ten most common trees in order include:6
1. Sugar Maple
2. Red Maple
3. Eastern Hemlock
4. Eastern White Pine

While it’s easier to quantify the economic value of forests, the ecological
services and social impacts may be even more important. Forests promote
biological diversity, provide critical wildlife habitat, improve water
quality, stabilize soil erosion, and remove carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere replacing it with oxygen. Forest based recreational
opportunities are also central to Vermont’s allure to millions of tourists
and residents alike, from fall foliage viewing and hiking to hunting and
camping. The forestry industry also sustains communities by providing
jobs and income mostly in the rural areas of the state.

1

2

3

4

Timberland is forests that can produce at least 20 cubic feet per year per acre and are
not withdrawn from harvesting activities because of statue or regulations.
Forest Resources of the United States, 20002, “Table 1-Land area in the Untied States
by major class, region, subregion, and State, 2002.” Smith, Miles, Vissage, and Pugh. U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 2004
North East State Foresters Association, “The Economic Importance of Vermont’s Forests, 2007,” August 2007. The figures cited do not include multipliers that are often
used to account for the indirect or secondary expenditures associated with an area of
interest, but $1.5 billion does includes forest based manufacturing, Christmas trees and
maple products and forest-related tourism and recreation.
Ibid

5. Red Spruce
6. American Beech
7. Yellow Birch

8. Balsam Fir
9. Paper Birch
10. White Ash

Distribution of Verm ont’s Forestland by Forest Type
2005
As pe n/bir ch
7%

Othe r
12%

Spr uce /fir
6%

Pine
5%
Nor the r n
har dw oods
70%
Source: Vermont Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation
“The Forest of the Green Mountain State”

5

6

USDA Forest Service, Vermont Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation, “The
Forests of the Green Mountain State.”
Vermont Forest Resources, 2006. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Forest Service.
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Trends in Vermont Forests
Trend Number 1: Vermont has become more forested over the
last half century.
Forested Acres in Vermont
1948 to 1997
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While the amount of land that is forested has expanded, the average size
of trees and their crowns (i.e., the area of all the branches and leaves
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Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Division of Forestry, http://www.vtfpr.org/util/
for_utilize_invt.cfm
8
There are also a number of portable sawmills in the state.
9
GDS Associates, Inc. “Final Report. Vermont Energy Efficiency Potential Study for Oil,
Propone, Kerosene and Wood Fuels,” January 16, 2007. Vermont Department of Public
Services
10
“With Oil Prices Rising, Wood Makes a Comeback,” Katie Zezima. New York Times.
February 19th, 2008.
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Vermont has not always been
as heavily forested as it is
today. At the turn of the 19th
century, forests were cleared
for their timber and to make
room for farming. As the
number of small farms began
to decline with the onset of the
industrial revolution and the
1948
1966
1973
1983
1997
opening of America’s West,
Source: Vermont Department of Forest, Parks, and
pastures and abandoned fields
Recreation“Forests in the Green Mountain State: A
Half-Century of Change.”
turned back to forests. This
process has not stopped; today,
Vermont has 2% more forest area than it had in 1983 and 24% more than in 1948.11

Number of Trees per

Forests provide a number of commercial products. Just over one‐half of
the trees that are harvested each year in Vermont are sawlogs (timber that
can be made into lumber) or veneer logs (high quality wood that can be
peeled into thin veneers for multiple purposes). The logs are exported
either to other states or to Canada. If milled in Vermont, the logs go to
either one of two veneer plants, or one of the approximately 200 sawmills
scattered throughout the state.7, 8 Pulpwood, accounting for one‐quarter of
the annual timber harvest, comes from lower value trees and the upper
sections and branches of trees. The pulpwood is shipped to pulp mills in
New York, Quebec and Maine, which, after processing, is used to produce
paper at paper mills, some of which are in Vermont. Fuel wood (for either
residential or commercial heating) accounts for another 16% of the
harvest. Vermont has two large‐scale wood energy plants, one in
Burlington and the other in Ryegate, along with a number of smaller
wood burning facilities. Households buy cordwood to burn in woodstoves
and fireplaces. In 2003, wood supplied 3% of household heat, down
gradually from 1979, a
Use of Trees Harvested in
time when oil prices were
Vermont
rising.9 News reports
Fuelwood
suggest that Vermonters
Sawlogs
16%
are once again turning to
30%
wood as an important
source
of
heating,
especially
with
the
Logging
introduction of newer
Veneer
residue
logs
more efficient wood pellet
Pulpwood
28%
1%
25%
stoves.10 The remaining
wood that is harvested is
Source: Vermont Department of Forests, Parks,
and Recreation “The Forest of the Green Mountain
left in the forests as
State”
residue.

1966

1973

1983

1997

Source: Vermont Department of Forest, Parks, and Recreation
“Forests in the Green Mountain State: A Half-Century of Change.”
11

Vermont Department of Forest, Parks, and Recreation “Forests in the Green Mountain
State: A Half-Century of Change.”

coming off the main tree
trunk) has also been growing.
The number of trees larger
than 5 inches in diameter per
acre of timberland for example
has grown from 170 in 1966 to
187 in 1997.12

A v e ra g e A n n u a l N e t C h a n g e o f G ro w in g -S to c k
V o lu m e ( T h o u s a n d C u b ic F e e t) o n T im b e rla n d

G ross grow th
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110,000
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209,473

(20,000)

(26,200)

(30,100)

(42,959)

(41,635)

forestland has been acquired
by the State of Vermont rather
than local governments or the
federal government.

Private ownershi p of
Vermont’s forestland has lead
N et grow th
128,000
83,800
106,600
182,095
167,838
to fragmentation, a process
where
contiguous forests
Each year, Vermont loses some R em ovals
(54,736) (48,346) (35,406) (57,019)
(93,554)
become separated by
of it forest areas to extreme
N et change
73,264
35,454
71,194
125,076
74,284
residential and commercial
weather events (ice storms,
S o u rc e : V e rm o n t A g e n c y o f N a tu ra l R e s o u rc e s , V e rm o n t F o re s ts , P a rk s a n d R e c re a tio n ,
development, roads and other
lightning, and wind), insects,
“A F o re s t th a t W o rk s fo r a ll: T h e V e rm o n t F o re s t R e s o u rc e P la n , 1 9 9 9 -2 0 0 8 .”
uses. In 1983, the U.S. forest
disease, timber removal,
services estimated there were
residential and commercial
development and normal mortality. This loss has been more than offset in
almost 62,000 private forest owners in the state. In 1993, the number of
Vermont with open fields turning back into forest areas, in part due to the
forest owners had risen to an estimated 80,500 owners.15 Between 1983
yearly loss of dairy farms, and the expansion of existing forests. The net
and 1993, the number of private forest owners with less than 50 acres
effect has been the slow growth of Vermont forest areas.
increased by over 40%.16 From 1953 to 2002, the percentage of Vermont’s
M ortality

Forested Land by Ownership
1948 to 1997

Information from the Vermont Department of Forest, Parks, and
Recreation provides a more detailed view of the change in timberland
over the last 50 years.13 As Vermont’s forests age and expand, mortality
and timber harvests have been increasing, but the growth in forests has
been able to more than offset mortality and harvesting.
Acres

3,450,000

Trend Number 2: Vermont’s forests, which are largely
privately owned, are becoming more fragmented, making it
harder to manage forests.

2,650,000
1,850,000
1,050,000
250,000

1948

Vermont’s forests are largely privately owned by individuals and families
(see Appendix, Chart 3‐1). In 2006, only 19% of Vermont’s forests were
publicly owned, well under the national level of 29%, yet considerably
higher than the 9.5% recorded in 1983.14 Much of the new public

1966

Public Acres

1973

1983

1997

Private Acres

Source: Agency of Natural Resources, Vermont Forests, Parks and Recreation, “A Forest
that Works for all: The Vermont Forest Resource Plan, 1999-2008.”

12

Vermont Department of Forest, Parks, and Recreation “Forests in the Green Mountain
State: A Half-Century of Change.”
13
Agency of Natural Resources, Vermont Forests, Parks and Recreation, “A Forest that
Works for all: The Vermont Forest Resource Plan, 1999-2008.” P. 33
14
“Assessment Report: Key Indicators. The Vermont Forest Resource Plan: 1999-2008. A
Forest that Works for All.” Vermont Forests, Parks, and Recreation.

15

“Forests in the Green Mountain State: A Half-Century of Change,” Vermont Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation.
16
“Forest-Land Onwers-1983,” Widmann and Birch. U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Forest Service “Forests in the Green Mountain State: A Half-Century of Change,” Vermont Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation.
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forests owned by the forest industry, private owners with the largest tracts
of land, dropped substantially from 14% to 5.6% (Appendix, Chart 3‐2).17
A 1993 study prepared by the United States Forest Service showed that the
median woodlot size in Vermont was relatively small. In 1993, 52% of
forest owners had less than 10 acres of land, comprising only 4% of all
forest acreage. Parcelization, the breaking up larger lots into smaller lots,
is also reflected in the numbers above. In concert, trends in fragmentation
and parcelization impact the health of the State’s forests, commercial
productivity and wildlife corridors. With much of Vermont’s forests
privately owned, and many in small parcels as well, forest management
and the monitoring of ecosystems has become more challenging.
The State of Vermont enacted the Use Value Appraisal program (UVA) in
1978 to encourage landowners with at least 25 acres of forests to put into
place long‐term forest management plans.18 The UVA allows landowners
to have their property taxed at the current or forest use value, rather then
fair market or development value.19 The amount of land subject to UVA
has grown considerably in the last 30 years. Today, approximately one‐
third of all private forestland (just over 1.5 million acres) is enrolled in this
program (Appendix, Chart 3‐3).20 The UVA is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3, Land Use.

the softwood and pulpwood harvests grew strongly from the early 1970’s
to the mid 1990’s and thereafter fell substantially. Softwood harvests began
to decline in the mid 1990’s due to an oversupply, and then were
constrained again with the onset of the long running U.S.‐Canadian trade
dispute over softwood pricing. In 2002, the U.S. put into place special
tariffs against Canadian softwood, arguing that Canada was “dumping”
or selling lumber in the U.S. at below the cost of production. Yet,
Vermont’s softwood, in particular spruce and fir, which were being milled
in Quebec (Vermont lacks sawmills that process spruce and fir boards for
construction purposes), became an unintended victim of this trade war.
Without being able to export to the U.S., Canadian mills cut off their
imports from Vermont. In 2006, NAFTA concluded that the U.S. tariffs
were illegal. Future data may show an improvement in softwood harvests
now that Canadian softwood exports are no longer subject to
discriminatory tariffs.
Vermont lacks its own pulp mills. Traditionally, pulpwood from Vermont
had been shipped to mills in Maine and New Hampshire for processing.21
But with the closing of mills in these states and an increase in
international pulp shipments, Vermont pulp harvests have declined.
Vermont Forest Harvest
In thousands of cords 1945 to 2005
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Trend Number 3: Pulp and softwood harvests have declined
considerably from the highs reached in the mid 1990’s.
Hardwood harvests shows only a very modest long‐term
positive trend, but year‐to‐year swings in output are more
noticeable.
The harvest of Vermont hardwoods fluctuates from year to year, but over
a 50 year period, the total volume of output has risen slightly. In contrast,

17

Forest Resources of the United States, 2002. Table 10, p. 52. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service.
18
The current use program also covers agricultural land.
19
To enroll land in the program, private property owners are required to develop and
implement an approved forest management plan for their forestland. If successful, the
program should improve overall stewardship of Vermont’s private forests and help
maintain contiguous blocks of private forests.
20
Vermont Department of Taxes
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Hardwood sawlogs

Softwood sawlogs

Source: Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation

21

As noted earlier, pulpwood refers to wood used to make paper.

Total pulpwood

manufacturing sector came from wood, furniture and paper production, a
slight decline from the 15% recorded by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
in 1997.24 While these trends are national in scope, they are still
disconcerting because: (1) after computer and electronics manufacturing,
forest‐related manufacturing sales in Vermont is the most important
industry in this sector and (2) the jobs are in areas of the state that have
few relatively higher paying positions.
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At the national level,
wholesale prices for
lumber, wood products,
pulp and paper have been
rising for over 25 years.
While there is some
volatility, especially in the
wholesale prices of wood
products and lumber,
officials at the Vermont
Department of Forests,
Parks, and Recreation feel
that the particular mix of
Vermont’s wood products
has not experienced the
same long‐term price
increases seen at the
national level.

Trend Number 4: The value added of the output produced
from forestry and logging and wood product manufacturing
has changed little in the last decade, while furniture
manufacturing and paper production have both declined in
Vermont.
The forest industry in Vermont can be classified into four major sectors;
forestry (including logging), paper manufacture, furniture manufacture
and the manufacturing of other wood products.22 Taken together, these
sectors accounted for just over 1.8% of Vermont’s total GDP in 2006, down
from 2.8% in 1997.23 The relative decline in the commercial value of the
forest industry is not unique to Vermont, as similar declines have been
recorded nationally. In 2006, 13% of the total value added in the Vermont

22

Wood products include the value of output from sawmills such as lumber, millwork,
prefabricated buildings, wood containers, and wood preservatives.
23
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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The Department of Commerce estimates that forestry, fishing and related
activities produced $84 million in value added output in 2006, higher than
24

There are two major sources for revenues figures for the forest industry. Information
from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis provides value added statistics for the major
sectors in the economy. Long-term trend data is limited due to the reclassification system put into effect in 2002, when SIC codes where replaced by NAICS codes. More
detailed information is available from the U.S. Department of Commerce in its Economic Census that is conducted every five years. But like the information from the U.S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis, the changing classification system limits trend data. The
trends that can be derived from these two sources (although only two data points are
available with the five year manufacturing census) are parallel.
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2001 to 2,320 in 2006 (a third of these job losses can be traced to the closing
of Ethan Allen’s plants).26 Paper manufacturing has lost just over 900 jobs
between 1996 and 2006. The manufacture of wood products, which
experienced a slight increase in value added sales, has also seen a decline
in employment with almost 800 jobs lost between 1998 and 2006.

The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis does not provide separate figures for forestry,
but only as part of the broader category of forestry, fishing and related activities.
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* The Bureau of Economic Analysis stopped providing employment statistics for forestry
and logging after 2000, but employment figures for the broader category, forestry,
fishing, and related activities are available from 1991 to 2006. Forestry and logging
employment estimates after 2000 were calculated based upon the assumption that the
ratio between forestry and logging and forestry, fishing, and related activities between
1991 and 2000 would remain constant and therefore could be used to estimate
employment levels from 2001 to 2006 for the narrower category, forestry and logging.

The employment situation in the other forestry‐related sectors has faired
no better in recent years than in logging and forestry. For example,
employment in furniture manufacturing has declined from 3,341 jobs in
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Employment levels in logging and forestry vary considerably depending
upon the sources used. The North East State Foresters Association
estimates that Vermont had approximately 700 loggers and 110 private
foresters in 2006. These estimates are considerably higher than the
numbers provided by the Vermont Department of Labor (VDOL), but the
state’s employment statistics only include those in the covered sector,
workers subject to the quarterly wage reporting system. As noted earlier,
these estimates exclude the self‐employed. The VDOL estimated that there
were 382 covered employees working in the forest and logging industry in
1988 and only 169 in 2004. The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, which
stopped publishing estimates after 2000 because of disclosure problems,
listed 1,639 employees in forestry and logging in 2000, down by 100
workers over the decade. The U.S Census Bureau provides estimates of
the number of establishments without paid employees, largely the self‐
employed, in broad industrial categories. In 1997, the U.S. Census Bureau
identified 1,407 of these workers, falling to 1,282 by 2006. While the
numbers in each case differ, employment in logging and forestry is
trending downward.
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Trend Number 5: Employment opportunities have declined
over the last decade in the sectors related to forest production.
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Wood Industry
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the $73 million recorded in 1997.25 Over the last decade, the value added
output from wood manufacturing has been slowly rising and reached
$165 million in 2006. In both cases, once inflation is taken into account,
these modest gains become declines in sales. The two other forestry‐
related industries, furniture and paper manufacturing, have experienced
reductions in value added output even without adjusting for inflation. The
decline in paper production has been longer and more gradual, while
furniture manufacturing fell sharply after 2002, reflecting the Ethan Allen
Company’s decision to close manufacturing plants in Island Pond in 2001
and in Randolph in 2002.

26

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Vermont’s furniture manufacturing sector can be classified in a three‐
tiered system:
(1) The Ethan Allen furniture company.
(2) A small group of well‐known, upscale specialty furniture and related
product manufacturers.
(3) A larger group of self‐employed, small‐scale furniture and related
product makers.
While Ethan Allen furniture has had cutbacks, it still employed 900
furniture workers in Vermont in 2006, or almost 40% of the state’s total
workers in this sector.27 Ethan Allen is the dominant furniture
manufacturer in Vermont, and as such, it might mask other trends that are
emerging in the industry. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce,
in 2002, Vermont had 93 furniture manufacturers with 3,111 employees
and sales of over $405 million.28 Most of the 93 firms were relatively small
entrepreneurial furniture manufacturers. Companies like Lyndon
Furniture, Vermont Furniture Design, Pompanoosuc Mills, Shackleton
Thomas Furniture, Vermont Folk Rocker, and Copeland Furniture are
high‐end producers and rely extensively on local hardwoods and
marketing their Vermont connections. Lastly, the state also has a large
number of self‐employed furniture makers and producers of various
wood related products. In 2002, 122 self‐employed furniture and related
product makers generated sales of $4,267,000 or an average of almost
$35,000 per person. By 2006, the number had grown to 140 with sales of
$5,442,000, for an average of almost $39,000.
In the long run, creating a brand identity may provide some protection for
Vermont furniture manufacturers from low cost global producers. But the
unanswered question is whether the state’s numerous small producers,
along with Ethan Allen, can expand on the existing network of
commercial forestry operations to sustain the industry in the long run?
According to the Vermont Forests, Parks and Recreation, Vermont forests
are healthy: “Current forest statistics describe a forest that is increasing in
acreage, number of trees, annual growth, volume, and maturity, and

exhibits improved overall health.”29 On the economic front, Vermont’s
forest industry faces significant challenges, many of which are similar to
the ones faced in agriculture. These include heightened international
competition, high energy and insurance costs, labor shortages, and
finding markets for the specialized products manufactured by Vermont’s
relatively small‐scale producers.
The major trends in Vermont’s forestry industry include:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Vermont has become more heavily forested over the last half century.
Vermont’s forests, which are largely privately owned, are becoming
more fragmented, making it harder to manage forests.
Pulp and Softwood harvests have declined considerably from the
highs reached in the mid 1990’s. Hardwood harvests show only
modest increases over the last 50 years, but large year‐to‐year swings
in output are noticeable.
The value added of the output produced from forestry, logging and
wood product manufacturing has changed little in the last decade,
while furniture manufacturing and paper production have both
declined.
Employment opportunities have declined over the last decade in the
sectors related to forest production.

For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Distribution of Ownership of Vermont’s Forests, 2006.
Forest Company Ownership of Vermont Forests, % Acres, 1953 to 2002.
Use Value Appraisal Program, Acres Enrolled in Forest Land, 1980 to 2006.
Sawtimber in Vermont’s Forests, 1973 to 1997

27

“New Power Plants Helps Ethan Allen Factory,” Carla Occaso, Times Argus Newspaper, July 14, 2006.
28
U.S. Department of Commerce, 2002 Economic Census of Manufacturing.

29

Agency of Natural Resources, Vermont Forests, Parks and Recreation, “A Forest that
Works for all: The Vermont Forest Resource Plan, 1999-2008.” P. 6
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Chapter 8:

CREATIVE ECONOMY
Vermont is well known for the richness and breadth of its artistic
communities. Perhaps itʹs the stateʹs natural beauty or its geographic
separation from the rampant commercialism of other parts of the
country that have provided fertile ground for so many artists. Even a
short list of Vermont artists and performing groups is impressive:
Robert Frost, Howard Frank Mosher, Warren Kimble, Sabra Field, Peter
Miller, the MacArthur Family, Phish, the Vermont Symphony, and the
actors from the Saint Michaelʹs and Weston Playhouses. But according
to the National Endowment for the Arts, the number of artists who
reside in the state is over 5,000. Add to the list the work of the Vermont
Arts Council, the Vermont Humanities Council, county fairs, and
annual jazz, folk and craft festivals, and the influence of the stateʹs
artistic communities is quite impressive. All have enriched our lives in
ways beyond our ability to measure.
Besides the accomplishments of these artists, there is increasing
recognition of the creativity involved in many other sectors of the
economy as well. How different is the process of the artist from that of
the web creator, the computer chip designer, the carpenter, the
innovative marketer of ice cream, the small businessperson with a
better mousetrap or the manager with new mechanisms for delivering
needed services? Such creativity is essential for a healthy and growing
economy. Many would like to be able to segment the specifically
creative aspect of the economy under the new label of “the creative
economy” but objectively quantifying the contributions (or boundaries)
of this economic cluster is no easy task. The difficulties have not come
from a lack of effort, but from the diversity of definitions and the
absence of long‐term objective data.
Advocates for promoting the concept of the creative economy argue
that this is an area as distinctive as the agricultural or financial sectors.
Not to recognize this, they say, misses the underlying and unifying
forces that are shaping economic change. But how can we identify

which workers and organizations should be included in the creative
economy? Would it be just the creative arts, such as writers, painters
and dancers, or would all occupations and organizations that involve
creative work such as computer chip designers, chefs, teachers and
journalists be included? How about the many support staff such as
secretaries, librarians, and video store clerks?1 Then too, Vermont
boasts many innovative corporations and non‐profit agencies whose
very existence depends on their creative efforts. Few would question
the role of creativity in today’s economy, but on the other hand, is this
category too amorphous to be meaningfully identified as a separate
component of the economy?2, 3
The debate about the creative economy is more than academic, it is also
about the allocation of resources, or the need to sponsor, subsidize, and
promote the organizations and companies that are part of this sector.
Should this segment be characterized as a “driver” of economic growth
or a “recipient” of the benefits of economic growth? Of course, it is
both. The inventor can only accomplish his or her achievements in an
economy that provides the infrastructure for support; but once
accomplished, innovation stimulates further economic growth.
Likewise, the musician needs the support of the economy to
accomplish his or her work, but the product of such creativity
contributes to the quality of life in the state, drawing in tourists, new
residents, and new employers.
1

2
3

The controversial nature of this field is well recognized by the involved agencies. One
of the major players is the New England Foundation for the Arts who wrote this in
their introduction to the 2007 publication “The Creative Economy: A New Definition”:
“Typically, research models of the creative economy are based on a particular position
of advocacy…[and] according to the advocacy position, about which creative workers
and creative enterprises should be included…” Such decisions have enormous consequences for the data thus generated.
Howkins, John. 2001, The Creative Economy: How People Make Money from Ideas.
THE VERMONT ECONOMY NEWSLETTER, November, 2004, p.4.
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The data that follows in this chapter is presented with the
understanding that the concept of the creative economy is still in its
formative or developmental stages, yet deserves attention as an
important aspect of the state’s economy. The enthusiasm of the
advocates for this new economic sector often results in very
generous definitions and assertions of large “multiplier effects” so
we are cautious about data interpretation and urge readers to be
similarly cautious.
Many different organizations have weighed in on the concept. One
organization calls the creativity in this new segment the “high octane
fuel that drives the information economy.” 4 Creative attributes,
another group argues, can be found in most jobs throughout the
state’s many communities and act as a catalyst to higher education
and innovative technology. Some advocates believe that the term
“creative economy” should be reserved for places where creativity
intersects with economics and results in a product that has enhanced
market value. This ranges from large companies to small crafts
businesses. The unique workforce, this position argues, consists of
individuals who are innovators, multi‐disciplinary in approach and
who utilize creativity in their professions, a realm traditionally
reserved for artists or scientists.5 Others suggest that the creative
economy can be measured by the “sum total of four sectors: the
copyright, patent, trademark and design industries.”6 Internationally,
the United Nations Council on Trade and Development documents at
least four models for determining which industries can be classified
as “creative industries,” and these range from advertising, arts,
music, fashion, film, publishing, television and radio to including
software, sports, musical instruments and household goods. 7 Closer
to home, the Vermont Council on Culture and Innovation suggested
that cultural expressions and heritage are central to the fabric of

4
5

6
7

AmericansForTheArts.org, “The Creative Industries in Vermont,” 2006.
Florida, Richard. 2002, The Rise of the Creative Class: And How It’s Transforming Work,
Leisure, Community and Everyday Life.
Howkins, John. 2001, The Creative Economy: How People Make Money from Ideas.
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2008. Creative Economy Report
2008. pg. 13
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Vermont communities and that they also act as a stimulus to job
creation and economic growth, and producing revenue. 8
The newness of the concept also can be seen in the fact that a 2007
survey by UVM’s Center for Rural Studies found that only 17% of
Vermonters had ever heard of “the creative economy” as a distinct
term. This should not be interpreted as being unsupportive of the arts.
In response to a separate question, 38% felt that the state “should place
a high or very high” priority on spending funds on arts education and
other art programs and services.9 There is little doubt but that
Vermonters believe that this segment adds to the quality of life of a
community and that the trend in Vermont has been towards increasing
artistic diversity, richness and opportunities. Two representative state‐
wide surveys done in 1998 and 2008 revealed that almost 80% of
Vermonters in both surveys felt that “cultural activities such as theater
and the arts” had “improved” over each of the preceding decades.10
Finally, a third survey sponsored by the Council on the Future of
Vermont, found that 89% of those surveyed felt that “Vermont’s
creative communities are valuable to the state.”11
While it is understandable that different researchers emphasize
different aspects of the creative economy, without agreed upon
definitions, attempts to quantify trends are nearly impossible. For
purposes of this chapter the focus will be on the creative arts,
narrowly defined.

8

Advancing Vermont’s Creative Economy, 2004. Recommendations from the Vermont
Council on Culture and Innovation.
9
University of Vermont’s Center for Rural Studies, “Vermonter Poll, 2007: Arts in Vermont,” Michele C. Schmidt, April, 2007.
10
New England Foundation for the Arts, “The Creative Economy: A New Definition,”
2007. Copyright, 2008 New England Foundation for the Arts/CultureCount
www.culturecount.org.
11
Council on the Future of Vermont, “Looking Ahead: Vermonters’ Values and Concerns” by the Center for Rural Studies, August 2008, Michael Moser, Jessica Hyman,
Fred Schmidt.

Trends in the Creative Economy
Trend Number 1: There has been little change in the size of
the “cultural workforce,” but slight increases in the numbers
of artists.
The New England Foundation for the Arts is a national leader in this
area, and shows that as of the 2002 U.S. Economic Census (the latest year
available), all six New England states were ranked in the top 25
nationally in terms of the percentage of artistic workers within the labor
force. Massachusetts and Connecticut are 4th and 5th respectively, and
Vermont is 13th. In one category of artists, we learn that Vermont ranks
3rd highest in percentage of the labor force who are writers, 3rd in visual
artists, and 4th in architects.12
Cultural Workforce and Cultural Enterprise Industries
Number of Workers ~ Vermont
2002

Top cultural workforce
occupations
Total: 10,131
D e s ig n e r s
1 ,5 1 4
L ib r a r ia n s
Visual artists and related
workers
A r c h ite c ts
Writers and authors

681
640

Library assistants, clerical
Advertizing sales agents
Editors

550
482
443

Broadcast engineers and
technicians
News analysts, reporters

328

Top cultural enterprise
industries*
Total: N/A
Cable and other
1,020
program distribution
Newspaper publishers
994
Commercial
980
Lithographic printing
Architectural services
521
Video tape and disc
485
rentals
Book stores
448
Radio stations
428
Radio, TV and other
409
electronic stores
Periodical publishers
385

282

Book printing

1 ,0 2 0
987

According to the latest research report by the New England Foun‐
dation, Vermont lost about 400 workers in the broad area of “cultural
enterprises” between 1997 and 2002—from 10,509 in 1997 to 10,131 in
2002, or a drop from 3.8% of the state’s total employment to 3.4%. 13
Prior to the 2007 revision in the definition of the creative economy, the
New England Foundation for the Arts only counted employment based
on surveys in the non‐profit sector, with the resulting narrower focus
yielding only 1,807 total workers employed in 2002 within their survey
group of 1,365 non‐profit organizations. This constituted a 25% annual
rate of employment growth over the two prior years—up from 1,197 in
2000.14 Economic projections, relying on multipliers, estimated that the
comprehensive number of jobs created by Vermont’s creative economy
was 7,523, including 2,767 artists and humanists.15
Another organization that attempts to quantify the impact of the
creative industries on the nation is “Americans for the Arts,” and they
too provide estimates of the amount of “arts related employment” in
Vermont. Their source, however, are the businesses that have
registered with Dun & Bradstreet, so their list undoubtedly underesti‐
D istribution of N um ber of Jobs in the Arts-R elated
Businesses
Total Em ploym ent: 6,275

571
910

Design and Publishing
Film, Radio and TV
Performing Arts

375

New England Foundation for the Arts, “The Creative Economy: A New Definition,”
2007. Copyright, 2008 New England Foundation for the Arts/CultureCount
www.culturecount.org.

Visual Arts/Photography
1,890

1,313

Source: New England Foundation for the Arts, “The Creative Economy: A New
Definition,” 2007. Copyright, 2008 New England Foundation for the Arts/CultureCount
www.culturecount.org.
* “Top cultural workforce occupations” is based on 2000 Decennial Census Microdata. It
lists the largest number of workers in “cultural enterprise industries” but the total is not
given.

12

200

Museums and Collections
1,391

Arts Schools and Services

Source: Am ericans for the Arts, “C reative Industries, 2006,”
www.Am ericansForTheArts.org

13

Ibid.
Ibid.
15
Ibid.
14
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mates the number of smaller non‐profit enterprises. According to their
latest 2006 estimate, there are 6,275 employees working in about 1,800
arts‐related business identified in Vermont, distributed in the manner
depicted in the pie chart on the previous page.
A report by the National
Num ber of Verm ont Artists*
Endowment for the Arts
1970 to 2005
estimated the actual
number of artists in
6,000
5,124
4,786
Vermont (including archi‐
4,462
5,000
tects, designers, photo‐
4,000
graphers, entertainers,
2,366
3,000
dancers, musicians, and
1,600
2,000
writers) has been steadily
1,000
increasing since 1970 to a
16
0
total of 5,124 in 2005.
1970
1980
1990
2000
2005
The National Endowment
Source: National Endowm ent for the Arts, “Artists
in the W orkforce, 1990-2005” and “Trends in Artist
for the Arts published
Occupations: 1970-1990.”
fairly consistent data over
*Artists include architects, designers,
photographers, actors, fine artists, entertainers,
the decades that are pre‐
dancers, m usicians, and writers.
sented in the bar chart of
“Number of Artists.” This narrow definition uses Census codes that
have shifted and adjusted over time, so is likely that some of the
change over the past 38 years is an artifact of re‐definition.

Trend Number 2: The data on trends in the number of non‐
profit arts and cultural organizations are not clear and some of
the primary sources of financial support have declined in
constant dollars.
As can be seen from the next bar chart, the number of non‐profit arts
and cultural organizations in Vermont has been slowly increasing
since the year 2000, with a boom in the number of organizations
happening between 1988 and 1996. On the other hand, conversations
with researchers at the New England Foundation for the Arts, suggest
16

National Endowment for the Arts, “Artists in the Workforce 1990-2005” and “Trends
in Artistic Occupations: 1970-1990”
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Number of Non-Profit Arts and Cultural
Organizations*
Vermont 1978-2005
1,600

1,588

1,400

1,358

1,361

1,365

1,421

1,200
1,000

735

800
600
400

414

200
0
1978

1988

1996

2000

2001

2002

2005

Source: New England Foundation for the Arts, “New England’s Creative Economy: The
Non-profit Sector, 2000;” “New England’s Creative Economy: The State of the Public
Cultural Sector, 2005 Update;” “Arts, Cultural, and Humanities Organizations in the New
England Economy, 1996.”
*Includes organizations dedicated to the performing arts, the visual arts, museums,
libraries and other arts and humanities organization that filed IRS form 990. Numbers
from 1978 and 1988 are based on surveys, and likely under represent the actual
number.

that the low estimates for 1978 and 1988 may merely reflect a
different methodology.
Compared to other New England states, Vermont seems to have a higher
concentration of artists and arts‐related organizations. According to the
estimate by the New England Foundation for the Arts, Vermont’s “…arts,
cultural and humanities industry… provided 7,523 jobs in 2002” while
New Hampshire – a state with nearly twice the population – had an arts,
cultural and humanities industry which only produced only 2,523 jobs.17
That same source reports that Vermont also had an accumulated 6.5
million admissions to its cultural events in 2002, 55% of which were paid
admissions. The Foundation points out that this number of admissions is
nearly nine times the population of the entire state, an “admissions to
state population ratio” that is higher than New Hampshire’s and the same
as Massachusetts. In 2002, Vermont had 1,365 arts, cultural and
humanities organizations, while New Hampshire had 1,175 and Rhode

17

New England Foundation for the Arts “New England’s Creative Economy: The Nonprofit Sector 2002” Feb, 2005.

Distribution of Types of Non-Profit Arts and Cultural
Organizations
Vermont 2002
86
129

Total Revenue*
Vermont Arts Council
1990-2007
$2,000,000

303
Pe rform ing

$1,500,000

His torical
50

$1,000,000

Library

$500,000

Vis ual
School and Se rvice

240
270

$0
1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006

M us e um s

Source: Vermont Arts Council, Annual Reports, various years.
*Most funding comes from the State of Vermont, the National Endowment for the Arts,
although memberships and private contributions also add to the total.

Source: New England Foundation for the Arts, “New England’s Creative Economy: the
State of the Public Cultural Sector, 2005 Update.”

Island had 881. But perhaps most interesting is the level of volunteerism
that Vermont’s arts and cultural organizations garner—using an expansive
definition in 2002 there were 40,159 recorded volunteers—nearly 6.5% of
the state’s population.18 The pie chart above shows the distribution of
types of non‐profit organizations in Vermont in 2002.
According to newly revised estimates from the New England Foundation
for the Arts (derived from IRS form 990) the aggregate 2002 income going
to the state’s 1,365 non‐profit arts and cultural organizations was
$132,900,000, a slight decrease from the two prior years. The ratio of how
much of their income came from contributions as opposed to “earned” by
admissions and fees was about the same each year, with the bulk of all
income in each year coming from contributions—64% in 2002, the last year
for which data was available.19
State support for the Vermont Arts Council, which is matched in
approximately equal proportions by the National Endowment for the Arts,
has varied over the years. Every state has a similar agency, and it is helpful
to note that Vermont’s State funding per capita was 79 cents in 2006, a rate
that placed Vermont in the middle of the averages for the states. Support for
18
19

Ibid.
New England Foundation for the Arts, “The Creative Economy: The State of the Public
Cultural Sector 2005 Update,” 2007. Copyright, 2008 New England Foundation for the
Arts/CultureCount www.culturecount.org.

arts agencies range from $5.16 per capita in Hawaii to a low of six cents in
California.20 The Annual Report of the Vermont Council on the Arts reports
that about one half of its 2007 total $1,602,339 revenues came from the State.
In 1990, the total revenue for Vermont Arts Council was just over one
million dollars ($1,091,871). Taking into account adjustments for inflation,
however, the total value has declined. Had the 1990 sum of $1,091,871 kept
pace with inflation, the value by 2007 would have risen to $2,747,000.
Much of the funding for the State’s non‐profit arts and cultural organizations
is obtained from this State sponsored Arts Council, although they have other
sources of revenue as well. Ongoing analysis of the IRS tax forms for these
non‐profits are collected in the database for the New England Foundation for
the Arts (CultureCounts) and the yearly totals for the aggregate of all the
cultural organizations appears in the graph to the right. These non‐profit
organizations have other sources of grants that are not included so that their
collective revenue is surely higher than what is listed. Also, while most of the
revenue appearing below would be from the Vermont Arts Council, it is
possible that Arts Councils from other New England states may have given
some funds as well. As with the revenues discussed above, these sums
represent a substantial decrease in real value. The inflation adjusted 1985
value of $751,000 would be worth $1.4 million in constant dollars, a much
higher figure than the actual 2006 value.
20

CQ’s State Fact Finder, 2003, Rankings Across America, by Kendra A. Hovey and Harold Hovey, CQ Press, 2003.
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Grants to the Vermont’s Non-Profit Arts and Cultural
Organizations, From the Councils for the Arts of New
England 1985-2006*
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Trend number 3: The arts have a substantial impact on the
Vermont Economy.

Source: New England Foundation for the Arts and Community Logic, “CultureCount:
Vermont,” New England Cultural Database, Inc. 2006-2008, copyright © 2008 New
England Foundation for the Arts/CultureCount.
Grants derive from the eight state Councils for the Arts of New England, plus the
National Endowment for the Arts.
*Sums for 2003-2006 are incomplete.

Verm ont Public Radio Listenership
Spring and Fall Estim ates*
1993 - 2008
180000
160000
140000
Listeners weekly

One measure of the arts that is reliably quantified across the years is public radio
and television listenership. Both outlets serve statewide audiences and offer wide
varieties of creative and artistic expression. The line chart depicts the steady
increase in weekly listeners to Vermont Public Radio since 1993. Unfortunately,
Vermont Public Television has recently changed its methodology so we only have
comparisons over four years. According to the Nielson November surveys,
viewership in 2004 was 129,244, 125,002 in 2005, 109,669 in 2006, and 117,596 in
2007. It should also be noted that VPT has been active in extending their product
through creative use of web‐based services and other alternative media platforms
to allow programs vastly expanded public access.21

The total spending for Vermont’s many non‐profits in 2002 was estimated
to be $328,400,000, of which $126,400,000 was for salaries and $202,000,000
were for other operating expenses. This estimate is up twenty million
dollars from two years before.22 But the full economic impact is reported
to be much greater, generating an estimated $163,319,000 in spending and
re‐spending.23 Other studies report that Vermont’s total economic impact
for that same year was closer to $440,600,000,24 and other reports by the
same organization estimate the economic impact in FY1995‐1996 to be
$94,000,000 when the direct and induced spending was only $23,900,000.
Among the many complexities of this segment of Vermont’s economy, few
are more controversial than estimates of its economic impact. For all the
reasons given above, we present these figures while underscoring the
wide range of data estimates that are common in this emerging field.
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Source: Vermont Public Radio records, unpublished.
*The weekly audience is the number of person (over age 12) who listened to VPR at
least five consecutive minutes in a week.
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Vermont Public Television, personal correspondence from Ann Curran, Communications Director.
22
New England Foundation for the Arts, “New England’s Creative Economy: The NonProfit Sector, 2002” Copyright, 2008 New England Foundation for the Arts/
CultureCount www.culturecount.org.
23
Re-spending included that portion of the industry’s initial spending that would not otherwise have occurred in that region.
24
New England Foundation for the Arts, “New England’s Creative Economy: The NonProfit Sector, 2002” Copyright, 2008 New England Foundation for the Arts/
CultureCount www.culturecount.org.

Trend Number 4: As methodologies mature, objective
measures of the full economic impact of this sector of the
economy will become more useful and widely accepted.
The idea of “the creative economy” is a relatively new one and this makes
identifying trends a challenge. The major 2007 revision of the very
definition of “the creative economy” by the New England Foundation for
the Arts appears to be an improvement over prior models, but they warn
readers that their revisions have made their own year to year comparisons
virtually impossible.25 As arts enterprises and others involved in the creative
economy come to better standardize and quantify their statistical measures,
systematic trends will become easier to capture.
The analysis of this economic segment has been more limited than it
might be due the inherent difficulty in quantifying the value of qualitative
contributions of a field that is by its nature, creative, dynamic and often
transient. Even though measurement difficulties abound, it is clear that
Vermont possesses a vibrant creative economy that is of enormous value
to the state.
Given the limited data available, the most notable trends in the broad field
of the creative economy are as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.

There has been little change in the size of the “cultural workforce,”
but slight increases in the numbers of artists.
The data on trends in the number of non‐profit arts and cultural
organizations are not clear and some of the primary sources of
financial support have declined in constant dollars
The arts have a substantial impact on the Vermont Economy.
As methodologies mature, objective measures of the full economic
impact of this sector of the economy will become more useful and
widely accepted.

There is no Appendix for this Chapter.

25

New England Foundation for the Arts, “The Creative Economy: A New Definition,”
2007. Copyright, 2008 New England Foundation for the Arts/CultureCount
www.culturecount.org
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Chapter 9:

PHYSICAL and ELECTRONIC
INFRASTRUCTURE
No society can flourish without a well functioning infrastructure. Over many
years, the public and private sectors have worked in concert to construct an
interdependent network of roads, bridges, public transit, telecommunication
systems, and airports to transport people and commercial goods. More recently,
an information highway is performing a similar function electronically. Trends
in each of these areas provide the focus of this chapter.1
The introduction of the interstate highway system in the 1960s, which
added 320 miles of four lane highways running the length of the state,
may very well have been the most important engine for economic
development in the last century in Vermont.2, 3 Along with supporting
Vermont’s commercial needs, the interstate highway system also made
life more convenient and safe for its citizens. In total, there are 14,413
miles of road in Vermont; 2,708 are state highways and 11,399 are
town, city or village highways. There are 2,688 bridges greater than 20
feet in length. Besides state workers, there are road crews and
departments of public works in 253 towns, cities and villages dedicated
to the maintenance of this complex infrastructure. The 2007 State
transportation budget of $430,000,000, including the Department of
Motor Vehicles, is highly dependent on federal funding (about 51%).4
1

2

3

4

Other aspects of infrastructure, for example power generation and transmission
(Chapter 10), wastewater and solid waste disposal (Chapter 2), banking and insurance
(Chapter 4) and education (Chapter 11) are discussed elsewhere in the text. In many
ways, Vermont’s social and political networks and its government structures (Chapter
14) should also be understood as part of the state’s infrastructure.
The interstate highway system, which accounts for four percent of all roads, carries
21% of all traffic. National Transportation Research Group, Key facts about Vermont’s
Interstate Highway System.
It was with the construction of the Dwight D. Eisenhower interstate highway system that
Vermont’s per capita income began to converge with the higher U.S. per capita income.
The Road to Affordability, 2007, aot.state.vt.us/Documents/
RoadtoAffordability.Briefing.pdf

A well‐developed electronic communications infrastructure, which includes a
statewide network of cell phone and broadband technology, is as important to
the future of Vermont as was the development of the interstate highway
system. Both technologies have reduced the “distance” which has limited
Vermont’s access to markets outside the state. Family, friends and the world
are no longer quite so far away. With the rise of the Internet and a statewide
wireless network, Vermont’s rural setting, a strong underpinning for quality
of life, will become far less of an economic disadvantage.

Trends in Vermont’s Infrastructure
Trend number 1: Over the past several decades, the miles
driven and number of cars registered in Vermont have
increased. Air travel at the state’s largest airport has increased
dramatically, while bus travel in‐state and train service have
increased at more moderate rates.
The increase in miles driven, commuting time and their impact on energy
use by Vermonters is well documented in Chapter 10, Energy. Another
approach to tracking automobile use is to examine the average daily
traffic volume recorded by the state’s automatic traffic recorder stations.
The data reveals a sharp and sustained increase in traffic in Chittenden
County since the 1960s, while other areas depicted in the chart below
(many of which are at the state’s gateways) have also seen a sizable
increase in traffic through the mid 1990s, but since then, increases in traffic
volume have leveled off.5
5

State of Vermont, Policy and Planning Division, courtesy John Blodgett.
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The increase in the number of drivers and road usage has been
accomplished with an impressive drop in vehicular per capita death rates
(see Appendix, chart 9‐1). Part of the reason for the decline undoubtedly
can be traced to safer vehicles, wider use of seatbelts (see Appendix, 9‐2),
and stricter enforcement of speed limits.
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41,000
36,000
31,000
26,000
21,000
16,000
11,000
6,000
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Vermont has 62 airports, the largest of which is the Burlington
International Airport. As can be seen in the charts contained in the
Appendix (charts 9‐3 and 9‐4), 31% of air traffic at Burlington is from air
taxis, but 25% is general passenger usage in the form of larger planes
carrying the bulk of passengers. Military and commercial flights comprise
another 20% of all flights in and out of Burlington.9 After a period of
relative stability, activity at the Burlington International Airport has
increased substantially since the turn of the decade.
Enplanements and Deplanements
Burlington International Airport
1988 to 2007

200
3

Source: Vermont Policy and Planning Division, internal documents, courtesy John W.
Blodgett

Vermont’s small population and relatively small land area have earned the
state the rank of dead last in the number of urban roadways in the U.S.6
The fraction of Vermont commuters who use public transportation is quite
low—just .8% compared to the national average of 4.8%. Other states are
lower still, so Vermont ranks 38th lowest. Vermont has 12 bus companies
spread throughout the state, with the Chittenden County Transportation
Authority (CCTA) and the Green Mountain Transit Agency (GMTA) being
the largest, both of which are public companies. If we can generalize from
these providers, the use of public transportation in the state has increased
significantly in recent years. For example, between 2004 to 2007, ridership
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O’Leary, Kathleen and Scott Morgan, CQ’s State Fact Finder Series: State Rankings,
2008: A Statistical View of America,
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on CCTA’s buses increased from 1,799,699 passengers to 2,129,751, an 18%
rise. In the case of GMTA, the increase was from 176,935 to 243,244, a four‐
year jump of 37%.7 The other bus companies within the state provided
service for 1,282,882 passengers in FY 2005.8

9

University of Vermont Transportation Research Center, courtesy Karen Glitman.
Data provided by the Vermont Agency on Transportation.
The types of air use at other Vermont public airports is shown in a series of charts in
the appendix.

In contrast to local bus and air service, two other sources of public transportation,
interstate bus ridership and train travel, have either declined or grown slowly
over the last few years (in both cases, data was only available since 2003).
Greyhound service, both intrastate and interstate, in Vermont has declined
moderately since 2003 (see Appendix, 9‐5). Amtrak recorded 72,822 passengers in
2007, up by just over 2,300 passengers since 2003 (see Appendix, 9‐6).
Of the 749 miles of railroad tracks in Vermont, 453 miles are state owned and
296 miles are privately owned. According to an analysis conducted by
Gleason, Bruno, Tantri and Tyree at Middlebury College, the Vermont rail
system is running at only 25% of full capacity.10 Upgrading the deficient
railroad bridges and highway overpasses are a major challenge; most do not
accommodate the current national 286,000‐pound railcar standard.

In spite of the increased public concern about the quality of Vermont’s
roads, the conditions, according to the “International Roughness Index” of
the Federal Highway Administration, has been improving slowly in recent
years. However, the report also warns that a more comprehensive
measure of road condition would require other measures as well.11 This
federal report presents data showing that in 2006, about 25% of the miles
of Vermont roads were in “mediocre or poor condition,” down from about
35% in 2000, but significantly worse than the U.S. average of 17%. The
goal of course, is 0%. Georgia had a mere 1% in such condition, but New
Jersey had roads in the highest state of disrepair—50%.12
Vermont Road Conditions
Percent of Miles of Vermont Roadways in “Mediocre or
Poor Condition” 2000 to 2006

Trend number 2: While the proportion of Vermont roads in
need of repair is higher than the national average, proportions
in “mediocre or poor condition” have declined in recent years.

% of Vt miles in mediocre/poor con'd

40%

Like all things physical, transportation infrastructure deteriorates slowly
over time, but the rate of deterioration accelerates if steps are not taken to
address it. The occasional bridge collapse or the closing of roads and
bridges remind us of the vulnerability of our transportation system when
maintenance is deferred. New construction is costly, and implementing
ongoing maintenance is necessary to protect the initial investment and
prolong the life of physical infrastructure. Because deterioration is
imperceptible in the beginning, succumbing to the temptation to defer
scheduled maintenance is not an uncommon choice.

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
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0%
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Deterioration of physical infrastructure in Vermont is exacerbated by the
continuing freeze/thaw cycle of the climate that wreaks havoc on
pavements and the serviceability of bridges. To make matters worse,
Vermont’s relatively short construction season means getting necessary
work completed in about a 6‐month window. Virginia, by comparison, has a
ten‐month construction season. In addition, New England states have some
of the oldest roads in the country, often built on unstable clay or shale.

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Source: U.S. Bureau of transportation Statistics, Research and Innovative Technology
Administration, various annual reports.
http://www.bts.gov/publications/state_transportation_statistics/state_transportation_sta
tistics_2007/
Note: Based on the “International Roughness Index” of approximately 3,865 miles of
both urban and rural roads that states are required to report to the Federal Highway
Administration. Footnote indicates that “a comprehensive measure of road condition
would require other distresses as well.” 2001 NA

11

10

Vermont Rail Advocacy Network, “An Analysis of Externality Costs of Freight Transportation in Vermont, 2005” http://www.lifecyclesproject.ca/initiatives/food_miles2/
downloads/MiddleburyCollegeStudy2005.pdf

U.S. Bureau of transportation Statistics, Research and Innovative Technology Administration, various annual reports. http://www.bts.gov/publications/
state_transportation_statistics/state_transportation_statistics_2007/
12
O’Leary, Kathleen and Scott Morgan, CQ’s State Fact Finder Series: State Rankings,
2008: A Statistical View of America,
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Trend number 3: Deferred bridge maintenance has resulted in
high and fairly steady proportions of bridges in “critical” and
“poor” condition.
The great Vermont flood of 1927 resulted in a flurry of bridge replacement
and rebuilding for the decade that followed. A second phase of rapid
bridge construction occurred in the 1960s and 1970s during the building of
the interstate highway system (see Appendix, 9‐7 and 9‐8). This natural
aging coupled with increased use has created a situation of concern.
According to the Vermont Agency of Transportation, “Decades of deferred
maintenance has pushed structure needs above annual funding levels.”13
Delay in bridge or culvert maintenance can increase a project’s cost by ten‐
fold, and delay in road maintenance can increase costs five‐fold.
Number of Vermont Bridges Rated as “Critical” or
“Poor” (Not included: Ratings of “Fair and Good”)
2000 to 2006
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The previous chart reveals that about 431 bridges in Vermont (2006) were
either in “critical” or “poor” condition; this represents 16% of the 2,688
bridges rated that year; another 1,387 were rated as “fair” and 870 were
rated as “good.” Percentages for other years are similar. While the trend
seems quite steady from year to year, bridges that were rated as being in
“poor” condition in 2000 have hardly improved with time. The number of
bridges closed has been fairly steady (in the range of 12 to 20) most of
which are locally, not state owned (see Appendix, 9‐9.)
The U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics employs a different system of
rating that classifies bridges, and their two lowest ratings are “structurally
deficient” or “functionally obsolete.”14 The Vermont Agency of
Transportation questions the value of this taxonomy, but it does allow for
some rough comparison between states. According to this system, about
35% of Vermont’s bridges are either “structurally deficient” or
“functionally obsolete” (967 of 2,690) exactly 10% higher than the national
average of 25%. That many other states have worse proportions (e.g.,
Rhode Island is at 53%) is of little comfort. The proportions in Vermont are
diminishing, however, from 42% in 1995 to 35% in 2007, and the ratings in
the index of the National Bridge Inventory is improving slightly (see
Appendix, 9‐10 through 9‐12). The proportion of bridges in Vermont that
are rated as “deficient” is approximately equal to the proportion that are
rated as “obsolete.”

Trend number 4: Deteriorating revenue and increases in the
cost of materials associated with road, bridge and culvert
maintenance over the last few years have combined to create
major challenges for Vermont to maintain its transportation
infrastructure.15

Poor condition

Source: Vermont Agency of Transportation, Program Development—Structures Section,
Annual Report, 2008, p.10.
Note: The total 431 of “critical” and “poor” bridges for 2006 (25+406) represents 16%
of the 2,688 bridges rated that year (1387 were rated as “fair” and 870 were rated as
“good.” Proportions for other years are similar. See Appendix for full ratings.

According to data collected and analyzed by the American Road and
Transportation Builders Association, material costs increased nearly 46
percent from 2003 through 2007. The Legislative Joint Fiscal Office
analysis states that construction cost inflation during the period between

14
13

Vermont Agency of Transportation, Program Development—Structures Section, Annual Report, 2008, page 3.
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15

Vermont’s treasured covered bridges surely fall into the latter category.
Adapted from Election 2008: Vermont League of Cities and Towns Issue Paper No. 1: Transportation (vlct.org)

2001 and 2006 averaged 9 percent each year, maxing out at 20 percent in
2005 and 2006. The State Transportation Fund revenue sources have
grown only 2 percent since 2001, and between 2003 and 2008, local
highway aid programs grew an average of 2.6 percent annually. The
Transportation Fund ended $3.1 million short of its FY08 revenue
projections.16 For further details on Transportation expenditures from 1991
to 2007, see chart 9‐13 in the Appendix, courtesy of the University of
Vermont Transportation Research Center.
Vermont’s transportation revenue comes from four major sources: fuel
taxes, motor vehicle fees, a portion of the purchase and use tax, and
federal highway aid (most of which comes from the National Highway
Trust Fund.) Nearly all of these sources have suffered in recent years. The
recent increase in the cost of gas (see Appendix, 9‐14) has reduced driving,
and as a consequence, revenue for the Transportation Fund. The same is
true of the purchase and use tax, as consumers make fewer vehicle
purchases. And when consumers do buy cars, they are acquiring high fuel
economy automobiles.17 The National Highway Trust Fund – the source of
nearly all federal highway aid – started the decade with a surplus, but is
now struggling for resources as well.
Vermont’s aging transportation infrastructure demands greater and more
costly attention than in the past. Many roads have reached a condition
that can no longer be effectively treated with low cost preventive
maintenance treatments and requires a significant investment in order to
preserve the pavement structure, yet the state funded district leveling
program is only designed to address a “worst tolerable condition.”18
16

VT League of Cities and Towns, LCT Issue paper No. 1 - Transportation, pp 2,
(vlct.org/d/advocacy/issue_paper_1_trans.pdf)
17
The number of new vehicles purchased in Vermont fell from 42,320 in 2004 to 37,079
in 2007. Source: University of Vermont Transportation Research Center, courtesy RL
Polk, February, 2008.
18
The following statement derives from an Agency of Transportation report: “If we do
not act to preserve and maintain our bridges, culverts and roads today, we will have no
money for large projects in the future because all of our transportation money will be
spent on replacing existing infrastructure that we failed to fix today…The Agency of
Transportation has $1.5 billion in highway, bridge, and culvert projects already identified
and under development. At our current pace of spending $60 million annually on roadway projects and $50 billion annually on structures like bridges and culverts, it will take
about 15 years to complete everything on our books.” Vermont Agency of Transportation, “The Road to Affordability Q & A, 2007”

Trend number 5: As is the case in the rest of the country, the
expansion in information and communication technology has
been rapid and extensive, although many parts of the state are
still underserved, and providing services to this group will be
more expensive.
As noted earlier, a well‐developed electronic communications infrastruc‐
ture is as important for the future of Vermont as was the development of
the interstate highway system. The rise of broadband communication and
wireless services has made geography less important, especially the extent
to which commercial and organizational procedures are becoming
digitalized. The state is replete with examples of small and large
enterprises that have benefited greatly from access to wider markets and
audiences. Yet there are still many parts of the state where coverage is
spotty or nonexistent.
Like the rest of the country, Vermonters are changing the way they
communicate, acquire information and news, and conduct personal
and commercial business. Very few technologies have managed to so
permeate life in Vermont as quickly and as profoundly as has the
rapid spread of the Internet. According to estimates from the Pew/
Internet and American Life Project, fewer than five percent of
Americans had a broadband connection at home in 2000, but current
estimates now report that 72% of home Internet users have broadband
(2007). 19 A more recent Pew survey found that of all Americans (not
just those with Internet connections), the broadband adoption had
jumped from 47% in March of 2007 to 55% in April, 2008. 20 Yet another
survey found that in 1995, only 5% of adults were Internet uses, but by
2006, the number had risen to 70%.21 The proportion of dial‐up
Internet users is dropping roughly in proportion to the rate of
adoption of high‐speed connections.
According to the Vermont Department of Public Service, “…the growth
in high‐speed computer access has kept pace with national trends and
19

Vermont Department of Public Service, “Understanding Broadband Deployment in
Vermont” February, 2007, page 8.
20
Pew/Internet and American Life Project, “Home Broadband Adoption 2008”
21
U.S. Bureau of the census, Statistical Abstracts of the U.S., 2008.
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does not appear likely to slow.”22 Almost 90% of Vermonters have
access to at least one mass‐market broadband service, although rural
areas are most difficult to serve. Among the counties, Essex had the
lowest rate of access, while Chittenden and Grand Isle had the highest
rates. Access, however, is different from actually having the
connection, and estimates of connectivity vary considerably. In June of
2007, Vermont had 193,151 high speed lines, up from 16,230 in June of
2001 (see chart below).
High Speed Internet Lines in Vermont*
June, 2001 to June, 2007
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Source: Federal Communication Commission, Industry Analysis and technology Division,
Wireless Competition Bureau, March, 2008, “High-Speed Services for Internet Access:
Status as of June, 2007.”
*Over 200 kbps in at least one direction.

If Vermont is consistent with national trends, then rates of usage drop
from youth to old age. They also drop from those with the highest
education to those with the least education, and from those with the
highest incomes to those with the lowest incomes. Finally, rural areas are
the most underserved part of any state, each contributing to the ongoing
problem of the “digital divide.”23 Other notable national trends in the
utilization of electronic media are surely manifest in Vermont as well.
Some notable national trends in household access: wired cable television,

22

Vermont Department of Public Service, “Understanding Broadband Deployment in
Vermont” February, 2007.
23
Pew/Internet and American Life Project, “Home Broadband Adoption 2008”
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up from 20% in 1980 to 68% in 2005; VCRs are up from 1% in 1980 to 90%
in 2005; the average number of televisions per household are up from 1.7
in 1980 to 2.6 in 2005; and the number of cell phone subscribers has risen
from 5,283,000 in 1990 to 233,041,000 in 2006.24
The percent of Vermont’s population with telephone service ranks within
the top ten states in the nation; perhaps even more impressive, according
to the Vermont Public Service Department, is that telephone penetration
among low incomes households is the highest in the country, at 97%, only
half a percentage point behind all households.25
Cell phone subscriptions in Vermont have risen substantially just within
the last few years. In July of 2005, 295,971 people in Vermont had cell
phone services—nearly half the state’s population. By December of 2007,
358,052 Vermonters had cell phones, or 57% of the public. While the
increase in usage has been high, the percentages are far under national
rates of 84% coverage.26 According to officials at the Vermont Telecom
Authority, approximately one half of the land area in Vermont now has
cell phone coverage, although the percent of the population covered is
considerably higher.27 The private sector has cell towers located in nearly
all areas of the state that appear to be economically viable from their
perspective. The additional cell towers required to achieve the goal of
universal access will become increasingly expensive to install because of
the small populations and the remoteness of the areas not currently
covered. The Vermont Telecom Authority is considering ways to achieve
the goal of universal coverage either through public expenditures or
public‐private partnerships.

24

U.S. Bureau of the census, Statistical Abstracts of the U.S., 2008.
The numbers cited by the Vermont Public Service Department are higher then the rate
of 95% (of all households) reported by the U.S. Bureau of Census in the 2008 Statistical
Abstracts of the U.S.
26
Data supplied by the Vermont Public Service Department.
27
The Vermont Telecom Authority is a public authority established by ACT 78 with the
ambitious goal ensuring that all households and businesses have access to affordable
broadband and mobile telecommunications services in all regions of the state by 2010.
25

In summary, the following are the most notable trends dominating the
transportation and electronic communication infrastructure:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Over the past several decades, the miles driven and number of cars
registered in Vermont have increased. Air travel at the state’s largest
airport has increased dramatically, while bus travel in‐state and train
service have increased at more moderate rates.
While the proportion of Vermont roads in need of repair is higher
than the national average, proportions in “mediocre or poor
condition” have declined in recent years.
Deferred bridge maintenance has resulted in high and fairly steady
proportions of bridges in “critical” and “poor” condition.
Deteriorating revenue and increases in the cost of materials associated
with road, bridge and culvert maintenance over the last few years
have combined to create major challenges for Vermont to maintain its
transportation infrastructure.
As is the case in the rest of the country, the expansion in information
and communication technology has been rapid and extensive,
although many parts of the state are still underserved, and providing
services to this group will be more expensive.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Age of Long Bridge Structures,Vermont, Pre-1900 to Present
Age of Short Bridge Structures,Vermont, Pre-1900 to Present
Number of Closed Bridges in Vermont, 1997-2007
Percent of Vermont Road Bridges, Classified as “Structurally Deficient or
Functionally Obsolete,” 1995-2007
Averaged National Bridge Inventory Conditions Ratings (All Bridges),
Vermont, 2000-2006
Lowest Rated Component (All Bridges),Vermont, 2000-2006
Selected Transportation Expenditures in Vermont, Millions of Dollars, 1991,
2002, 2007
Weekly Retail Gasoline Prices, United States, April 1993-April 2008

For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Motor Vehicle Accident Death Rates,Vermont and United States, 1982-2004
Percent of Population Using Seatbelts,Vermont and United States, 1985-2007
Burlington International Airport Operational Statistics, Daily Aircraft
Operations, Burlington,VT.
Edward F Knapp State Airport Operational Statistics, Daily Aircraft
Operations, Barre-Montpelier,VT
Interstate and Intrastate Greyhound Bus Travel in Vermont, 2003 to 2008
Total Number of Passengers Boarding and Detraining, All of Vermont Amtrak
Stations, 2003-2007
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Chapter 10:

ENERGY
The year 2008 will be remembered in Vermont as a year of volatility in
financial and energy markets. Oil prices reached record highs before
plummeting to rates not seen in years. Today’s unpredictable and
precarious energy markets are a stark reminder of how fundamental
energy is to a well functioning modern society and the economy. The way
energy is used, where and how it is produced, its cost and its
environmental impact are foremost on the minds of Vermonters. We use
energy to heat, cool and light our homes, power our ever‐increasing range
of appliances, transport people and goods, manufacture our products,
produce our food and clean our water. About one‐half of the state’s total
energy use is based on petroleum related fuels that are imported from
other states and countries, and approximately another 40% is in the form
of electricity, which comes largely from low emission sources. Vermont is
fortunate in that its current electricity portfolio produces very low
amounts of greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming.1
Until recently, demand for energy in Vermont has been increasing, driven
largely by the pressures from population growth, economic development,
and vehicle travel. Overall, energy demand grew by 25% between 1990
and 2005. The two largest contributors to this growth were petroleum‐
based fuels, which grew by 33% (primarily for transportation and
heating), and electricity, which grew by 20%. Since 1990, the per capita
demand for energy in Vermont has shown steady growth, and energy
demand has increased in each end‐use sector of the economy
(transportation, residential, commercial, and industrial) by 19% or more.
Between 1990 and 2004, per capita energy demand rose roughly 13%,
compared to only 4% growth elsewhere in New England and relatively
flat growth nationwide. Vermont relies heavily on petroleum‐based fuels
in the transportation sector, and until this year, the total amount used had

risen due to more vehicle miles traveled.2 However, in recent months
Americans are driving less (we would expect to see the same trend in
Vermont). More specifically, Americans drove 4.7% fewer miles in June of
2008 than a year earlier.3

Trends in Vermont’s Energy Use
Trend Number 1: Vermont energy use has been rising steadily
over the last 45 years, at a rate greater than the nation as a
whole, but the level of per capita energy use remains well
below national standards.
Vermont’s energy use over the last 45 years has steadily increased. In 1960,
Vermonters used 68.6 trillion Btus (British Thermal Units) of energy.4 By
2005, Vermonters’ energy consumption grew to 167 trillion Btus.
Vermont’s total energy consumption grew by 3.2% per year as compared
to the US average annual increase of 2.2%.5 While the data shows that the
rate of energy growth in Vermont is faster than for the rest of the US,
Vermont has had one of the lowest per capita energy consumption levels
among the states. Starting at a lower level, changes in energy use can lead
to faster growth rates. Energy use in Vermont has increased with rising
disposable income and a trend toward more “consumerism,” including
larger homes.

2
3

4

1

Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009
(Draft), May 2008

5

Ibid.
U.S. Department of Transportation Press Briefing, American Driving Reaches Eighth Month
of Steady Decline, Wednesday, August 13, 2008
A Btu is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one pound of water
by one degree Fahrenheit.
Department of Energy, Energy Information Agency, State Energy Consumption Estimates
1960 through 2005, February 2008
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percent of commuters drive alone. The average one‐way distance to work
was 15 miles with more than one‐half traveling less than 10 miles.8
Over the 20‐year period from 1986 to 2006, the annual number of miles
driven per year has increased at a rate of 1.4% per year.9 Rising disposable
income and changing life styles in concert with flat to declining real price
for gasoline between 1986 and 2006 has led to more miles driven. At the
same time, the number of vehicles registered in Vermont increased by
2.0% per year from 1986 to 2007.10, 11 Therefore, Vermonters are acquiring
more vehicles and the number of miles traveled on roads and highways

Trend Number 2: Vermonters have been driving longer
distances and registering more vehicles.

Vermonters depend primarily on roads and highways to move around
and transport goods. The most prevalent means of travel is by private
vehicles. More than 98 percent of Vermonters ride in personal vehicles on
a given day. The average daily distance driven was 36 miles in 2001, an
increase of an additional 4 miles since 1995.7 More than three‐quarters of
the vehicle miles traveled by Vermont adults were in single occupancy
vehicles. This is especially true for travel to work where eighty‐one
6
7

Ibid.
Vermont Agency of Transportation, Vermont Long Range Transportation Plan, January
2002
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Vermont’s geography makes us dependent on private vehicles for
transportation. In fact, of all energy consumed in the state, approximately
33% is for personal and commercial transportation needs. This contrasts to
the United State’s average of 28%.6 Public transportation is limited,
especially in the rural areas of the state.

9,000

Number of Vehicles Registered

Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled in Vermont and Vehicle
Registrations8
1986 to 2006
Vehicles Miles Traveled (Millions)

For purposes of reporting
Vermont's Total Energy
Vermont energy trends,
Consumption by Category
2005
energy use is broken down
into three broad categories;
Transport
33%
Electric
transportation, heating and
40%
business processing, and
electricity.
In
2005,
approximately a third of
Vermont’s energy con‐
sumption
was from
transportation related
Heating and
activities. This sector
business
includes vehicles used to
processing
27%
move people and/or goods.
Heating and business
Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Energy
Information Agency, State Energy Consumption
processes accounted for
Estimates 1960 through 2005, February 2008
27% of Vermont’s total
energy use while electricity accounted for 40% in 2005.

Total Registered Vehicles

Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled

Source: Vermont Department of Motor Vehicles

8

Ibid.
Vermont Agency of Transportation, Planning Division. Note in 2001, the estimation
method changed for calculating Vehicles Miles Traveled. The large increase from 2000
to 2001 is caused by the methodology change rather than a large increase in actual
miles traveled. The 1.4% average increase over the period was calculated excluding the
increase from 2000 to 2001, thereby, removing the methodology change impact.
10
Vermont Department of Motor Vehicles
11
The 2% growth rate of registered vehicles is considerably faster than Vermont’s rate of
population growth.
9

has been increasing each year. This trend has added to the state’s
dependence on petroleum‐based fossil fuels. As noted earlier, today’s high
gas prices have reduced miles driven.

gas to heat their homes.13 Ten percent is listed as “other,” wood energy
being the most important source. In Vermont, 6% of all heating and
electricity comes from wood harvested in the state’s forests.14

Fuel economy standards
have risen by only 0.4%
from 1986 to 2007.12 Hence,
while more vehicles are
being added to Vermont’s
roads and more miles are
being driven each year, the
number of miles per gallon
of fuel consumption for
standard passenger vehi‐
cles and light trucks has
only increased slightly.
With the recent run‐up in
the price of gasoline, it is
likely that the modest
increase in fuel economy
standards will improve as
car manufacturing and
consumer jointly respond
to market pressures.

The following table summarizes home heating by various sources of energy.

Fuel Economy Standards in
Vermont
Average Miles Per Gallon
1986 to 2006
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10

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service,
Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009 (Draft),
May 2008

Trend Number 3: Over the last decade, home heating costs in
Vermont have been rising at double‐digit rates.
Approximately 27% of Vermont’s energy consumption is used for heating
and business related processes such as manufacturing and cooling.
Petroleum based fuels are the dominant forms of energy in this sector
which are made up of fuel oil, natural gas and propane.
Approximately 60% of Vermont households use fuel oil to heat their
homes. Natural gas makes up 12% of household heating in Vermont. This
compares to the national average in which 51% of the U.S. uses natural
12

Sources of Home Heating in Vermont in 2000
Fuel Type

Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009
(Draft), May 2008.

Based on Data from 2000 Data Source: Energy Information Administration:
http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/state/state_energy_profiles.cfm?sid=VT

In the short‐run, Vermonters face constraints in the types of fuels that can
be used to heat homes or businesses. Newer furnaces (and other
technologies such as wind, solar or biomass) which provide homeowners
or businesses with alternatives, are still costly and will only be introduced
incrementally, assuming that heating costs remain high. Because the
natural gas infrastructure in Vermont is limited, the state is particularly
dependent on other petroleum sources for heating needs of residential
and commercial buildings. Only the Northwestern portion of the state has
any availability of natural gas. As shown in the map in the appendix, a
pipeline begins in Highgate and serves heating loads as far South as
Chittenden County area.
Another important aspect of heating fuels to consider for the Vermont
consumer is cost. Prices for heating oil have increased significantly in the
last 10 years. Heating oil prices today are nearly triple the price from 1998.
Natural gas prices have also risen dramatically in the last 10 years.
Residential natural gas prices increased by 148% from 1998.15
13

Energy Information Administration: http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/state/
state_energy_profiles.cfm?sid=VT
14
North East State Foresters Association, The Economic Importance of Vermont’s Forests,
2007,” August 2007.
15
Fuel oil prices from Energy Information Administration: http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/dnav/
pet/hist/d200111502m.htm and natural gas prices from http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/dnav/ng/
hist/n3010vt3m.htm
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Trend Number 4: Per customer electric use has declined over
the last decade, but overall demand is higher due to more
customers coming online.
Vermont Retail Utility Sales
(GWH) 1986 to 2007
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Vermont’s total use of
electricity has been on the
rise over the past 20 years.
In the past 10 years,
consumer use is up 11%.
That equates to just over
1% load growth per year.16
This contrasts to the rate of
growth in the US which is
1.7% per year. Therefore,
Ve r m o n t ’s
electricity
growth rate is increasing,
but at a lower rate than the
national average.

Despite the total increased electricity consumption in Vermont, some
customer groups have recorded declining electricity use, including
residential use per customer, which decreased by 13% from 1986 to
2007. Commercial and industrial consumers decreased their per
customer use by 6% in that same period.17 Energy efficiency and
conservation efforts have reduced consumption rates. For example,
many businesses switched to energy efficiency lighting and advanced
motor drives that use less electricity. Residential consumers moved
away from heating homes with electric baseboard heat and switched to
more efficient lighting and appliances.
The cause of increased electricity consumption in the state of Vermont is
from new consumers. In 1986, Vermont utilities reported 267,549
customers. By 2007, that number grew to 354,311. This is a 1.5% increase
in the number of customers each year over a 20‐year period.18

Trend Number 5: Vermont’s electric supply portfolio has been
stable for a number of years, but long‐term contracts signed in
earlier years will begin to expire in the next decade.
Electricity is a significant source of Vermont’s total energy demand,
comprising 40% of Vermont’s total energy use. Energy demand has
risen with increases in the number of households, appliances,
electronic plug loads, the emergence of new information technologies
and air conditioning loads that continue to drive summer peak
demands to new highs.19
Vermont’s existing electricity supply can be characterized as stable in the
next few years. Two‐thirds of Vermont’s electricity supply portfolio comes
from two resources. Vermont utilities have secured approximately a third
of their energy requirements through a system of power contract with
Hydro‐Quebec, and a third through a unit‐contingent energy contract
with Entergy (owners of the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant). The
remainder of Vermont’s mix is composed of in‐state hydro (approximately

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service,
Annual Utility Data Statistics.
17

Ibid.
Ibid.
19
Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009
(Draft), May 2008
18

16

Vermont Department of Public Service, Annual Utility Data Statistics
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7% utility owned and 3% from contracts with independent power
producers) and biomass (roughly 2.5% from utility‐owned projects and
2.5% from independent contracts).20 These statistics are very different
from the national electricity supply portfolio, where coal plants supply
49% of electricity.

Vermont Supply Gap
1992-2024

Vermont Sources of Electricity
2006

O th e r
R e n e w a b le
8%

M a rke t
Pu r c h a s e s
17%

O il a n d N a t u r a l
Gas
2%

N u c le a r
34%

Source: Department of Public Service, Vermont Electric Plan 2005

Small VT Hydro
12%

Hy dro Q uebec
27%

Source: Vermont Department of Public Service,
Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009 (Draft), May 2008

While today, Vermont has low emissions and a stable power portfolio,
within the next ten years most of these contracts will expire. The Vermont
Yankee contract expires on March 21, 2012, and the bulk of the Hydro
Quebec contract expires in 2015. Independent power contracts, which
currently account for roughly 6% of Vermont’s electricity needs, begin to
expire in 2008, with the remaining contracts expiring by 2021.21 The
following graph shows the levels of Vermont’s energy supply if contracts
are not renewed. Also included is a projection of Vermont’s peak demand
over the same time frame. The area between demand and sources of
power is referred to as the “supply gap.”

20
21

The expiration of electricity contracts, in conjunction with the
projected increased demand for electricity may cause energy
producers to increasingly rely on the New England wholesale
markets if no action is taken. If this were to be the case, electricity
would come primarily from natural gas fired power plants that
dominate the New England mix of generators. While natural gas is
one of the cleanest burning fossil fuels, it has limited deliverability in
New England, and in the past decade the price for wholesale natural
gas in New England has increased by over 300%.
The following graph shows the price of electricity in the wholesale market
on a monthly basis from May, 1999 through June, 2008. Also included in
the chart is the wholesale price of natural gas over the same time frame.
As can be seen in the chart, the price of electricity is very closely matched
to the patterns of the price of natural gas. In fact, there is a 91% correlation
between natural gas and electricity prices in New England. By taking
power from the wholesale markets, Vermont consumers would be
exposed to price uncertainty, volatility, and rising electricity costs.

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Trend Number 6: For a number of
years Vermont electric rates were
higher than other New England
states, but over the last few years
Vermont’s rates have been well
below its New England neighbors.

New England Spot Electricity Market
vs
Niagara Falls Ave Spot Gas Price Index
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England states moving to retail choice. In
New England converted to SMD 3/1/2003. Monthly energy prices
Data Source:
from 3/1/2003 to date represents Vermont Zonal average in the
Natural Gas: Natural Gas Exchange (www.NGX.com)
March of 2008, the New England average
New England Spot Electricity Market: www.iso-ne.com
Real Time energy market
Gas Futures: www.barrons.com plus transportation costs
rate was 14.59 cents per kwh, while
Vermont’s average rate was 12.48 cents per
kwh, which is 15% lower than the regional average.22 Adjusting for
Vermont and New England Monthly Average Electricity
inflation, Vermont’s electric rates since 1990 have actually declined.
Rates
1990 to 2008

22

Electricity Rates by State. Energy Information Administration: http://www.eia.doe.gov/
cneaf/electricity/page/sales_revenue.xls
23
The Vermont Energy Digest: An Inventory of Renewable Energy and Efficiency. Vermont Council on Rural Development April 2007. p. 5
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According to the Worldwatch Institute, the earth’s climate has been
warming by 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit over the past century.23 The 5 warmest
years in the past century have occurred in the past decade alone. The
relationship between energy use and climate change is largely accepted in
the scientific community today. Beyond climate change, Vermont’s lakes,
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Trend Number 7: Vermont’s carbon emissions have been
increasing, in spite of private and public efforts to conserve
energy.
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Globally, carbon dioxide
Vermont Total Metric Carbon
emissions from energy
Dioxide Tons (millions)
consumption
totaled
1980 to 2005
roughly 28.2 billion metric
10
tons in 2005. The United
States produced almost 6.0
8
billion metric tons or 21% of
the total world carbon
6
dioxide emissions in 2005.24
Vermont’s carbon emissions
4
total 8.0 million metric tons
in this same time period.
2
Although Vermont’s carbon
emissions are small in
relation to the overall U.S.
and global totals, Vermont’s
Source: Energy Information Administration:
http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/state/excel/VT_
total emissions have grown
04_details.xls
by 2.3% per year since 1980,
and the growth rate has accelerated since the turn of the current century.25
While nationally transportation accounts for only a quarter of energy demand
and less than a third of carbon emissions, in Vermont transportation accounts
for 33% of the energy demand and roughly one‐half of carbon emissions.26
More information on other emissions is discussed in Chapter 2, the
Environment and Climate.
It is also important to consider the impact of Vermont’s expiring electricity
contracts on future carbon emission levels. If low emitting sources of
electricity are replaced with fossil fuel burning resources, Vermont may
contribute significantly more carbon to the environment in the near
24

Energy Information Administration: http://www.eia.doe.gov/iea/carbon.html
Energy Information Administration: http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/state/excel/
VT_04_details.xls
26
Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009
(Draft), May 2008

future. Like the rest of the country, Vermonters have a great interest and
desire to replace expiring sources of power with renewable energy
generation. Renewables that are being considered today in Vermont
include wind, solar, hydroelectric, biomass and biogas. In 2005, only 14%
of Vermont’s electricity was generated by renewable energy sources,
excluding large hydroelectric generation.27 The high‐energy prices of 2008
(along with growing concern over climate change) will encourage
households, utilities, commercial enterprises, and government, to explore
and expand their use of these renewable sources of energy.
Of course, the most
Vermont Annual Efficiency
environmentally benign
Savings
source of electricity is that
2000 to 2006
which is not used. Energy
efficiency efforts
in
60,000
Vermont reduce and save
50,000
electricity and fuel con‐
40,000
sumption, thereby creating
less pollution and other
30,000
negative impacts associated
20,000
with power plants and
10,000
household heating and
transportation
needs.
0
2000
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Vermont was early and
aggressive in the develop‐
Source: Vermont Department of Public Service,
Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009 (Draft),
ment and delivery of
May 2008
electric energy‐efficiency
programs. In the 1990s, utilities ran programs to encourage consumers to
use more efficient end uses such as lighting, appliances, heating, and
business processes. Some utility programs were more successful than
others, but these programs were ultimately replaced with a uniform set of
statewide programs. Beginning in 2000, a centralized delivery structure
was created and a new utility was created: Efficiency Vermont. Over the
past 7 years, Vermonters paid over $85 million to fund Efficiency Vermont
(approximately $12 million per year). In that time frame, it is estimated
that 314,667 MWHs of electricity were saved.28 In 2008, the legislature
MWH

forests, air and food crops are impacted negatively when toxins such as
acid rain, mercury, and arsenic are released when oil and coal is burned.
The cost of energy is important, but Vermonters are also concerned about
the type of energy used.

25

27
28

Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Electric Energy Plan 2005
Vermont Department of Public Service, Vermont Comprehensive Energy Plan 2009
(Draft), May 2008
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increased funding to almost $31 million per year. It is estimated that this
level of funding could eliminate electricity load growth in Vermont, and
thereby decrease some of the pressures to find new sources of power in
the future.29 The chart above summarizes annual efficiency savings
accomplished by the Efficiency Vermont from 2000 to 2006. Over the past
7 years, the average rate of savings reported by the Efficiency Vermont has
been 18% per year.30
In summary, the seven most notable trends in Vermont’s use of energy are
as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

29
30

Vermont energy use has been rising steadily over the last 45 year, at a
rate greater than the national as a whole, although energy levels
started at a lower base. The level of per capita energy use remains well
below national standards.
Vermonters have been driving longer distances and registering more
vehicles.
Over the last decade, home heating costs in Vermont have been rising
at double‐digit rates.
Per customer electric use has declined over the last decade but overall
demand is higher due to more customers coming online.
Vermont’s electric supply portfolio has been stable for a number of
years, but long‐term contracts signed in earlier years will begin to
expire in the next decade.
For a number of years Vermont electric rates were higher than other
New England states, but over the last few years Vermont’s rates have
been well below its New England neighbors.
Vermont’s carbon emissions have been increasing, in spite of private
and public efforts to conserve energy.

Ibid.
Ibid.
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For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following chart:
Map of natural gas pipeline in Vermont.

Chapter 11:

EDUCATION

By most educational measures, Vermont is in the top quintile of the national
rankings. For example, in 2007, Vermont was ranked 11th in the nation in the
percent of adults (Vermonters over the age of 25) who graduated from high
school and 6th in the proportion with a bachelor’s degree.2
Education has been studied extensively, both nationally and in Vermont,
and the interpretation of educational trend data is particularly complex.
As will be shown below, analysts examining the same trends can reach
very different public policy conclusions. This chapter begins with an
analysis of educational issues at the K‐12 level and is followed by an
examination of higher education trends in Vermont.
1

2

“Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study 2005,” Vermont Business Roundtable, Bolduc
and Kessel.
Thomas Mortenson, Interstate Migration of College Graduates 1989 to 2007. Postsecondary Education OPPORTUNITY. August 2008

Trends in K-12 Education
Trend Number 1: The number of students enrolled in K‐12
public schools has declined in Vermont since the year 2000.
The change in the number of students varies across the state.
Chittenden County has held fairly steady, while the rest of the
state has lost students. Although low compared to national
averages, there is an upward trend in the number of minority
and ESL students.
Vermont K‐12 enroll‐
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Education increases options and opportunities, but the value of education
goes well beyond simply opening doors to society’s better jobs. Survey results
from a 2005 Vermont Business Roundtable study of quality of life in Vermont,
for example, show that perceived levels of life satisfaction are higher for those
with more education. Those that are better educated not only have higher
incomes, but also are more likely to feel that life is exciting and are more
satisfied with many of the key domains of life.1

Trends in Education in Vermont

# of students

In an increasingly complex and competitive world, the importance of
education cannot be overemphasized. The process of globalization
demands more creative, adaptable and highly educated workers than ever
before. The movement from a rural agrarian economy to a manufacturing‐
based economy, and now to an increasingly service‐based economy has
not been easy. Not all Vermonters have been able to successfully navigate
this transition. But we do know that Vermonters with higher levels of
education have been in the best position to benefit from the new
opportunities that present themselves with changing economic conditions.
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and not hit its previous peak for 20 years. As might be expected, the
enrollment changes are spread disproportionately across the state.
Over the last decade, the bulk of the decline has been outside of
Chittenden County. 3

have seen a 60% increase in the number of English as a second language (ESL)
students since 2000. In the Burlington schools, there are students with 47
different languages as their primary dialect, and in Winooski one‐quarter of
the students are “English language learners.”4, 5

Changing enrollment levels are neither inherently negative nor positive
but provide challenges along with opportunities. When enrollment is
increasing, there is the need for greater resources. On the positive side,
growth makes it easier to apply new assets where they are needed most
and to fund innovative programs.

Trend Number 2: Expenditures per student have been rising.
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$10,000

Per pupil spending

9.10%

Rising expenditures per student are sometimes viewed as a strong
commitment to education or as an example of extravagant government
spending. In constant dollars, the increase in expenditures was quite
modest throughout the 1990s. The dramatic increases took place after
1999, a period when enrollments began to decline without a concurrent
decrease in educational personnel.
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Minority Enrollment in Vermont
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Though the number is still
quite small, there has been
an increase in minority
enrollment in Vermont. The
percentage of all students
who are minorities in K‐12
has increased from 1.8% in
1990 to over 6% in 2008. This
change is reflected in the
rising percent of students
whose first language is not
English. Once again, these
changes have not been
uniformly distributed across
the state. Winooski and
Burlington, for example,

Per Pupil Spending in Current and 2000 Dollars
1992 to 2007
Expednitures/student

At first glance, it might appear that falling enrollments would ease
financial pressures, but that is often not the case. For political, contractual,
and/or economic reasons it is difficult to reduce or reassign personnel to
where the need is greatest. This dilemma is compounded when needs
shift between districts or areas of the state. The cost per student may rise
while services may not be delivered where they are needed most. These
problems are played out on many fronts. School finance formulae and
district consolidation are two prominent examples of related issues subject
to continuous debate.

Statewide, expenditures per student have increased from $6,800 in 1992 to
$13,885 in 2007, an increase of 104%. Adjusted for inflation (in 2000
dollars), expenditures increased 36% over this time period. According to
the National Educational Association, Vermont expenditures in 2005 per
student were 6th highest in the nation.6 The changes in expenditures vary
by district type and size (see Appendix, Charts 11‐1 and 11‐2).

6

Superintendent’s Office, City of Burlington Public Schools.
Burlington Free Press, Non-English Speakers Increase, October 10, 2008.
NEA Research, Estimates Database (2006). K–12 = "Elementary and Secondary" http://
www.nea.org/edstats/RankFull06b.htm

Analysts have put forward several reasons that explain why expenditures
are rising. Per pupil personnel cost is the major component of this
increase. In 2005, expenditures for salaries and benefits accounted for
approximately 71% of total Vermont K‐12 educational expenditures, and
from 1992 to 2005, personnel expenditures increased by 91%.7
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The level of teacher salaries does not appear to be driving the increase in
expenditures per student. In 2005, Vermont teacher salaries were ranked
21st in the nation and 4th in New England. Between 1993 and 2003, the
growth in Vermont salaries was only 22% (the percent change was ranked
45th lowest in the nation). The average growth of teacher salaries
nationally was 30% during this time period.8

Trend Number 3: The number of personnel in public schools
has increased, leading to a declining student‐teacher ratio.
The most notable change in Vermont’s K‐12 educational system is the
growth in the number of personnel. From 1996 to 2006, total public
school employment, instructional, administration, and support, grew
by 22.2% during a period of declining student enrollments (6.7%
during this period). The growth in instructional employment or
teachers and aides alone was slightly higher at 22.8%.9 Consequently
by 2005, the student‐teacher ratio had dropped to 10.9 to 1, the lowest
in the country (the nationwide average ratio was 15.5 to 1).10 Is
Vermont’s student‐faculty ratio a cause for concern or a source of
pride? Reports that have examined Vermont’s educational system
answer this question differently, some quite vehemently.

9

7
8

Vermont K-12 Public Education, Hugh Kemper, June 2007
National Center for Educational Statistics,, U.S. Department of Education

Vermont State Public Education Expenditure Overview and Analysis Phase 1, Nicholas
Rockler and Thomas Kavet, Kavet Rockler, and Associates, September 2006
10
Average class size in Vermont, closely correlated with student teacher ratios, is also the
lowest in the nation. In elementary schools, the average class is 16 students in Vermont
in comparison to 20.4 nationally. In high schools, Vermont’s average class size is 18.9
students in comparison to 24.7 students nationally. “Vermont Education: Costs, Staffing
and Quality,” The Vermont Economy Newsletter, October 2007.
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Kavet and Rockler point out that school districts are also facing cost
pressure from the substantial increases in health care benefits and
energy costs. Between 1997 and 2005, health care costs more than
doubled and between 1998 and 2008, the price of crude oil increased
more than eight times.12, 13
School expenditures will always have an inflationary bias. The salaries
and benefits of those who work in public schools are loosely tied to
general trends in compensation outside of the school system. When
compensation rises in the private sector, increased cost can often be offset
by productivity increases. These increases are harder to achieve in
educational settings. Adding students to a classroom is one way to reduce
costs, but the result may not be educationally sound. Some analysts have
suggested that substantial productivity increases can be achieved through
school and district consolidation. Vermont has 260 town school districts,
each requiring its own set of administrators and support facilities. Since it
is difficult to measure educational outputs, school district efficiency is not

easy to quantify. In fact, Vermont’s larger districts spend more per student
than smaller districts (see Appendix, 11‐2).14

Trend Number 4: The K‐12 dropout rate has been declining
over time.
One measure of educational outcomes is the percent of students who
graduate from high school or its converse, the drop out rate. The
percentage of students dropping‐out in Vermont is slightly lower than the
national average.15 Since the mid 1990s, the drop‐out rate has declined.
Why these changes have taken place is still an open question. It should be
noted that the state has recently implemented a more accurate system that
tracks cohorts over a number of years. This report relies on information
using the older methodology, which measures dropouts by the number of
students in a given grade who dropout as a percent of all students
enrolled in the same grade range. Longer‐term trend data is only available
using this older methodology.
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A Review of Vermont Education Expenditures From FY96 to FY 2001, Young, Altemus,
and Talbott, Vermont Department of Education
12
Vermont State Public Education Expenditure Overview and Analysis Phase 1, Nicholas
Rockler and Thomas Kavet, Kavet Rockler, and Associates, September 2006
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United States, Department of Energy
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14

For detailed information about district expenditures see: FY 2008 Per Pupil Spending by
School District, http://education.vermont.gov/new/pdfdoc/data/per_pupil/
per_pupil_08.pdf
15
National Center for Educational Statistics

Trend Number 5: The trend in educational testing shows
modest student improvements in a number of areas.

For a skeptical reading on the value of Vermont test scores go to Hugh Kemper’s, Vermont Tiger .com, http://www.vermonttiger.com/content/2007/10/the-real-story-.html
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Basic Math Proficiency in Vermont Schools:
Percent Scoring at or above Standard
1999 to 2006
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The State of Vermont has been participating in the New England Common
Assessment Program (NECAP) for reading, mathematics and writing. The
tests, which are administered annually, are designed to test knowledge
and skills proficiency that students are expected to achieve at each grade
level.17 While it is very difficult to analyze long‐term trends since testing
methodologies often change, casual observation of some of the results
from these tests suggest that the 8‐year trend has been positive; both math
17

16
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when they are first
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released, they may not be
Source: Digest of Educational Statistics, National
significant. To the extent
Center for Educational Statistics
that the tests live up to the
claims that they measure “scholastic aptitude” (as opposed to academic
achievement), the educational system and other factor can share the credit
(or blame) for SAT results. Depending how an analyst adjusts test results
for socio‐economic variables, different conclusions will emerge. In some
instances, Vermont’s scores are either equal to or lower than the national
average.16 It is also important to remember that not all students take the
SAT tests; some take no college entrance tests at all, while others take only
the ACT’s. A quick appraisal of the raw data shows little in the way of a 20‐
year trend for verbal scores, but math scores are slowly rising.

% scoring at or above
standard

Vermont students often score well in standardized tests, and the state is not
lacking in educational data. However, the interpretation of this data is not
straightforward. Over the years, the state has used a variety of assessment
instruments. Some were statewide, some were regional, and currently Vermont
participates in the nationwide evaluation of student learning. The changing
methodology makes it very difficult to make comparisons over time. There are
also questions about the validity of the instruments. Changes observed in student
results might be the result of the educational system, or social and demographic
characteristics of the test takers themselves.

Basic Reading Proficiency in Vermont Schools:
Percent Scoring at or above Standard
1999 to 2006

The Vermont Department of Education publishes multiple pages of assessment results
each year. The are available at Vermont Department of Education, electronic data
bases: http://education.vermont.gov/index.htm
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and reading proficiency have improved, but only modestly.18 Whether
these results are meaningful is very difficult to ascertain. There are a host
of methodological and statistical issues that muddy the water, including
changing test instruments.
As part of the “No Child Left Behind” legislation, the federal government
has mandated the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NEAP).
Opinion is divided about whether this is a step in the right direction or
not. Vermont students generally score higher than national norms, but the
significance of and reasons for these differences are impossible to discern
by simply observing the raw data (see Appendix, 11‐11).

Trend Number 6: The variation in spending between districts
has been reduced over the last decade.
Perhaps the most analyzed and contentious issue facing public schools
today is the educational finance system. In 1997, the Vermont legislature
passed Act 60 in response to a Vermont Supreme Court decision finding
the existing educational finance system, based upon local property taxes,
Coefficient of Variation:
Education Spending per Equalized Pupil
1998 to 2007 *
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Trends in Higher Education
The quality of Vermont’s higher education system is as central to the
economic future of the state as is its primary and secondary public
schools. To compete successfully in the global market place, the state will
need creative and dynamic leaders and skilled employees, the type of
people former Secretary of Labor Robert Reich referred to as symbolic
analysts.21 Historically, many of Vermont’s leaders, both native and non‐
native born, have had been inspired and nurtured in Vermont’s colleges
and universities, the focus of the remainder of the chapter.
Higher education is a big business; it’s the 4th largest “industry” in the state. A
recent study by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges
(NEASC) estimates that the direct and indirect impact of higher education on
the state’s GDP is over two billion dollars a year.22 Additionally, higher
education is a green industry with numerous external benefits for all the
citizens of the state. Vermont’s quality of life and many of its civic, cultural
and recreational opportunities are directly connected to the state’s colleges
and universities. However, a number of the recent trends in higher education
19
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variation is the standard deviation of spending of all districts divided by the average
spending of the districts. It a measure of dispersion of data points.
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to be unconstitutional. Act 60 was the legislative response. While Act 60
was very complex, essentially the purpose of the act was to reduce the
correlation betweens a district’s property wealth and it’s per pupil
spending.19 Though the educational finance pot is always boiling, it
appears that the controversy has declined since 2004.20 The chart on the
left indicates that the variation in spending between districts has been
reduced over the last decade.

Fourth grade reading proficiency is one area where there were no noticeable long-term
improvements.
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Several elements of Act 60 were quite controversial from the onset, foremost of which
was the idea that wealthier school districts that spent more than a set amount per student would need to send additional funds to the state that would be passed on to
poorer receiving towns. In response to the controversy, Act 68 was passed in 2004.
See 2008 Report on Act 60 of 1997: An Act Relating the Equal Educational Opportunity:
Measuring Equity. Report to the House and Senate Committee on Education, January
2008, Submitted by Vermont Department of Education.
20
There is a great deal of literature available discussing these changes and whether
greater equity in spending translates into improved educational outcomes for Vermont
students. For example, see 2008 Report on Act 60 of 1997: An Act Relating the Equal Educational Opportunity: Measuring Equity.
21
In the Work of Nations, Robert Reich describes symbolic analysts as the well educated
who engage in processing information and symbols for a living.
22
Economic Impact Report 2008: New England Association of Schools and Colleges.

suggest that the industry will
be facing significant
challenges in the coming
years, most of which are not
unique to state.

Enrollments in Vermont’s Colleges and Universities
1980 to 2007
Institution Name
Public
University of Vermont
Community College of Vermont
Castleton State College
Johnson State College
Lyndon State College
Vermont Technical College
Private
Norwich University
Middlebury College
Champlain College
Saint Michael's College
Green Mountain College
Bennington College
Goddard College
Vermont Law School
New England Culinary Institute
Landmark College
Southern Vermont College
School for International Training
Marlboro College
College of St Joseph
Burlington College
Sterling College
Woodbury College
Marlboro College Graduate Center

1980 Total
FTE*

1990 Total
FTE*

2000 Total
FTE*

2007 Total
FTE*

9,317
244
1,438
1,021
1,007
642

9,320
1,438
1,632
1,431
1,159
841

8,731
1,835
1,436
1,214
1,059
942

10,956
2,546
1,851
1,357
1,276
1,244

Vermont has 6 public and 18
private colleges and
universities chartered by the
state. These institutions
1,495
2,352
2,579
provide both residents and
1,909
2,014
2,262
non‐residents with a rich
1,046
1,503
1,817
variety of educational
1,790
2,068
2,238
options. The public institu‐
476
596
622
tions, especially the state’s
593
580
631
1,051
708
589
flagship institution, the
384
288
560
University of Vermont, dwarf
0
330
177
the size of any single private
0
21
193
institution. In terms of the
399
484
340
combined number of
592
721
297
207
281
393
students, however, the
256
264
356
schools in the private sector
86
106
144
approach the size of the
0
83
29
public institutions. The public
0
0
119
institutions offer a range of
0
0
0
Source: Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS): http://nces.ed.gov/IPEDS/
programs in a number of
* FTE: Full Time Equivalents
specialized areas of study
that are not available in
private colleges, while at the same time, providing lower priced educational
opportunities. This is especially true for the Community College of Vermont
Trend Number 7: From the
with over 5,500 full and part‐time students (full time equivalent of 2,546).
Each of the private institutions has carved out a unique place in the
spectrum of colleges and universities in America. Middlebury College,
Norwich University, Champlain College, Saint Michael’s College,
Green Mountain College, Bennington College, Goddard College,
Vermont Law School, the New England Culinary Institute and
Landmark College are among the larger of these Vermont based
institutions, each with a distinctive and well‐known mission. Among

3,374
2,483
2,266
2,184
811
710
677
618
456
364
361
350
312
288
140
104
86
27

Vermont’s colleges and
universities, most have
seen sizable growth in
student enrollments since
1980. The schools that
have grown the fastest
include the Community of
College of Vermont,
Champlain College, Ver‐
mont Technical College
and Norwich University.
Vermont is a well‐educated
state. In 2007, 35.5% of the
citizens over 25 years of age
have earned at least an
undergraduate degree, con‐
siderably higher than the
national rate of 28.7%.23
Moreover, the percent of
Vermonters over 25 with a
college education has
increased fairly rapidly since
1990, when only 24% of the
population had a bachelor’s
degree. Only five states in
the nation have higher levels
of educational attainment.

late 1970s to the mid 1990s, the
percentage of Vermont high school graduates participating in
post‐secondary education rose, but the rate has remained flat
since then.

From the late 1970s to the mid 1990s, the percentage of Vermont high
school graduates deciding to continue their education past high school
23

Thomas Mortenson, Interstate Migration of College Graduates 1989 to 2007. Postsecondary Education OPPORTUNITY. August 2008
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rose from 44% to 64%.24 Since 1990, the percentage of high school
graduates entering post secondary education has remained flat, mirroring
national trends.
Total enrollment in private Vermont institutions has fluctuated between
15,000 to 16,000 students. The enrollment in public institutions has held
Total Enrollments in Vermont Higher Education: Public
and Private 1970 to 2006

Enrollments

30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000

steady between 1990 and 2000, and then rose by about 4,500 students in
the last eight years. About one‐half of this growth is due to more students
attending Vermont Technical College and CCV. While a number of private
institutions have experienced rising enrollments, the closing of Trinity
College and small enrollment reductions in other schools have offset these
increases; since 1990, overall private school enrollments in Vermont have
remained largely flat.

Trend Number 8: The percentage of female undergraduates
and graduate students has been increasing, while the percent‐
age for males has been decreasing. In four of the past five years,
women have constituted the majority of recipients for every
advanced degree from the Associate’s to the Doctorate.
As discussed earlier in Chapter 4, women in Vermont were among the
leaders among all states in the labor force participation rates and in the
declining male‐female wage gap. There are many reasons that explain
these statistics, one of which is that women in Vermont now constitute
the solid majority of recipients of Associate’s, Bachelor’s and Master’s
degrees, and in recent years, they have also equaled or exceeded the
proportion of men earning Doctorates as well as Professional degrees
(see chart on next page). For example, at the University of Vermont
College of Medicine, 52% of enrolled medical students in the class of
2011 were women.25 These ratios are precisely parallel to the national
proportions. In 2007, women nationally earned 62% of Associate’s
degrees, 57% of Bachelor’s degrees, 61% of Master’s degrees, and 50%
of both Doctorate and professional degrees.26 This is the first time
nationally that women have earned 50% or more of all levels of higher
degrees. In 2007, Women made up 55% of undergraduates in Vermont
(see Appendix, 11‐3).

Public
Source: Vermont Higher Education Council
24

Vermont Higher Education Council
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University of Vermont College of Medicine Annual Report, 2007, http://
www.med.uvm.edu/admissions/TB1+BL+I+C.asp?SiteAreaID=625
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Postsecondary Education OPPORTUNITY www.postsecondary.org
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This trend towards higher levels of education for women should continue
to reduce the male‐female wage gap as increasing numbers of women
enter higher paying professions that once were dominated by males.27 For
example:28

Dentistry
Medicine
Pharmacy
Law
Clergy

Women’s Share of
Employment in 2005
23%
32
48
30
16

Women’s Share of
New Graduates in 2004
42%
46
67
49
34

Trend Number 9: In recent years, more high school graduates
are selecting higher educational programs outside of Vermont.
Yet Vermont imports more students per capita than any other
state except Rhode Island.
The issue of the “brain drain” of college educated Vermonters, discussed
in some detail in Chapter 1, has been raised repeatedly in the media and
in the Governor’s Office as a potential threat to the future health of
Vermont’s economy.29 Yet, on balance, the number and proportion of
college graduates in the state has still been growing steadily from 91,000
in 1989 to 150,000 in 2007.30 In the past 18 years, the percent of native born
undergraduates in the state’s public institutions has fallen slightly from
67% to 64%. Among the
Vermont Student Geographic
private colleges, the drop of
Choice of Higher Educational
native born undergraduates
Institutions 1994 to 2004
has been more dramatic,
from 44% in 1995 to 27% in
3,000
2005.31 Vermont students
are increasingly deciding to
2,600
enroll in out of state
colleges and universities.
2,200
The number of recent high
1,800
school graduates attending
in‐state colleges has
1,400
dropped by 300 students in
the decade between 1994
1,000
and 2004, while the number
1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004
attending college out of
Attend college in Verm ont
Attend college out of state
state has increased by over
600 students. Yet, the drop
Source: IPEDS: Residence and Migration Files
in Vermont students
Student enrollments

Percent of Each Degree Received by Women
At Vermont Institutions
1970 to 2007

29

27
28

In 2007, 49% of all Ph.D. and 59% of all masters degrees were awarded to women.
“Women’s Progress Stalled? Just Not so?” The New York Times, October 18, 1992
Updated National Center for Educational Statistics, 2002, Table 274 and Statistical
Abstracts of the United States, 2007, Table 602.

In 2006, Vermont Governor Jim Douglas campaigned unsuccessfully to pass a 15 year,
$175 million Promise Scholarship Program. The program was designed to make college
more affordable and to encourage students to remain in Vermont after graduation.
Instead the Legislature passed the Next Generation Scholarship program, which was
smaller in scope and only focused on the issue of affordability.
30
Thomas Mortenson, Interstate Migration of College Graduates 1989 to 2007.
Postsecondary Education. OPPORTUNITY. August, 2008
31
Ibid.
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attending college in state has been more than offset by the influx of out‐of‐
state students to Vermont colleges. If there is a problem, it’s the loss of
human capital potential; many talented students who came from out of
state to study in Vermont leave after graduation and many of our native
born students who enroll in out‐of‐state colleges do not return. There is a
strong positive correlation between the proportion of a state’s population
that has a college degree and per capita income.
One of the biggest challenges facing higher education in Vermont is that
enrollment in secondary education has peaked in the state and is expected to
fall for the next 10‐15 years. New England enrollments are predicted to drop
by 17,000 students in the next 7 years.32 It is also estimated that within a
decade, 90% of Vermont high school graduates would have to go to post‐
secondary education to maintain the same absolute number of Vermonters
participating in higher education.33

Trend Number 10: The cost of higher education in Vermont is
rising more rapidly than the rate of inflation, and federal and
state financial aid is not keeping up with the rising cost.
The cost of higher education in Vermont, like in other areas of the country,
has been rising each year for many decades. On average, between 1996
and 2006, Vermont institutions, both public and private, have increased
their tuition and fees by about 50%, a rate that’s considerably faster than
the rate of inflation. Between 1996 and 2006, the increase in constant
dollars has been about 16%.34
Vermont: Tuition, Fees, Room and Board
1995 to 2006
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35
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Private rates

Notwithstanding the substantial increases in the cost of a college
education, it still remains a good investment. People with higher levels of
education have much lower rates of unemployment (see Appendix, 11‐4).
In addition, among those aged 25 to 34 years of age, the incomes of male
college graduates are 77% higher than male high school graduates, while
the comparable percentage for females is 70% (see Appendix 11‐5).
Moreover, these differences have been increasing in recent years.35

34

32

Public out-of-state rates

Source: Vermont Student Assistance Corporation

120,000

20

Public High school graduates in N.E.

New England Public High School Graduates: Actual and
Projected
2000 to 2016

New England Journal of Higher Education: Spring 2008
The Next Generation Commission: Lining Learning To Earning in Vermont, William
Stenger, et. al., December 2006
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Vermont Student Assistance Corporation
Higher education also has a significant social return; others in the broader community
benefit from a more highly educated population. For example, the results of research
conducted by scientists yield benefits to all members of society, not just to themselves.
The more education people have, the more likely they are to contribute to charities,
volunteer, and be able to adapt to changes in the labor market conditions.

There are a number of reasons why higher education costs have risen
faster than inflation. As a very labor‐intensive industry, productivity gains
are difficult to come by, even though wages in higher education increase
with the general trends in the broader economy. In order to improve their
national rankings in publications like the U.S. News and World Reports,
higher education institutions often find themselves in a costly competitive
race to offer a wider range of amenities as a way of attracting more
applicants and generating higher student yield rates.36 Also, financial aid
budgets have been increasing rapidly. Lastly, a first class education is
simply expensive. Colleges need to recruit faculty, many in fields with
labor shortages, and continuously upgrade their technological
infrastructure, both of which are costly.

estimates that over 70% of undergraduate students and their families
receive some assistance from an array of federal programs.39 It’s beyond
the scope of this study to go into detail about the complex network of
federal financial aid programs, but a cursory overview of national trends
shows that over the last decade loans and grant dollars from all sources
have covered about two‐thirds of the increased costs of attending a private
college and almost all the costs of public colleges (see Appendix, 11‐8).40
The chart below displays, in constant 1980 dollars, federal and state grant
monies for Vermont students and Stafford and Plus loans funded by
VSAC from 1984 to 2007. The amount of grant money from the state and
federal government available in real terms in Vermont has increased only
marginally for nearly two and a half decades. This is a conservative figure

The posted price of college is misleading since it does not for account for
scholarship and grants. Most students do not pay the full retail price. The
amount of aid should be included in the analysis to distinguish the “net” cost
from the “list” cost. A scholarship is in effect a discount off the quoted cost,
analogous to the difference between the MSRP sticker price on a new car and
the actual price a consumer pays the dealer. National data from The College
Board shows that between 1995 and 2007, the average net cost at private
institutions was between 25% and 30% lower than the listed price (see
Appendix, 11‐6).37 While this appears to be good news, the net price of these
institutions still increased by 26%, at about the same rate as the list price.

Federal and State Educational Grants and Loans*
In 1980 Constant Dollars
FY1984 to FY2007
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An indication that the average student is facing a financial squeeze is the
increase in the amount of debt that they are taking on to pay for their
education. The average accumulated debt of VSAC loan recipients
increased by 150% between 1993 and 2005.38 According to VSAC, the
average student with VSAC loans will graduate with a debt of just over
$30,000 (see Appendix, 11‐7).

Yield rates, one of the indicators tracked by national rating services, reflects the percent of admitted students who enroll.
37
Trends in College Pricing: 2007 , The College Board
38
In constant dollars the increase was 85%.
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Federal grants
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Source: Vermont Student assistance Corporation * Federal grants include Perkins
Loans, Pell Grants, Work Study, and Federal Supplemental Educational opportunity
Grants. The Perkins loans, are not outright grants, but are reserved for students with
“exceptional financial need,” with the Federal government paying the interest on the low
interest loans while students are in enrolled in school. Stafford and Plus Loans are for
students studying in Vermont colleges regardless of their home residence. Vermont
student grants are funded by the state and are for Vermont residents only.

Federal and state aid for higher education, either through subsidized or
unsubsidized loans, grants (money that doesn’t have to be paid back),
work study, and tax credits or deductions play an essential role in helping
students fund their education. The Government Accounting Office
36
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$0

39

U.S. Government Accounting Office, “Student Aid and Tax Benefits: Better Research
and Guidance Will Facilitate Comparison of Effectiveness and Student Use.” 2002,
GAO-02-751. Washington, DC
40
Trends in Student Aid 2007, College Board.
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Most Vermont colleges and universities have been able to achieve their
enrollment goals each year in spite of the financial pressures discussed
above. In part, colleges have had to increase their own institutional grants
substantially to accomplish this objective. However, there is a genuine
concern that higher education will at some point reach a “tipping” point,
where some segments of the population will conclude that higher
education is simply beyond their means. As a consequence, colleges will
no longer provide, as they have in the past, the critical engine for social
mobility and more equitable opportunities for citizens.41

Trend Number 11: State support for higher education has
been declining for a number of years.
Given the size and wealth of Vermont, the allocation of public resources is
intensely contested; there are always more competing needs than the state
resource base. Over the last two decades, public higher education has
received a decreasing share of the State budget. In 1990, State
appropriations for higher education were 9.5% of the general fund. The
share fell to 6.9% in 1998. Since that time, it has risen to 8.5% in 2003, then
settling in at 7.6% (see Appendix, 11‐10).
Appropriations to higher education per thousand dollars of personal
income have dropped dramatically over the last 30 years. In 1975, the State
appropriated the equivalent of $9.44 for every thousand dollars in
personal income, dropping to $4.30 in 2006. The majority of states are also
spending less relative to income than they were decades ago, but
41

The rise in enrollments in less expensive community colleges, such as CCV, at least in
part, reflects the cost pressures that many Vermont students face.
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Vermont’s drop is among
the sharpest in the country.
The national average of
state public education
expenditures per thousand
dollars fell 34% from 1990
to 2005. The drop in Ver‐
mont was over 50%, the
third largest decrease
among the 50 states.42
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since the inflation adjustments were based upon the overall CPI, and not
an inflation factor for college expenses (if the latter had been used to
adjust the data, the trends in grants would have been negative). In
contrast, college loans have risen dramatically, especially since 2000. It
should not be surprising why Vermont students, on average, have been
incurring high levels of debt to attend college in the state. Vermont has
some of the most expensive institutions of higher education in the country,
both public and private, while family incomes have grown considerably
more slowly than tuition expenses.

Given the fact that there are many claims on Vermont’s limited resources,
a call for more spending on higher education is easy to make but difficult
to implement. But given the critical role that higher education plays in
Vermont, the problem cannot be disregarded.
In sum, the most notable trends in K‐12 and higher education in Vermont’s
are as follows:
1.

2.

42

Since the turn of the century, enrollments in public schools have
fallen. This drop is expected to continue in the immediate future. The
change in the number of students varies across the state. Chittenden
County has held fairly steady, while the rest of the state has lost
students. Although low compared to national averages, there is an
upward trend in the number of minority and ESL students.
Expenditures per student have continued to increase at a rate higher
than inflation.

Postsecondary Education OPPORTUNITY www.postsecondary.org

3.

The growth of personnel per student appears to be the primary driver
behind this increase in cost in public education, leading to a declining
student‐teacher ratio. School districts are also facing cost pressures
from the dramatic increase in special education expenses, health
insurance and energy costs.
4. The K‐12 dropout rate has been declining over time.
5. The assessments of Vermont students indicate that the state is doing
reasonably well compared to the rest of the country. This conclusion is
at best tentative; it is very difficult to measure educational
performance in a meaningful and consistent manner.
6. The variation in educational expenditures between schools districts
has declined over the last decade.
7. From the late 1970s to the mid 1990s, the percentage of Vermont high
school graduates participating in post‐secondary education rose, but
the rate has not varied substantially since that time.
8. The percentage of female undergraduates and graduate students has
been increasing, while the percentage for males has been decreasing.
In four of the past five years, women have constituted the majority of
recipients for every advanced degree from the Associate’s to the
Doctorate.
9. A smaller percentage of Vermont students are attending the State’s
colleges and universities, with high school graduates selecting
educational programs outside of Vermont. This out‐migration has
been more than offset by an inflow of students from other states.
10. The cost of higher education in Vermont is rising more rapidly than
the rate of inflation, and federal and state financial aid is not keeping
up with the rising cost.
11. State support for higher education, relative to the total state budget
and income, has been declining for a number of years.

For the appendices, and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org. or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1. Per Pupil Spending, by District Type, FY01 to FY08.
2.

Per Pupil Expenditure by School Size, FY05 to FY08.

3. Vermont Total Headcount by Gender, 2001 to 2007
4.
5.
6.

Unemployment Rate by Educational Attainment in the U.S. in 2004.
Education and Earnings in the U.S. in 2004.
National Private Four Year Institutions: Net vs. Gross Tuition, Fees, Room, and
Board, in 2007 Dollars, 1995 to 2007.
7. Average Cumulative Debt of VSAC Grant Recipients, Attending 4-Year
Institutions, 1993 to 2005.
8. Tuition and Fees, Family Income and Aid, 1986-87, 1996-97, 2006-07
9. University of Vermont: Tuition, Room, Board and Fees, 1978 to 2006.
10. State Appropriations to Higher Education in Vermont, as a Percent of Total
State General Fund, 1990 to 2006.
11. Percent Achieving Competency:Vermont and the United States, 2007
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Chapter 12:

HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE
One of the great triumphs of the 20th century has been the vast improvement
in human health, a pattern that continues even into the 21st century. Perhaps
the simplest summary statistic to capture these improvements is life
expectancy—the length of time newborn children will live if they die at the
rates that are current at the year of their births. Demographers estimate that
the average American child born in 1900 would only live to his or her 47th
birthday. By 1950, the figure had increased to 68, and the 2005 estimate of life
expectancy is almost 78 years—longest for White females (80 years) and
lowest for Black males (69 years). The reasons for these successes are partly
related to advances in medical technology, but more important are
improvements in public health and the gradual and universal increase in the
standard of living. Immunology, stable food and water supplies, as well as
improvements in housing, work conditions, and a better understanding of the
hidden threats to good health have all played central roles in improving
health. These improvements have helped extend health care to more people,
but the most dramatic improvements have gone to the very young and the
very old. Unfortunately, segments of the population with fewer resources—
such as less access to health care and lower educations—have significantly
higher rates of morbidity and mortality.
By virtually all measures, Vermont ranks as one of the healthiest states in the
United States, and has been in that enviable position for most of the past 20
years. According to the United Health Foundation’s 2008 ranking, Vermont
has been number one in overall health for two consecutive years, up from
number six at the turn of the century. Going back to 1990, Vermont only fell
out of the top quintile two years of the 17. Other ranking systems also give
Vermont similarly high grades, so the trends are very good indeed. The
United Health Foundation includes in its list of Vermont’s strengths the low
percent of children in poverty, the low percent of obesity, the low infant
mortality rate, the high rates of immunization, and high educational levels. As
will be seen in this chapter, Vermonters also exercise more, smoke less, and
have high rates of prenatal care. The rates of violent crime in Vermont are
often the lowest in the nation, as are the proportion of births to unwed

mothers and teenagers, and the percent of alcohol‐related highway deaths.
Despite all this, there are problems. Not everyone has access to high quality
health care, and Vermont has high rates of binge drinking among all ages
(including teens), and drug abuse is a continuing source of concern.
The reasons for Vermont’s high rankings are many, but high on the list of
causes is a very good medical care infrastructure given the size of the state
(e.g., a large medical school) and high rates of insurance coverage,
including Medicaid benefits extended to more citizens and covering more
expenses.1 This chapter will also show that such good health care is
expensive—Vermont has higher than average per capita health care costs
than the U.S. average, but lower than most of New England.

Health Trends in Vermont
Trend number 1: There have been significant reductions in
fertility among women of all ages, but increases in births to
women who are not married. Mortality trends have continued
their historic improvements resulting in longer life
expectancies and lower death rates for most causes.
The general fertility rate in Vermont continues to fall and consistently ranks
among the lowest in the nation. The chart below shows this continuing
decrease to about 50 births per 1,000 women of childbearing age for 2004, a
far cry from the baby boom rates of the 1950s and 1960s when the rate
frequently exceeded 100; in 1960 it was as high as 126. Birth rates in much of
the Western world are lowest among non‐ Hispanic Whites, a category that
includes the vast majority of Vermont’s population. This is one of the reasons
1

The Henry J. Kaiser Foundation, “State Medicaid Fact Sheets” and “Health Coverage in
the U.S., 2006.”
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for Vermont’s relatively low rate of population growth. Between 2000 and
2007, 47,131 babies were born, easily replacing the 36,718 deaths for the same
period. But as one reminder of the prevailing trend towards fewer births,
there were 6,597 Vermont babies born in 2004. In 1857, when the population
was about half the current number, 6,538 babies were born.2

V e rm ont
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Source: National Vital Statistics Reports, CDC, Volume 56, Number 6, “Births: Final
Data for 2005”; Department of Health, “Vital Statistics,” various years.

A surprising part of the fertility change is that the Vermont rate of birth
for teens has consistently been among the five lowest in the nation, and it
continues to drop (see Appendix, chart 12‐1). This is universally regarded
as a healthy sign among health care officials and human service workers
alike. Prior to the 1970s, most teen births were to young married women,
but no longer.
The percent of births to unmarried women of all ages has been rising
dramatically for half a century, a cause of concern among many agencies of
the state as well as social critics. For complex reasons, African American
women have had high rates of fertility among the unmarried. For more than a
decade, two‐thirds of births to Black women have been to women who were
2

U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division, “Cumulative Estimates of the Components of
Population Change” December, 2007.
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Source: National Center for Health Statistics,
Center for Disease Control. “Births: Final Data for
2005;” Vermont Department of Health, “Vermont
Vital Statistics,” various years; and “Vital Statistics
of the United States: Natality,” various years.
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not married. White birth rates
have been significantly lower,
but seem to be following the
non‐marital childbearing
pattern of Blacks. In 1960,
only one out of every 20
babies born in Vermont were
born to mothers who were
not married, but by 2006 that
ratio had increased to one out
of every three. The pattern is
increasing in most of Europe
as well, where marriage rates
have fallen precipitously. This
is an important trend that is
of great interest to social
scientists and public officials
and has an impact on
households and families in
Vermont.

By almost all measures, the quality of health in Vermont has improved over
the past several decades. If the secret to a long life is simply to postpone
death, then more and more Vermonters have succeeded. Regardless of which
measure of mortality one uses, there is a downward trend in the rates at
which people die, allowing longer and healthier lives. In fact, Vermont’s rates
are among the lowest in the country, even when compared to the rates of the
national White population (see Appendix, 12‐2). It was not always this way;
prior to the 1970s, the Vermont “crude death rate” was higher than that of the
national crude death rate for Whites. Most of the improvements in curbing
deaths have taken place at the extremes of life—to infants and to the very old.
Increasing rates of immunization, broader education, improvements in
medical technology, and strong public health measures have also succeeded
in controlling infectious diseases, allowing higher proportions of deaths to
occur among the elderly where the “diseases of degeneration” inevitably take
their toll.
The infant mortality rate is a common measure of societal health, and by
that standard, the trends in Vermont have been very positive indeed. Here

too, Vermont’s rates are
consistently among the
lowest in the nation, and
the trend continues
14
downward. There is
12
speculation that the rates
are approaching the
10
hypothetical minimum, so
8
it is not clear that the rates
6
can fall much more.
According to the March of
4
Dimes Foundation, even
2
the death rate for
0
premature infants is the
lowest in the nation. The
long‐term trend is quite
V e r m ont
Unite d State s
impressive—at the start of
the
20th century, more than
Source: Bureau of the Census, “Statistical Abstract
of the United States,” various years; Vermont
100 out of every 1,000
Department of Health, “Vital Statistics,” various
babies
died before his or
years.
her first birthday. By 1950,
the ratio in Vermont was down to 26 out of 1,000, and today the figure
stands at about six per 1,000. One associated trend that has helped is that
Vermont has one of the highest rates of mothers getting early pre‐natal
care (see Appendix, 12‐3). Fewer than 2% of mothers get no prenatal care,
the fourth best rate in the nation. There is a vexing counter‐trend:
Vermont’s rate of smoking during pregnancy is quite high—18% in
Vermont compared to only 11% for the nation. Improvements since 1990
have been minor and inconsistent.3
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Vermont’s leading causes of death among non‐infants are parallel to the
leading causes of death throughout the United States. Heart disease,
cancer and stroke are the leading killers. The combined deaths from heart
disease and cancer claim the lives of about 50% of Vermonters in any
given year. As can be seen in the chart in the Appendix (12‐4) good
progress in reducing deaths by heart disease is being made; although
overall cancer mortality rates have changed very little in the past two
3

Vermont Agency of Human Services, Planning Division, “Vermont Well-Being: A Social
Indicators Sourcebook,” May, 2006, David Murphey.

decades, they are higher than they were in the 1950s through the 1970s. It
is especially good news, however, that since 1990, cancer mortality rates
have declined appreciably in three of the most common forms of cancer:
lung cancer, breast cancer, and prostate cancer. Reasons for these
improvements are complex, but such factors as decreasing the percentage
of Vermonters who smoke and increasing the number of mammograms
per year are among the types of changes that promise improvements in
future cancer death rates.4 Appendix, 12‐13 also contains a chart on the
positive trends in increased use of mammogram screening. It sometimes
helps focus our perspective to see the actual number of people who die
from the leading causes. In 2004 the numbers were as follows: heart
diseases (1,285 deaths), cancer (1,212), stroke (328), lower respiratory disease
(297), accidents and unintentional injuries (252), Alzheimer’s disease (173),
diabetes (149), suicide (91), influenza and pneumonia (86), kidney disease (59).
The numbers of AIDS/HIV deaths are currently in single digits (see
Appendix, 12‐5).

Trend number 2: Many forms of risk behavior have declined
over the past several decades. Smoking has shown
improvements, and seat belt use has vastly improved, but
binge drinking remains a persistent problem, and obesity and
diabetes have emerged as widespread concerns.
Among some of the more “preventable” deaths, the trends also tend to be
positive. Death rates for accidents and injuries have fallen since 1980 (see
Appendix, 12‐6) as have motor vehicle deaths, and most conspicuously, those
involving alcohol. One reason is the increase in the use of seatbelts—from
only about 20% in 1985 to 80% in 2007 (see Appendix, 12‐7 and 12‐8). Deaths
from suicide, however, have shown modest and uneven improvements (see
Appendix, 12‐9). Urban legend has it that Vermont has a particularly high
suicide rate, but the gap virtually disappears when the Vermont rate is
compared to the White rate for the rest of the country, as Whites have
significantly higher rates than others. Suicide is also predominantly done by
males, especially during their retirement years with rates that are seven to ten
times higher than the rates for women in the same ages.5
4
5

Vermont Department of Health, “The Health Status of Vermonters: 2008.”
Ibid.
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As the baby boom generation (those born between 1946 and 1964) enters
the retirement years, the suicide rate will almost certainly increase. The
number of suicides in Vermont is always higher than the number of
homicides; in 2004, there were only ten homicides (always one of the
lowest rates in the U.S.) but 91 suicides.
Unfortunately, some mortality trends are of ongoing concern. Diabetes, for
example, has been claiming the lives of Vermonters at a rate which is higher
than the U.S. average (91 deaths per 100,000 compared to 68 per 100,000) and
the projected prevalence is quite alarming‐‐especially type 2 diabetes, often
linked to the obesity epidemic. According to the Vermont Department of
Health 2008 publication on “The Health Status of Vermonters,” about 650
Vermonters die each year from diabetes and diabetes‐related causes, and the
“Vermont Health Care Quality Report” singled diabetes out as a focus in the
2003 report. Another major concern to public health officials is the prospect of
influenza of pandemic proportions. A health “Summit” was held on the
subject in January of 2006, and “preparedness exercises” have been carefully
rehearsed and critiqued. Sharon Moffatt, the Acting Commissioner of the
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Department of Health,
called pandemic influenza
of “highest concern” in her
report in the February Blue
Book of 2007. Recent fears of
a Vermont HIV/AIDS pan‐
demic seem to have been
met with successful public
educational efforts and mod‐
ern drug treatments. After
reaching a peak of 33 deaths
in the early stages of the
epidemic, the number of
annual deaths has fallen to
the single digits for the past
five years (see Appendix, 12‐5).

Percent of adults

70%
% Alcohol Realated

160

80

Number of highway deaths

Total Highway Deaths
and Percent Alcohol Related
1980-2007 Vermont

Vermont

United States

Source: Centers for Disease Control, Behavioral
Death is inevitable, but
Risk Factor Surveillance System, “Current
there are many behaviors
Smokers;” and Smoking and Tobacco Use, State
Tobacco Activities Tracking and Evaluation System
that can either shorten or
(STATE): Detailed Report,
http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/statesystem/.
extend our life expectancy.
* A current smoker is one who smokes “every day”
Smoking is often regarded
or “some days.”
as the greatest preventable
cause of death, as well as one of the major contributors to chronic illness
and compromised quality of life. While the rates have dropped to just
under 20% of Vermont adults, the state is still well short of the year 2010
goal of 12% set forth in “Healthy Vermonters, 2010.”6 For many analysts,
the disparities in smoking habits symbolize deeper social and economic
issues. For example, the rates are much higher among those who
experience mental illness (40%), racial and ethnic minorities (31%) and
persons living within 125% of the state’s poverty level (37%).7 The
smoking rate for teens has been dropping significantly over the past
decade. To pick just one teen age category, 45% of Vermont 12th graders
smoked in 1995, but by 2005 the proportion had dropped to 23%.8 Higher
taxes and education seems to be having the desired effect. On the other

6
7
8

A current smoker is one who smokes “every day” or “some days.”
Vermont Department of Health, “The Health Status of Vermonters: 2008.”
Vermont Agency of Human Services, Planning Division, “Vermont Well-Being: A Social
Indicators Sourcebook,”, May, 2006, David Murphey.

hand, the current rate of marijuana usage among high school students was
of concern, at about 25%, compared to the U.S. average of only 20% (also
see other relevant charts in the Appendix, 12‐10.)9

According to the well respected national surveys conducted by the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration and the CDC, drinking
among young people is a special problem. Almost 50% of Vermont’s 18 to 25
year olds have “binged” at a rate that is significantly higher than the national
norm, and even the rate for high school aged youth runs a bit higher than the
national averages, with about 12% of Vermont’s 12 to 17 year old children
binge drinking in the past month. By a less extreme measure, the overall rate
of teen drinking (those who had at least one drink in the last 30 days) has
been falling over the past 10 or more years, from 53% in 1993 to 42% in 2007.11
The level of drinking is not only considered a problem because of its direct
threat to health, but it also is an indicator of broader problems of well‐being
as well as shortages of social and psychological assets, an association well
documented by David Murphey in “Vermont Well‐Being: A Social Indicators
Sourcebook,” by the Vermont Agency of Human Services.

9

Center for Disease Control, Youth Risk Behavior Survey, and Vermont Department of
Health, “The Health Status of Vermonters: 2008.”
10
Vermont Agency of Human Services, Planning Division, Vermont Well-Being: A Social
Indicators Sourcebook,” May, 2006, David Murphey.
11
Ibid. and Center for Disease Control, the Youth Risk Behavior Survey, and Vermont
Department of Health, “The Health Status of Vermonters: 2008.”
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The per capita amount of alcohol consumed has also fallen since the 1970s,
but is still much higher in Vermont than in most other states. Expressed in
terms of per capita ethanol consumed, the average has fallen from 3.5
gallons per person per year to about 2.5 gallons per year (see Appendix,
12‐11). “Binge drinking” (the percentage of adults who have drunk five or
more drinks on a single occasion in the past 30 days) has also dropped
from 21% in 1990 to 16% in 2004, but Vermont still ranks above the
national average in problem drinking.10 Coordinated efforts of multiple
private and public agencies have made impressive strides in reducing the
amount of alcohol related highway fatalities as well as increased seat belt
compliance. In 1980, Vermont experienced 139 highway deaths, and 78 of
them were alcohol related. By 2007, the number of highway deaths was
down to 66, with only 25 of them alcohol related (see charts in Appendix).

Binge Alcohol Use*
Percent of Various Age Groups Reporting
Binge Drinking in the Past Month
Vermont and the United States
1999-2004
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Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration, “Prevalence Rates of Drug Use,” various years.
*Binge Drinking refers to five or more drinks in a row, that is, within a couple of hours,
on at least one day during the last 30 days.

Teenage sexual activity presents risk factors that many young people are
not prepared to manage. The rate of sexual activity has decreased slightly,
but there has been a steep rise in sexually transmitted infections. By 2004,
the rate of infections to 15‐19 year olds had nearly doubled from the rate
of 1995.12 While the rate of births among teens has fallen, teens are
particularly vulnerable to the consequences of unwanted pregnancies.
Condom use in the age group has shown little change.
One of the most notable health problems in the United States is the
unmistakable trend towards increased rates of obesity, i.e., those with a
“Body Mass Index” in excess of 30. Even Vermont, with its lower than
average obesity rates, has increased its proportion of obese from about
12

Vermont Agency of Human Services, Planning Division, “Vermont Well-Being: A Social
Indicators Sourcebook,” May, 2006, David Murphey.
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Source: Center for Disease Control, Youth Risk Behavior Survey, Healthy Youth!, Youth
Online: Comprehensive Results
*Sexually Active: Percentage of students who had sexual intercourse with at least one
person during the 3 months before the survey
*Condom Use: Among students who were currently sexually active, the percentage who
reported that either they or their partner had used a condom during last sexual
intercourse

11% in 1990 to 21% in 2005 (see chart). Left unchecked, the consequences
for future rates of heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and ultimately life
expectancy, are alarming. The list of causes of this national epidemic is
long, but inadequate diets and lack of exercise are well documented.
Partly in response to our widening waistlines, there has been a recent
trend to desire greater exercise. Today, however, about one out of every
five Vermont adults has no regular leisure time physical activity in their
lives, down from one of four in 1990 (see Appendix, 12‐12).
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Trend number 3: Health care costs are high and continue to
increase both on a per capita basis and as a percent of the Gross
State Product. In‐patient hospitalization has fallen while out‐
patient care has increased. In the mental health field, caseloads
at community based facilities have risen as have
hospitalization episodes for mental illness and substance abuse.
The health care industry is constantly in the news, and health care reform
is a frequent topic of political discussion. Steady increases in the costs of
both medical care and health insurance—as well as issues of access—have
touched the lives of many Vermonters and kept health care on the political
burner for more than a decade. A 2005 poll of Vermonters found that
among 10 possible aspects of life that were potentially “under attack,”
health care issues were tied with economic issues as the most concerning,
well ahead of people’s worries about crime, the environment, education or
the “family values” issues. This concern was dramatically higher in 2005
than it had been in earlier polls done in 1995 and 2000.13 By many
13

Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study 2005” by Vince
Bolduc and Herb Kessel.

measures, health care has improved with improved technology, better
preventative care, and more efficient delivery systems.
These concerns of costs and access are not without basis. The medical care
component of the national consumer price index regularly exceeds the
overall index, and these increasing costs are also felt in the state. The total
annual health care expenditures in Vermont have experienced growth
rates of between seven and 12% every year since 1999 (see Appendix, 12‐
15). By 2006, per capita health care expenditures were at $6,321—less than
the national per capita figure of $7,092, but nonetheless representing an
increasing burden to Vermonters over prior decades. Vermont’s total
health care expenditures climbed from about 11% of the Gross State
Product in 1994 to 16.3% in 2006 (see chart). Vermont costs are increasing
at a slightly higher rate than other New England states, but Vermont’s per
capita spending has traditionally been lower than that of those other
states. According to national estimates for the latest years available (2000
to 2004) health care spending as a percent of Gross State Product for
Vermont was estimated to be about two to three percentage points higher
than that of the U.S. Also, the average annual growth rate for Vermont
residentsʹ total health care expenditures from 1991 to 2004 was estimated
to be 8.4%, compared to the U.S. average of 6.7%.14
Vermont is ahead of the nation in extending health care insurance to a
higher proportion of its citizens, with yearly surveys typically finding
about 10% (63,639 people in 2006) without coverage, well under the 16%
figure for the United States (see Appendix, 12‐14).15 Vermont’s proportion
without coverage has been increasing slightly since 2000 as many small
companies find the costs of coverage burdensome. The highest proportion
of uninsured are aged 18 to 34, and 35% of the uninsured have been
without coverage for five or more years.16 It is expected that the new State
run medical insurance program, Catamount, will increase the coverage to
14

Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities and Health Care Administration,
“2006 Vermont Health Care Expenditure Analysis and Three Year Forecast,” The national data from CMS are from:
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/NationalHealthExpendData/downloads/
nhestatesummary2004.pdf and http://www.cms.hhs.gov/NationalHealthExpendData/
downloads/res-us.pdf
15
The Henry J. Kaiser Foundation, “Health Coverage in the U.S., 2006.”
16
Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities and Health Care Administration,
Vermont Division of Health Care Administration, “2005 Vermont Household Health
Insurance Survey: Final Report,” August, 2006, by Market Decisions.
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based) which—for methodological reasons—sometimes differ slightly from year to year,
but the overall picture remains the same.

still more Vermonters. Private insurance companies provide the bulk of
the insurance coverage (59%), with Medicaid and Medicare each covering
an additional 14.5% each. But when it comes to actually paying the bills,
private payers picked up over 40% of the state’s expenditures, with
another 12% coming out‐of‐pocket; government programs paid the
remainder (see charts on next page). Compared to most other states,
Vermont has been particularly efficient at extending Medicaid coverage to
a higher proportion of eligible recipients as well as paying a higher ratio
of benefits.17

17

“2006 Vermont Health Care Expenditure Analysis and Three-Year Forecast,” Vermont
Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities & Health Care Administration.
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Overall hospital services
Vermont Health Care Expenditures,
Percent Each Payment Source
have increased due to
2006
improved health care
Other Gov't,
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3.30% Insurance,
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Self27.0%
Insured,
services, and intensity of
11.10%
services.
Increased
Out-oftechnologies are reflected in
Pocket,
12.50%
services such as surgery,
radiology, and prescription
drugs. While services have
Medicaid,
Medicare,
23.70%
increased, there has been a
18.10%
shift from care in the
inpatient setting to care in
the outpatient setting.
Source: Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities and
Health Care Administration, “2006 Vermont Health Care Expenditure
Vermont’s hospitalization Analysis and Three Year Forecast,” Vermont, January, 2008.
rate (as measured by
discharges per 1,000
population) has declined 27% since 1990 (see chart in Appendix, 12‐16). In
addition, the average length of hospital stays has also decreased by 30%
during the same time period, from about 6.6 days in 1990 to 4.5 in 2006 (see
Appendix, 12‐17). This trend has also been seen nationally and is reflective of
both the change in technology and an effort by payers to reduce cost increases.
For example, Medicare and insurance reimbursement policies have
encouraged hospitals to reduce lengths of stay and to provide services in the
outpatient setting.18
Approaches to the treatment of mental illness have changed significantly over
the past decades, reflecting some national changes in both funding sources and
preferred practice changes. For example, there were more than 1,200 patients
in the Vermont State Hospital in Waterbury in 1960 and today the number is
under 50 (see Appendix, 12‐18). Instead, many Vermonter adults dealing with
mental illness (and often drug abuse) are being treated in Community Mental
Health facilities with caseloads that continue to climb; others spend time in
community hospitals, the Brattleboro Retreat or the White River Junction VA
Medical Center. Since 1990, the number of hospitalization episodes has
increased, while the number of patient days has decreased. (See several charts
18

Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities & Health Care Administration,
“2006 Inpatient Hospitalization Report”
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Primary Type of Insurance Coverage
Vermont Residents
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in Appendix on this subject,
12‐19 through 12‐21).19
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Both an aging Vermont population and an aging workforce of health
care providers, already “prone to shortages and mal‐distribution;”21
Four hospital service areas with shortages of primary care physicians;
A shortage of Psychiatrists and other specialists, and employers
reporting difficulty in recruiting many health care workers, especially
registered nurses;
Many areas of the state report shortages and mal‐distribution of
personnel in ambulatory care services;
In keeping with the trends to shorten in‐hospital stays and an aging
population, community based health services (both long‐term care
and mental health and substance abuse services) are under stress.
Many home health and enhanced residential care programs are
already at or near capacity, and others have long waiting lists.

Department of Health, “Inpatient Behavioral Health Care Services Provided to Vermont Residents, 1990-2005,” Vermont Mental Health Performance Indicator Project, ,
John Pandiani and Brennan Martin, August, 2007.
20
State of Vermont, Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities & Health
Care Administration, “Health Resource Allocation Plan,” 2005.
21
State of Vermont, Vermont Department of Banking, Insurance, Securities & Health
Care Administration, “Health Resource Allocation Plan,” 2005, page 233-235,
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The Appendix for this chapter contains the
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In sum, the most notable trends in Vermont health issues in the past
several decades appear in the list below.
1.

2.

3.

There have been significant reductions in fertility among women of all
ages, but increases in births to women who are not married. Mortality
trends have continued their historic improvements resulting in longer
life expectancies and lower death rates for most causes.
Many forms of risk behavior have declined over the past several
decades. Smoking has shown improvements, and seat belt use has
vastly improved, but binge drinking remains a persistent problem,
and obesity and diabetes have emerged as widespread concerns in the
health community.
Health care costs are high and continue to increase both on a per capita
basis and as a percent of the Gross State Product. In‐patient
hospitalization has fallen while out‐patient care has increased. In the
mental health field, caseloads at community based facilities have risen as
have hospitalization episodes for mental illness and substance abuse.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Teen Birth Rates per 1,000 Women, Ages 15-19, Vermont and United States,
1982-2005
Crude Death Rates,Vermont and United States, 1980-2005
Early Prenatal Care.Vermont and United States, 1992-2004
Death Rates for the Two Leading Causes of Death, (Age-Adjusted Per
100,000),Vermont and United States, 1980-2005
Number of Deaths to HIV/AIDS,Vermont, 1988-2004
Death Rates for All Accidents and Injuries (Per 100,000), Vermont and United
States, 1980-2004
Motor Vehicle Accident Death Rates,Vermont and United States, 1982-2004
Percent of Population Using Seatbelts,Vermont and United States, 1985-2007
Suicide Rate Per 100,000,Vermont and United States, 1981-2005
Substance Abuse of High School Students, Self-Reports of Risk Behavior,
Vermont and United States, 1993-2007
Per Capita Alcohol Consumption, Gallons of Ethanol, Vermont and the
United States,1970-2005
Percent of Adults Without Leisure Time Physical Activity, Vt. and United
States, 1990-2007
Percent of Women (Aged 40+), Having a Mammogram within the Past 2
Years,Vermont and United States, 1990-2006
Percent Population Covered by Health Insurance, Vermont and United States,
1987-2005
Health Care Expenditures per Capita,Vermont, 1991-2004
Inpatient Hospital Care, Measured by Discharge Rates, Per 1,000 Age
Adjusted Population,Vermont and United States, 1990-2006
Average Length of Acute Hospital Stay, Age Adjusted,Vermont, 1990-2006
Vermont State Hospital,Year-End Census, 1960-2008
Vermont Community Mental Health Caseload, 1985-2007
Number of Cumulative Patient Days and Number of Hospitalization
Episodes For Mental Illness plus Substance Abuse,Vermont, 1990-2005
Hospital Admissions, Discharges & Readmissions, Vermont State Hospital
Vermont, 1980-2008
Active Physicians and Percent Female,Vermont, 1996–2006
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Chapter 13:

CRIME AND CORRECTIONS
One of the most distinctive characteristics of Vermont is its exceedingly low
crime rate. For decades, Vermont’s crime rate has been the lowest (or among
the lowest) in the nation. This is true for many types of crimes, from
homicides to identity theft. Just as healthy people take their good health for
granted, so too do most Vermonters take their safety and security for granted
until a tragic episode reminds us of the precarious nature of the social fabric.
Some Vermonters are reminded of this when they visit a large city where
constant vigilance against victimization becomes a primal necessity. Others
are reminded of it when friends visit from other states and they learn that
their Vermont hosts do not lock their cars or homes. To be sure, horrific
crimes happen in Vermont as they do everywhere, but with a great deal less
frequency.

2.

3.

“Maintaining a low crime rate” has been selected as one of the highest
priorities in a series of statewide polls sponsored by the Vermont Business
Roundtable since 1990; about 90% of the respondents rated it a “very
important” priority. In fact, it is consistently ranked near the top of the list
with “preserving clean air and water,” and “creating more good jobs.”1
Before proceeding with the basic trends in crime statistics, some sociological
background will help place the statistics in a broader perspective and
underscore the complexity of the subject. Five points deserve attention.
1.

1

Rates of criminal acts (and other forms of deviance) change very
slowly, and major shifts are more likely to be a consequence of
changing social norms, political pressures for enforcement and policy
focus than a sign of a fundamental shift in human behavior. When
more behaviors are redefined as criminal (e.g., new forms of drug
abuse) there will be more crime.

Vermont Business Roundtable and the Social Science Research Center, “Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life,” separate editions for 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, by Vince Bolduc
and Herb Kessel.

4.

5.

2

The causes of crime are as complicated as the causes of cancer, rarely
explained by any single cause. Selected demographic subgroups have
very low crime rates, while others have higher rates. Young men are
typically at the highest risk of committing crimes, and as the fraction
of the population that is young declines, so too will the crime rate.
Particularly important for Vermont is that the White demographic
majority and non‐poor have lower crime rates than non‐Whites and
poor. Selective enforcement also explains some of these demographic
differences.
Citizens are naturally more afraid of random crimes of violence than
property theft, substance abuse or victimless crimes. “White‐collar
crime” and fraud is responsible for a far greater cumulative amount of
theft and does more damage to the average person’s standard of living
than burglary and robbery, but it is far from the public’s consciousness
and not included in most crime reports. It cannot be covered in this
chapter because the data is not routinely gathered and made available
to the public. How much of the current financial crisis may eventually
come to have been caused by crime‐like malfeasance in corporate
office remains unknown, but it is unlikely that many of the
perpetrators will end up in the crime statistics.
People’s fears of crime are less a reflection of the objective measures of
actual crime rates than the intensity of the news coverage of “normal”
crime. While the crime rate has been dropping since the early 1990s,
American’s fear of victimization has changed very little.2 Banner
publicity given to one or two malicious crimes in a city can create the
perception of a whole area being gripped by a crime wave.
The basis of a low crime rate is effective social control and cohesion,
and these are not the products of government action. Vermont has a
small, homogenous population, which lends itself to these attributes.
In more urban states where there are larger pockets of poverty, crime
Gallup Poll, “Worry About Crime Remains at Last’s Year’s Elevated Level,” October
19,2006.
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can be anonymous and trust in neighbors can be lower. The 2005
survey mentioned above found that 71% of Vermonters agreed with
the statement that “generally speaking, most Vermonters can be
trusted;” national polls find proportions closer to 34%.3

Trends in Vermont Crime and
Corrections

the Vermont rate of violent crime is only 29% of the national rate, almost the
same as it was in 1980 (31%).5 One of the major reasons for the overall drop
since the early 1990s is the aging of the population. As we saw in the Chapter
1, demographics influence many social trends, few more than crime rates.
With the state’s aging population, Vermont now has lower proportions of
young people (18 to 34) than at any time in recent history, and these age
groups are the most prone to commit crimes of many sorts.
Rates of Four Types of Violent Crime Per 100,000
Population
Vermont 1960 to 2006

Trend number 1: Crime rates are falling nationally, as are
Vermont rates. Vermont has maintained one of the lowest crime
rates in the nation for decades. Property crimes and homicides
are falling still further, while other violent crimes are
experiencing a small uptick, but still far from national levels.
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Ibid.
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Crimes per 100,000

Violent Crime Rates, Total Per
100,000 Population
Vermont and United States
1960 to 2006

Crimes per 100,000

Vermont has been and
remains one of the safest
states in the nation, almost
always in the lowest five in
the combined rates of
homicide, rape and robbery,
and Vermont polls show that
Vermonter’s fear of crime is
significantly less than is
found nationally.4 Although
Vermont has seen some
increases in selected types of
crime in the past few years
(especially drug violations)
the overall rate has been
stable for so many decades
that it is unlikely that the
state’s ranking will change
much in the future. In fact,

200

The United States homicide rate has fallen to a rate that the country has not
seen since the 1960s, and the Vermont rate has fallen as well. The homicide
victimization chart depicts Vermont’s extraordinarily low homicide statistics.
Every homicide symbolizes societal failures, but such tragedies are relatively
rare in Vermont, averaging about 14 persons per year. Our overall rate of about
two or three per 100,000 is generally less than half the national rate, but as we
can see in the homicide victimization chart (below) it is even lower than the rate
5

David Murphey in “Vermont Well-Being: A Social Indicators Sourcebook,” Vermont
Agency for Human Services.

for White Americans, which historically have the lowest rates. Not shown is the
total U.S. rate, nor the rates for non‐White sub‐groups.6 The significance is that
it provides another example of how Vermont’s ethnic homogeneity affects the
statistical profile of the state (see Chapter 1).
The most common homicide victims and offender are males between the
between the ages of 18 to 24, although the age category 25‐34 is not far
behind. Nationally, only one in three homicides were random acts of
violence and only 35% of homicides involved victims with an
“undetermined relationship” to the perpetrator; for 51% of the cases, the
victims and perpetrator were friends or relatives. Only 14% were
verifiably known to be between strangers.7

Sexual assault rates have been increasing since 1960, but this type of
violent crime is particularly prone to underreporting, and the increase
likely reflects a greatly increased willingness to report the incidents. The
true rates were undoubtedly much higher historically, but appeared
artificially low in the data. The rate has remained fairly steady since 1997.
Domestic abuse is another crime that is often underreported, and one of
the best measures of its frequency is petitions filed with the courts for
“relief from domestic abuse.” This rate has been steadily dropping from
79 per 10,000 population in 1995 to 61 in 2004.8
Property Crime Rates Per 100,000 Population
Vermont and United States
1960 to 2006
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number of Vermont victims prior to 1995 is slightly different from estimates
done by the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports because the FBI used a less precise
estimating procedure.
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8

David Murphey in “Vermont Well-Being: A Social Indicators Sourcebook,” Vermont
Agency for Human Services.
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In 2006, the 10 most commonly reported crimes in Vermont were:9
Destruction of property and vandalism
General forms of larceny
Burglary
Drug and narcotic violations
Simple assault
Theft from vehicles
Theft from buildings
Shoplifting
False pretense
Motor vehicle theft

6,828 cases
4,510
3,281
2,765
2,555
2,363
2,010
1,204
1,073
590

14000
Number of persons

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Total Corrections Population in Vermont
with Number of Incarcerated*
FY1980 to FY2007

Trend number 2: Vermont’s rate of incarceration has
increased dramatically and other components of the corrections
system are under greatly amplified pressures as well.10
One of the most striking changes in human services in Vermont in the past
several decades has been the vast increase in the population under the
supervision of the Department of Corrections. This is captured in the
increased number of incarcerated but that is not the whole story. The
numbers on probation and parole have also increased dramatically over
the same time period. In fact, the largest numbers of persons under
corrections supervision are on probation. In 2007, when there were 2,202
prisoners, there were an additional 7,606 on probation, 980 on parole, 932
in re‐entry programs, and another 839 in other sanctions (see pie chart on
next page). But the yearly flow of individuals through the Department of
Corrections is larger still. In 2007, the Department dealt with 18,809
different people; 3,871 new persons were committed to Corrections
programs and prison time was provided to a total of 6,175 men and 1,015
women. Since 1989, the Correction Department has booked 69,114 new
first‐time entrants into the system.11
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Source: Vermont Department of Corrections, “Facts & Figures, FY 2007.”
*Includes the offenders incarcerated out-of-state. In 2007, this was 559 individuals,
about 25% of the total.

Vermont’s rising rate of incarceration parallels the broader nationwide
wide change in crime and corrections. The United States has the highest
incarceration rate in the world and more prisoners than any other
country—one out of every 100 Americans is now behind bars. The
proportions are lowest for White women (one in 355), and highest for
young Black men (one in 9) behind bars.12
In spite of what are historically high rates of Vermont incarcerations, the
Vermont rate is one of the lowest in the U.S., ranking 48th of the 50 states.
Vermont only has 402 prisoners per 100,000 adults, and 14 states had rates
of over 1,000.13 Vermont’s rates for prisoners with sentences of more than
one year have been consistently below national levels all the way back to
1925. The gap between Vermont and other states having widened
considerably over the decades.

9

Vermont Department of Public Safety, Division of Criminal Justice Services,” Vermont
Crime on Line.”
10
Vermont Department of Corrections, “Facts & Figures, FY 2007,” compiled by John
Perry, Director of Planning. The “bible” for data on Vermont crime and corrections,
and a comprehensive sourcebook.
11
Ibid.
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12

The New York Times, “One in 100 U.S. Adults Behind Bars, New Study Says,” February 28, 2008.
13
Vermont Department of Corrections, “Facts & Figures, FY 2007.”

Vermont ranks fairly high
Total Corrections Population
in its use of probation
Vermont
and parole—17 th among
2007
the 50 states—but is a
Reentry
national
leader
in
Intermediate
Programs
innovative means for
Programs
7%
restoring offenders into
7%
their communities, a
Parole
program that also reduces
8%
recidivism substantially.
Probation
60%
At
50%,
Ve r m o n t ’s
recidivism is the lowest Incarcerated
18%
rate in a decade, but
equal to the rate in 1993.
Vermont’s prison over‐
Source: Vermont Department of Corrections,
crowding, a consequence
“Facts & Figures, FY 2007.”
of tight state budgets and
rising commitment rates, has become problematic. Overcrowding has
led to high rates of staff turnover, and health and safety hazards to
prisoners and corrections personnel alike. Partly because of a lack of
space, more non‐violent criminals receive alternatives to

incarceration, leaving unusually high densities of violent offenders in
our prisons. 14
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motor vehicle infringe‐
ments have increased.15 The
problem of prison overcrowding is also due to longer sentences and more
incarcerations per crime. This was recently addressed by Corrections
Commissioner Hofmann: “The core demand for space is more felons
sentenced to prison. Violent crime in Vermont and felony sentence lengths
have remained stable during the past decade; however, twice as many
felons were sent to prison in 2005 as in 1990. The increase is in volume, not
duration. With misdemeanors it is both volume and duration. In 2005 the
average misdemeanor sentence is five times [emphasis in original] longer
than in 1990.”16
19

Changes in public policy and the broader political environment are
among the most important determinants of incarceration rates, a fact
which is reflected in the enormous growth in incarceration rates in the
last 80 years. Vermont’s present rate is far higher than the consistently
lower rates that Vermont had for the 65 years between 1925 and 1990. It
was at the end of this period when the dramatic incarceration rate
increases took off. Is it possible that so many more Vermonter’s turned
to criminal activity after 1990? In fact, this was the very time when the
crime rates were falling precipitously (as was the fraction of young
men in the population). It is more likely that more behaviors became
punishable by imprisonment, and once convicted, public demands for
“tougher sentences” added to the escalating incarceration rates. The
popular public explanation for the coincidence of falling crime rates
and increasing incarceration rates is simply that more criminals are
now behind bars. There is truth to this, but it is an oversimplification.
Few criminologists identify this as their first explanation for falling
crime rates.

14

David Murphey in “Vermont Well-Being: A Social Indicators Sourcebook,” Vermont
Agency for Human Services.
15
Ibid.
16
Department of Corrections, Agency of Human Services, Blue Book, February, 2007.
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Trend number 3: In the last 20 years, Vermont’s prison
population is becoming more diverse.

% of population

Although the vast majority
Incarcerated Sub-Populations in
of the prison population
Vermont by Demographic
remains White males, the
Characteristics 1979 to 2007
proportion of females has
12%
risen from 2.4% in 1988 to
7.6% in 2007, but it still a
very long way from their
10%
51% representation in the
population. Their represen‐
8%
tation among the paroled
and probationary popula‐
6%
tions is significantly
higher—18% and 23%
4%
respectively. The percent‐
age of both genders that are
2%
married is about 15% for
males and 13% for females.
0%
Of
the
55
wo me n
1987
1991
1995
1999
2003
2007
incarcerated in Waterbury’s
% Female
% Over Age 50
% Black
Dale Facility in June of
2003, 42 had a total of 89
Source: Vermont Department of Corrections,
children. Blacks have risen
“Facts & Figures, FY 2007.”
from only 2.3% of the
incarcerated population in 1991 to 10.1% in 2007, a far higher proportion
than is found in the state population, a complex phenomenon that is also
highly imbalanced at the national level. The prison population is aging as
is the rest of the state. Fifty‐five percent of the incarcerated were born in
Vermont, similar to the state average. Another characteristic of the
incarcerated population is the high rate of mental illness. According to the
Department of Corrections, “34% of the male inmates and 56% of the
female inmates have been diagnosed with mental illness.”
Youth behind bars present a special concern to the public, an issue shared
by the Corrections Department. In his annual report, Commissioner
Hofmann had this to say: “For many years, a primary concern of many
Vermonters has been the perception of a growing proportion of young men
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and women under corrections custody. In fact, the larger growth in DOC
population has been young adults 21‐25, not younger offenders. The 16‐17
year old population has decreased by more than half since 2000, and the 18‐
21 year olds has decreased by nearly a quarter in the same period.”17

Trend number 4: As demands on the Corrections Department
have increased, so have expenses and employees; police and
judicial costs are at a low level and have held fairly steady.
Since 1985, the budget for the Department of Corrections has roughly
paralleled the increase in the number of incarcerated, consuming higher
proportions of the State budget. Between FY2004 and FY2008, the General
Fund Appropriations for the Corrections Department increased from
$38,843,868 to $113,967,554. This was a change from about 13% of the total
allocation for the Agency of Human Services to 23%, while other parts of
their budget fell, including a big drop for the Department of Children and
Families—from $118,202,552 to $80,253,588. Budgets for related crime and
public safety issues (e.g., education and training) are also substantial but
are covered by other Agencies.
Dividing the yearly Corrections budget by the number of incarcerated
would yield an artificial “cost per prisoner” of $55,000, but it would be
misleading in that it assumes that all the costs of the Department involve
maintaining prisoners. In fact, the Department of Corrections estimates
that the real per capita cost per prisoner in the State’s nine facilities
averages $45,702 per year, a great deal more than the $21,199 the State
spends on the 559 prisoners housed in out‐of state facilities. According to
national data for 2005, the corrections spending per prisoner places
Vermont 5th most expensive among the 50 states, but far below the $92,889
figure for Massachusetts and well above the $11,114 cost per prisoner in
Mississippi.18 Another metric of Vermont Corrections costs is the cost per
citizen‐‐$150 per person per year (2004), which would give us a rank for
cost per citizen that is 18th lowest in the country. New York is fourth
highest at $248 per citizen.19
17

Department of Corrections, Agency of Human Services, Blue Book, February, 2007.
Hovey, Kendra and Harold Hovey, CQ’s State Fact Finder, 2007, Congressional Quarterly Press, 2007.
19
Vermont Department of Corrections, “Facts & Figures, FY 2007.”
18

One driver of the Corrections budget is the amount of money spent on
law enforcement; more enforcement means more incarcerated. According
to one official, there has been an “enforcement boom” since 2000,
triggered by new Federal funds for broader laws and more stringent
enforcement for such violations as drug and sex crimes. Such changes
almost always result in more convicted criminals.
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Corrections Department
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number of employees—just
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Transportation Department
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For example, the ratio of
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12:1 in 1990. It then
Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of
increased to 14:1 in 2000,
Justice Statistics, “Vermont: Police Employment
Detail;” Vermont Department of Corrections, “Facts
and is now at 10:1
& Figures, FY 2007.”
offenders per employee. In
Note: State and Local police statistics are full-time
equivalent “sworn” employees only.
2007, the average caseload
per supervising staff member was about 40, down from 54 in 1999.
Average caseloads for those who require “low supervision” are much
higher—always over 99, but often over 200. Turnover among Corrections
Officers is twice as high as the overall Department of Corrections staff,
and the total turnover in the Department of Corrections was the highest of
any department in State government in 2007.20 Looked at yet another way,
Number of employees

Vermont Dpt of Corrections Total Budget
And Number of Incarcerated*
Actual Expenses in Millions
FY1985 to FY2007

20

Vermont State Workforce Report: FY2007; Vermont Department of Corrections,
“Facts & Figures, FY 2007;” Agency of Human Services, Department of Corrections,
“Blue Book February, 2007.”
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Vermont had a ratio of 19 corrections employees for every 10,000 citizens
(2005), a low ratio that placed us 38th in rank in the country. Texas had the
highest ratio of 33 corrections employees per 10,000 population.21
As can be seen from the chart on the previous page, the number of State
and local police has changed very little since 1982, even as the Vermont
population has grown. Broadening the category slightly to all 1,358 state
and local law enforcement employees, we see that in 2005, Vermont’s rate
of 22 employees per 10,000 population is almost the lowest ratio in the
nation, ranking 48th. New York had the highest ratio at almost twice
Vermont figure.
In sum, four major trends can be identified in the areas of crime and
corrections:
1.
2.

3.
4.

21

Vermont maintains one of the lowest crime rates in the nation; in some
cases, it continues to fall.
Vermont’s rate of incarceration has increased dramatically, and other
components of the corrections system are under increased pressures
as well.
In the last 20 years, Vermont’s prison population has becoming more
diverse.
As demands on the Corrections Department have increased, so have
expenses and employees; police and judicial costs are at a low level
and have held fairly steady.

Hovey, Kendra and Harold Hovey, CQ’s State Fact Finder, 2007, Congressional Quarterly Press, various years.
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Chapter 14:

GOVERNANCE, CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
and QUALITY of LIFE
Vermonters tend to be independent and civic‐minded, and this is reflected in
government from the local level up through the state’s national
representation. One of only four states to join the union as an independent
republic, Vermont’s tradition carries on through third‐party candidacies and
politicians with no party affiliation, including a current U.S. Senator. The
state’s civic nature comes from its “user‐friendly size” and rural heritage, both
of which contribute to Vermont’s social capital and help it steer clear of the
type of intense, corrosive political partisanship that is so common in other
areas of the country. This sense of a shared community manifests itself in
many ways from attendance at Town Meetings to high rates of voluntarism
and a part‐time citizen legislature. In Vermont, all politics are local.
While rooted in the state’s tradition of independence and civic‐
participation, the Vermont form of governance might be described as
dynamic progressivism. Through government, Vermonters seem quite
committed to making both their local communities and the larger world a
better place. In fact, a Pew Center study on state governance faulted
Vermont, in part, for its overly ambitious attempts to change the world.
The rating system gave Vermont a B‐ in 2008 with mixed praise: “Vermont
is a national leader in handling small discrete issues and huge global ones.
. . It’s in that in‐between territory that the state tends to fall short.”1, 2

1

2

“Grading the States.” http://www.pewcenteronthestates.org/uploadedFiles/Grading-theStates-2008.pdf, page 89.
The Report Card went on to give Vermont especially bad grades for planning: “ Unfortunately, the state is short on formal long-range strategic thinking…the state ought to
be able to develop a strategic plan focusing on five- to 10-year outcomes.” the report
says. “A couple of years back, it looked like progress was being made on this front
when Vermont leaders kicked off their so-called ‘Strategic Enterprise Initiative.’ But
even though each agency drew up goals, these were never compiled into a state plan,
and most of the agency goals have been tabled or delayed.” Ibid.

Lest we focus excessively on “State Government,” we need to remind
ourselves that the bureaucracy of the State is only the tip of a much larger
iceberg. Effective governance is not a product of formal and bureaucratic
mechanisms of government alone. The governed, as social scientists remind
us, must comply with those who collect our taxes, and agree to abide by the
laws enacted by elected officials and administrated by the State. But there is
another aspect of governance that is equally important—what citizens do
voluntarily to supplement and augment the work of formal government.
Sometimes this preserves the status quo and sometimes brings about change.
Unlike formally organized Government (with a capital “G”) Vermont has in
place a strong network of civic participation to meet constantly changing
public needs. Such extensive voluntary participation, according to Alexis de
Tocqueville in the 19th century, is one of the hallmarks of democratic America,
and is still a cornerstone of life in the Vermont tradition.
The voluntary sector, often supported by charitable contributions, serves
more diverse functions than those accomplished by government. These
generally fall on a continuum between two poles: those functions that
supplement the work of the state and those that are strictly based upon
service for common interests. In the former, for example, we find
volunteer firefighting departments, parent teacher organizations,
planning commissions, United Ways, organizations to support rural life,
food shelves, and homeless shelters. In larger states, government agencies
or departments are likely to perform more of these functions than in a
small cohesive state like Vermont. At the other end of the spectrum are the
many special interest groups organized to further some cause (e.g., land
trusts, advocates for a cure or treatments for a specific disease, Chambers
of Commerce, farmer organizations) and those that are clearly outside the
realm of governments such as book discussion groups, hiking clubs and
religious organizations.
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Besides helping to meet the utilitarian and functional needs of the state,
civic organizations play an important role in enhancing social cohesion by
helping to establish a normative consensus and preserving “moral order”
within the state. The civil rights and environmental movements, for
example, have helped foster reform, and in so doing have changed the
focus of government. The human effort involved in this segment of
Vermont is substantial, as is the degree of civic and philanthropic
generosity that supports it.

Trends in Governance and Civic
Engagement

The 246 cities and towns in the state are typically quite small by
national standards, and so geographically dispersed and independent
that they often rely on volunteer citizens and civic organizations to
perform many of the critical functions such as zoning, planning,
policing, commissions and athletic supervision. To be sure, there are
many paid employees in local governments, but they are given
direction by the legions of volunteers who serve on the many town
councils, boards, commissions, and committees. As we will see later in
the Chapter, there are 733 such units of government in Vermont, up
from 682 in 1992. Statewide trend data summarizing historical changes
in town governance were not available.

From the broad national perspective, Vermont compares very favorably to
other states in terms of political participation. A recent report on civic
health by the Case Foundation ranked Vermont 13th for voter turnout for
the 2002 and 2004 elections. This puts election turnout in Vermont
substantially above the national average and in a similar league with the
state’s larger neighbors; New Hampshire was ranked 10th and
Massachusetts 16th. In contrast, New York was 47th.3

This chapter concludes with a consideration of quality of life, a concept
that is difficult to define, but one that is certainly influenced in positive
ways by the opportunities for engagements, both public and private, that
Vermont offers its citizens. Community, independence, and a measured
pace of life, all of which undergird Vermont’s quality of life, reflects the
state’s institutions, its environment and its rural heritage.

Trend Number 1: Vermont continues to serve as a strong
example of active political engagement and participation, and
increasingly so for women.

Vermont has had a substantially higher rate of voting than the national
average over the past three decades (see chart next page). During midterm
elections, voter turnout approaches or exceeds the 50% rate of voting
typically seen in the national electorate during presidential elections. Over
the last three decades, Vermont’s voter turnout has been around 30%
higher than the national average.
On the state and local level, a 2008 survey conducted by the Center for
Rural Studies at UVM confirmed that Vermonters hold great value in the
participatory nature and accessibility of government in the state.4 Over
70% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they “value the
accessibility of government in Vermont,” and 83% agreed with the
following statement, “I value the participatory government in Vermont.”
Nonetheless, two‐thirds of the Vermonters polled expressed a concern that
their fellow citizens were not sufficiently engaged in their local
government (see Appendix, chart 14‐1).

3
4
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“America’s Civic Health Index.” The National Conference of Citizenship. 2006
Source: Center for Rural Studies (http://crs.uvm.edu) 2008 Council on the Future of
Vermont Telephone Survey.

most significant explanations for the decline in town meeting attendance
are the advent of the Australian or secret ballot, and increasing town size.
While Australian ballot increases the amount of citizen participation
compared to meeting‐only communities, the degree of direct engagement
is sacrificed. Based on statistical sampling, Bryan estimates that average
turnout at Vermont Town Meeting was 20.5% during the years 1970‐1998.7
His research has also generated the following chart that displays estimates
of town meeting attendance since 1974, as well as a separate line depicting
strong participation for women at these meetings.8 This, he explains, “is
the only legislative assembly in America” where women so dominate.9
Other estimates based on figures supplied by the Secretary of State’s office
appear in Appendix 14‐2, but should be viewed with caution because of
problems of representativeness and data collection.

General Election Turnout
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of the Presidential and Congressional Election. U.S. House of Representatives, Office of
the Clerk.

Percent of Attenders That Were Women
40

For over 200 years, the tradition of town meetings has been considered a
cornerstone of small‐town governance in Vermont. While the concept of the
local community coming together to decide local issues presents an
attractive model of participatory democracy at its best, data indicates that it
only functions that way for a minority of Vermonters. In fact, not all towns
continue to use the town meeting format, but instead use a hybrid version.
Vermont communities now follow one of three models for town meeting
day: a floor meeting only; both a floor meeting and Australian balloting
(and absentee); or only Australian balloting (and absentee).5

Percent
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Source: Frank M. Bryan, "Real Democracy" (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2004) and the Real Democracy Database, http://uvm.edu/~fbryan

Over the past three years, the Secretary of State’s office has published
turnout data that accounts for these different models, but the range of
variability for individual towns is so high as to make simple “averages”
misleading.6 According to UVM Political Scientist Frank Bryan, the two
7
5
6

Australian voting means completing secret ballots.
Vermont Secretary of State. http://vermont-elections.org/elections1/
townmeetingturnout.html

Percent of Registered Voters in Attendance

20

8

9

Source: Bryan, Frank and Susan Clark, “All Those in Favor,” RavenMark Presss, 2005.
Frank M. Bryan, "Real Democracy" (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004) and the
Real Democracy Database, http://uvm.edu/~fbryan.
Frank M. Bryan, personal correspondence, October 13, 2008.
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Trend Number 2: After Republican majorities dominated
Vermont politics for many decades, Vermont’s political
orientation has become increasingly Democratic.
While many have noted that Vermont political parties are not as bitterly
partisan as in other states, party affiliation is not unimportant and over the
past century the Democratic Party has experienced gradual ascendancy
within state politics. At the presidential level, a once reliably Republican state
has moved firmly to the Democratic column. From 1964‐2004, Vermont voted
for a Republican 6 out of 7 times through 1988, but since then, it has voted
exclusively for Democrats, contributing to Vermont’s national reputation as
one of the “bluest” and most liberal states in the country. In the 2008
presidential election, Vermont gave Obama the highest percent of votes (67%)
of any of the 48 contiguous states.

All s tate le gis lator s (U.S.)

Source:
www.niaa.nih.gov/Resources/DatabaseResources/QuickFacts/AlcoholSales/consumption,
Center for American Women and Politics, Eagleton Institute of Politics, Rutgers
University. www.cawp.rutgers.edu/Facts3.html

A similar shift to the political left occurred among Vermont’s
representatives to Congress. Senator Patrick Leahy’s 1974 election marked
the first Democrat elected to Congress from Vermont since the Civil War,
and he continues to hold that position. The other Senate seat was held by
Republication Robert Stafford from 1971 to 1989, after which Republican
Jim Jeffords moved into the Senate from the House. His abrupt departure
from the Republican Party in 2001 to become an Independent created a
national power shift that further contributed to Vermont’s reputation as
politically liberal. Today, Bernie Sanders, an independent, has taken over
the Senate seat held by Jim Jeffords after serving for a number of years in
the U.S. House of Representatives. As a House member, Sanders had been
the first Democratic Socialist elected Congress since the Great Depression.

Women also play an increasingly important role in state politics. In recent
times, the election of Governor Madeleine Kunin, the first elected female
governor in the country, symbolized the changes that were taking place. The
chart below shows that Vermont has consistently elected a greater percentage of
women to the state legislature than other states. Since 1993, Vermont’s rate of
electing women to the legislature has been 8% to 19% greater than the national
average. In 2007, Vermont had the highest proportion of female legislators in
the country at 37.8%, just ahead of New Hampshire at 35.6%.10 At the same
time, the state has yet to
Electoral Vote Cast for President by Major Political Party
elect a female U.S. Rep‐
Vermont and United States
resentative or Senator.
1964 to 2004
Also see the key role of
1964
1968
1972
1976
1980
1984
1988
1992
1996
2000
women in Vermont’s labor
Vermont
D R R R R R R D D D
market in Chapter 4 on
United
the Economy.
D R R D R R R D D R
States

10

Center for American Women and Politics, Eagleton Institute of Politics, Rutgers University.
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According to Profes‐
sor Frank Bryan, the
shift from Republican
to Democratic domi‐
nance did not start
with the influx of
young liberals into
Vermont in the 1960s

and 1970s, but could be
traced back to Phil Hoff’s
election in 1962, the first
Democratic Governor in
110 years. “Republicans in
Vermont,” Bryan argues,
“were always more liberal
than Republicans else‐
where in the country. The
tone set by the national
Republican party didn’t
sit well with Vermonters.”
The new migrants to
Vermont played an
important role, but the
shift may have been seen
a decade earlier.11

Votes in the 1988 and 2008 Presidential Elections by Vermont Town

seen in the chart on the next
page. The dominance of
the Republicans in 1967 is
roughly matched by the
dominance of Democrats
in 2008. The gradual
increase in Independents
and Progressives, although
still small in numbers, is
another notable trend.

Befitting the state’s small
size, the total itemized
political contributions
from Vermonters over the
previous (Presidential
election) year ranks 47th in
the nation, one place
ahead of the state’s
The seeming hegemony of
population
ranking.
one party in Vermont is
Vermont’s political action
not complete. Even
committee donations
currently with a strong
(PAC), ranks near the
majority in the state
bottom as well, at 46th.
legislature, dominance in
national representation,
Apparently Vermont is
and a former democratic
not seen as a state in
governor as national party
which money can buy the
chair – Vermonters have
same degree of influence
elected and re‐elected a
as in other states. In the
Republican Governor and Source: Burlington Free Press, October 19, 2008, based on data from the Vermont office of the
recent primary election
Secretary
of
State.
Lieutenant Governor now
with
two
strong
for several terms.
Democratic presidential candidates who have consistently out‐raised their
Republican counterparts, Vermont nevertheless came in 1st among all 50 states
Since 1854, all but four of the 58 Vermont Governors (Hoff, Salmon, Kunin and
in terms of percent donated to Democrats. Thus, while total political
Dean) have been Republicans, and all of the Democratic Governors have served
contributions fall in line with the size of the state, those contributions
since 1963. The ups and downs of party influence in the State Legislature can be
overwhelmingly favored the Democratic Party.12 See Campaign Finance
Summary in the Appendix (14‐3).
11

Burlington Free Press, October 19, 2008. See also Frank Bryan’s book, Yankee Politics
in Rural Vermont, New Hampshire University of New England, 1974.

12

Center for Responsive Politics. http://opensecrets.org/states/summary.php?state=VT
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Trend Number 3: The relative efficiency of the State’s
Legislative Branch has dropped over time.
Although state legislatures cannot be cleanly divided between ‘full‐time’
and ‘part‐time’ entities, larger states tend to have more full‐time legislative
bodies with larger staffs and higher compensation levels. Among our
neighbors, the National Conference of State Legislatures identifies the
New York and Massachusetts legislatures as being significantly more
“intensive” than Vermont’s. While Maine is seen as similar to Vermont’s,
New Hampshire is categorized as “less intensive.”13
Given the part‐time nature of the Vermont legislature, there is frequent
discussion about how long each session lasts. Over the past two decades
the length of the legislative session has fluctuated between 59 days and 94
(see Appendix, 14‐4). As can also be seen in the chart in the appendix, the

Examining the efficiency of
Number of Bills Introduced
a legislature is complicated
versus Passed in the Legislature
by many factors, including
1959 to 2008
changes in elected officials
as well as changes in the
1400
political, judicial, and social
1200
environment.15 Recognizing
1000
that no two bills are the
800
same, it is still possible to
600
identify a few general
400
200
trends among the hundreds
0
of bills that are introduced
and passed each year. In
the 1959‐1960 legislative
year, 517 bills were
Bills Passed
Bills Introduced
introduced, of which 331
Source:
passed—for a “bill passage
www.leg.state.vt.us/HouseClerk/Legislative%20Pro
cess.htm#Appropriations
rate” of 64%. Over the next
forty years, the legislature
has gradually passed fewer bills, roughly five and a half less each year. At
the same time, the number of bills introduced per year has jumped by
nearly 32 per year. In the 2007‐2008 session 1,268 bills were introduced, of
which only 242 were passed: a ratio of 19%. This shift in the ratio of “bills
introduced” to “bill passed” may be a sign of increasing partisanship and
inefficiency. At the same time, a legislature that blocks “bad” bills from
coming into law could also be seen as efficient.
Numbers of bills

Number of Seats Held
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number of days taken to pass an appropriations bill has fluctuated
substantially from year to year as well.14
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The declining percent of bills passed by the Vermont Legislature cannot be
attributed entirely to increased partisanship. Since 2003, a Republican
Governor, Jim Douglas, with a Democratic legislature, has had a slightly
higher bill passage rate (18.5%) than during Democratic Governor Howard
Dean’s tenure with a Democratic legislature (17%). This trend towards a lower
14
15

13

NCSL Backgrounder: Full- and Part-Time Legislatures. http://www.ncsl.org/programs/
press/2004/backgrounder_fullandpart.htm
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http://www.leg.state.vt.us/HouseClerk/Legislative%20Process.htm
No significant changes in the Judiciary branch of State Government were identified in
this report, and interviews with court officials also reflected the stability of cases which
they process. See Appendix 14-5 and 14-6.

pass rate has also been observed at the national level. In the United States
Congress, 20 years ago the pass ratio was 7.9%, in the last full session (2005‐
2007), the ratio was 3.8%. Despite similar trends, the Vermont legislature
continues to have a higher pass rate than the U.S. Congress. Of course, this
should not be a surprise as the U.S. Congress has more complex and
heterogeneous constituencies than the Vermont Legislature.

decade. In this case, rather than focusing on the percentage share of
expenditures, a look at the actual expenditures shows a significant
increase in the human services category. In fact, within a decade the
amount of money spent on human services—over a third of the budget—
approximately doubled. The steep growth in total State expenditures is
illustrated in the previous chart.

Trend Number 4: There has been significant growth in the
size and budget of State government and shifts in the sources
of revenue.

One of the major drivers of the increase in the overall Human Services
budget is an increase in the Corrections budget (see Chapter 13, Crime
and Corrections). Dramatic jumps in the number of incarcerated prisoners
have consumed higher proportions of the State budget. The General Fund
Appropriations for the Corrections Department increased from
$38,843,868 to $113,967,554 in the four years between FY2004 and FY2008.
This was a change from about 13% of the total allocation for the Agency of
Human Services to 23%. Meanwhile, other parts of that budget fell during
the same period, including the proportion going to the Department of
Children and Families—from $118,202,552 to $80,253,588 (see Appendix
14‐9 on Welfare spending). Budget increases for other crime and public
safety issues are also substantial, but are listed under the budget of other
agencies. State expenditures in the five largest categories are depicted in
Appendix, 14‐10.
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Looked at more precisely,
between 1975 and 2005,
state expenditures (meas‐
ured in constant dollars)
increased by 134.4%.
These increases may seem
high, but to put these
changes in perspective,
they are well below the
increase in per capita
income for the period. For
example, in 1975, Vermont
per capita income was
$5,197. By 2005, per capita
income in Vermont had
increased to $32,716.
Government spending as

1977

Total Vermont State Expenditures
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Vermont State expenditures have increased significantly over the past
several decades, and so have revenues (see Appendix 14‐7). But all
categories of expenditures did not go up evenly. The single largest
movement within the budget was the inclusion of much higher
educational spending by the State as a result of statewide property tax
introduced in response to Act 60. The impact of this change can be seen in
the growth of general education expenditures, which increased from 18%
in 1998 to 39% in 2007 of the state budget (see Appendix 14‐8). This
movement was so large that it caused the rest of the categories (except for
capital outlay) to see a reduction in their share of the budget over the

State and Local taxes Per Capita
State and Local Taxes Per Capita in 2008
Dollars
Source: www.taxfoundation.org
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This trend of increasing government employment is not confined to the

a percent of per capita
income has remained
largely constant at 11%.
The percentage has
varied between 9.5%
and 11% over the last 30
years.16
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U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of Economic Analysis. http://www.bea.gov/
regional/spi/default.cfm?satable=summary
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State of Vermont Appropriations
Expense Categories
FY 2008

Executive branch. As we can see in the figure on the left, the total number
of state and local government employees has trended up; and since 1998,
the number of total employees relative to the size of the population has
increased as well. The biggest change in government has occurred at the
local level, with a sizable increase in the number of school employees (see
Chapter 10 on Education for more detail). For nearly every year that data
was available, Vermont’s total number of government employees per
10,000 people ranked among the top half of the 50 states. The total number
of the various “units of government” in the state (towns, water districts,
etc.) has also increased since 1992 so that Vermont now has a total of 733
distinct governmental entities (see Appendix 14‐14). Trends in State and
local general expenditures are depicted in the Appendix, 14‐11.
There has also been a general increase in the use of dedicated funds rather
than drawing from the general fund. In the past 10 years, portions of the sales
tax, the purchase and use tax, tobacco taxes, and others have all been

Revenue Sources in Vermont
2000 and 2005

Millions of Dollars

Vermont State Revenues
Total and Amount Derived from the Two Largest
2007 Sources* (in millions)
FY 1997 to 2007

Fiscal Year 2000
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%
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Income
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Estate
Taxes on Consumption
Sales & use
Meals, rooms, alcohol
Purchase & use
Gasoline
Insurance premiums
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Lottery
Taxes on Property
Net statewide property
Property transfer
Telephone
Other
Motor vehicle fees
General fund, other
Transportation fund, other
Total
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Source: “Vermont Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for Period Ending June 30,
2007.” *In 2007, these two sources accounted for 92% of all revenues; in 1998, the
proportion was 90%.

dedicated for specific purposes.17 As a result, the general fund, which is the
primary source of funding for health care, human services, education and
other major functions of state government, has become increasingly supported
by the personal income tax. In 1975, only 37% of the support for the general
fund came from the personal income tax, but by 2005, it was 47.6%.18
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Source: Vermont Tax Study, Volume I, Comparative Analysis, January 16, 2007
http://www.leg.state.vt.us/JFO/Reports/2007-01%20Vermont%20Tax%20Study%20-%20Volume%201.pdf

The two pie charts on the previous page offer a comparative analysis of
the source of appropriation funds as well as the expense categories.

also see Appendix 14‐15 and 14‐16, which provide a view of all state and local
revenue from the Federal Government for the period of 1992 to 2004.

The growth in state expenditures has been in line with the growth in state
revenue. In the accompanying graph above, the state’s total revenue grew
from 1.8 million dollars in 1998 to just over 4 million dollars in 2007.

Fines and penalties are missing from the table above, but are high revenue
growth areas. Higher growth among these sources was necessary to
compensate for federal grants, which grew significantly less than total
revenues. The fraction of state revenues from federal grants has declined
from 37% of the state budget in 1998 to 31% in 2007, so more state
revenues are generated in‐state. Unfortunately, one of the difficulties in
interpreting the state budget is that funds are sometimes shifted from one
category to another making it appear that there is an increase or a
decrease when neither may be true.19

The table below shows the specific taxes in place in Vermont and how they have
changed since 2000. While 21 separate taxes are listed, 70% of Vermont’s revenue
is raised from just three sources; the property tax, the income tax and the sales
and use tax. The most notable change in this short period is the net statewide
property tax, which has grown from 28% of all tax revenues in 2000 to 31% in
2005. Vermont’s tax structure is discussed further in Chapter 5, Affordability, but
17
18

Legislative Joint Fiscal Office, “2006 Vermont Tax Study,” January 16, 2007, pages 1. 3.
Ibid., page 88.

19

Legislative Joint Fiscal Office, “2006 Vermont Tax Study,” January 16, 2007, page 1.
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Gross numbers tell only part of the state revenue story. There has also
been a trend toward consolidating taxation at the state level. In 1995,
approximately 64% of all tax revenue in Vermont was collected by the
state with the remainder by local governments. By 2006, 77% of all
revenue was collected by the state. “This shift is largely the result of the
state education tax implemented in fiscal year 1999.”20

Trend Number 5: Among Vermonters, voluntary financial
support for charity is significantly lower than it is in most
states, and recent increases are not likely to shift the state’s
relative position in the foreseeable future.

country; and 4) rural states and rural communities face additional
challenges in securing grants from foundations. These factors work
together to contribute to our relatively tightfisted ranking. According to
the Vermont Community Foundation, giving in the United States has
stood below 2% of the nation’s GDP and well below 2% of personal
income for decades. The Vermont Community Foundation also tells us
that Vermont has been and continues to be “one of the ten most
philanthropically challenged states in the nation,” with an asset base that
ranked it among the lowest five (2005).22
Most of the giving in Vermont is from individual contributions (90%), not
foundations or corporations. This amounted to $253,000,000 in 2006.23
While charitable contributions have increased in total by 31% from 2001 to
2006, average individual giving remains 25% below the national average.
The average charitable contribution per itemized tax return was $3,301 in
2006, ranking the state 47th of the 50 states, an amount that is only 75% of
the national average. According to another system of ranking known as
the “generosity index,” which covers 10 years of data, Vermont is 46th of
the 50 states. If we adjust that data for average income, Vermont’s position
over the 10‐year period fell from 28th to 40th. Simply put, Vermont
households donate less than the national average at all income levels. The
trend is not likely to be reversed by the wealthy leading the way.
According to the Vermont Community Foundation, between 1995 and
2004, “…the wealthiest Vermonters (households with incomes over
$200,000) reduced their charitable giving as a percent of their adjusted
gross income…from 4.2% to 3.5%.” None of these figures accurately
reflect person‐to‐person giving or generous acts of charity that are not
officially recorded by the IRS or other official data sources.

As we have seen repeat‐
Average Charitable Contribution
edly, many of Vermont’s
per Itemizer Vermont and the
trends and rates are a
United States
consequence of its distinc‐
2001 to 2006
tive demographic profile.
So it is with charitable
$5,500
giving. To paraphrase a
$4,500
recent article on the
$3,500
subject: “Which are the
$2,500
nation’s cheapest states?
Pick the blue ones.”21
$1,500
Conservatives (and states
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
dominated by conserva‐
Verm ont
United States
tives) tend to give most
generously to charitable
Source: Vermont Community Foundation, 2008.
causes, particularly to
religious causes, the largest
single recipient category of charitable giving. Combine this with four
other facts: 1) Vermont is one of the “least churched” states in the nation;
2) African Americans are, relative to their income and wealth, significantly
more generous in contributing to charities than are Whites; 3) New
England as a whole is relatively miserly compared to the rest of the

Two of the most prominent players in Vermont’s philanthropy network
are the United Ways and the Vermont Community Foundation, both
“umbrella” groups for other organizations. The collected United Ways of
Vermont raised $8.6 million in 2006, close to half of which was raised in
Chittenden County, another way in which the state’s largest urban center
manifests its demographic and economic hegemony within the state. The

20

22

21

Ibid.
MacDonald, G. Jeffrey, “Who are the nation’s ‘cheapstates’? Try the blue ones,” Christian Science Monitor, December 22, 2004.
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Vermont Community Foundation, internal documents “Individual Giving” and “Rural
Philanthropy and Vermont,” 2008.
23
Ibid.

organizations in Vermont alone. These numbers are rising yearly, and
may be categorized as presented in the table (Vermont’s Public
Charities and Private Foundations):25

The Vermont Community Foundation is a pooled collection of over 500
charitable funds, with assets of $167 million at the close of 2007, a
significant increase over 1998 when their assets were just under $50
million. Over the same time period, their grants increased from $7.1
million to $12.6 million. One of about 700 Community Foundations in the
nation, the IRS considers the Foundation a “public charity” rather than a
“private foundation” because they raise such a high proportion of their
money from a broad cross‐section of the public each year.

Roughly one out of four
Volunteer Rate of the Over Age
Americans volunteer every
16 Population Vermont and
year, but the percent is
United States
significantly higher in
1989, 2003 to 2007
Vermont. Since 2003, the rate
has been between 36% and
40.0%
35.0%
40% of the over age 16
30.0%
population. This earned
th
25.0%
Vermont the 8 place in the
20.0%
2007 national ranking.26 The
15.0%
state’s high rate is also partly
10.0%
due to the demographic
5.0%
make‐up of Vermont.
0.0%
Liberals are more likely to
1989 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
volunteer than conserva‐
Verm ont United States
tives, White non‐Hispanics
Source: Corporation for National and Community
are more likely to volunteer
Service, “Volunteering in Vermont,”
than other ethnic groups,
www.nationalservice.gov.
and participation rates
increase with education. Given what we have seen in prior chapters, the
demographics of Vermont favor high rates of voluntarism.

Trend Number 6: The number of Vermont charities and
foundations has increased significantly since 1996.
Vermonters have high rates of volunteering compared to the
rest of the nation, and the rates have been fairly steady in
recent years.
For more than a century, America has distinguished itself from Europe
by its propensity for active citizen involvement. There is truth in the
claim that America is a “nation of joiners.” No problem is too small to
not be subject to some form of volunteer effort. With the
encouragement of tax laws that privilege nonprofit organizations in
addition to a widespread suspicion of government, the nation is home
to nearly one million non‐profit organizations. The National Center for
Charitable Statistics, reports there are 5,803 registered nonprofit
Vermont’s Public Charities and Private Foundations
1996 and 2006
501c3 Public charities
501c3 Private foundations
Other 501c nonprofit organizations
All nonprofit organizations24
24

1996
2,264
182
1,895
4,341

2006
3,614
354
1,835
5,803

% change
59.6
94.5
-3.2
33.7

The category of “other” nonprofit organizations listed above includes such entities as
labor unions, fraternal associations, business leagues, and political parties. National Center for Charitable Statistics, The Urban Institute, “Number of Nonprofit Organizations
in Vermont, 1996-2006,” www.nccsdataweb.urban.org

Rate of voluntarism

$8.6 million was an increase from $7.2 million in 2002, a real increase in
constant dollars, and an amount that in 2006 was equivalent to about $14
per person or $35 per household.

Volunteering among both men and women significantly exceed national
averages, as do our college students and citizens of every age. Even the
average number of hours given by volunteers in Vermont is higher than
the national average. While both have been dropping in the past 6 years,
the average yearly number of hours per capita is estimated to be 41 hours
for Vermont, six hours longer than the national average.27 Looking only at
volunteers over the age of 16, the average is closer to 52 median hours per

25

Taken together, the nonprofit sector accounts for about 8% of all wages and salaries
paid in the United States National Center for Charitable Statistics, The Urban Institute,
“Quick Facts About Nonprofits,” www.urban/prg/statistics/quickfacts.cfm
26
Corporation for National and Community Service, “Volunteering in Vermont,”
www.nationalservice.gov
27
Ibid.
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year.28 Nationally, the religiously affiliated organizations are the most
common beneficiaries of volunteers, drawing about 35% of all volunteers.
Here in Vermont, educational organizations top the list for the largest
proportion of the state’s volunteers at 32%; religious groups were a distant
second at 19%. The third most common area for volunteers is social service
associations (14%) and then health organization (10%). The most common
volunteer is a 35‐44 year old parent who is associated with an organization
in which his or her children are involved. Data from the national surveys
show that as educational levels increase, the likelihood of volunteering for
an educational organization increases.29 For a list of the distribution of
activity categories performed by volunteers, see Appendix, 14‐17.

Trend Number 7: Over the past 15 years, measures of overall
“quality of life” of Vermonters reveal more continuity than
change, but there is also evidence of decreased optimism.
This report is replete with quantifiable indicators of trends in many of the
most important areas of life in Vermont. But there is more to life than can be
encapsulated with statistics alone. Those of us who live in Vermont are
often quick to point out to friends and family from other states that it is the
“quality of life” that keeps us here. But at most, we have only imperfect
measures to justify our claims, and many of these are reported in previous
chapters. We assume that if incomes and education levels rise and the
physical environment improves, that quality of life also must be improving.
Conversely, when crime, illness and poverty rates go up, quality of life must
be falling. Almost 20 years ago, the Vermont Business Roundtable
contracted with the Social Science Research Center at Saint Michael’s
College to examine the “quality of life” in Vermont, knowing full well that
the objective indicators of life are at best proxies for determining how
people really feel about their lives.30 The goal of what would become a
series of four studies separated by 5 years of time was twofold. First, the
studies tried to define how Vermonters defined the concept of “quality of
life,” and second, to track the trends in their subjective judgments of how

well they thought they were doing, especially in light of changing social and
economic circumstances. A few selected findings from these four “Pulse of
Vermont” studies are summarized below.31
People’s perceptions of how satisfied Vermonters are with their “life as a
whole” have changed little since 1990 (see next chart). In all four surveys,
about 80% of the respondents were either “very satisfied” or “satisfied”
with their lives, and these results were virtually identical with proportions
found in national polls. The fact that Vermonters rate their well‐being at
similar levels to other Americans might seem at odds with much of the
objective data which frequently places Vermont as leading the nation in
any number of indicators, but the authors suggest the following
explanation in their 2005 report:
…people’s satisfaction with life is largely independent of their external
environment or objective conditions. To the extent that our material conditions
improve, we quickly adapt to the new standard of living and the net effect on life
satisfaction may be small. What’s more important… are the private aspects of
life—such as family relationships and health.
Vermonters expressed high levels of satisfaction with most of the 11
private domains of life, and these ratings were largely stable over time
(e.g., their family and friends, their own educations, the town in which
they live, their residence, and the religious and spiritual dimension of
their lives). Satisfaction has declined in other areas, however. Vermonter’s
sense of job security has fallen, as has their satisfaction with wages, and
the amount of leisure time they have—the latter falling from 66% satisfied
in 1990 to only 54% in 2005.
Satisfaction with the “public” aspect of people’s lives raised some
concerns. As can be seen in the chart on the next page, the percent of
respondents who felt that life in Vermont was “getting better” fell from
35% in 1990 to 19% in 2005 and the percent of Vermonters who felt that
life in Vermont was “getting worse” rose from 30% to 37%. Compared to
the 1995 study, higher percentages of respondents (71% in 2005) agreed

28

Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Volunteering in the United States, 2007,” USDL 08-0090.
Ibid.
30
The Vermont Business Roundtable also understood the essential connection between
quality of life and the economic vitality of the state; Vermont’s quality of life is an important factor in the business community’s decision to locate or remain in Vermont as
well as its ability to recruit talent from outside of the state.
29
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31

For each study, a random sample of just over 400 Vermonters was interviewed over
the phone. The results were weighted to reflect the characteristics of the general population. See the Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study,”
years 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005, by Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel.

with the unsettling statement that “with all of the troubles we are facing
today, I need to spend more time looking out for myself and my family.”
This concern was greatest among those with the least education and with
the lowest income. This, as well as many other findings in the study, re‐
enforces the perception of significant social and economic divisions
among Vermonters that are not to be dismissed.
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% feeling life in Vermont is
getting better

% Satisfied with Life

Percent of Vermonters who are Satisfied with: “Life in
General”* and Who Say that “Life in Vermont is Getting
Better”* 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005

In sum, the most notable trends in governance and civic engagement are
as follows:

2005

5.

6.

7.

Vermont continues to serve as a strong example of active political
engagement and participation, and increasingly so for women.
After Republican majorities dominated Vermont politics for many
decades, Vermont’s political orientation has become increasingly
Democratic.
The relative efficiency of the State’s Legislative Branch has dropped
over time.
There has been significant growth in the size and budget of State
government and shifts in the sources of revenue.
Among Vermonters, voluntary financial support for charity is
significantly lower than it is in most states, and recent increases are
not likely to shift our relative position in the foreseeable future.
The number of Vermont charities and foundations has increased
significantly since 1996. Vermonters have high rates of volunteering
compared to the rest of the nation, and the rates have been fairly
steady in recent years.
Over the past 15 years, measures of overall “quality of life” of
Vermonters reveal more continuity than change, but there is also
evidence of decreased optimism.

Life in Vt is getting better

Source: Vermont Business Roundtable, “Pulse of Vermont: Quality of Life Study,” years
1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005, by Vince Bolduc and Herb Kessel.
Note: “Satisfaction” includes “very satisfied” and “satisfied.” The second question asked
if “life in Vermont is getting better, worse, or staying the same?”

While these four Quality of Life studies raised some concern about public
life in Vermont, there were also a number of positive trends, which
together reflect well on life in the state. For example, the “sense of
community” is still strong in Vermont with most respondents (61%)
feeling that it had not changed in recent years, and 62% saying that they
felt “good” or “very good” about being part of their local communities. In
addition, Vermonters are much more likely to “feel safe” in their
neighborhoods at night (84%) than are Americans in general (41%).
Finally, 71% of the respondents felt that “most people [in Vermont] can be
trusted,” compared to 34% who had such confidence about “people in
general” in a 2002 GSS national survey.
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For the appendices and for pdf versions of this report, please
visit the Council on the Future of Vermont’s website;
www.futureofvermont.org or visit Vermont Council on Rural
Development at www.vtrural.org.

The Appendix for this chapter contains the
following charts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

The Percentage of People who Agree/Disagree with Various Statements on
Vermont Government and the Engagement of Vermonters, 2008
Percentage of Registered Voters at Town Meeting,Vermont, 2001-2008
Campaign Finance Summary,Vermont, 2007-2008
Session Length and Number of Days to Pass the Appropriations Bill, Vermont,
1998-2007
Yearly Cases Added and Disposed In Vermont Trial Courts, Total of Superior,
District, and Family Courts, FY1988-FY2008
Vermont Juvenile Delinquency Cases, Cases Disposed, FY 1985 – FY 2007
Total Vermont State Expenditures versus Revenue, FY 1997 – 2007
Vermont State Expenditures, All Sources, 1998 and 2007
State and Local Welfare Spending, As a Percentage of General Spending,
Various Years, 1992-2004
Vermont State Expenditures, Five Largest 2007 Categories, FY 1997 – 2007
State and Local General Expenditures Per Capita,Various Years, 1993-2004
Vermont Executive Branch Employees, 1994-2008
Executive Branch Employee Distribution, by Agency/Department, FY 2007
Number of Government Units in the State of Vermont, Various Years, 19922007
Vermont State Revenue, All Sources, 1998 and 2007
State and Local General Revenue from Federal Government, Dollar Amount
and Percentage of General Spending,Various Years, 1992-2004,Vermont
Main Volunteer Activity, United States, 2007
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